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PREFACE 

During the sixteen'years from 1977, as an Assistant 

Superintending Archaeologist in the Directorate of Archives, . 

Archaeology and Muscum, ,  I have travelled throughout Goa. 

. Through my work involved in the Directorate, I realised that 

there is no work exclusively devoted to Socio-Cultural History 
• 

of Goa pertaining to Pre-Portuguese period. In Goa sources in 

epigraphy are available from c. 400 A.D. Hence the Socio-. 

Cultural History of Goa from the Bhojas to the Vijayanagara 

was selected. Dr. K. .M. Mathew of the History Department of 
• , 

Goa University accepted me as the student. I am beholden for 

his constant encouragement and valuable guidance ih completing 

this work. Words are inadequate to express the gratitude to my 

guru. 
Fij thcroks axe. AlLe 

tO Dr. P. P. Shirodkar, Director of Archives, Archaeology 

and Museum for providing facilities of research in the 

Directorate. Reference Library of the Directorate has rich 

collection of the books pertaining to field of my study. Shri. 

Aravind Yalagi and his colleagues in the Library have provided 

the Library facilities. I am thankful to Shri Yalagi and his 

colleagues. 

Shri. V. R. Navelkar Deputy Librarian of Goa University 

and the staff of Goa University has provided excellent Library 



facilities. To Shri Navelkar and to the Staff of Goa 

University I am grateful. 

I have made use of Bombay University Library, Heras 

Institute Library, Bombay,and Library of Mumbai Marathi 

Granthalaya to the Staff of all the above mentioned Libraries 

I am thankful. 

'Librarian of Bombay University has supplied me with the 

xerox copy of Vetala Sahastranama. This felicitated in detail 

discussion on Vetala in the present work. 

Teaching faculty of Ancient Indian History and Epigraphy 

gave me constant encouragement. Dr. Srinivas Padigar of the 

above department has drawn my attention to important aspects 

in the field of Iconography and Art. For the above help I am 

grateful to him and his colleagues. 

My colleague Shri L. K. Pitre, Keeper of Museum has 

assisted me in interpreting the text of Vetala Sahastranama to 

him also I am grateful. Prof. R. P. Gurav Geology department 

of Dhempe college of Arts and Science, joined me in the study 

of rock-cut caves of Goa, and interpreted Geological History 

of cave. For his keen interest in my work and his 

encouragement I am thankful to him. 

Dr. Paul Axelrod Anthropology department Rippon college, 

Wisconsin U S A made arrangements to despatch xerox copies of 
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The Patityagramanirnaya To Dr. Axelrod also I am grateful. 

I am grateful to Shri. Nayan Naik and Shri R. N. Naik for 

the photographs and drawings included in this thesis. 

Finally, Shri. Savari Muttu introduced me to Shri. Umesh 

Naik in getting the work on computer. Shri. Umesh Naik has 

done methodical work in stipulated time. To both of them, my 

sincere thanks are due. 

V.R. Mitrago ri. 
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Introduction  

Prior to the spread of Aryan Culture to the South 

territory might have been called as Guva (land of arecanuts) 

by the early settlers like Gavdas 1 . The Sanskrit word for 

areca-nuts is guvak and it is obviously a loan-word. Gavdas 

might have brought areca-nuts to Goa. In the same way Gowhati 

the capital of Assam has origins in the word guva and a 

Nellore in Andhra Pradesh has originated from Nellu which 

means paddy. Usgaon (Ikshugram) is the village where the 

sugar-cane is grown. 2  Therefore, it is quite likely that guva 

is the most ancient name of Goa denoting the land of areca-

nuts. 

The native Prakrit speakers called this territory as Goy 

and it seems this word was current from the ancient period. 

Goya and Gove are synonyms and both were used. The latter 

word is found in the inscriptions of Kadambas and 

Vijayanagara. 3  In Vishnu-Purlina and in Bhishma Parva of 

Mahabharat references to the Goparastra are found. 

Sahy;drikhanda  also refers to both Gorastra and Gomant. 

(Konkanamahiltmya)  a Marathi work of 17th century which could 

be called a commentary of SKH has mentioned about Gorastra. A 

Marathi poet of 17th century of Ankola of Uttar Kannada in 

his translation on Mahabharat has also used 'the word 

Goafistra.4 



is 
The capital 	Gopakapattana, A the modern Goa-Velha. The 

common denominator in the aforesaid words associated with Goa 

is go and which means cow in Sanskrit. From this it is evident 

that after the spread of Aryan Culture to South in around 400 

B.C. 6 , it seems guva became Goa and thus came to be 

associated With cow. However, the antiquity of cow in Goa back 

to c. 8000 B. P. 6  and cattle were in existence much earlier 

to the spread of Aryan culture to Goa. 

Goa was also called Gomant during the ancient period and 

river Mandovi was called Gomati. Just as origin of India or 

Hindustan is traced to the river Sindhu or Indus, the origin 

of Gomant might be traced to river Gomati. 7  A Portuguese 

writer was of the opinion that Gomant has originated from 

Goubhat the chief regional deity. 8  It seems that he was not 

aware that Goa was one of the Shakti piths  and the presiding 

deity was Gomati and the purusha  was Chandreshwara. 9. 

Therefore, Gomati was not only the name of the river but 

presiding deity of Goa as well. 

However, the etymology of Gomant has attracted the 

attention of many scholars. Gomantak consists of two words 

Gom5  (an arrow) anantak  (terminus) the point where the arrow 

fell." The above explanation is associated with the legend of 

Parsuram and is purely mythological and not based on 

historical facts. Therefore, it is not convincing. Yet, there 

is one more view that the word Gomantak had originated from 
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the word Gomanchal and the latter word is associated with a 

mountain range. But there is no mountain range called 

Gomanchal. This consists of two words namely Roma  and Tinchal  

which mean the soft skin below the neck of the cow. 11 

 Therefore, the association of Gomantak is far fetched. The 

word Gomant is much more anterior than Gomantak. There are 

references to Gomant in Mahabharat but some scholars identify 

Gomant with Saurastra. In Harivamka also the reference of 

Gomant occurs and it seems to be related to Goa. The fierce 

battle between Krishna and the king of Magadha Jarasandha is 

supposed to have been fought in the regions of Goa. 12  

On account of the location on the west coast of India Goa 

was known to foreign travelers during the ancient period. The 

Periplus of the Erythrean sea a work of an unknown sea 

traveller a, scribed to the period C. 40 A.D. - 71 A.D. 13 

 furnishes localities supposed to have beenassociated with Goa. 

Major Rennol identifies Goa with Tyndis. On the other hand Dr. 

Vincent identified Aigidi of the Periplus with Goa. However, 

Aigidi seems to be Anjadiva Island near Goa. Though Goa was 

known to Greek travellersthe proper identification is 

difficult and is still an open question. During the Middle 

Ages Goa, was known as Gouba or Kawe. By and large there is 

unanimity amongst the scholars that Kouba, Kawe or Kaye are 

associated with Goa. The capital of Goa, Chandrapur was known 

as Sindabur. 14 
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Goa was recognised as a part of Aparanta from ancient 

times. The reference to the terms Aparanta occurs in 

Bhishmaparva of Matabharat, VIyu PurIna L  Kautilya' _s Artha  

Sh;stra and in Raghuvam$a. Aparanta denotes the territory 

located on the west coast. It extended from Baroch to 

Gangavali river in Uttar Kannada. Remaining territory on the 

west coast was referred to as Dravida. 15  The words Aparanta 

-A, 
and Konkan denoted the same region of west coast. But Aparanta 

has greater antiquity than Konkan and the latter term came in 

vague during the c. 500 A.D.-600 A.D. Howsoever in course of 

time, Aparanta and Konkan became two distinct regions. 

Aparanta then denoted only north Konkan and the-term Konkan 

denoted the southern Konkan. 16  The Nerur grant of emperor 

Vijayadittya (705 AD) mentions the Konkan region as 

MahEsaptama. It is also referred Sapta Konkanas they are 

KarNtam, Viraam, Marlitam, Konkanam L  HavygamL  Tulavam and 

Keralam. The fourth region called Konkanam is the region of 

Goa. The inscriptional evidence furnishes the extent of this 

territory, Havye 500 Uttar Kannada), Konkana 900 (Goa 

Revatidvipa i.e.Iridige Vishaya) Konkan 1400. Thana Raigad and 

Lata which include Surat and Baroda of Gujrat State. 17  

The extent of Goa  

The territory of Goa occupies the central position in 

Konkan and it extends from river Terekhol to Canacona. This 
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central zone of Konkan is the heart land of the west coat and 
A 

in this region. Konkani is spoken. Goa is bound by on the 

western side by Arabian Sea and north by Maharastra on the 

east as well as on south by Karnataka. Sahyadri range on the 

east separates Goa from the Deccan plateau. One third of Goa 

is covered by laterite, Mandovi (Gomati) and Zuari 

(Aghanashini) are the main rivers of Goa and are both 

navigable. Mandovi is 62 kms long Zuari is 63 kms long. The 

small river Tirakol (Arunda)) divides Goa and Sindhudurga 

smaller rivers like Chapora (Chopde), Kushawati, Paroda and 

Talopana flowing with in the territory of Goa. However during 

the entire period of this study the extent of Goa was not the 

same. SKH furnishes geographical date of the only two talukas 

of Goa namely of Tiswadi and Salcete. But the small area was 

not constituting the territory of Goa even during the period 

of when SKH was compiled. Hieun Tsang has mentioned that after 

covering a distance of 300 miles from south west to north west 

the territory of Konkan begins. Mallinath has mentioned that 

Murla (Gangavalli) is the dividing line between Dravida and 

Aparanta. Frair has mentioned that after crossing Gangawali 

river one could reach Karnatak. There was a tradition holding 

tarangas  in the temples of Sateri, Ravalnath, Vetala and 

Mallikarjun during the festive days like Dasara or annual 

festival. This tradition is found from Kudal to Canacona .The 

tarang  of Mallikarjuna of Canacona was taken in procession 

upto Gangavali in Uttar Kannada. Therefore, this clearly 



indicates that from Kudal to Gangavali, there is a separate 

cultural zone of Goa 19 . However, it may be argued that the 

devotees of Mallikarjuna were residing in the areas of Uttar 

Kannada, therefore, for their convenience the tarangas  of 

Mallikarjuna were taken up to Gangavali. Very close to the 

city of Karwar, there was a village called Kadewad. Place name 

Kadewad is very suggestive and is a compound of two words, 

Kade means the last or terminus and wad or Wadi locality. 20 . 

The village Kadewad is the terminus of Drawida (Kannada) 

culture and the beginning Konkani culture. 

Jayakesi I extended hiss territory beyond the present 

Northern borders of Goa (North Konkan). It included Uttar 

Kannad and Belgaum. Even in the Vijayanagara period Gorastra 

extended upto Karwar district. 21  However, the socio-cultural 

history of Goa extending from the river Terekhol to Kali river 

has been only taken up in this work. 

Survey of Inscriptions  

For the study of political social and cultural history of 

Ancient India from c. 300 B.C. till the rise of Vijayanagara 

period, the epigraphs are valuable source materials. The 

decipherment of Brahmi and Kharosti scripts in the early 19th 

century was a land mark in the field of epigraphy. Scholars 

from Calcutta and Bombay had established the royal Asiatic 

Society of Bengal and Bombay. These Societies started the 
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publication of journals devoted to Ancient History of India. 

The Archaeological Survey of India which was established in 

1864 appointed epigraphists like Burgess Buhler and Hultzsch. 

In South India Mackenzie, Rice and Fleet did pioneering work 

in the field of epigraphy. 22  

The copper plates and stone inscriptions • of the seven 

dynasties which have ruled over the small territory of Goa are 

good source material and throw light on the political and 

Socio-Cultural history of Goa. Many inscriptions have been 

discovered within the territory of Goa. Some inscriptions 

found outside Goa also refer to the political history of Goa. 

In Sawantwadi region (Iridige Vishaya) the survey of epigraph 

began due to the initiative of the British Civil Servants like 

Jacob and Keilhorn in the third decade of the last century. 

The copper plate of the Chalukyas of Badami namely six Nerur 

copper plates and the Southern Silaharas copper plates of 

Kharepatan were the early records to be discovered and 

deciphered. Keilhorn published Kharepatan copper plate of 

Rattaraja, the Southern Silaharas ruler in Journal of Bombay 

Branch  of Royal Asiatic Society vol. I Nerur copper plates 

were published in Indian Antiquary vol. 23  Bombay Branch of  

the Royal Asiatic society published inscriptions relating to 

the Kadambas of Goa in 1867 - 1870. Subsequently a few more 

copper plates of Kadambas Kings were published in 1876.24 



The Goan physician Jose Gerson da Cunha who was 

successful in his profession was engaged in the study of the 

history of the west coast during the later part of the last 

century. His note on the shrine of Saptakoteshwar (1874) was 

published in IA vol. III is based on the SKH. 25  After 

considerable efforts he obtained manuscripts of SKH from 

Maharastra, Karnataka and Kerala and the critical edition of 

the SKH (1877) was published. Da Cunha could not overcome his 

caste complex. Hence he never doubted the legend of Parasurama 

and the migration of Saraswats during the period of the above 

sage. He called the grammar of Konkani as grammatica Bracmana. 

He firmly believed Saraswats brought Konkani to Goa. But 

Mauryan Prakrit was spoken in the west coast and Goa from c. 

400 B.C. 26  

An Historical and Archaeological Sketch of the city of  

Goa by Jose Nicolan da Fonseca published in 1878 on the model 

of District Gazetteer. 27  Deals with the ancient history of 

Goa and is based on the inscriptions which were published in 

the volumes of JBBRAS .Fonseca deals with the origin of the 

word Goa and traced the history of the Kadambas, the Yadavas, 

the Bahamani conquest of Goa and the role of Vijayanagara. 

This is the earliest available work on the political history 

of Goa. 

John Faithful Fleet's work the Dynasties of the Kanarese  

Districts (1894) is based on the inscriptions, out of the , 
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dynasties mentioned in the book, the Chalukyas of Badami, the 

Southern Silahirits and the Kadambas of Goa are pertaining to 
cat k4.1. 

the region of Goa. Phc)oisq, 	 e s (4-41.0714446 
\01Ct_-ar? 

Recently two works exclusively dealing with all branches of 

the Silaharas were attempted by scholars. Inscriptions  

Indicarum vol. VI deals with all the branches of the Silaliiris 

and is an exhaustive and authoritative work on the subject. 29 

 G. T. Sawant's History of the Silaharas, also deals with all 

the branches of Silaharas. 38  B.R.Gopalls The Minor dynasties  

of South India gives a critical account of all the branches of 

Silaharas. 31  

Till 1928, the history of Goa used to commence with the 

Chalukyas of Badami. But in that year Varde Valvalikar noticed 

a one line inscription on the linga of Aravalem and was 

incorrectly deciphered as Sachipura cha sirasi and it was 

ascribed to c. 200 A.D. 32  Heras in 1929-30 along with his 

students explored the territory of Goa as well as North 

Karnataka with a view to collect materials on the history of 

the Kadambas. During the course of his exploration, Marcella 

copper plates Savai-Vere copper plates Panaji copper plate, 

Raya Viragal of Jayakesi were main inscriptions discovered in 
A 

Goa district. 33  A few more inscriptions were discovered in 

Dharwad. On the basis of these inscriptions the history of 

Ancient and Medieval Karnataka titled the Kadamba Kula was 

.}f  otae Silaharas was published in Indian Culture. 28  
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published in 1931 by Moraes. R. N. Gurav collected nearly 123 

inscriptions on the Kadambas of Goa and based on these 

inscriptions attempted the History of Goa Kadambas. 34  The 

aforesaid work of Moraes dealt with all the branches of the 

Kadambas and is an exhaustive work on the history of Goa 

Kadambas. However, the author has not dealt with deities 

sculpture, architecture and iconography from the region of 

Goa. A stone inscription referring to Rayana Shastadeva 

Kadamba in nagari script ascribed to c.1000 A.D. was 

discovered in Curdi is now displayed in the State Museum of 

Goa. This inscription described Shastadeva Paramabhattitraka  

Prachandadanda mandala. 35  Yet another stone inscription in 

nagari script was discovered in Curdi by the officials, of 

Archaeological Survey of India in 1985 and it belongs to c. 

1100-C. 1200 it is yet to be published. 36  Stone inscription 

of Jayakesi I engraved in Kannada characters belonging to 11th 

century is one of the few inscriptions of said ruler is 

published in EI XXXVII. 37  

Two copper plates are published in NewLetter, of 

Directorate of Archives, Government of Goa. Kudatari, copper 
nrAre-Vs 

plate of Kadamba King Jayakesi I, the first copper platet 
"%- 

the land named Tundakapur situated at Kudatrika agrahiira 

(Curtorim of Salcete). The second copper plate is from Korgaon 

belonging to king Bhimabhupal. It is dated 1351 A.D. to belavill g  

dynasty which ruled Goa after the fall of Goa 
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Kadambas. 38  

During the fourth decade of this century another copper 

plate of Chandravarman of Sivapura (Goa) was discovered and 

was ascribed to Kaciombas and palaeographically it was dated 

c.500 A.D. 39  Thus the third and the fourth decade of this 

century saw the discovery of the two unknown dynasties of Goa. 

Five more copper plats of the Bhojas were discovered in the 

neighbouAring regions of Goa. These are namely of Hiregutti 

plates of the Bhoja ruler Asantika and the Arga copper plates 

of Kapalivarman. Both these copper plates were discovered in 

Kumta and Karwar talukas of Uttar Kannada. Kopoli plate of 

Asantikavarman belongs to Khanapur taluka of Belgaum. 40  The 

fifth and sixth copper plates of the Bhoja ruler 

Prithvimallavarman were discovered in Goa. 

In addition to the aforesaid copper plate of Konkan 

Maurya, Chandravarman of Shivapura (Goa)) one more copper 

plate of Bandora (Bandivade) belonging to Anir obitavarman of 

the same dynasty was published in E I XXXIII. 41  Stray papers 

of Marathi inscriptions of Yadava and post Yadava period were 

published in Bharat. Itihas Samshodhan Mandal  issues. 42  In 

Prachin Koriv Marathi Lekh  inscriptions upto Vijayanagara 

period have been published. This is an authoritative work on 

Marathi inscriptions. 43  

During the post—liberation period the Nundem inscription 
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of Simharaja belonging to an unknown dynasty, perhaps a vassal 

of Konkana Maurya was published and is ascribed to c.500 A>D. 

on palaeographic grounds. 44  The reading and the date of the 

one line inscription of Aravalem was also revised and now the 

present reading of the inscription is Sambalura vasi Ravi and 

it is dated C.700 A.D.45. Settar and S. Rajashekhara of 

Karnataka university, Dharwad discovered the second 

inscription from Aravalem in 1979. The inscription is in box-

headed characters and as carved on a pillar of the ancient 

temple. While converting pillar into linga sufficient care 

tor 
was taken and hence the inscription in damaged. Madhav Katti 

deciphered the inscription and published :n the journal of  

Epigraphic society no VI. 

From the above survey of inscriptions it is evident that 

the territory of Goa is fairly rich in epigraphical 

source. Inscriptions throw light on the religion, society and 

economic conditions. 

Survey of sources on Iconography, Architecture and  

Sculpture  

The Portuguese were the first Europeans to see the 

magnificent caves of Elephanta and Kanheri. In fact the 

Portuguese soldiers damaged the sculptures of Elephanta caves 

and the standing images of Buddha in cave No. III of 

Kanheri. 46  They did not appreciate the heritage of India as 
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they saw India through the spectacles of Christianity. 

Scholars like Lopes Mendes, Braganza Pereira had no grounding 

in Sanskrit, Indian Philosophy and Iconography. Even in the 

works of later period the consorts of Brahma are mentioned as 

Riddhi and Siddhi. 47  A Scholar who had basic knowledge of 

Hindu iconography could have easily identified the aforesaid 

consorts of Brahma. 

In the writings of the scholars of this century 

references to Vetala and Ravalnath are seen. However the 

scholars like Heras and Priolkar believed that these deities 

have Jaina origin. The folk deities like Bhauka are mentioned 

in the writings. 48  But the ramifications of Bhauka in the 

neigbouring regions were not taken into considerations. No 

scholars questioned the historicity of the statement of SKH 

that the deities like Mangesh, Saptakoteshwar,Nagesh, Mahalsa, 

Mahalakshmi and Shantadurga were brought from Tirhut. 

Heras collected the sculptures of Gajalakshmi (Gajagouri) 

Nandi, Sapt . amatrikas from Chandor. Hero stone from Orlim 

village and Buddha from Colvale. He published a paper on the 

aforesaid Buddha image in JBHS. 5°  After three and half decades 

of the publication of the writings of Heras; the Ancient 

Shrines of Goa was published. This monograph dealt with the 

main deities like Mahalsa, Shantadurga, Saptakoteshwar, 

Vetalas, Vishnu and Brahma and has 72 plates. Some sculptures 

like Brahma from Parse have been incorrectly dated. 51  It was a 
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Government publication meant for tourist and has the served 

this purpose. 

S. A. Sali from the south western circle of 

Archaeological Survey of India explored the region of Goa. The 

survey included prehistoric archaeology as well as historic 

archaeology. Saptakoteshwar shrine of Opa,the rock-cut caves 

of Narve and Dabosi and Diwadi are mentioned but these caves 

have not been dated. 52  Soundara Rajan visited the caves of 

Aravalem in 1965 and the first to point out the significance 

of the aniconic ling:is present in the caves, the 

representation of Surya and Kartikeya were for the first time 

explained. The Kuvaleshwar from Korgaon village of Pedne was 

identified as Kartikeya sculpture of early Chalukyas period. 53  

Gritli Mitterwallner Studies iconography of Siva, Skanda 

 and the devi  from Goa and the neigbouring regions is a thesis 

submitted to Munich university in 1971. 54  She has contributed 

many papers devoted to iconography, art and architecture of 

Goa. 55  In 1979 Settar and Rajashekhara surveyed the rock-cut 

caves of Goa. However, no paper has been published by them on 

this survey. Puratatva and Purabhilekh, the journal of the 

Directorate of Archives, Archaeology and Museum of the 

Government of Goa has published papers on the iconography on 

Umasahita Siva and Vishnu. 56  image from Savaivere village 57 

 displayed in Old Goa Museum and Guleli Mahishitsuramardini 58 

 depicted in boat. The papers presented in the seminars on the 
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history of Goa conducted annually by Goa University and 

Directorate of Archives and Archaeology have been published. 59  

Epigraphists as well as scholars of Kannada literature 

have contributed towards understanding folk—deities and 

literary references to these deities have been studied in 

depth. 69  Marathi writers have also contributed in the study of 

the above folk deities. These folk deities were called loukika 

devis and references to these folk deities are found in 

English writings also. 61  

Puranas throw light on the political, social and cultural 

history of the various regions. Sahyidrikhanda can be utilised 

for the cultural history of the west coast in general and Goa 

in particular. The Brahmins of the west coast, particularly 

the Saraswats consider it as a Purana. According to the 

traditions, it is part of Skanda Purina (here after SKP) and 

hence it is labeled as Skandapurinantargat Sahyarikhand. 

However, k4-4.0 published from Venkateshwar Steam Press Bombay 

and Vanga edition of SKP have not included Sahyidrikhand in 

their editions. In the text of the aforesaid editions of SKP 

there is considerable similarity. SKH edited by Gajananshastri 

Gaitonde is easily available. This edition of SKH is based on 

Ge'rson Da Cunha's critical edition. In the foot notes of the 

Gaitonde's revised edition of SKH readings from various Ms 
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have been mentioned. Hardly there are differences between Da 

Cunhas critical edition and Gaitondes edition. Hence through 

out this study Gaitondes edition of SKH has been consulted. It 

would be appropriate to discuss the date of SKH. Recently an 

American scholar has edited eleven chapters of the section 

called PiitityagrEmanirnaya. This is most exhaustive and 

critical work available on SKH. The summery has been published 

in the Purgn-a journal. 62  The references to Kadamba king 

Mayurvarman show that some parts of SKH was complied around c. 

500 A.D. It has been suggested that SKH was complied between 

500-1500 A.D. 63  This long span ascribed to SKH would indicate 

that it is extremely difficult to fix the date and of the 

puranas as most of these are based on Mythology and 

traditions. 

Besides the references to Kadamba ruler. Mayurvarman there 

are other datable references also. The next datable 

information is Chandrachuda (Chandreshwara Mahamya). This 

deity is supposed to have been consecrated and worshipped by 

Bhoja king Chandravarman. Ambastacharitram the fourth chapter 

of this Mahamya mentions that full moon day of Shravan lyukta 

(Shravanayukta Somavar pournima) is very auspicious on 

Chandreshwara mountain for taking a holy dip. 64  In the copper 

plate of the Bhoja ruler Prithvimallavarman refers to the 

donations made on Sravanayukta pournima. 65  This clearly 

indicates that even before Prithvimallavarman there was a 
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tradition according to which full moon day of Shravana was 

considered as an auspicious. From this it is evident that the 

date of this section way go back to c. 600 A.D. 

VarudgpuramahAtmya of SKH deals with the goddess Mahalsa. 

The ancient shrine of this goddess was at Verna of Salcete 

taluka during the Pre-Portuguese period. According to SKH she 

was brought from Tirhut (Bihar) by Parasurama and was 

consecrated .in Verna. In Varunapuramahatmaya epithets of 

Mahalsa are furnished. The epithets Ambiketi Mohini and 

Kalaratri occur in the inscriptions found in Karnataka and in 

one Telugu inscription. The list of epithets of Mahalsa, this 

clearly indicates that Varunipuramahatmya was written in C 

1300-1400 A.D.". 

From the above discussion it is evident that SKH provides 

an exhaustive source material for the social and cultural 

history of Goa. 

Vetala is worshipped in iconic form in many temples of 

Goa. Vetilia Sahastrangma throws light on the iconography and 

his association with various deities., his vehicle and his 

worship etc. Vetala has been discussed in the chapter VI with 

the help of this Mss, In this Ms there are references to 

alchemy Hingalajamgta and Gorakhinipati are also mentioned. A 

preliminary study of Vetala Sahastrangma reveals that it was 

compiled during c. 1400 A.D. after the arrival of Ngth-Panth 
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in Goa. This was the period when the folk deities were 

Brahmanised. 67 . Vetala Silhastran -Ama mentions that Vetiila 

holds cane (vetra) in his hand and hence he is called 

Vetrapani (Vs. 19). Elsewhere Narsimha is elder brother (jesta 

sakha) of Vetala. In view of this Ms has been utilised for the 

study of Vetala in this work. 

This territory on the Western sea board is part and 

parcel of India. Geographically, historically and culturally 

it is closely knit with rest of India. Economically also it 

dependent upon the neigbouring regions. From remote past it 

imported rice from Uttar Kannada and Dakshina Kannada and 

vegetable from Belgaum. Goa shares common history with the 

neighbouring regions. The common history could be traced from 

the period of Satavahanas, the Bhojas, Konkana Mauryas, Badami 

Chalukyas, the Southern Silaharas, the Kadambas of Goa the 

Yadavas and the Vijayanagara. These aforesaid dynasties have 

ruled and the neighbouring regions as well as Goa. Therefore, 

Goa shares common history with adjoining regions. But like 

other regions of India it has maintained its own individually. 

However, a scholars goes to the extent of saying that Goa had 

no sizable population and resources of its own an 

independent culture of its own. 68  It seems to be a sweeping 

generalisation not based on historical facts and Goa has an 

individual personality of its own. 
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It has been felt necessary to make clear about the 

approach at the beginning. There was a strong belief among 

some Goans that the culture of Goa is quite different from the 

main land. This belief grew on account of the isolation of the 

Goan elite in the society in the neighbouring regions..The 

seeds of isolation were sown in medieval period itself 

because of the treatment given to all the Saraswat Brahmins by 

the Brahmins of the Deccan. Deshastha Brahmins never 

considered Saraswats as Brahmins and did not dine together. 

They were not recognised for Shatkarma. This made them to 

confine themselves only to SKH and the particular Veda to 

which they were attached. Therefore, Saraswats to did not go 

beyond SKH. Hardly any scholars from Goa made efforts to other 

Purgnas like Saura Purina, Brahmgnda, Purina or Kalikl 

_ — Purgna. 69  for the study of Saptakoteshwar, Kamakshi and 

- - 
Vetala. 

Goa being a part of India sharing a common history with 

neighbouring regions during ancient and medieval period had 

been influenced by these regions. Such influence can be traced 

in the field of religion, sculpture, architecture and music. 

Therefore, an attempt is made to trace the similarity in the 

aforesaid fields. This perspective would facilitate and show 

that Goa has been and is culturally an inseparable part of 

India. 
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As mentioned earlier Goa is sandwiched between Karnataka 

and Maharastra, and it has received both culturoy linfluences. 

The sources are available in Kannada as well as in Marathi for 

the cultural history of Goa. Therefore, the knowledge of 

Kannada Marathi, Konkani, Sanskrit and the Portuguese are 

essential for the study of the socio-cultural history of Goa. 

The literature available in the aforesaid languages has been 

consulted for- is study. 

In the section the survey of inscriptions the references 

has been made to the works related to this regional study such 

as Kadamba Kula, the History of Goa Kadambas, the History of 

SilahTtras, the Pre-Portuguese History of Goa 70.  The first 

work is general history of all the branches of Kadambas and 

therefore, is not exclusively written on Goa. Stray references 

to cultural history of Goa are available but the treatment is 

not exhaustive as it is dealing with all the regions where the 

branches of Kadambas have ruled. The other work mentioned 

above are of the particular period and are not covering the 

entire period of history from C 400 A.D. to 1500 A.D. In the 

chapter devoted to society and culture in the history of 

Kadambas references to Goa are meager. The last work furnishes 

only the political history of Goa to Nijayanagara The 

iconography Siva-Kartikeya and Devi from Goa and the 

neighbouring regions is purely a study of iconography. 

Therefore,the socio-cultural history of Goa is a desideratum . 
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In the following chapters an attempt is made to study 

socio-cultural History of Goa. 
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CHAPTER 	I 

POLITICAL HISTORY 

Before taking up the study of the cultural history of 

the region it is essential to survey briefly the political 

history as well. Political history has been called the back-

bone of history.' It is stated that if Political history is 

the skeleton, Cultural history is the flesh and blood which 

cover the skeleton. Cultural history gives beauty and 

complexion. Hence an attempt is made to survey briefly the 

'Political history of Goa from the Bhojas to the Vijayanagara. 

The Bhojas  

r)C;N --  
During the pre-Bhoja period Goa wasef Satavahana empire. 

It was on the peripheral region of Kuntala province. 2  It seems 

that up to the beginning of the Bhoja period, the coast of Goa 

was known for piracy. 3  But so far no epigraphs belonging to 

the Satavahana period have been discovered from Goa. Till 

1938, it was assumed that the history of Goa region commenced 

with the Southern Silaharas and with the Goa Kadambas. The 

discovery of the Siroda copper plate took back the history of 

Goa to c. 400 A.D. Then it was believed that the Devaraja of 
to 

Siroda plate belonged 
A
Gomin dynasty. 4  However in 1942 it was 

clarified that Devaraja was of Bhoja dynasty. 5  

The references to Bhojas are found in the edicts of 

Asoka. 6  Bhojas were ruling in Vidarbha region. But the 
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relation of the Konkan and Vidarbha Bhojas is not known. The 

Bhojas are mentioned in BhavishyapurTina. It seems Bhojas as 

well as Maghas came from Sakadvipa (Iran) to India. Both were 

the worshippers of Surya. Maghas were instrumental in 

V- 
 spreading sun worship in ancient India . Maghas did not 

assimilate themselves in Indian society. However, the Bhojas 

were absorbed in Indian society and in some regions of India 

they became rulers. ?  In Bhoja copper plates, three epithet of 

Surya are found namely Prabhilkar. 8  Adityashresthi and 

Div-Akar. 9  This clearly indicates the popularity of the sun 

worship. The inscriptional evidence of the Sun worship in 

Aravalem is an aniconic representation of Sun himself." 

Out of six copper plates of the Bhoja, three are found 

in Goa. The aforesaid copper plate of Devarlija from Siroda and 

the two copper plates of Prithvimallavarman. 11  Two copper 

plates of Bhojas are from Uttar Kannada namely Arga 

of Kap.alivarman 12  and 

of Asamkita. 13  Only one 

copper 

Hiregutti (Kumta taluka) copper 

copper plate was found in Kopoli 

plate 

plate 

village of Khanapur taluka of Belgaum district. 14  From the 

find spots of the copper plates and the localities mentioned 

in the inscriptions it is evident that the Bhojas were ruling 

in parts of Goa. Uttar Kannada, Belgaum and Dharwad districts. 

But no genealogy is furnished in any of the six copper plates. 

All the six copper plates are silent about the genealogy 

and hence it is not possible to state whether the kings 
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belonged to one and the same family. Devaraja of Siroda copper 

plates and Asamkita of Hiregutti copper plates probably belong 

to different families. Kapalivarman of Arga copper plate was 

Dharmamah;raja. Prithvimallavarman and Kapalivarman probably 

belonged to the same line and it is evident from common name 

ending. However, no title of Dharmamaharaja has been used for 

Prithvimallavarman." 

As far the Bhojas of Goa are concerned their capital was 

Chandrapur. Sivapura was the capital of the Bhojas who ruled 

in Uttar Kannada region and it is 20 kms. away on the north 

east of Sunkeri." It seems that Devartija of Siroda copper 

plate was contemporary of Banavasi Kadamba ruler Mayuravarman. 

However, no epigraphs mentioning their relations have been 

found. The Banavasi Kadamba king Ravivarman could establish 

influence in the region of Halsi which was under Bhojas of 

Uttar Kannada after two centuries. 17  This might have caused 

conflict between the Banavasi Kadamba and the Bhojas. The 

Bhoja ruler Kapalivarman gave a measure of land to the chief 

named Svamikaraja. He may be Svamikaraja mentioned in the 

Badami Chalukya plates. He was made chief of Iridige Vishaya 

by Kirtivarman. But he was killed by Mangalesa in a war. From 

this it is evident that Kapalivarman, and Sliamikaraja were 

contemporary or Mangalesa. 18  

During the reign of Asamkitavarman the territory of the 

Bhojas extended upto Dharwad district. Kaikeyas who were 
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ruling in Hanagal region of Dharwad district were the vassals 

or Kapalivarman. Kaikeyas had matrimonial relations with the 

Bhojas. The elephant is depicted on the seal of the copper 

plate or Kapalivarman. The coins discovered in Gujigatti of 

Kalaghatagi taluka of Dharwad district bear elephant symbol. 

Buddhist consider elephant as an auspicious symbol. 19  The 

epigraphs of the early Chalukyas do not mention about the 

defeat of the Bhojas. Hence some scholars believe that they 

became the feudatories of the former. However, it is mentioned 

that the Bhojas were defeated by in Konkan Mauryas. 20  As the 

evidences for this suggestion are lacking, it is still an open 

question. 

Many gaps have to be filled in the history of the Bhojas. 

But certainly the Bhojas period marks beginning of the public 

administration as far as Goa is concerned. The references to 

the officials like Private Secretary (Rahasyidhikrita), 

Superintendent of all the departments (Sarvatantradhikrita). 

Ayuktits and Sth-iyins are mentioned in the epigraphs 

of the Bhojas. 21  These clearly indicate that during the rule 

of the Bhojas the foundation of an unified administrative 

system was laid in the region of Goa. What Satavahanas did for 

the Deccan Plateau was done by the Bhojas for the region of 

Goa. 22  The establishment of the administrative system and the 

control of piracy ushered in the growth of trade and commerce. 
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Konkan Mauryas  

The branches of Maurya dynasties have ruled Rajputana and 

Konkan. These Mauryas claimed descent from the Kumar viceroys 

of Ujjain and Suvarnagiri. On the West coast, three epigraphs 

of Konkan Mauryas have been discovered so far. The first 

copper of Konkan Mauryas is that of Chandravarman and it was 

incorrectly ascribed to Kadambas earlier. 23  This record on 

palaeographic grounds can be dated to c. 5th century A.D. and 

it registers . the donation to Buddhist Mahavihara of Siroda. 

The second copper plate of the Konkan Mauryas is Bandora 

plates of Anir;jitavarman. This refers to the Khajan land. 

(rice field made by erecting embankment preventing sea-water 

entering the field). On palaeographic group' the copper plate 

belongs to 5th or 6th century A.D. 24  In addition to the two 

aforesaid copper plates from Goa, a stone inscription was 

found at Vada to the north of Thana near Bombay and it is in 

the custody of Prince of Wales Museum Bombay. This stone 

inscription refers to Suketavarman of the Maurya dynasty. 25 

 Suketavarman might have been a contemporary Chandravarman. 

Konkan Mauryas were defeated by Chalukyas of Badami. 26  

Chalukyas of Badami  

After the rule of the minor dynasties namely of the 

Bhojas and the Konkan Mauryas, the first major dynasty, to 

establish themselves on the coast was the Chalukyas of Badami. 
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All the dynasties of the Deccan Plateau were eager to control 

the sea-coast. Chalukyas were not an exception to this. 27  The 

Chalukyas of Badami established their regional head quarter in 

Iridige Vishaya (Redi)of Sawantwadi taluka Sindudurga 

district) which is on the northern borders of Goa. Redi might 

have been an entreport of Chalukyas of Badami. 

There are seven copper plates of Badami Chalukyas found 

in the region of Sawantwadi. 28  One copper plate of Saty7Eisraya 

Dhruvaraya Indravarman of the govern of Badami Chalukya is 

also found in Goa. 29  Invocatory verses of the copper plates 

mention that Chalukyas belonged to Manavya Gotra and they were 

Haritiputr;s. They were nursed by Saptamatrikas and were 

protected by the god Kartikeya. War-ayana and Var-aha also find 

mention in the invocatory verses. VarTtha was the insignia 

(lanchana) of the Chalukyas of Badami. The Chalukyas for ruled 

about two hundred years from 578 A.D. to 700 A.D. Some of the 

copper plates are dated in Saka era. Hence the chronology of 

Chalukyas is well established. Kirtivarman succeeded Pulakesi 

I. His reign marked the beginning Badami Chalukya involvement 

in the history of Konkan. He defeated the Banavasi Kadambas 

and Konkana Mauryas. The Konkan Maurya ruler Anirajitavarman 

was contemporary of Kirtivarman . Thus Anir-a-jitavarman might 

have been defeated by the aforesaid Chalukyas ruler. './01 luCd: 

in wors. Kirtivarman as a reward assigned Goa and 

the neighbouring region to SNAmikaraja and his head quarter 
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4 	 was Iridige Vishaya (Redi). 3°  

Recent findings have sh&w that Mangalesa ascended the 

throne in 592. 31  The above mentioned feudatory ruler 

Svamikaraja aided by Kalachuri King Buddharaja revolted 

against Chalukyas. Hence Mangalesa abondoned his plan of the 

conquest of North India. He fought against Svgmikarga and 

killed him in the battle. Mangalesa placed Satygsraya 

Dhruvaraya Indravarman of Batapura family as the Governor of 

four Vishaya of Konkan. 32  Mangalesa was killed in a civil war 

by his nephew Pulakesi 11. 33  

It is discernible from the copper plates that after 

Satyasraya Dhr
Avaraya, Indravarman, Vijayaditya and 

Chandraditya ruled Iridige vishaya as the representative of 

Badami. Chalukyas. The copper plates refer to Vijayamahadevi or 

Vijayabhattarika who was the queen of Chandraditya. After the 

death of her husband, Vijayamahadevi was controlling the 

affairs of the region during the childhood of her son. 34  She 

was the first known woman ruler in this region 

No epigraphs are available from 700 A.D. till 750 A.D. 

till the downfall of Badami Chalukyas. During Bhojas and 

Chalukya period grouping of the divisions on the basis of 

numeral such as Tiswiidi, Sasashti, Sattari and Bardsez might 

have begun. The role of the Chalukyas in the cultural history 

of Goa is of considerable importance. 35  The worship. of 
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SaptamTatrikiis,Kiirtikeya Ganapati and Narayana was introduced 

this period. 

- 
Southern Silaharas  

After the disappearance of the Chalukyas of Badami on the 

southern Konkan, no records are available till the 

establishment of the Southern Silahiiri;s. Most probably this 

region was under Sendrakas. 36  The Garuda (the eagle) was the 

ranchana (insignia) of the Silahtir-a- s. The history of the 

southern Silaharas is recorded only in three copper plates and 

these are namely Pattanakudi dated Saka 910 corresponding to 

18th October, 988 A.D.,Kharepatan copper plate of Rattaraja 

dated Saka 930 22nd May, 1008 A.D. and 1-1 ( copper plate of 

Balipattana Saka 933 dated 24th December, 1010 A.D. 37  Southern 

Silaharas were the feudatories of Rastrakutas. 

Kharepatan and Balipattana copper plates furnish the 

genealogy or Rastrakutas at the beginning and later furnish 

the genealogy of Southern Silaharas as well. From this it is 

evident that they were the feudatories of the Rastrakutas and 

later they had to accept the suzerainty of later Chalukyas. 38 

 Modern Goa-Velha or Gopakapattana of Goa dvipa (Island of Goa) 

might have been the capital under Silahiii King Sanafulla. 

Later with the conquest of the territories lying to the north 

of Goa, the capital of Goa was shifted to Kharepatan 

(Valipattana). There is no unanimity amongst the scholars in 
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the identification of Valipattana. 39  This has been identified 

-4 

with the Sawantwadi region. Some scholars place it in Kepem 

taluka of Goa and Veli in Salcete. 40  

As pointed above Kharepatan copper plate was issued 20 

years earlier than Pattanakudi copper plate. Therefore, the 

former copper plate might be m;ore factual and authentic than 

the latter. In the course of subsequent period of twenty 

* 

	

	 years many additions might have been made to the events which 

had actually taken place. 41  Therefore, the credibility of the 
ileAS 

Pattanakudi coppei plate been rightly questioned. According to 

this copper plate Silahara King Aiyapa marched against the 

Kadamba ruler of Chandrapur which was their erstwhile capital. 

Pattanakudi copper plate further states that Aiyapa 

extended assistance to KantakIchirya the Kadama ruler of 
O fr 

Chandrapur. KantakTichgrya is not the founderLGoa Kadamba 

branch but Chattayya is the founder of Goa branch of 

Kadambas. Since Aiyapa had attacked Chattayya, and he was the 

enemy of Southern Silahgr -it ruler, the reference to the 

assistance provided to Chattayya seems to be not true. 

Therefore, the events mentioned in the copper plates of 

Pattanakudi are not trust worthy. 42 

The rule of the Rastrakutas had ended before the region 

of Avesvara I. Even then in the grant issued in 988, the 

genealogy is included perhaps as a taken of gratitude. 43  The 
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Kadambas of Goa were becoming powerful at the end of Southern 

Silahitr'i rule and they established themselves in this region. 

Southern Silahi;ras ruled for nearly 245 years from c. 760 A.D. 

to 1010 A.D. The genealogy the southern SUM -a:tr.-a is furnished 

in the appendix No.1. 44  

The Kadambas of Goa.  

The Kadambas of Goa ruled from the mid-10th century to 

the latter part of 13th century A.D. The origin of the 

Kadambas is still shrouded in mystery. The legends associated 

with the origin of Kadamba are mention kin the copper plates of 

the Kadambas from 4th century A.D. till 11th century A.D. It 

can be seen that Kadamba tree (Athocephalas Cadamba)  is 

associated with all the branches of the Kadamba dynasties. The 

aforesaid tree is native of Java and Malaya and reached India 

during the early Christian era. The references to the Kadamba 

tree are also found in Sangama literature. Amongst Tamils, 

there is a tradition that Muraga (lartikeya) wears to garland 

of Kadamba blowers. In fact it is believed that Muraga is 

hidden in the Kadamba tree. 45  

oval 
By large scholars agree that the Kadambas of Banavasi 

A 

were Brahmins. However, even at present there are scholars who 

ascribe Kadamba to tribal origin." Even if the evidences on 

which the alleged matrimonial relations between the Kadambas 

of Goa and the Kadambas of Hanagal are reliable, then the 
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question would arise how the two royal families belonging to 

the same gotra (MEnavya) could have matrimonial relations? 47 

 It seems the Kadambas were a pastoral tribe (Kurubgs)48 . The 

acceptance of Saptakoteshwar as the family deity of the Goa 

Kadambas seems to indicate the pastoral origin of the Goa 

Kadambas. 49  Their territory extended upto Dharwad. Therefore, 

they were not unaware of the criticism on the worship of 

Saptakoteshwar by Virasaiva Saints and Jaina writers of 

Karnataka" The Kadamba Kings of Goa ignoring this criticism 

accepted Saptakoteshwar as the family deity and issued coins 

bearing the legends of Saptakoteshwar and constructed the 

temple of the deity on the island of Diwadi. Therefore, they 

were perhaps non-Brahmans. The legends mentioned in the copper 

plates of the Kadambas reveal that the high sounding words 

were required to give them the necessary social status. 51 

 Hence, the origin of the Goa Kadambas is still an open 

question. 

In many epigraphs of the Goa Kadambas, Kaliyuga is 

mentioned instead of Saka era. However, their contemporaries 

in the neighbouring regions were using Saka era. But some 

times both eras have also been used. Lion was their insignia 

(lanchana) and Hanuman the emblem on their banner. 52  

11( 
	

The founder of the Goa Kadambas was Chattayya (shasta I) 

and he established rule in the area of Salcete and in the 

adjacent region of Konkan. He might have conquered these 
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territories from the Southern Silaharas. However, the Southern 

Silaharas remained in Gopakapattana till the region of 

Jayakesi I. By the early 11th century the southern Silaharas 

became very weak. Hence Shasta I defeated Silaharas and took 

Gopakapattana. 53  

After Shasta, Jayakesi I, come to the throne and he had 

one more name Viravarma. The name Viravarl'i is mentioned in 

the copper plate of Kudatari Saka 971. 54  as well as stone 

inscription of Jayakesi I of Saka 976. 55  He became the ruler 

of Konkanariistra, including Kapardidvipa. During his region 

Gopakapattana became a great commercial centre. 

The territory Jayakesi of the Goa Kadambas extended upto 

Dharwad and Belgaum districtj. The Goa Kadambas were 

controlling the important trade route from Goa to Dharwad and 

Belgaum. This provided good hinterland. Hence Jayakesi I 

might have felt the necessity of establishing a regional 

capital at Anilapur (Alnavar) in Dharwad district. 56  Jayakesi 

I was successful in domestic policies as well in external 

relations. He gave his daughter to Vikramaditya VI,. the later 

Chalukya ruler. His second daughter Mayanalladevi was married 

to Karna, the Chalukya king of Gujrat. Jayakesi I established 

cordial relationship between later Chalukyas and the Cholas. 57  

During the region of Jayakesi II, Kadambas territories 

extended from Thana in the north to the Uttar Kannada in the 
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south with eastern,most of the present districts of Belgaum 

and Dharwad. 58  However, the Kadambas had become weak in the 

middle of the 13th century. They could not face Yadavas of 

Devagiri and lost Halasige to them. 

Malik Kafur the general of Allauddin Khilji plundered and 

destroyed the capital of the Goa Kadambas during the second 

decade of the 14th century. 59  Subsequently the Kadambas 

shifted the capital to Chandrapur. In 1327 Muhammad-bin-

Tughlaq ravaged Chandrapur. Once again the capital was 

shifted to Gopakapattana. By them on account of royal family 

feuds the Goa Kadambas declined and the Nawab Jamal-ud-din of 

Honavar attacked Gopakapattana. 6° 

But it should be noted that it seems the entire Goa was 

not under Delhi Sultans or Bahamanis. This indicated in the 

Koragaon Copper plate of Saka 1273 (1351 A.D.) and this record 

mentions name of the King Bhimabhupgl. He was the king of 

Konkan 900 ruling from Gopakapuri. The territory of Tiswadi, 

Bardez and under his control. He was a loco! feudatory of the 

Kadambiis. 61  

The last dynasty which ruled Goa was the Vijayanagara 

founded at Hampi in Bellary district of Karnataka in 1326 A.D. 

There was a rivalry between the Vijayanagara and the 

Bahamanis. These both powers of the Deccan were eager to 

control the West coast belt. Goa was the port from where the 
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Arabian horses were imported and these were in great demand. 

The Vijayanagara took Goa in 1390 A.D. and it was with them 

till 1472 A.D. and subsequently Adilshahis of Bijapur captured 

Goa and Goa remained with them till 1510 A.D. 

From the above brief survey of the ancient and medieval 

history of Goa, it is evident that only at the beginning the 

two minor dynasties namely the Bhojas and the Konkana Mauryas 

have ruled Goa. These two dynasties had to make away for the 

Chalukyas of Badami and this commenced the beginning of the 

control of Goa by major powers of the Deccan. After the 

Chalukyas, the Rastrakutas controlled Goa and the Southern 

Silali;ras were feudatories of the latter. After the downfall 

of the Rastrakutas the later Chalukyas established their 

influence. The Kadambas were the most powerful rulers of Goa. 

Thus the history of this region reveals that the powers of the 

Deccan were eager to establish control over Goa. The above 

dynasties had influenced the cultural history of Goa. This is 

being dealt in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 	II 

SOCIETY 

The role played by the society in shaping the 

civilisation and Culture of every region is of considerable 

importance. The contribution of the society towards the 

development of art, architecture, sculpture, religion, 

philosophy, literature and music cannot be underestimated. 

Therefore, a brief survey of the society of the region of Goa 

is necessary. 

The society is divided into four varnas were mainly the 

Brahmins, the elite class, engaged in priestly duties. In 

social hierarchy Kshatriyas occupied the next position and 

this class was the mainly of the rulers and the warriors. The 

third varna was of Vaishyas (mercantile community). The fourth 

and the lowest varna was of Shudras. This constituted mainly 

of servants. 

The works of Indian History published during the early 

decades of this century suffered on account of two 

assumptions. Most of the writers assumed that the society in 

early India remained more or less static and occified. 

Secondly, it was believed that Varna system was rigid and it 

registered only marginal change. However, recent studies have 

shown that there were social and economic conflicts between 

the Vardi;s. 1  On the basis of the available data an attempt is 
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made here to study the ancient and medieval society of Goa. 

Brahmins of Goa.  

The earliest reference to the Brahmins in Goa occurs in 

Siroda copper plate of Bhoja ruler Devaraja which is 

palaeographically dated to c. 400 A.D. This copper plate 

refers to Indraswami, Govindaswami of Bharadvaja gotra 

receiving donations from the King Devaraja. 2  In the copper 

plates of the 5th and 7th century A.D. a few more names of 

Brahmins are mentioned. But the copper plates are silent about 

region from which they are migrated. Another copper plate 

mentions that a Brahmin was well versed in SZmaveda. 3  The 

evidences to the presence of the Brahmins in the ancient 

society of Goa is about two centuries earlier to that of. 

Dakshina Kannada. 4  

Sahyidrikhanda. (here after referred to as SKH) refers to 

the Banav-asi Kadamba ruler Mayuravarma bringing Brahmins from 

Ahichchatra and settling them in his kingdom. 5  The historicity 

of this event has been doubted earlier. However, some scholars 

considered it as a historical event. 6  Devaraja the Bhoja ruler 

was contemporary of Mayuravarma. Therefore, during this period 

Brahmins had already migrated to this coastal track. Some 

scholars argue that Indraswami and Govindaswami might have 

been Jains, as they wanted to retain their social status they 

did not leave the gotra tag of Brahmins. 7  But Jains clinging 
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to Brahmins gotra is only a later development of 10th century. 

Moreover, there are no evidences of Jainism in Goa belonging 

to the Bhoja and Konkan Maurya period. 8  Therefore, Indraswami 

and Govindaswami were Brahmins and not Jains. Even in later 

period the migration of the Brahmins continued. 9  The Brahmins 

of Goa are subdivided into S'graswats, KarhEdes, PEdhye 

Brahmins, Bhatt Prabhus and Kramavant Joshis. Though there is 

a separate chapter devoted to Chitap'avans in SKH,their 

settlements are found only in Sattari Taluka and they had 

hardly played any role in the social and cultural history of 

Goa. 10  Karhades, Padhyes and Chitapavans are called by the 

people of Goa as Bhatt and SEraswats as BEmans. Whenever, a 

local Goan uses the word Bhatt, it should be presumed that he 

is referring to the aforesaid Brahmins and not Saraswats 

a) SEraswats Brahmin.  

It would be appropriate to discuss Saraswats and other 

three subsections of Brahmins namely KarhEdes, Pi-dhyes and 

Bhatt Prabhus'. The population of SEraswats is more than other 

Brahmins communities. According to SKH and SKP, Saraswats are 

designated as Panchagaudas.  The former Purana further adds 

that the sage Parashurqma brought Saraswats to Goa. 11  Even 

if Parashur;ma is considered as a historical figure, the 

regionalisation of Brahmins had not taken place during his age 

and he had brought only Brahmins and not specifically 

Saraswats Brahmin.12 
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Now it would be pertinent to discuss the original home of 

Saraswats, the probable route of migration and the period, of 

arrival and their settlements in Goa. According to SKH the 

original home of Sgraswats is Tirhut and this region comprised 

the district of Champgran, Darbhanga, Muruttapur and Sargri in 

North Bihar. 13  The section in which the Tirhut is mentioned 

has been tentatively dated to c. 1400 A.D. 14  Even after 

settling down in Goa, they had retained in their memory that 

k 	 they had migrated from elsewhere. 

A writer on the basis of the genealogy and chronology of 

Puranic sages has mentioned that Aryans reached Goa during 

2500 B.C. 15  This is based on preconceived notion. that 

Aryans and Saraswats were identical. Elsewhere in the same 

work the author has argued that Parashurama had brought only 

Brahmins and not Sgraswats. Therefore, equating Aryans and 

Sgraswats seems to be far-fetched. Aryans were not called 

Sgraswats then. The early reference to Panchagauda do not go 

beyond C. 700 A.D. 16  Therefore, the date of the migration of 

Saraswats to Goa suggested by the above scholar is not based 

on historical facts. However, it is more reasonable to suppose 

that the Saraswats of Goa migrated from North Western U. P. 

Punjab, Sindh, Kutch and Saurastra they •  were recognised as 

local Brahmins from the remote past in the aforesaid region. 17 

 There is no agreement among scholars about the original home 

of Saraswats. 
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The name by which these Brahmins have been designated 

clearly indicates that the river Saraswati. had played an 

important role in the life of these Brahmins. Even after the 

disappearance of the river, the Brahmins who had once 

inhabited the banks of river Saraswati retained the name of 

the region. There are evidences in history about the migration 

of the population from one region to another regions account 

of foreign invasions and sudden climatic changes. The recent 

researches in Archaeology have shown that the river saraswati 

dried in about c 1000 B.C. 18  

For the study of the migration of the Saraswats north 

India to the Deccan, the linguistics provides a corroborative 

evidence. The Indo-Aryan speech was spreading towards the 

south along the west through Rajasthan Malwa and Gujrat. The 

main line of Indo-Aryan linguistic expansion began from north 

to south from c. 500 B.C. 19  The Saraswats settled themselves 

in Rajasthan, Sindh and Gujrat. In ancient Gujrat there was a 

separate division called Slraswat Manda1. 2°  Moreover, there 

are many Konkani words which are found only in Gujrati. From 

this it is evident that Saraswats  had settled in Gujrat 

migrated to Goa. 21  Among the various Saraswats communities 

only in Kutch the honorific 'Shenvi' is the title of respect. 

This also indicates that the Saraswats from the Kutch regions 

might have migrated to Goa on account of Arab invasion in 8th 

century A.D.22 
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The earliest epigraph which refers to the colony of 

Pancha6udas is from Chinchani of Thane district and belongs 

to Rii-strakut; a period (C.9g0 A.D.) 23  Reference to Saraswat 

name are found in Silahitriii as well as Kadamba inscription63 4 

 According to SKH account S'iraswats constituting sixty-six 

families were settled in eight villages ;of Goa, ten each of 

Kushasthali (Cortalim), Kalosi belonging to Kaushika-Vatsa, 

Kaundi . nya gotr-is, six families at Mathagram (Madagaon) Veranya 

(Verne), Lotali and Kudatari (Curtorim), ten families at 

Chud -A-mani (Chorao) and twelve families at Dipavati (Diwadi). 

The two talukas namely Salcete (Sasassti) and Tiswadi were the 

group of sixty six and thirty villages respectively. Irttotal, 

these two talukas formed 96 villages. Hence it is , suggested 

that the honorific term 'Shenvi" has evolved out of 96 

villages. 25  

The above account furnishes the first migration of 

Saraswats which had taken place in c. 800 A.D. Mangesh 

Mahatmya furnishes the second migration of Saraswats. This 

might have taken place during Muslim conquest of Kanoj and 

Bihar. In this period, for the purpose of settling Saraswats 

Brahmins, the village of Lotali was bifurcated and new 

settlement was established at Kalosi. Parts of Niigoa and 

Sancole were merged together and Kushasthali was founded The 

Saraswats who had migrated during c 800 A.D. (first migration) 

were members of village communidade. 26 . There were regional 
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variations among the S-graswats, like that of Bardez, Pedne, 

Kudal and Salcete (Sasesti). Konkanamahatmya  of work of 17th 

century A.D. deals with the internal rivalry of the Saraswats 

and strained relations of S2iraswats (such as between 

BTrdeshkars, Pednekars and Selstikars) nraswats were not 

recognised by the local Brahmins as well as other non—Brahmins 

for Shatkarma  and they were called trikitrmi  Brahmins. Hence 

besides their sacrodatal duties, they took up administrative 

vocations'under the ruling dynasties. Therefore, they 

gradually established as the landowning class and also as 

traders. 27  

After settling down in Konkan and Goa in c. 800 A.D. 

Saraswats may have taken about a century to establish being 

patronised by the SilaharTas and the Kadambas of Goa. 28  By 

10th century they were competing with Karh -ide Brahmins in Goa. 

S7a-raswats started worshipping the folk deities like, Mangesh, 

Saptakoteshwar, Ravalnath and Mal -alga. Saraswats were not the 

MahAjans in all the temples. Due to the political influence at 

the end of Kadamba period, they might hr captured the 

mah-Ajanship of Mangesh temple. Alongwith Saraswats they were 

Karh;de MahAjans in Mahiilsa temple. 

— 
Besides the rivalry between Saraswats and Karh -Ades, there 

was similar rivalry between Sliraswats and GuravEs. The 

Saraswats got abolished the tradition of Gurav priest in 

l4clhalsa temple in 1959.29 
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Many Saraswats left Goa after the invasion of Malik Kafur 

to the neighboring regions and during the period of religious 

persecution of the Portuguese also Saraswats migrated to Uttar 

Kannada, Dakshina Kannada and North Konkan. 

Karhade Brahmins:  

In SKH the Karhade Brahmins are referred to as Brahmins 

of Karhatak. The region of Karh-Eitak (Karad) is on the 

confluence of the river Krishna and Koyna in Satara district. 

The Silahgrits of Kolhapur as well as the Southern Silahlr-lis of 

and the Kadambas of Goa patronised Karhgde Brahmins. They are 

the natives of the above regions and hence they are called 

Karhades. However, it has been suggested that as the family 

deities of Karhades are in Goa, they are natives of Goa and 

not of Karad." It may be mentioned the that mother tongue of 

Karhgdes is not Konkani but Marathi. Many communities who 

anded 
migrated to different regions retain the language6 of the 

A 	A 
place of origin as their mother tongue. 31 	Moreover, the 

family deities of Karhades not necessarily make them the 

natives of Goa . The famous Venkateshwara of Tirupati or 

Tulajabhav-gni of Osmanabad district in Maharashtra are the 

family deities of Kannadiigs as well as Mahgrastrians. But the 

devotees do not purely belong to Andhra or. Maharashtra. Some 

belong to Karnataka or Maharashtra. Therefore, the family 

deity in any case is not the deciding factor to identify the 

region from which Kartigdes had actually migrated to Goa. In 
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many village Communidades  KarhAdes are the members. Therefore, 

this clearly indicates that they had migrated during the 

Southern SilahErgs period and during rule of the Goa Kadambas. 

SKH as well as Brahticanda Purana are very harsh towards Kartaide 

Brahmins. 32  SKH mentions that they descended from the bone of 

camel and hence they were designated as Karh -iiides. 33  

The relations of Kartilides with Sgraswats were not 

cordial. The references to conflicts have been already 

- 

referred to while dealing with the Saraswats. 

Padhye Brahmins  

The reference to Padhye Brahmins is found in the section 

of Karahastrabrahmanotpatti  in SKH. 34  It is commonly believed 

that Padhye Brahmins are not different from Karh -gde Brahmins 

and are a section of KartZde Brahmins. 35  However, even now 

Padhye Brahmins have retained their identity. The main 

concentration of Padhye Brahmins is in the taluka of Ponda 

(Antruj). They looked after betel-nut and coconut plantations. 

They are similar to Havik Brahmins of Karnataka. 36  There is 

an opinion that the Padhye Brahmins have come from Sumer. 37 

 The basis of this theory and the sources are not known. Like 

Karh-gdes, Padhye Brahmins like speak Matathi at home. This 

indicates that they are not the natives of Goa but have came 

from Marathi speaking area. They are members of the village 

communidade and hence it proves that they reached Goa perhaps 
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during the pre-southern Silahara period. 

There are . no evidences of any royal patronage to Padhye, 

The southern Silah-iir; patronage to Karhades gave them much 

needed social status and to some . extent it might have improved 

their economic conditions but history if silent about Padhye 

Brahmins. But it seems thatLwere recognised Brahmins during 

Vijayanagara period by Shringeri Shankaracharya Swami who 

occupied the seat then. 38  The royal patronage as well as 

recognition of Padhye Brahmins as Brahmins by the Swami came 

during the later period. Hence, Padhye Brahmins retained their 

individuality. 

Bhattaprabhu Brahmins  

This is a lesser known Brahmin community of Goa and is 

not found in the neighboring states. Bhattaprabhu community is 

smaller than even Padhye Brahmin community and originally 

belonged to Bori and Siroda of Ponda taluka. 39  There is 

considerable similarity in the social conditions Bhattaprabhu 

Brahmins and Padhye Brahmins. The only differences is the 

language spoken by these two communities. Bhattaprabhu speak 

Konkani." The Bhattaprabhus do not eat fish and are strict 

vegetarians. On the basis of the available data it would be 

appropriate to call them sthanik Brahmins. 41  

Kramavant  Joshi  

The SKH states that Saraswats of Chodan Tiswadi and 
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Banawali (Salcete) entered into matrimonial relations with 

non-Saraswat Brahmins and hence they were called Kramavant 

Joshi. They were the priests of the natives. 42  According to 

the Brahmins from Desh, the above marriage would be anuloma.  

The etymology of Kramavant  is explained in two ways, 

Brahmins engaged in killing insects on the leaves found in the 

plantation. The second explanation is that these Brahmins -

performed mostly rituals after the death and hence they were 

called Kriyavant. 43  As regards the first explanation it 

would be appropriate to point out that in the district of 

Bijapur, there is a similar tradition of identifying a 

community as insect-picker BrahMin community. Other Brahmins 

used to look down them and thus they were considered as 

degraded Brahmins. Even the Brahmins who are performing only 

rites after death are not invited for auspicious occasions 

such as thread ceremony or wedding ceremony and other 

sacrifices. Even if the second explanation is correct, this 

may have been the cause of their degradation. The copper 

plate of Madhavamantri mentions Kramavitaputra which perhaps 

means Kramavant  Joshi. From this it is evident that by the 

Vijayanagara period they had settled down in Goa . 44  

Guravas  

Like the above microscopic Brahmin communities of the 

Padhyc Brahmins, the Bhattaprabhu and the Kramavant Joshis, 
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the GuravAs is- also a small community. There were Guravas in 

Pedne, Salcete, Bardez, Tiswadi, Ponda, Sanguem and 

Canacona 45 . The Guravas occupy the next position to the 

Brahmins. Among Guravas also the thread ceremony was 

performed. They used to learn some religious Sanskrit texts. 

In this respect, they resembled Jiy-Ars of Tamilnadu. 46  The 

Gurava family of Mardol had matrimonial relations with Jira 

family of Uttar Kannada and enjoyed equal social status. 47  

It seems that Guravas have origins in lalamukhas and the 

latter were worshippers of Siva. 48  Therefore, the GuravAs 

also took up the worship in Saiva temples. The references to 

Guravas are found in the inscriptions from the beginning of 

the 9th century in Kannada speaking regions. 49  In Goa there 

were Gurav priests in the temples of Chandreshwar - Bhutnath, 

Mahalsa and Saptakoteshwar. Commonly GuraViis were the priests, 

in the shrines, the giiima-devatirs scattered all over of Goa. 

It seems that during the initial stage the term Guravii 

was applied to Saiva Brahmins of priestly order. The Guralili 

priests were supposed to maintain strict celibacy. In the 

course of about four centuries, the distinction between the 

Guravas and the Brahmins priests became marked and this can be 

seen in the inscriptions." From this it is evident that 

even non-Brahmins were the priests of Saiva shrines. After the 

advent of Virasaivism, the worship of sthavar-linga was 

forbidden and it seems that many Gurava priests abandoned Siva 
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temples. These temples were taken over by ti.c people from the 

lower castes. 51  

In addition to the above groups of Guravas, there were 

different types of Guravgs called Hugars (florists mostly 

found in Karnataka) Konkan Guravas and Jaina Guravas. The 

latter two types of Guravgs were found in Goa. 52  As regards 

the Jaina Guravas found in Goa and in north Konkan, that they 

were earlier JainaS After the decline of Jainism during the 

10th and 11th century. they embraced Hinduism and once again 

started the worship of Hindu deities. In many temples of Goa 

there are subsidiary deity (parivar devata) called Jaina 

purusha. 53  After the decline of Jainism it seems Jaina 

thirthankaras were worshipped by Hindus. In Kothambi of 

Bicholim the tirthankara image is worshipped as Brahman 

purusha. 54  

As stated earlier even in the temple of Mahlilsa, Gurav 

was assisting other priests in the worship of the goddess 

MahAlsa. Gurav was supposed to remove the flowers offered to 

the deity on the previous day and this was called nirmalya 

visarjan. After the deity was given ceremonial ablutions, 

(abhishekha) he dressed the goddess with sari and put on the 

ornaments. He brought the offerings (naivedya) of the temple 

establishment from the funds provided by devasthiin mahgjans 

and the devotees of the deity. He performed arati (offering of 

lamps). He prayed the deity on behalf of the devotees 
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un 
(uttering garane) for the mistakes committed knowingly in the 

course of performing rituals. He prayed the goddess to bless 

the devotees with favours in their pursuits in day to day 

life. He kept all the ingredients required for the worship, 

such as flowers, sandal paste, etc. ready and assisted the 

priest. He offered the naivedya to the deity according to the 

instructions of the magiljans. He kept the ornaments required 

for the deity on festive occasions and the daily ornaments in 

the safe custody. He was available in the temple through out 

the day. Even at night he was supposed to sleep in the 

premises of the temple. He gave prasgd and tirtha to the 

devotees who visited the temple. In the month of Mgrgashirshya 

(November-December) Poushya (December-January ) he prepared 

gudy-gs and flags. He lit oil lamp of the sanctum and put oil 

as and when required. 55  

Guravas did not dine with Sliraswats. They considered 

themselves as superior to the latter. However - they did not 

mind in inter-dining with Karh-ides and Padhyes. Infact a 

Padhye family has adopted a boy who is originally a Guray. 56 

 Guravas are have still remained as priests in many Ravalngth 

and Vetgla temples of Goa 

- 
Pgnchala  Brahmins  

The artisans such as gold-smiths, black-smiths 

carpenters, sculptors working on stone (shilpis ap.3 Sthapatis) 
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and copper-smiths were called P.Tinchgla Brahmins. It is 

believed that alongwith Saraswats these Pianchalas were brought 

by the sage Parashurama in c 2500 B.C. to assist the priests 

in performing sacrifices. 57  

a) Gold-smiths (Daivadnyas)  

It has been pointed out earlier that the date of the 

migration of Saraswats was much later in 8000 A.D. 58  The 

Saraswats as well as other artisans may have come to Konkan in 

800 A.D. There are references to the sacrifices performed from 

Satvahana period. Gold has been found in many neolithic as 

well as chaleolithic sites of the Deccan indicating the 

presence of gold-smith. 59  The wheel-turned pottery has been 

in use from neolithic period. Therefore, the artisans like 

gold-smiths, carpenters and black-smiths were already there in 

south Indid, before the arrival of S;raswats to Konkan. The 

above artisans of the south were practicing their trade in 

this region. Some artisans might have come alongwith SEraswats 

to Konkan. But the settlement of the artisans may perhaps go 

back to the early centuries of Christian era. The Bhojas were 

well known sculptors and that) migrated to the various region 

of India. Therefore, the sthapatis who themselves claim to be 

Brahmins may have been descendants of the Bhojas. The gold-

smiths claimed themselves as Daivadnya Brahmins. The 

descendency of Daivadnya Brahmins from Magha and Bhoja 

Brahmins is also suggested on the basis of the interest shown 
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by the former in performing arts such as dance and drama. 

Maghas and the Bhojas were experts in the performing arts 

Hence it is argued that Daivadnyas had inherited these arts 

from the Bhojas." 

Some gold -smiths and sculptors may have been well versed 

in Vastu-silpa texts. Infact in some regions of South India of 

gold-smith and carpenters are called Chari and the gold-smiths 

are called achari (the term is used either for teacher or the 

priest). In Uttar Kannada district even carpenters are called 

Wchari. The claim of the above artisans to the status of 

Brahmins is evident from this usage. 61  It is discernible from 

the BrNhminical texts that they occupied lower rank in the 

society. 62  These texts maintain that they were of mixed 

origin. Their claim of Brahmins status may have been advanced 

after sthapathis and gold-smiths got royal patronage. They 

were not primarily engaged in preparing gold ornaments. The 

skill of the gold-smiths was diversified and they were making 

silver images and masks of the deities. They could assist the 

government minting gold or silver coins. The above factors may 

have improved the economic condition of Sthapathis and gold 

smiths who were well versed in Shilpa texts and had knowledge 

of Sanskrit. Hence the artisans may have felt the necessity of 

claiming higher status in the early medieval period. 

Reference has been already made to the conflict between 

the SWraswats visa-vis the Karlades. It would be pertinent to 
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refer to the conflict between the gold-smiths and the V;nis 

(Vaishy;.$) of Khandepar in Ponds taluka.This conflict between 

the above communities is mentioned in the copper plate of 

Khandepar 1348 A.D. But it makes no references to the 

antecedents of the fight. This copper plate clearly mentions 

that V;nis and gold-smiths actually came to blows. The Viinis 

of Savai-Vere came to the rescue of their fellow Vgnis of 

Khandepar. The gold-smiths and the Vgnis met in Ganan -a-th 

temple of Khandepar and reached an amicable settlement. The 

gold-smiths of Khandepar acknowledged the assistance rendered 

by the Vanis of Savai-Vere and promised to honour them during 

the various sacraments such as marriage and naming ceremony of 

the new born child. 63  Many gold-smith daivadnya Brahmins 

were members of the communidade (village communities). This 

clearly indicates that they had settled in Goa from the 

ancient period. 64 . 

Carpenters and Black-smiths and Gudikaras.  

In some regions of India the above occupations are not 

combined. Carpenters and black-smiths practice their trade 

independently. In ancient Goa perhaps both the communities 

might have been independent. But during resents times 

carpentry and smithy were combined. The profession being 

hereditary, usually one member of the family is engaged in 

carpentry and the other looks after smithy. The carpenters in 

Goa were called thavaya or thovi and it has origins in 
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Sanskrit word sthapati (architect)." Goa being thickly 

forested region, there was no dearth of wood. The carpenters 

of Goa were experts in wood carving. They carved wooden 

pillars of the temple and decorative wood—ceiling of temples. 

Therefore, taking into consideration of the role played by 

carpenters in temple building activity in this region, he was 

appropriately called thovi (sthapati). However, the word which 

is current is chari and it is the surname or many carpenter 

families in Goa." The different words used for the 

carpenters and black smith indicate their claim of Panchilla 

Brahmin status. Carpenters have gotras such as Kiishyyapa, 

BharadvEj and Jamadagni. Marriages with in the same gotra 

(sagotra) are prohibited according to the tradition followed 

by these communities. Tounser of the widows was also prevalent 

and there was no remarriage of the widows among the 

carpenter. 67  

There was a concentration of carpenters - at Mayde in 

Bardez, Cuncolim of Quepem and Paigunim of Canacona taluka. 

The carpenters do not have family deity, as such and they 

worshipped the deity of the village. The carpenters of Mayde 

and Pilgaon worship Ramachandra. The Matha of the carpenters 

is located in Majali village of Uttar Kannada district." 

During the Inquisition the carpenters from the old conquest 

(Tiswadi, Bardez, and Salcete) left Goa settled in Sirsi 

Honnavar and Bhatkal of Karwar district." 	They have 
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continued their trade and their craftmanship is well known. 

This was a permanent loss to .Goa and a gain to Karnataka. In 

the Karnataka region this community is known as Gudik.iras 

(temple builders). 

- 
c) Kasar and Bangle makers.  

The Konkani word for copper-smith is laar and it has 

originated from Sanskrit word lasyakrir. The copper-smiths made 
of 

utensils, copper lamps brass as well as bronze. It seems that 
A 

they were also making bangles of copper. During the Bahamani 
0020,4 

period, when glass bangles became commonLthey may have 

_ - 
switched over to the manufacture of glassbangles. Kasars of 

Keri village in Ponda taluka were experts in making glass 

bangles and these bangles were famous throughout Goa 70 . 

In the copper plate of Nagadeva dated 1352 A.D. (Saka 

1294), references to las7irs (copper-smith) is made. The 

copper-smiths were mahajans of Kalika temple of Kasarpal 

village of Bicholim taluka. 71  The village itself has been 

named after them. The copper ore might have come from the 

mines of Narasingpur, Ahmedanagar, Bijapur and Dharwad. 72  It 
• 

seems after the division of Bahamani empire, the supply of 

copper might have been erratic, this might have forced them to 

switch over to the manufacturing the glass bangles. These 

factors might have adversely affected the economic conditions 

_ 
the Kasars. The economically weak leas-ars lost control of 
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1. 	
Kgsarp7i1 temple during the 15th or 16th century. The powerful 

gold—smiths usurped the mahajanship of Kalik; temple. 

d) Sculptors (sthapatis)  

Some sculptors were well versed in Sanskrit texts like 

samarangana sutra dhara and hence they were called Sthapatis 

(architects) Sculpture and architecture went in hand in hand 

as most of the sculpture is integrated with architecture. Only 

three structural ancient temples have survived after the 

destruction of the temples in 16th century. These temples have 

no inscriptions mentioning name of the sculptors. After the 

establishment of the Portuguese power in Goa these three 

talukas the sculptors had migrated to Uttar Kannada and other 

regions of South India. 73 . 

Kshatriyas  

There are evidences migration of Kshatriya families from North 

Western' India to the Deccan in the early Christian era. The 

families like Kaikeyaswho were inhabitants of the land between 

Sutlaj and Bias, migrated to Dharwad district of Karnataka. 

They had matrimonial relations with Isvakus 74  another 

Kshatriya tribe. Therefore, migration of some Kshatriyas to 

the Deccan Sduth India can not be ruled out completely. But it 

is extremely difficult to categorically state that all the 

kings who have ruled Goa and the neighboring regions were 

Kshatriya. 75  During the medieval period, certain dynasties 
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glorified genealogy in their copper plates in order to gain 

Kshatriya status. 76  The armies of the ancient rulers were 

also not primarily of Kshatriyas. In these armies there were 

soldiers from the lower strata of the society and tribes like 

Bedars 77  and Paiks. 

Attempts have been made by scholars to identify Marathas 

with Kshatriyas and these Marathas may have reached Goa during 

the period of Badami Chalukyas. It is mentioned that 

RITstrakut,is and SilliharEs were Marathas. Therefore, Marathas 

were Kshatriyas. The surname Kadamb and Silahart have evolved 

from the names of ancient dynasties namely Kadambas and 

Silah -a- rits. 78  Some scholars consider Chardos of Goa as 

Kshatriyas. It is not known why instead of accepting the usual 

spelling for Kshatriyas as Xatriyas in Portuguese the word 

Chardo was accepted. 79  In view of the above, it is extremely 

difficult to say whether all the kings were Kshatriyas and 

Of 
their army was also primarily of Kshatriya soldiers. 

A 

Vaishyas (Tanis)  

References to the vanis has already been made while 

dealing with the Daivadnya Brahmins (gold-smiths).The Bhojas 

were the first rulers to establish an administrative 

machinery. They also controlled the piracy in the region of 

Goa. This might have given an impetus to increased commercial 
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activity. There is a reference to Aditya Shresti in Siroda 

copper plate of Devaraja." 

From this is evident that merchants were engaged in trade 

and commerce in Goa from c. 400 A.D. There may have been 

settlements of merchants in Goa on the banks of the rivers and 

trade routes. 

Vanis were called Shrestis.  In Goa t1-2re are families 

bearing surname Shirsa and this word may have originated from 

Shresti. During the Goa Kadamba period there were Banajilis 

(merchants) engaged in trade. The reference to these Banajiiis 

from Savai Vere, Narve, Khandepar, Kapilagram, Bandivade and 

Taligram are mentioned in Khandepar copper plate of 1358 

A.D. 81  The mention to the social-conflict between the Veinis 

and the Goldsmiths has been already made earlier. 

Vaishya come next to Kshatriyas in four-fold division of 

the society (Chliturvarna)  and thus they are considered as 

twice-born (dvija). The thread ceremony is performed among 

Vaishyas. They are mostly Saivites and their chief pontif is 

Shankaracharya of Shringeri. They have their own gotraa. There 

is no remarriage of widowas among the Vaishayas. 82  

Kunbis  

Kunbi is considered as sub-caste of Marathas, they are 

primarily engaged in farming. The word Kunbi has originated 
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from Sanskrit word Kutumbin that is one who is possessing a 

family or house. 83  The Kunbis being a small community it is 

integrated with Marathas. Kunbis are found in Sattari and 

Sanguem talukas. In the talukas of Tiswadi, Salcete, Bardez 

and Murgaon there is meager population of Kunbis. Among the 

Kunbis of Goa, the individual families have totems like fig 

(audumbar) and Kadamba. The marriage among Kunbi families 

having the same totems are forbidden. They do not have family 

deities but they worship the goddess Sattari, Maliiim -gya and 

Ravalnath. 84  

The geographical factors and the occupation.  

The above discussion is based on the four fold division 

of Hindu society, and these are found all over India. However, 

the geographical factors had also played an important role in 

shaping the society from the ancient times period. On the 

coastal belts there are certain common castes like toddy 

tappers and the community engaged in salt manufacturing. 

Toddy tappers in Goa were called Naik Bhandari the word 

Bhandgri, it may be stated that it has originated from 

— 
Sanskrit word Mandharak which means one who draws toddy. 85  

Nayak Bhandaris constituted one integrated community. Besides 

drawing toddy, the Nayak Bhandaris were expert navigators and 

some were engaged in farming. Therefore, there were toddy 

tappers, navigators and the farmers from this community. It 

seems a section on this community which was primarily engaged 
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only in navigfttion took up farming later. 

The main difference between the Nayaks and the Bhandaris 

is that the l atter do not have totem. Among the Nayaks 

chenduful (Parkia Biglandalosa) are the totem and the women 

from the Nayak community do not put on chenduful on the hair. 

Khapar Ravalanath of Narve in Bicholim taluka is the family 

deity of Nayaks. Their totem is chenduful. Layrayi of Shirgaon 

is also the family deity of Nayakas as well as Bhandaris. 

Marriage does not take place between the families having the 

same totem. The Nayakas as well as Bhandaris are the 

Saivites. 86  

Fisherman in Goa are called gabit and the boatman are 

called Kharvi. Fisherman in upper Konkan are called the Kolis 

but in South Konkan (Goa and Karwar region) they are called 

Gal:pits. The fisherman and boat-man follow different profession 

but in social status they are clubbed together and belong to 

the same caste. 87  

Mithagavdas  

In north Konkan the community which was engaged in salt 

manufacturing on the coast was called Agris. The salt-pans are 

called Mithagar. Hence they may have been designated as Agris. 

In Goa Gavdas are working on the salt-pans and hence, they are 

called Mitha-gavdas.88 
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Caste based  on professions  

In the ancient and medieval society of Goa, there were 

other professional castes like barbers, washerman (madival) 

oilman, tailors, potters and cobblers. Madival is . 4 Kdroticact 

worci for Washerman dna the some word is used in Goc. In 

most regions India, there was a barter system till the early 

decades of this century. The aforesaid professionals were paid 

the fixed amount of paddy during the harvest season from 

communidade  land. 89  

The early settlers  

The variety of food available to man during the neolithic 

period was not sufficient to make the coastal belt of Goa a 

permanent settlement." Therefore, during the middle half of 

the first millennium B.C., the early settlers may have settled 

in Goa. 

The Gavdas  

The Gavdas, the early settlers were inhabitants Ponda 

(Antruz) and Tiswadi. The Gavdas may have migrated from north 

eastern India about 400 B.C. The Gavdas belong to the proto-

Austroloid stock. As regards the etymology of the word Gavda, 

it is not associated in any from with the Sanskrit word go 

which means cow. They were not a pastoral community but were 

farmers. They are credited with founding of the settlements or 
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the villages in Goa. The Gavdas brought with them their 

traditions from eastern India. One of such important legacies 

which they brought from their place of origin was village 

organisation. Panchliyat of the village allotted land to each 

family depending upon the number of male members in a 

particular family for cultivation. The agricultural production 

of the village belonged to the entire community. Only 

homogeneous ethnic group constituted the village community. 

The members who were allotted land for cultivation paid 

tribute to the chief of the PanchTiyat. 91  

The Gavdas were the worshippers of the linga of Mangesh, 

the mother goddess Sgteri and the goddess Bhavuka. During the 

important occasions, the story of Bali is narrated for the 

whole week. The dramas based on the story of Bali were staged 

by them on festive occasions. The songs are accompanied by a 

percussion musical instrument is prepared on pot called 

ghumat. The skin of the reptile is fixed to the pot and the 

other end is open. They are expert in playing this instrument. 

The Gavdas women perform dance called dhillo during the month 

of Poushya (Jan. - Feb) 92  

Velips  

The Velip community is found in only in the talukas of 

Canacona and Quepem,In complexion they are fair and they are 

handsome in comparison with Gavdas, The Velips are credited 
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with the discovering the linga of Mallikarjuna. Hence the 

Velip acts as a priest of the Mallikarjuna for three monthsin 

every year during the remaining nine months Brahman acts as 

the priest. 93  Both the Gavdas and the Velips have been 

completely assimilated into Hindu Society. 

Kumar Paiks  

Kumr Paiks are also called as Kurriar Panths. Paik means a 

messenger. 94  They were hunters and soldiers from ancient 

period. Many were recruited as soldiers in the army of 

Vijayanagara. 95  According to the traditions among them, they 

originally belonged to Gulburga region of Karnataka. They were 

. — Lingayats, however, later they renounced Virasaivism and 

became Hindus. Virasaivas are also Hindus hence the account 

furnished about the faith of Kumar Paiks by Enthoven is 

confusing." 

Kumar Paiks used sword and Shield for ,hunting. Kumar 

Paiks believe that elephant, lion and tigers have divinity in 

them Once in a year they worship tiger. On Mahgnavami of 

Ashwina (September-October), they worship weapons (ayudha 

— 
puja) and offered cock to the weapons. 97 	Kumar Paiks are 

found in Canacona and Uttar Kannada district. 

The communities like cobblers (chamFtrs) and Mahgrs 

constituted part of ancient and medieval society of Goa. Their 

position was similar to that other of regions of India and 
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they were treated as untouchables. 98 . 

Arabs cInci  Nittskrns 

From the beginning of 8th century, Arabs (Muslims) began 

to establish their settlements on the West Coast. During the 

reign of Chalukya ruler Vikramaditya II the Tajaks or Arabs 

invaded Leta (Gujarat) province of Chalukyan empire. The 

copper plates of Naysari (739 A.D.) refers to Avinisharya. 

Pulakesin of the Gujarat branch and he faced the formidable 

Arabs and repulsed their attacks. The copper plates of 

Chinchani mentions the settlements of Arabs in Sajan 

villages. 99  

The copper plate of Jayakesi I refers to the Muslim 

Minister named Chadma. While Kadamba ruler Gullhadeva I was 

sailing towards Somanath, his ship got involved in a naval 

accident and the mast of his ship broke. His grandson 

Jayakesi I gave Chadma, the privilege of levying the taxes on 

small and big boats. The amount collected by way of +axes was 

utilised for the maintenance of the mosques built in Goa. This 

copper plate goes to the extent of saying that Jayakesi. I made 

him the Chief Minister. 100  

After Malik Kafur invasion and subsequently during the 

rule of Sultanate, there were Muslim Officers in Goa like 

Malik Bahadur. After the downfall of the Goa Kadamba, some 

Muslims might have migrated to Bhatkal and Honavar. The 

Navayats of Bhatkal are the descendent of. Muslim community and 
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once lived in Goa. 1°1  

The coastal society of Goa was more elastic and less 

rigid than the Deccan. The Brahmins of the Deccan plateau 

looked down on the people of the coastal areas. The Deshasthas 

of the Deccan ware reluctant to migrate to the coast. Only the 

• Habbus who were the Deshasthas, migrated to Uttara Kannada 

district and Canacona taluka of Goa. 102 

The rivalry between the Saraswats and Guravas the gold 

smiths and Kasar clearly indicates that the society was not 

devoid of conflicts. Infact conflicts between the gold—smiths 

and the Vanis went to the extent of exchanging blows between 

the members of the above community. However, by and large, the 

above communities retained the customs and traditions of Hindu 

society. 
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CHAPTER III 

POSITION OF WOMEN 

Man was engaged from the beginning of the civilisation in 

procuring food and shelter for his family. Women had to 

shoulder the responsibility of rearing children and 

maintenance of the house hold. In Sanskrit housewife is called 

grahini. It is said that the prosperity and reputation of the 

family entirely depend upon the grahini. 1  The position of 

women enjoyed in any society is the index of the civilisation 

and culture of the society. If woman enjoyed good position and 

had status in the society, it ushered in the development of 

the family at the lowest level, and finally the development 

of the society and the civilisation itself. 

From the Vedic period onwards the birth of female child 

was not the occasion of rejoicing. But girls were also taught 

Vedas during the Vedic period. The thread ceremony was also 

performed to female children. There were women scholars like 

Gargi Lopamudra, Visvara, Sikata Nivari and Ghosha. 2  On the 

auspicious occasions both husband and wife had to perform in 

rites (punyE-Vachan)and even now this tradition is current. 

However, by the early centuries of Christian era a 

a general decline of the woman has set in. 

Position of royal woman:  

The earliest reference to the women from royal families 
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of Goa is from Prithvimallavarman's copper plate which 

mentions that Chetasadevi, the daughter of Nellika on 

triyodasi (13th day) of Shukla paksha of Jyestha donated 

field. 3  From this is evident that the queen could exercise 

influence over the king in making grants to Brahmins. The 

mention to the women of early Chalukya ruler Vijayabhattarika 

who ruled in Iridige Vishaya is found in the copper plate. 4 

 These copper plates also bear testimony to the status and 

position enjoyed by the women from the royal families. For 

exercising influence over the king in issuing grants or 

shouldering administrative responsibility some training and 

education were essential. The women from the royal families 

and the elite were taught writing and reading. The women from 

the ruling dynasties of the region took keen interest in 

patronising ,,learning and art. The chief queen Kamaladevi of 

Peramadi, Kadamba ruler of Goa was a great patron of 

learning. Kamladevi with the assistance of Peramadi founded a 

number of agraharas. In these agrahargs, Veda, VedEngas, 

Nyaya, Mimansa, Siinkhya, Yoga, Vedanta, Smriti, ItihTt .'s and 

purana's were taught. The queen Kamladevi built Narayan temple 

and Mahglaxmi temple. 5  

As regards the marriage among the royal families as well 

as other sections of the Hindu society, It was considered as 

one of the important 'sacraments (samskara) The objectives of 

Hindu marriage were duty (dharma), progeny (prals) and 
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pleasure (Kima). 8 	There were no pre-puberty marriages in 

Vedic period: However, by e. 200 A.D. the smriti  writers 

started advocating pre-puberty marriages and these became 

popular only among Brahmins. Among Kshatriyas there were no 

child marriages even up to the Vijayanagara period. 7  The 

Kshatriya women particularly from the ro;a1 families had 

considerable freedom in choosing their life partners. The 

references to such svayamvaras are available. 

The matrimonial alliances among the royal families of the 

Deccan were common. There were matrimonial alliances between 

Ishvakus and Kaikeyas. 8  Kadambas of Banavasi and the 

Vakatakas and the Kadambas and Guptas. 9  The Narendra 

inscription records that when the Kadamba king. Chattaya went 

towards  .?the country of Mammuni of Thane, the 

latter welcomed him and gave his daughter to him. He presented 

five lakh gold coins to his son-in-law. 10  Similarly Jayakesi 

I the son of Sastadeva gave his daughter to Chalukyas emperor 

Vikramaditya. Hemachandra refers the royal marriage of the 

Kadambas of Goa and Chalukyas of Gujrat in Devashraya. 

 Mayanalladevi the daughter of Jayakesi I fell in love with 

king Karna of Gujrat and subsequently they were married. 1 1 

The kings married many wives and the favourite among them 

was the chief queen. Due to polygamy practised by many rulers, 

their harems were full of rivalry and jealousy. A queen had 

the title "Whip to the backs of rival wives of high repute." 
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The queen was supposed to treat her subjects both rich and 

poor without discrimination. Queen used to participate in the 

public functions. 12  

Purda System:  

It seems, that by 300 A.D. some royal families thought 

that the women from their families should be seen by the 

selected few while moving in public. However, from the 

evidences it is clear that purda  system was confined to 

northern India. The paintings of Ajanta and the data from 

Dharmashdstras  and classical literature clearly reveals that 

there was no purda system in South India and particularly in 

Goa. 13 

Marriage and dowry system among Brahmins and the masses:  

It has been mentioned earlier that by c. 200 A.D. child 

marriage became common among Brahmins and the masses. The 

intercaste marriages became rare after c. 800 A.D. 14  As in 

other regions of the country in Goa a special social function 

was held when a married girl commenced her first menstrual 

period. From this it is evident that there were pre—puberty 

marriages in Goa also. 15  Due to the rigidity of caste rules, 

finding a suitable match for the girls seems to have become a 

problem for the parents." 

Dowry system is associated with consummation of marriages 
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as dakshina. Hence this is called Varadakshina (the gift 

offered to the bride grooms). This gift consisted of cash or 

gold. 17  Among the masses the amount of the dowry was not 

sizable. The father of the bride offered dowry according his 

capacity. The Konkani proverb cautions the bride-groom not to 

be fascinated by the amount of dowry offered by the father-in-

law. If the bride-groom accepts huge amount of dowry, he would 

be a slave of his wife (at least a hen-packed husband) 18 . 

Another Konkani proverb says that the culture which the mother 

of the bride has transmitted to the daughter remains but not 

the dowry given by the father. 19  Dowry is not permanent asset 

and this might vanish if it is not in the sate custody of the 

newly married boy. Therefore, the society which coined these 

proverbs was against the dowry system and attached 

considerable importance to the cultural background of the 

bride. Yet another proverb of Konkani adumbrates the similar 

sentiments. Observe the mother and then marry the girl, as you 

taste the quality of the milk while purchasing the buffalo. 20 

 From the above proverbs it is evident that mother had an 

important role to play in educating the girl in shouldering 

the responsibility of the joint family. A girl who had not yet 

reached teen-age has to go to the house of in-laws and the 

husband of the girl was one of the member of the joint 

family. The family consisted of father-in-laws, brother and 

their wives, the brothers and sisters of husband etc. 

Therefore, the mother had to train her daughter to serve the 
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husband as well as elders like father-in-law and mother-in-law 

etc. 

The parent of girl always considered the female children 

as the asset of other families. Immediately after the 

marriage, the girl lost all her rights in the family of her 

parents. The house of her husband was her house. This is 

evident in Konkani proverb which says that the married woman 

has right to grind the pepper on the baldhead of her husband 

but she has no right to grind pepper on the stone of her 

brother. 21  The status which housewife enjoyed entirely 

depended upon the status which her husband had in his family. 

If the husband was enterprising resourceful and hardworking, 

he WAS in a commanding position. The position of the wife such 

husband was equally high. The Konkani proverb expresses the 

same thought according to which hen rises through the might 

of the cock and the woman through the might of her husband.22. 

The married daughter used to come to their parents 

occasionally during the festivals or for delivery. Such visits 

were for a short period. If the daughter had lost her mother 

and if the only father was alive, the house of the parents was 
and it 

no more heaven
A
had already vanished. 23  There she could lead a 

life of dignity and comfort. 

A married woman who died before the death of her husband 

was considered as the most fortunate. 24  M.irkandeva Purina 

rt 

6_ 
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mentions the anniversary celebrated in honour of the married 

woman who predeceased her husband. This was a special death 

anniversary (shra7cldha) performed during Bli;drapad (August-

Sept) on the 9th day of the dark half. This was called 

avidhava navami (9th day of unwidowed lady). On this day 

priest was invited for food as well as for performing rituals. 

Besides him a married woman who had her husband alive 

(sumangali) was invited for food. She was offered dakshina, 

blouse piece, bangles, garland and girdle. From this it is 

evident that sumangali was considered as auspicious. 25  Married 

woman whose husband was alive supposed to have five auspicious 

ornaments namely nose-stud, toe rings, neck lace black beads 

(mangalotsutra) and glass bangles and red mark on the fore-

head. In Konkani such a woman was called savWsan  (sumangali). 

A woman who lost her husband became inauspicious as she lost 

privilege of using the above five auspicious ornaments. 

Position of widows  

4 
	 From the vedic period till about 500 A.D. there were . 

widow remarriages. The Vedic society accepted Niyoga or 

levirate by which the childless widow could have an issue. 26  

But the sword of widowhood hung on the head of married woman. 

The widowhood was considered as a great calamity. The Konkani 

proverb says that today's married woman is the widow of 

tomorrow. 27  Therefore, the parents were always worried about 

the daughter is she would be jumping into funeral pyre or she 
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would tounser her hair. 

The smritis prescribe austure life to the widow. She was 

to sleep on the bare ground and not comfortably on the cot. 

She was not to wear blouse but cover her upper part by means 

of the pallu of sari. She could not wear the saris of various 
was 

colour but only colour white. She was prohibited from using 
A 

any cosmetics or turmeric powder for face. She could not use 

any scents. She took only one meal a day. She made oblations-

every day in memory of her husband. She listened to recitation 

of the Puranas. 28  Brahmins widows were normally following the 

above restrictions and lead an austure life. 

SATT 

There are evidences to Sati from 316 B.0 onwards. But it 

was not widespread through out India. Only after 10th century 

A.D. it spread to many regions. 29  During the SilahErE-Kadamba 

period sati system might have spread to Goa. Between 1000-1400 

A.D. epigraphs record only 11 satis. However, from 1400-1600 

the number of satis rose to 41. there were two Jaina widows 

who became sati and the remaining were Gaudas and Nayakas. The 

latter two communities predominantly formed the army." The 

above data clearly shows that during the Vijayanagara period 

sati system became extremely popular. It continued even after 

the downfall of Vijayanagara. The region of Goa of Bijapur and 

the Vijayanagara fighting against each other. The widow of the 
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soldiers who died in the conflict and the widows of the 

Generals jumped into the funeral pyre. The number of sati 

stones scattered all over Goa clearly indicates that many 

women who lost their husband became sati. The sati stones 

(Satikal) were erected in memory of the sati who jumped into 

the pyre. These depicted hand in the pose (mudra) of assurance 

(abhaya). Some times two hands are also found on the sati 

stones. It was believed that sati who jumped into the funeral 

pyre would live in heaven with her husband for three crore 

years. 31  The right hand of sati was considered as auspicious 

and was symbolising her chastity. 32  Some times two hands are 

shown in the above position. This hand symbolically represents 

the two widows (the departed husband had two wives) who both 

jumped into the pyre. In State Museum of Goa and Old Goa 

Museum have sati stones each depicting the funeral pyre and 

widow is shown getting ready to jump into the pyre. Some sati 

shrines were built in Goa as in some these are all having the 

status of affiliating deities (parivar devt71) and there is 

only one independent shrine of sati in Pedne. 33  Sati 

continued in Old conquest (Tiswadi, Bardes, and Salcete) till 

1560 and the Portuguese were the first to abolish it in 

India. 34  

b) Tonsure of Widows  

In Goa the practice of tonsuring hair among the widows of 

Saraswats, Karhadas, Padhyes and Kramavant Joshis was 
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prevalent. Even among the Panchala Brahmin widows tonsuring of 

hair was current. 35  The tonsuring of widows was abolished in 

Goa by the Portuguese like the sati system. 36  

Devadasi System  

• 
Some scholars have dealt devadgsi system in the chapter 

on society. 37  However, as the devadiisis are women it would be 

appropriate to discuss the devadisis in the chapter on the 

position of women. Devadisi literally means the servant of GOet, 

or the slave of the God. The word devadasi became current only 

after late 1930's of this century. 38  In Goa the devdi-sis were 

called Kalgvants and some used to call them Naikins. This word 

has originated from Sanskrit Kali which means art. They 

claimed their origin from celestial nyphms (apaar:Ls___114 

gandharvas). 39  In addition to the Kali-vants there were temple 

servants called Bhivins. The earliest epigraphic references to 

this word occurs in Marathi inscription of 1402 A.D. from 

Velus village in Sattari Taluka. This inscription records the 

grant of three and half tanka to Bhavin per annum 40  

The Hindu devotees considered god as a living entity and 

offered him all the comforts which rich men enjoyed. 

Inscriptions from Karnataka refer to angabhoga and rangabhoga.  

Giving bath to the deity (offering abhishekha applying sandal 

paste (gandha) offering flowers, essence, scent etc. is 

angabhoga. These were all applied to the body of the god 
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(anga) hence these were forming part of angabhoga. Dance and 

music concerts held in the temple are rangabhoga. 41  

There are evidences to indicate that by Gupta period 

devadasi system was taking roots in India. 42  There are 

references to devadEsi in Puranas as well as iigamas  also, 43 

 The antiquity of Devadlisi system in the neighboring region of 

Goa, Karnataka goes back to 8th century A.D. An inscription 

from Virupaksha temple of. Pattadakal refers to the donation 

made by a devadisi. 44  In an inscription of Rattaraja the 

Southern Silahara king who was closely associated with Goa, 

the devada- sis are called d;rikiis. 45  Indirect references to 

devada- sis are found in Jogeswari inscription near Bombay. 

There are references to the courtesans in the inscription of 

Goa Kadambas. Tambur inscription records there were streets 

meant for courtesans and these have been called suligerc (sule  

means a prostitute in Kannada). The Yavani epigraph furnishes 

the description of the eye brows of prostitutes. In Dharwad 

inscriptions prostitutes are called ganikits.  No stigma was 

attached to the prostitutes. The courtesans were not treated 

as degraded section of the society but they were treated with 

respect. The kings and the nobles took pride in associating 

themselves with the courtesans 46  

These above epigraphs of the Kadambas of the Goa and the 

solitary inscription of the Southern Silahara indicate that 

the devadasis were not treated as menial servants but they 
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were treated with respect as talented artists with freedom of 

sex. The society had a broad outlook towards devadasis or 

courtesans. 47  

It is mentioned that the Silahara king Arikesari and the 

Goa Kadamba king Sasta II visited Soman-iitha and there they saw 

the devadasis in the temple of Somanatha. Hence these rulers 

might have been responsible in introducing system in their 

regions. 48  However, the inscription from the temple of 

Virupaksha and other inscriptions from Karnataka clearly 

indicate that the devadasi system was already in existence in 

the Deccan before the visit of the kings referred to above. 

inscriptions 
Therefore this theory is not convincing, 'These are all from 

A 

outside Goa and no inscription from Goa refer to devadeisi. 

There are no inscriptions referring to either grants given by 

the kings to the devadEsis of a particular temple or donations 

made by the devadasis the temple. However, the absence of the 

inscriptions does not mean that there were no devadasis in the 

temples of Goa till 1402 A.D. As the inscriptions of Goa 

Kadambas from Dharwad district refer to devadasis, it seems 

that the devadasis were in existence in the temples of Goa 

during the Silahara-Kadamba period. 

There were Kalavants in the well known temples of Goa 

like Saptakotcshwar, Mahalsa, Mangesh and Shantiidurga. The 

village organisation which was established by the Gavdas 

(which has been already referred to in the previous chapter) 
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called Communidade looked after the maintenance of the temple 

as well as devada-sis. 49  

It has been mentioned earlier that there were two types 

of dancing girls associated with temples. The first type were 

called Kali;vants and they are well versed in vocal music and 

the second type of temple servants were called BhEvins. They 

were to sweep the premises of the temple. They were to carry 

essence burner and put essences in the burner whenever 

required. 

(1) In the Shantadurga temple when the utsavamurti was taken 

out in palanquin for procession the Bhavin was to hold the 

mirror in order to reflect sun rays on the deity." 

(2) Initiation ceremony called Shesh was held for the teen-

aged girls of Kala-vants who were trained vocal music. In this 

initiation ceremony, marriage of the homogenous sex was held 

and it could be appropriately called a mock marriage. In a 

mock marriage the girls was married to another girls who was 

dressed like a groom with co-conut and areca-nut in her 

hands,. The girls then garlanded the co-conut. This ceremony 

was very popular among the Bhavins. After the shesh  ceremony 

the girls were permitted to be a mistress of only one and 

generally she was attached to the rich landlord or temple 

priest. A girl whose shesh ceremony was performed was not 

supposed to marry throughout life. 51  Devada.-sis not allowed to 
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marry in order to remain the devoted servants of God. It was 

believed that since the devadlisi had no family their 

maintenance was looked after by the village. This facilitated 

them to concentrate fully on music. 52  

In addition to singing in the palanquin procession, the 

Kalavants, were required to sing when arati was performed at 

the time of the distribution of pras -gd at chouk (temple square 

hall). She was to sing during the month of HarijEgar (when the 

devotees were awake and conducting music concert in honour of 

the deity) for one month. 53  

Kalavants made gestures while singing and even now they 

make gestures while singing. However, the earlier writers have 

misinterpreted the gestures made by Kalavants as dancing. 

There was no tradition of classical dance in Goa 54 . The 

Kalavants of Goa came under the influence of Hindustani music 

during the period of Adilshahis of Bijapur. 

The devadaTsis who were supposed to be the servants of god 

generally became the servants of the priests and the mahEjans. 

The priests of the temples were the agents of God and hence 

they received the offering made to the god. Therefore a 

devad;-si offering her body to the priest ultimately was 

received by God. 55  

During the Silahar-Kadamba period Kalavants, might have 

enjoyed high status in the society. However, after the 
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downfall of the Kadambas and subsequently during the rule of 

Vijayanagara it seems that the Saraswats became mahajans of 

important temples of God. From then onwards, the period of 

degradation of Kalavants and exploitation begun and this 

continued till the establishment of the Portuguese rule in 

Goa. 

The well known musicians like Babali Salgaonkar, 

Saraswatibai Jambawalikar, Mogubai Kurdikar, Anjanibai 

Malpekar, Hirabai Badodekar and Jy,7.otsna Bhole were from 

Kalgvants community. 56  

From the discussion in this chapter, it is evident that 

the position of the woman in Goa was not different from the 

rest of India. Due to the lack of educational facilities they 

were ignorant and they were not in a position to be 

economically independent. They were subservient in a male 

dominated society. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Dress, Ornaments, Food, Drinks and Amusements  

Dress and Ornaments worn by the people indicates their 

aesthetic sense. The geographical factors also play on 

important role in shaping the human civilisation. In respect 

of dress also the geographical factors cannot be ignored. Goa 

being a coastal area, has humid climate. Therefore, cotton 

clothes were sufficient. 

Dress of Royalty 

Kings and the noblemen were dhoti to cover the lower part 

of the body. The word dhoti or Dhotar has its origin in 

Sanskrit. The word dhaute meant washed and the noun component 

vastra meaning clothes. Thus the word dhotra or dhotar has 

origin in dhauta. 1  The dhoti was either of silk or cotton. But 

soldiers from Goa and Karnataka had their thick loin cloth 

upto the kneejoints to serve like shorts. 2  The soldiers 

depicted on hero—stone tally with the above description of the 

soldiers furnished in Yasatilaka. 3  

The kings of the dynasties who ruled Goa were generally 

fond of hunting. Particularly, the references to the Kadamba 

King killing tiger are available. Marcella copper plate as 

well as Degave inscription mentions king killing the tiger.4 
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During the hunting expedition, the Kings wore jacket, a 

longcoat which must have fitted the chest closely which was 

loose over the lower part of the body. Black wrapper 

(upadhara) and the green trouser (dvipadi.) formed the hunter's 

dress which act as a camouflage in the forest. During the 

summer soft attractive and light clothes were used. 5  

Dress of the Royal Women  

The Narendra inscription belonging to the reign or 

Jayakesi mention the provision for the Governor of the women's 

quarters, Master of the robes, High Chamberlain of Mailal 

Mahadevi. 6  It is evident from the above inscription that the 

ladies of the royalty paid considerable importance to the 

dress and ornaments. 

The women from the royal families were Saris and this 

word has origins in Tamil word Siri, Silai and Silai which 

means woven stuff. 7  The Bgri worn by the women of the Deccan 

from about c. 1000 A.D. is generally nine yards in length and 

about fifty two inches in width. 8  In Marathi SFri is called 

as also lugadi and this word occurs in the copper plate of 

Khandepar. 9  This clearly indicates that the word lugade was 

also current in Goa. 

There were regional varieties in sporting $Wri y. in ancient 

medieval India)  about five decades earlier, the Sakachcha  

style of Sari was common among the women of the higher 
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classes. The hind pleats of dhoti as well as sari are called 

kach(nire). This word is derived from Sanskrit kaksha. The 

word nire (pleats) has origins in the Kannada word nirige. The 

Sakachchha s-a-Yi is so draped in such a way that is caught 

between the legs in a broad hanging fold tuck closely at the 

back. This was style of sari worn in Sakachchha style." 

However, Sakachchha sari is depicted on the female sculptures 

belonging to the post 10th century A.D. The Deccan seem to 

have borrowed this fashion from central India. 11  

Besides the two types of sari described above, the women 
editi . 001 

of post Muslim/were the garment called langha . 

.ed In Goa and 

Maharashtra it is also called Parka.r. Langha is a waist cloth 

joined at both ends with a band sewn at the top through which 

cord passes for fastening langh-d. The langha and Parkar belong 

to the same type of lower garment of the worrier -1. 12 	The ghagrW 

A 
having multiple vertical plates are depicted on the herostones 

L- 

and an unidentified stone sculpture from Margaon displayed in 

the State Museum of Goa. For covering the upper part of the 

body, women used (Kanchuki) or (Kurpasaka) This had no button 

or hook but it was knotted below the breasts. 13  

Dress of the Brahmins and other communities  

The Bsrahmin women in Goa used Vikachcha type of sari and 

perhaps Kanchuki. Men were dhoti . . After c. 1000 A.D. 

-omon 
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Sakachchha s aris were worn the Saraswat by women. Kanchukis 
were used for covering the upper part of the body. Different 

types of textiles were imported from different places to Goa. 

Goa had maritime contacts with the well known textile 

manufacturing centres of South India such as Poddalapur. 

chitrapalli, Nagapattana, Chola country. Tondaimandala, 

SriLanka, Analilwana in, Gujrat, Kalinga and Vanga from the 

period of the Bhojas. However, the inscriptions of the Goa 

Kadambas bear testimony to the commercial contacts with the 

above countries. 14  The fine textile might have constituted 

the imports. 

The Saraswat Brahmin during the Southern Silahara and the 

Kadamba period were well established. However, it seems that 

they were not spending sizable amount on their dress. A 

Konkani saying mention that "Brahmin cap does not fit you. 

Konkani women, you do not know how to dress. You can hide your 

thigh with small robe and you have your limbs bare even when 

your robe is full-sized." 15  It seems that the non Saraswats 

had coined the aforesaid Konkani saying about the dress of the 

Saraswats. 

For covering the upper part of the body, men were 

13-8-r-Abandi or bWriikasi.  This was provided with six pairs of 

strings or tapes to fasten it in place." The description of 

the Jesuit who was in Goa furnishes the description or the 

money lenders with barabandi squatting on the roads of Goa.17. 
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Dress of the common man  

The dress of the Gavdas, the Velips and the Kunbis was 

quite simple. The women of the above communities wore sari 

which reached upto the knees. It was a sakachcha  mini-sari. 

This mini-sari was quite different from the sari which was 

worn by Koli women (fisher women).The pallu of the sari worn 

by the Gavda women used to cover only the breast. This type of 

sari was called denthali."  They did not wear blouse. Both 

the arms remained uncovered. The women from the above 

communities had to work in the field. Hence, this regional 

type of sari might have developed, as a professional 

necessacity. Men from these communities cover the•lower part 

of the body with a strip of loin cloth called langoti  or 

K7isti.  This langoti was fastened to the waist cord. They did 

not wear any shirt and thus they were moving barechested. In 

rainy season and during winter, men put a rough blanket on the 

head and this covered the upper part of the body. 

The parasols umbrellas were also in used in C;oa. On the 

stone sculpture of Madhavamantri, an attendant holding a 

parasol is depicted. The ordinary umbrellas used by the 

commoners were usually prepared out of the leaves and these 

were called santali. C Ptail, 5o) 

Hair styles and decorations  

The girls had pigtails. On the festival occasion, these 
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were interwoven with flowers. Various devices were in use for 

keeping the hair in the particular shape. 19  The pleat of the 

pigtail arc depicted on the stone sculpture of the Kadamba 

period and the stone sculpture of Uma belonging c 800 A.D. 

both displayed in the State Museum of Goa having a beautiful 

bun depicting the hair styles among the women of Goa. The 

stone sculpture of women depicted at the bottom of the 

doorjamb of sanctum of Curdi temple have large buns on their 

head. Abnormally large buns suggest the use of artificial 

devices. 

Ornaments  

On the basis of the Wdipur -inT and Yasatilaka, it can be 

said that the practice of applying tilak among married was 

common before 11th century A.D. The earliest epigraphic 

references to the tilak mark is found in the inscription from 

Rewa. 20  The references to Sindhur also occurs in the Panaji 

copper plates of Jayakesi I. This copper plate mentions that 

Jayakesi was enemy of Sindhur marks of the numerous queens as 

their husband were engaged in was with Jayakesi I. This copper 

plate belonged to 1047 A.D. 21  Tilak or Sindhur on the 

forehead of the married women whose husband was alive was 

considered as the sign of marital bliss or Saubhagya lakshana. 

The women were fond of gold from time immemorial. It 

would be appropriate to say that vanity thy name is woman. Men 
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also wearing ornaments of gold it was meager in comparison 

with women that of and it was not considered that ornaments 

were indispensable for them. Men wore earrings (Karna 

kundglas) bracelets (Kankanas) necklace (hiii-E). The goldsmiths 

of Goa procured gold from the mines of Karnataka. 22  They were 

master craftsman in preparing gold ornament:— The gold coins 

of the Goa Kadambas bear testimony to the skill of the gold 

smiths of Goa. 

The gold ornaments given to daughter at the time of 

marriage was considered to be property or Stridhan. Therefore, 

the tradition of giving gold ornaments at the time of marriage 

become quite common. Gold was given in the form of ornaments. 

These ornaments were mainly ear ornaments, necklaces (h -iras) 

of various types called sarpali (sEhkhali) mohanmEl Kara of 

red coral (pravalE, gahumillg (beads of gold in the shape of 

wheat grains) bormEl (gold beads having the shape of Zizubi) 
IVIONIMMMEMOIONONMON11,  

and chinch 157te (having the shape of tamrind seeds). 23  

For the arms keyuras or bhujabhushanEs of intricate 

carvings were prepared. Only the rich could afford these 

ornaments and these were considered as status symbol. The 

women used to wear bracelets of gold. These were of various 

types and each type had specific name for e.g. ekeri, patali 
WIMP 

and todi patali  24  The Gavda women were wearing copper 

bracelet. In addition to gold and copper bracelets glass 

bangles were also used by the girls as well as married. *omen, 
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Literary references to the glass bangles are available by c. 

1000 A.D. The glass bangles were considered as marital bliss 

(Saubhagya lakshana). 25  The rings of different shapes were 

worn in the fingers. Toe-rings used by married women were of 

silver and these were also considered as symbol of marital 

bliss. 26  

There are no references to nose-ornaments in early 

Sanskrit literature. The nose-ornaments called nath and Chamki 
a••■•■■•••••10 

(nosestud) were introduced due to Islamic influence. These 

nose-ornaments came into use during 1200 to 1300 A.D. The 

stone sculptures of the goddess belonging to the earlier 

period are not shown with nose-stud. 27  

Food  

The geographical factors had considerable influence on 

the food, dress and shelter of the people. During the ancient 

and medieval period human life was much more controlled by 

ecological factors as men were not powerful enough to control 

them and alter them. Rice one of the early cereals to be 

cultivated by Austric tribes. The Gavdas might have started 

the paddy cultivation in Goa. 28  In course of time rice 

became the staple food of the people as it is in other coastal 

regions of India. There are two villages bearing the names of 

the two varieties of rice namely Sal and Kolam. 29  The villages 

of Saligaon in Bardez, Kolam in Sanguem have been respectively 
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named after the two varieties of rice. These bear testimony to 

the cultivation of rice from mid-first millennium B.C. 

The Gavdas, the Velips, the Kunbis and the artisans 

usually used boiled and this is is called Ukacrg tandul  in 

Konkani. Non-boiled polished rice is called Suray  tirndul. The 

former variety of rice is hard to digest. Therefore, the 

people who has to do physical labour preferred boiled rice. 

The breakfast of the above communities consisted of the gruel 

of the boiled rice. In order to make the break-fast more 

palatable, the rice gruel was taken alongwith mango pickles or 

dry fish. On this liquid diet, they could work upto afternoon. 

Na""&hni  gruel called ambli was also taken for breakfast. NWchni 

cake called rotis also formed the menu of the breakfast of the 

people who were manual labourers. The lunch mainly consisted 

boiled rice. While cooking the boiled rice water from the rice 

was strained out and collected. This gruel is called nival and 

was drunk during the lunch. For making fish currey pungent 

pepper was used. Rice was eaten by mixing fish eurrey or 

coconut currey. Fresh fish roasted or fried and pickles were 

used to make the lunch tasty. The Gavdas did not eat chicken 

or eggs and as it was forbidden. Hence theyhad no poultry in 

their settlemint." 

The staple food of the Saraswat Brahmins was also rice. 

There was no tradition of breakfast among the Saraswat 

Brahmins. However, children were given rice gruel and mango 
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V 
pickles. The rice and fish currey calledLman formed the main 

menu of the lunch. Red leafy vegetable was used. But other . 

 leafy vegetables which were not grown locally were not in use. 

The pulses like Chavli (alsane in konkani), and mung were 

used. A kind of currey was prepared by addidng coconut on the 

days when the vegetarian diet was prescribed. The Saraswats 

ate only fish but no chicken eggs and flesh of other animals. 

Saraswats as well as other non-Brahmin communities like Gavdas 

and Velips, Vanis and Panchala Brahmins etc. did not eat non-

vegetarian food on certain days like Monday, Thursday or 

Saturday. These vegetarian days depended upon the faith to 

which the families belonged. The vegetarian food was called 

Shivr"gk. This word has originated from ShrEvak which meant 

Jain monk. Jain monks were strict vegetarians. Hence Konkani 

speaking people named the vegetarian food as Shivra. 31  For 

the fish or vegetable preparations, Coconut was invariably 

used in Goa. 

Besides fish eating communities like Saraswats and the 

aforesaid Brahmins communities, there were other Brahmins like 

Karh5des, Pidhyes, Bhatta Prabhus and Kramavant Josh's who 

were pure vegetarians. On auspicious days or festivals like 

Ganesh Chaturthi, Diwali, RSMnavami or Akshatritiya, all the 

communities abstained from non-vegetarian diet. On festival 

occasion, or on death anniversary (shradha) turdal (cajuns  

indicun) currey mixed with coconut was prepared. A similar 
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preparation of turdgl is called toy and it seems this word has 

originated from Kannada word Tovve. Drum., sticks (Guilin diva 

moring4) were used for making preparation of turdgl, tastier. 

The vegetables like radish were added to turda1. 32  

The social customs and traditions prevailing in the Hindu 

society have formulated the order of the dishes prepared on 

festival occasions. Shravana month (July-Aug) in this month 
Suonctay 

the order of the dishes is fixed. On the lastAff Shravana at 

least thick dosas called Pole were prepared out of rice and 

Udid dal (phraselous Radiatus). 

For Makara-Sankrant (Jan-14-15) every year the yelape 

were prepared. For Karka-Sankranti (July-Aug) a sweet 

preparation called sadhane was prepared. The former 

preparation yelape oil is used but the latter preparation is 

cooked in steam. On Ngiapanchami and Ganesh Chaturthi days a 

sweet preparation out of jaggery and coconut called plitolio 

were made. Minced coconut and jaggery is put in a large puri 

and was covered in a turmeric leave. This was cooked in 

steam. 33  There was a tradition current in the society of the 

Deccan that on Niigapanchami and Ganesh Chaturthi no food 

preparations should be fried. Hence, it seems their prevailed 

the similar social custom in Goa also since ancient period. 

Vadgs (Vatala) were prepared on most of the festivals. 
....•■•••••-■ 

— 
The reference to Vadas is mentioned in the Nageshi inscription 
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of Bandivade belonging to Vijayanagara period. These Vadgs 

were to be offered to Nagesh every day as naivedya. 34  These 

Vadirs (Vatak7) were prepared out of rice flour and these were 

fried in coconut oil. There is a reference to one more 

delicacy called ghErika in the above inscription. Wheat flour 

and jaggery were mixed and fried. Goa being a coastal area 

coconut trees were in abuqdance. Hence coconut oil was 
allot 

commonly used for cookingven for litting the lamps in the 

temple. 

On Holi Pourmima (full moon day) Purna poli (vestika) 

were prepared. This sweet delicacy was prepared out of Wheat 

flour in which gram pulse was mixed with jaggery stuffed 

inside. Purna poli is prepared in Goa Maharashtra as well as 

in Karnataka on Holi Pourmima. In addition to the sweets 

mentioned above, various types of porridges were also 

prepared. Sanskrit the word for porridge is pFyas. It was 

mainly of gram pulse, jaggery and sweet potatoes In the gram 

porridge minced coconut was added and it was called managane. 

There was yet another porridge prepared out of vermicille 
ya 

(seva a) sugar and milk. This was called Khir in Sanskrit and 

Khir in Konkani. These sevikas were prepared our of refined 

wheat flour. The most popular sweet delicacy was sweet-rice 

(s;kharbhg9. 35  

References to mushrooms are available in Mahabharata and 

Apastamba dharmasutra. In these works musirooms have been 
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mentioned as sarpachatras. According to the above mentioned 

works, Brahmins were forbidden to eat mushrooms. 36  Karhrides 

and ChitP-gvan Brahmins did not eat mushrooms. Gavdas were 

expert in collecting non-poisonous mushrooms Mushrooms grew on 

the ant hills in forest in July-August every year. The early 

inhabitants of Goa Gavdas may haves used mushrooms from pre-

Christian era. The region of Goa has thick forest. In ancient 

period, the area of the forest might have been larger. Bamboos 

were grown in these forests. The tender bamboos were used 

vegetable. In Sanskrit these tender bamboos are called 

Venuyava and in Konkani this vegetable is called ci11. 37  The 

vegetable of tender bamboo was considered as nutritious. 

On certain days like Ashadha and K7s:rtika ekTdashi (11th 

day which usually in June, July and October-November for the 

latter EkFdasi) people were supposed to fast. On such days 

people who were on fast were not to eat rice. However, pulses 

like mung, sweets potatoes, wheat preparation like chap7tis 

and sweet potatoes could be eaten. 38  

References to fruits are available in the epigraphs. One 

of the early stone inscription dated c. 500 A.D. from Nundem 

refers to jack-fruits (artocarpus heterophylus) 39  Mangoes 

were the most popular fruits in Goa as well as in the Deccan. 

In a recently discovered stone inscription of Jayakesi III 

from Navalur near Dharwad, reference to mango occurs." It' Goa 

there were man-grove and the village having such mango-grooves 
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were named as Amravan and these villages were coloquially 

called Amonc. A village in Ponda taluka was named after 'pora  

fruits (zizphus jujuba) as Bori. Jamba (Eugenia Jambulana) 

water melons (Kajinda) lavali (cicca disticha) Myroboan (Av1g) 

and pomegranates (dgdima) banana (Kadali or Keli) were the 

common fruits grown in Goa. 

Among the common grown vegetables, brinjal (Vgngi) ladies 

finger (bhendi) cucumber (tavase), bittergourd 

     

pumpkin (Kushmgnd), snake-gourd (Padaval), drum-sticks 

(shengg), Yam (Surana), sweet potatoes (Kanna  or ratala) Many 

of the above fruits and vegetables were used by the early 

Gavda settlers. 

Betal leaves and arecanuts  

There are no references to betal leaves chewing in Sutrg 

literature or in the epics Rgmgyana and pahnhWrata.. For the 

first time betel chewing is mentioned in Jataka literature. 41 

 Kings and nobles were also found of bettelleaves. In the 

inscription of Rattaraja, the Southern Silahara King there is 

a reference to the officials called Hadap who was looking 

after the requirement of the betel leaves for the king. 42  The 

reference to the offerings of bettelleaves are found in the 

copper plate of Khandepar dated 1348. 43  The Velus stone 

inscription of 1402 A.D. 44  and the stone inscription of 

Nggeshi dated 1414 A.D. 45  In the copper plates of Khandepar, 
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bctal leaves and areca-nuts were offered as a symbol of 

hospitality and respect. However, in Velus stone inscription 

of NWgeshi the betel-leaves were forming part of the offerings 

(naivedya to the deity). After lunch some people chew betel 

leaves alongwith areca-nuts. Lime was applied to betel-leaves 

and other ingredients like Katecha minced dry coprq„. betel 

nuts and cardamom were added to it. There was a general belief 

in the society that chewing betel leaves after the lunch or 

dinner helped digestion. In most of the rituals, betel leaves 

and areca nuts aniconically represented, Ganesh the remover of 

obstacles. 

Amusements and Entertainments  

Amusements and entertainments provide recreation to the 

society. Games, dramas, dances and music provided such 

entertainment. Religious plays were staged in temples during 

the fairs (JEktis). These were based on folk-traditions and 

.-- were called jagars. The word is derived from nrgran which ---. 

means to keep awake through out night in honour of a 

particular god or goddess. In order to keep the devotees awake 

through out the night, dramas based on mythology were staged 

these were design as Elars:  There was a community called 4;0 

Pern in Ponda taluka specialised in performing these JTgars. 

The community of Pern in clubbed with DevadAsis and Bhtivins in 

the Portuguese writings. It seems that Fern was a sub-caste of 

the above two castes. These jagars were of the two types. The 
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dramas staged during the JEtra of the temple and these 

performances were staged in the vicinity of the temple by the 

members of the Pern community. 46 	The second type of JEgars 

were not associated with the annual fair of the temple and 

were purely meant for the society. The Gavdas were experts in 

the second type of Jagars. These were also based on the story 

of Bali. 47  The songs were accompanied by a percussion 

instrument prepared on a called ghumat. Hence, this musical 

instrument itself is called ghumat. The skin of the reptile is 

fixed to the pot and the other is open. The community of the 

Porn who were performing the J .ggars in the vicinity of the 

temple were professionals. This community was in close contact 

with DevadEsis and BhRvins and hence from the former it might 

have been influenced as far as music is concerned. 

In South Goa in Canacona taluka and Majali area of Uttara 

Kannada district folk-dramas locally called Khel were 

performed. The theme of the Khels was also Hindu mythology and 

the dialogues were both in prose and verses. In war scenes 

soldiers danced with martial mood. The Sutradhlfra was the 

first to enter the stage and he was called  BhFgavat. The next 

actor who came on the stage was called  Kodangi.48 This seems 

to be a Kannada word used for monkey. The person who used to 

perform gesture like monkey o the stage was therefore,called 

Kodangi, In Karnataka the above performance of khel was called 

at or doddl't or bailrt. In Dakshina Kannada district these 
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performances are called yaksaanaand these is a considerable 

similarity between khel  and yaksaegna. It is suggested the 

people of Goa who migrated in 13th and 16th centuries to 

Dakshina Kannada might have influenced the art of yaksagana. 

The style of verse used in yaksagana is couplet (a stanza 

consisting of two lines) is called ovi in Konkani and Marathi. 

11100111 

The similar couplets are used in yaksagana,49 Therefore, the 

art of khel might have been popular in Southern Goa from 

ancient medieval times. 

Virabhadra  

It seems to be again a dramatic performance based on 

folk-traditions performed annually in Ponds, some parts of 

Sanguem and Sanquelim. These description mentioned in the 

writings create an impression that Virabhadra is similar to 

khel. Karnataka influence is seem on this stage performance. 

Virabhadra dances with two swords in his hands. Musical 

— 
instruments like dholak and egsha  percussion instruments 

accompany, the play. The costumes are of Karnataka origin,even 

slogans raised Kailasa valage virabhandra anna haudu 

(Shankara's son\ elder brother Virabhadra)." 

The tradition of conducting KirtanEs may have come into 

vogue during the post Kadamba period. The abhangas and 

Jnaneshwari may have been utilised in the kirtans. In these 

kirtans mythological stories and anecdotes were narrated. 
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Kirtans provided entertainment as well as facilitated 

revitalising moral and ethical values in the society. 

nG 

Goa being thickly forest area during ancient times had 

rich wild life. Therefore, hunting was an ideal past time. 

During the winter, Kings and nobles used to go for hunting. 

There are epigraphic reference to Kadamba, 51  King killing the 
CT 

tiger and hence he was called Vyghramari. The Marathas from 

* 	 Goa were also +fond of hunting. Animal like tiger, leopard, 

dear and bear were hunted. 52  Cock fights were also common in 

Goa. Knives were tied to the legs of cocks before they were 

sent into the field for fighting. The powerful cock which 

could fight aggressively wounded the other cock. In fact some 

cocks bled. These cock fights could be used as kind of 

gambling. The owner of the cock whose cock was defeated had to 

pay the amoulit which was fixed before the combat. In an area 

called "Tereios dos Galos" in Old Goa such cock fights were 

held. These cock fights were abolished by the Portuguese in 

the 17th century. 53  

Keeping pets like dogs, parrots and Lats also provided 

some kind kind of entertainment. According to a Jaina work, 

Jayakesi I ended his life on account of the death of his 

parrot. 54  The source may be lacking credibility but p it 

certainly indicates the love and affection which ehes -S—for his 

parrot 
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There were indoor games like chess for the children and 

the elders. In Goa and North Konkan there was a game similar 

to chess called tribul phale :  14 sockets were carved in two 

rows on a wooden plank.;~,;,. On both sides was a larger socket 

to keep pawns. These pawns were of yellow, red, blue and 

green. There was another game called Saripat played during the 

festival of Diwali but only by the elite. 

A 	 The children had different games. The girls played botch- 

potch and it was called langadi in konkani. There was yet 

MOW 

another indoor game for the girls called 7tya-patya in 

Marathi. In Konkani this game was called Ekuteni,Dukuteni 

Thapa and Jirki. This game was played with pebbles by sitting 

and these pebbles had to be thrown into the air and to be 

caught. In Ekuteni only one pebble was to be caught then 

subsequently two, three, four and finally all. If one was 

missed, the player lost the game. There were other games like 
sae,k 

hide and Z,it peas popular amongst children. From the above 

discussion it can be inferred that the dress and food during 

the ancient and medieval period had evolved as per the 

geographical conditions. 
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CHAPTER V 

RELIGION  

Historically and culturally Goa was an inseparable part 

of India upto 1510. Goa withstanding the smallness, as a part 

of India had undergone religious movement which are similar to 

other parts of India. Hinduism in Goa saw the development of 

the the two main sects Vaisnavism and Saivism. Shakti worship 

was also prevalent in Goa and the main Shakti's worshipped 

were SZteri, Bhruka, Kelbai, Galalakshmi, Mahl- lakshmi and 

Mahalsa.Nhath-panth also had influenced the cultural history 

of Goa. Buddhism received the royal patronage to a small 

extent under the Konkan Maurya and the Bhojas. Buddhism might 

have survived right upto the end of the Kadambas. There were 

Jaina bastis (temple) in Kudne Kothambi and Jainkot. All these 

villages are in Bicholim taluka. There was one more Jaina 

Bastis in Bandivade of Ponda taluka. 

The kings of all dynasties who had ruled Goa were 

tolerant towards other religion. No evidences of religious 

persecution are found till the end of Vijayanagara period. An 

attempt is made to survey briefly the history of the above 

religious sects in this chapter. 

Vaisnavism  

Recent researchers have revealed that by the first 
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century B. C. the Vaisnavism was taking the root in the 

Deccan. 1  This is reflected in the inscriptions of 

Satavahanas. Goa was the part of the Satavahana empire during 

the reign of Kuntala Satkarni and may have remained for quite 

some time. 2  During the rule of Satavahana itself, Vaisnavites 

traditions might have spread in Goa. The earliest evidence of 

Vaisnavism as far as Goa is concerned comes from Vadgaon 

Madhavapur in Belgaum district. 3  In the number of Satavahana 

inscriptions there are references to the various epithets of 

Krishna indicating the spread of Visynu cult in the 

neighboring regions of Goa. 4  

To the south Goa in Banavasi (Uttar Kannada) district of 

Karnataka there is an inscription which mentions 

Visnurudrasivglananda, Satakarni and records the temple of 

Astabhujasw5mi (eightarmcd lord). 5  

The earliest references to the personal names associated 

with Krishna from the region of Goa are found in Bhoja copper 

plates of Devaraja which are palaeographically dated to c. 400 

A.D. 6  In this copper plates of Devaraja the epithet Govinda 

which is the fourth epithet of the twenty four 

(chaturvimasnati) epithet of Vishnu is mentioned. 7  The next 

in the chronological order is the copper plate of the Bhoja 

ruler Prithvimallavarman. Palaeographically this copper plate 

can be dated to c. 550 A. D., and mentions the donee Brahmin 

named MiidhavWrya of Agnivasyagotra. Arya is an honorific term 
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and MEdhav is the third epithet of Visnu. 8 	Finally Arga 

plates of Kapilavarman and Kapoli plates of Asantikavarman are 
r 

palaeographically contemporaryiscan be assigned to c. 600 A. D. 

— c. 700 A.D. 9  The former copper plate mentions the name of 

the scribe as Krishna which is 24th epithet and in the latter 

inscription the name of the scribe Mgdhava and he is the son 

of Govinda, Both father and son have the epithet of Visnu as 

their personal names. 

During the Bhoja period itself the Chalukyas of Badami 

established their control over Revatidvipa (Redi) of 

Sawantawadi which is near northern borders of Goa." 

Invocatory verses of their inscriptions commence with 

Narayana. For the first time the epithet Narayana occurs in 

this region. Mangalesa, the Chalukyan ruler is described as a 

staunch worshipper of Bhagvat Visnu (parambhagvat). this 

record registers the grant Kundivatak and this has been 

identified as Kudne of Bicholim taluka. 11  The grant was made 

EL 
on the Mankartika chrgdashi (12th day). On this day Chturmas  

ends and Krishna wakes up from Yoganidrl. However, on this day 

the wedding of Tulsi with IPa-modar is celebrated by Hindus. 

Damodar is an epithet of Visnu. Accordingly, the king being a 

parambhavat did observe fast and after worshipping Visnu he 

made grant. 12  

According to Rigvcda the abode of Wir -iyana is primeval 

waters. The waters contained that earliest embryos in which 

44, 
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all the Goads were collected. The waters are called Nara 

because they were the sons of Nara and since they were the 

first resting place of Prafa-Pati. 13  The vast expanse of the 

blue waters of Gomati (Mandovi) Aganasini (Zuari) may have 

been considered as an ideal abode of Na-rayana. Insignia 

(17nchana) of Badami Chalukyas was. Varaha (bear) an 

incarnation of Visnu. They were the worshipper of Nlia-gyana. 

This may have given an impetus for the rise of NWr -gyana 

worship in Goa. In North Goa, there are number of WirZyana 

temples. However in the other talukas of Central and Southern 

Goa also there are NErilyana temples. Even in the name of the 

villages the influence of Vaisnavism can be seen. The village 

Narve is the corruption of Nirliyana. NTra-yana is abbreviated 

as NTru and from it has become NErve. 14  In Naroa, Navelim and 

Bicholim, there are Lakshmi—Na-rayana temples and in Mopa, 

Sarmal and Virnoda of Pedne taluka Lakshmi—NiTrryana temples ar 

located. 15  In Tiswadi taluka there were five Narayana shrines 

four in Bardez and thirteen in Salcete. 16  All these twenty 

two NTr-gyana shines were destroyed by the Portuguese in the 

16th century. In the Cola village of Canacona taluka there is 

temple of N-An'r-a-yana. It is difficult to say whether all these 

were consecrated in early Chalukyas period. Perhaps some may 

have been consecrated in Kadamba period c. 1000 — 1200 A. D. 

(Plate No. 1). 

North Goa was under the influence of Southern Silah 
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(765 A.D.) There insignia (11-nchana) was the eagle (garuda)the 

vehicle of Visnu. 17  However, this had no effect on their 

faith. Like other branches of SilahTrifTs, they were staunch 

Saivites and this is indicated by their epigraphs. 18  No 

construction of Vaisnavite shrine is referred to in these 

inscriptions. However, they were tolerant towards other sects 

also. 

The Kadambas of Goa ruled from the early 10th century and 

their royal insignia was the lion. 19  Though the deity on 

their banner is Vaisnavite, but it had no effect on their 

faith in Saivism and they were the worshippers of 

Saptakoteshwar. However, their tolerance towards Vaisnavism is 

indicated not only by the presence of Hanuman on their banner 

but also by the invocatory verses in praise of Varaha (boar) 

incarnations mentioned in Panaji copper plates of 

Jayakeshi 1. 20  Like the Silalar&-i, the kadamba were also 

tolerant towards Vaisnavism and this is indicated by the 

consecration of Vaisnavite shrines by the members of the 

ruling family. Tambur inscription of Guhaladeva III records 

the construction of the temple of Visnu at Tambur. 21  Another 

inscription from the same place mention the construction of 

Ngi-ayandeva temple. 22  

Out of 24 epithets (Chaturvimashati) of Visnu, the second 

epithet is Narayana and the reference to the worship of the 

above deity and his shrines from Goa has been already made. 
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Therefore, now it would be appropriate to deal about the 

shrines of the remaining epithets of Visnu from Goa. 

Kesava  

It is the first epithet of Visnu. There are two shrines 

of Kesava and these are namely in Priol (Ponda) and Loliem 

(Canacona). 23  In Cortalim (Kuttali) Sanskritised as 

(Kushastali) also there was a temple of Kesava and it was 

destroyed during the 16th century. 24  

Mgdhava  

Prayag Mit-dhava is one of the subsidiary deities (parivTr  

devat3)  in Kamaleshwar temple of Korgaon in Pedne taluka. 

According to a tradition , a pilgrim from Goa had been to 

Prayag (Allahabad) and he brought the image of M5dhava from 

Prayag and consecrated in Korgaon. Hence Madhava was named as 

PrTyag Madhava. 25  He is the family deity of the Padhye 

Bhrahmin and Karhade Brahmins, The image seems to be of 

southern Silahara period. 

Vamana and Trivikrama  

Vamana is the fifth incarnation of Visnu but Trivikrama 

and Vamana are respectively seventh and eighth epithets 

Chaturvimashati (24 epithets). Vgmana assumed the form of 

Trivikrama to put down Bali the mighty emperor of demon. 
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Salcete taluka had the shrine of V -alana. 26  and 

Trivikrama 27  respectively in the village of Lotulim and 

Raciam. The distance between the two villages is hardly 7 kms. 

Most probably during the period of Badami Chalukyas these 

shrines were constructed. Both these shrines were destroyed 

during the 16th century. The village Kavale of Ponda taluka is 

the abode of Saivite Shakti Sh -a6ntIdureg, Vamana was 

reconsecrated in the village Kavale as a Pari4ar devata of 

Sh"gntWdurig. Under Saivite influence , VTmana has been 

redesignated as rgmaneshwar. Besides, Trivikram there were 

Orrgyana and Ishwara In Raciam. The latter deity was 

reconsecrated in Agapur as Mahadeva and is constituting the 

trikut-a-chala shrine of Mahadeva, Govinda and Rlineshwara. 28 . 

From this it is evident that even trikut -gchala complex of 

Rac4im consisted of Trivikram NTr;yana and Ishwara. But the 

devotees of the deities changed the names of deities while 

reconsecrating them in Agapur. 

Padmarigbha  

The image of Padmari ngbha (plate No 2) is worshipped in 

Cuncolim of Ponda taluka. Locally the deity is called 

NTr3Yandeva, and he is one of the parivl-r devrs of the 

Slialtadurga shrine. The ancient stone sculpture of Padmariibha 

has all the attributes of the deity mentioned in the text and 

he is not Narayandeva. A new image of PadmarMbha was 

consecrated in 1980, and the ancient stone sculpture has been 
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handed over to Goa State Museum. This belongs to 	later 

Chalukyan style. 29 	One more stone sculpture of Padmadgbha  

has been discovered in the debris clearance of the ancient 

temples of Vichundre in Sanguem taluka. Stylistically the 

stone sculpture is similar to Cuncolim stone sculpture but the 

face of Vichundre is not impressive like the face of Cuncoliem 

Padmanabha. 

Damodar  

The ancient temple of D17modar was in Mathagram (Madgaon) 

and was destroyed by the Portuguese in the' 16th century. The 

Linga of Damodar was reconsecrated in Jambavalim. Damodar is 

an epithet of Krishna and particularly associated with his 

childhood. Yashoda the foster mother of Krishna tied the lower 

abdomen of the child Krishna to a heavy mortar. Hence the 

abdomen of Krishna was pressed. Thus Krishna got the epithet 

DEModar. 

Evidences indicate that the temple of Damodar was a 

memorial erected in honour of Malk.Zji D—amodar who was 

murdered by people immediately after his marriage." Ma1kaji 

bears Gujarat4 influence. Even if Malkliji was a native of Goa, 

the parents of Damodar might have named their child Malkliji 

due to Gujrat influence. During Kadamba period Goa had close 

contacts with Gujarat. 31  Hence most probably the temple of 

D7Modar was constructed during the Kadamba period. 
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Shankarshana  

Shankarshana is the 13th epithet of Visnu . Like Narayana 

he is not a popular aspect of Visnu. In Loliem village of 

Canacona taluka he is a parivar devat'57 in the main temple of 

Nirakar. 32  

Narasimha  

In Goa proper there were two shrines of Narasimha. One 

shrine was in Shankhavali (Sancole) in Salcete taluka and the 

second shrine was Daugim in Tiswadi taluka. It is difficult to 

ascertain whether these two shrines were of Lakshmi-

Narasimha., as no records are available. Both these temples 

were destroyed by Portuguese in the 16th century. 33  The 

devotees of Narasimha once again got prepared the image of 

Lakshmi Narasimha at the end of 16th century and consecrated 

in Veling of Ponda. According to the traditions, the deity in 

worship belongs to Sancole. There are no records or traditions 

associated with the reconsecrati.on of Narasimha of Daugim in 

any part of Goa. 

No inscription from Goa proper refer to the above shrine 

of Narasimha. However, the inscription of Goa Kadamba ruler 

Sivachitta (1169 A.D.) mentions the deity called Vira-Vikram 

Narasimha consecrated by Matayogi. 34  According to a tradition 

current in Goa, a Brahmin from Karnataka brought Narasimha 

and started the worship of Narasimha. 35  The early shrines of 
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Narasimha from Halsi (Belgaum district), Bangone and Banavasi 

(both in Uttar-Kannada district) have been reported. The 

worship of Narasimha might have reached Goa from these shrines 

during Kadamba period. Moreover, the recent researches have 

shown that the early stone sculpture of Narasimha are from 

Maln -gd and coastal Karnataka." Goa being a coastal track and 

closely connected with the cultural and political history of 

Karnataka, the worship of Narasimha may have spread to Goa 

from this region. In Sancole there was a temple of Permadi, 

the Kadamba ruler. Therefore, it may be construed that 

Narasimha shrine of Sancole belonged to Kadamba period. 

Most of the stone sculptures of Visnu are standing 

(sth.Znaka)  images (murtis)  of stone in (samabhanga)  position. 

The only reclining (shayan) image of Visnu known as Ananta is 

from Prio1. 37  The region of Ponda was called Antruz and the 

etymology of which is explained as Ananta uriadesh,  the land 

of infinite energy and may be also explained as Ananta 

uragapura.  The latter word uraga  means a serpent. Visnu is 

supposed to be reclining on serpent.The Ponda taluka has four 

shrines of Visnu and these were worshipped in respective 

villages from Kadamba period. These four shrines are in Keri, 

Cuncolicm, Savai-Vere and Priol. These are dedicated to 

Ngrayana in the first two villages. Though the people of 

Cuncoliem call it Ngrayana as already pointed above, the stone 

sculpture is actually of Padman-abha and other two temples are 
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of in Savai-Vere Ananta and Kesava in Priol. Therefore, there 

is no exaggeration in naming the region of Ponda as Antruz. 

Hence, this was the centre of Vaisnavism. 

On a stone plaque of schist Ananta has been chiseled 

out and the same has been affixed in the wall of sanctum . 

Visnu is reclining position is called Sheshashayana or 

Anantashayana  ( plate: 

Visnu is reclining on Ananta Naga. Hence he is called 

Anantashayana. He is depiction of the god cosmic Narayana. 38 

 The lotus is issued out of the naval on which Brahma is 

sitting. The present plaque of Ananta seems to be have been 

reconsecrated during Vijayanagara period. 

Parasurama  

ParasurWma is the sixth incarnation (avatara) of the ten 

incarnations of Visnu, According to Puranic tradition Konkan 

is the creation (sristi) of Parasurama. 39  In North Konkan 

in Chiplun as well as Dakshina Kannada the shrines of 

Parasurama have been reported." In Paingunim village of 

Canacona taluka there is aniconic representation of 

Parasurama. 

On the stone sculpture of the various aspects of Visnu, 

the ten incarnations are depicted. Parasurama with axe in his 

hand is also depicted among these incarnations. Such depiction 
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of incarnations on the stone sculptures become quite common 

after 900 A.D. in south India. In Goa also, there are stone 

sculptures of Visnu with the panels of incarnations including 

Parasur-gma. But the depiction of Parasur -gma is not the 

independent worship of Parasur-gma in a temple. By and large 

scholars agree that the worship of Parasura-ma began during 

1200-1300 A.D. The rise of Nath-cult coincided with two more 

cults namely of Dattaraya and Parasur-a-ma. Guru Dattlitraya 

initiated ParasurIrma in Srividya. It is mentioned here that 

Parasur-gma beheading his mother under the orders of his father 

was harmoniously accommodated in Natha religious movement. 41 

 Both Chiplun and Paingunim under the influence of Naha and 

Dattaraya cult may have set up these independent shrines 

during the 1300-1400 A.D. 

Rama  

Wgma is one of•the ten incarnations of Visnu but in 

comparison with Visnu, the cult of RWma did not establish 

itself as independent cult. MadhavachTrya who propagated his 

philosophy in the early part of the 13th century is credited 

with bringing the image of Digvijaya Rama from Badarikasharam 

and he sent Naraharitirtha to Jagann -gth in 1266 A.D. to bring 

the original idol of Wilma and Sita. In Vratakhanda of 

Hemadri(1300 A.D.) there is reference to Ramnavami, the 

birthday of Rama which is celebrated on 9th day of the bright 

part of the month Chaitra Navami of naitr-a Sukla-Paksha 
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(March-April). These facts clearly reveal that the cult of 

REina gradually became popular by the 11th century A.D. 42  

There were two shrines of Rama in Goa there was a temple 

dedicated to Rlina in Pilagaon and this was destroyed by the 

Mughal army in the 17th century. 43  In Cuncali village of 

Salcete taluka, there were shrines of Orma and Krishna and 

these were destroyed in the 16th century by the Portuguese. 44 

 Whether Rgma and Krishna images were in the same temple or 

there were two different shrines for those two deities it 

cannot be said with certainity. Salcete is a stronghold of 

Madhava Saraswats and they are staunch devotees of Visnu. 

Probably the shrines of REma and Krishna were consecrated 

after the conversion of Saraswats to Dvaita sect during the 

last decade of 15th century. 45  In two villages of Ponda taluka 

namely in Madakai and Volvoi Rginapurusha shrines have been 

reported. Those shrines have been wrongly associated with 

R7ma. 46  

Vitthala  

During the latter part of the Goa Kadamba period, the 

worship of Vitthala might have begun in Goa. The stone 

inscriptions of 1284 A.D. from Vitthala temple of Pandharpur 

records the donation received from Lad families of Goa. 47  In 

the copper plate of Khandepar (Ponda taluka) dated 1348 A.D. 

the personal name Vitthal is mentioned. 48  The references to 
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r Lad found in the former inscription were Saraswat Brahmin4 but 

the personal name Vitthal set seems to be that of a goldsmith 

idaivadnyal  . This clearly indicates that Vitthal had 

following amongst the various sections of the society. It 

seems that the traditions of wrxrkari  which was popular in 

Maharashtra was practiced in Goa also. The devotees of Vitthal 

were going to Pandharpur two times every year namely in 

Asadha(June-July) and Kartika(October-November). Konkani being 

an Indo-Aryan language, the people of Goa could understand the 

devotional songs (AbhangEs and Jna'neshwar9 of the saints of 

Maharashtra. This may have also increased the popularity of 

Vitthal among the masses of Goa. 

Banes of Sattari were the devotees of Vitthala. Vatava 

Dubba was a worshipper of Vitthala and he was a wTrkari. 

Every year he used to visit Pandharpur two times. During the 

last visit to Pandharpur having experienced fatigue,he 

realised that it would not be possible to visit in future in 

his advancing age. According to the tradition, the god 

Vitthala heeded to his request. In sake 1314 (1392 A.D.) the 

shrines of Vitthala at Sankhali was constructed. 49  The present 

temple was constructed in the early part rf this century by 

the Sindias of. Gwalior. 50  

Hanutign  

HanumWn is an obedient servant of RTma. He is one of the 
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zoomorphic deities like Narasimha ef--Ganapati. Hence he is 

similar to Yaksas. He is symbol of strength,adventure, 

vitality and obedience. His body was hard as diamond 

(Vajrig). Hindi term describing Hanuman as Bajarang is 

derived from Vajrang. In the field of Hindu iconography 

Hanuman is one of the late entrants in Vaisnavite pantheon. 51 

 The followers of Madhktga consider MadhLWach.;.7ya as incarnation 

MN* 	 . 	 Aga 

of Hanuman. Madhacharya and Vyasaraya were instrumental in 

spreading the worship of Hanuman. 52  The devotion towards 

Hanuman can be traced the beginning of the 12th century A. D. 

On the banner of Goa Kadambas and Bankapur Kadambas, Hanum511 

was depicted. The inscription of Hanagal from Halkote area 

belonging to Tailapadeva II (1120A.D.) records the grant given 

to the temple of Hanum7:11. 53  

On a large irregular stone'plaque a crude relief of 

Hanuman with no ornamentation was found in Talaulim and 

belongs to c. 1400 A. D. It is displayed in Old Goa Museum. 

Hanuman is not enjoying the status of griimadevat5"  in Goa. 

Devaki- Krishna  

The ancient temple of Devaki-Krishna was located on 

Chodan island in Tiswadi taluka. In this shrines Krishna as 

well as his mother were venerated. It was the only temple in 

India where both Krishna and his mother Devaki were worshipped 

together.54 
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Consort of Visnu  

The goddess Lakshmi is the consort of NTrFyana as well 

Narasimha. In North Goa many Lakshmi-Narayana temples have 

been reported. There are two shrines of Narasimha one was in 

Sankhavali (Sancole in Salcete taluka) and the second shrine 

was in Daugim in Tiswadi taluka. These are not specifically 

referred to as Lakshmi-Narasimha temples. However, the image 

of Narasimha which has been once again consecrated in Veling 

has consort Lakshmi. Hence, the Veling temple is called 

Lakshmi-Narasimha temple. 

There is an independent temple of Mah7lakshmi in 

Bandivade (Ponda taluka). The inscription of NEgeshi temple, 

mentions the donations made to the above shrine of Mahlnakshmi  

during the Vijayanagara period. 55  There was a Malalakshmi 

temple in Colva (Salcete) and was destroyed by the Portuguese 

in the 16th century." 

It is evident from the above discussion that the traces 

of Vaisnavism were present in Goa from c. 400 A. D. and 

remained as one of the major sects. Philosophical background 

for the worship of Krishna was provided by Madhkr.Tch'ay'rya as a 

great philosopher from Dakshina Kannada district. 57  He was 

instrumental in spreading this worship of Krishna. During the 

13th century, Some Saraswats and Daivadnyas (goldsmith) 

embraced this sect of the above philosopher. However, 
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Vaisnavites (MadhOvg's) only by tradition they became Bhagwats 

and continued the worship of the Saivite deities like Nrgeshi 

and Ramnathi. Prior to the 15th century there was no conflict 

between the followers of Vaisnavism and Saivism in Goa. 

However after the spread of Dvaita philosophy in Goa the 

Saraswats community was divided into Vaisnavites (Madh4tv -zis) 

and Smartas (Saivites). The Konkanamah -Amva a Marathi work of 

17th century, furnishes an exhaustive account of the conflict 

between the above mentioned the followers of the Vaisnavism 

and Saivism. 58  

Saivism  

By and large scholars agree the Non—Vedic origfn of Siva. 

In Yajurveda and Atharvaveda Siva is a non Brahminic deity. 59 

 on account of the non—vedic origin of Siva the priests in 

Saivite temples of Goa and in the Deccan usually hav<4_ 
n0 
Brahmin priests called Guravas." The well known ancient 

Saivite centres like Gudimallam (Andhra Pradesh Trimbakeshwar 

and Walkeshwar) respectively located in the district of Nasik 

and Bombay, in Maharashtra were in the tribal belt. 61  Mangesh 

and NiTgesh, the important aspects of Siva have origins in Goa. 

Gavdas were closely associated with the worship of the above 

deities of Goa. 62  Even in case of MallikErjuna of Canacona 

Velip are closely associated. According to a tradition Velip 

is credited with discovering the linga of MallikWriuna.63 
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The above data of Saivism furnished to early historical 

period. As regards the epigraphical data pertaining to Saivism 

in Goa, the inscriptions of Bhojas mention personal names such 

as Amaresvara. 64  One of the Bhoja king was Kap -a-livarman." 

Kapl-li is an epithet of Siva ) fone is holding the skull (KapT1) 

in his hand. Another plate of Bhoja ruler Asankitavarman (c. 

700 A. D.) mention that he was devotee of Maheshvara. 66  These 

personal names occurring in the inscriptions clearly indicate 

that Saivism had taken root in Goa. by c. 400 A. D> There are 

place names which are associated with Siva for e.g. Harmal 

(Pedne taluka) Harvale (Bicholim taluka) Sivoli (Bardez 

taluka) Sivapur (Ponds taluka). It has been suggested that the 

last place name Sivapur is Siroda. However, it seems that 

Sivapur was a small hamlet in the village of Siroda. 67  

The Bhoja ruler Devaraja (c. 400 A. D. ) made gifts to 

Brahmins named (Govindswami and Indraswami of Bhardvaja gotra  

on the 12th day (dv7dashi) of Magha (February-March) dark 

fortnight (Krishna Paksha) and this dvridashi is called 

Tiladvad0i. The above copper plate of Devala mention 

Thanni . yak (Thane) Kotturika (Kuttali) villages." Not for away 

from these villages in rock-cut cave linga which could be 

dated c. 400 A. D. was found. It seems the Brahmins mentioned 

above were supposed to worship the Siva Shrine of Consua then 

it might not have been a separate village. 

Besides the above copper plates of the Bhojas, there are 
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two stones inscriptions of unknown dynasty. These are namely 

Aravalem. 69 and Nundem" inscriptions of Simharaja (Sanguem). 

Aravalem inscription which is in box-headed characters was 

found on the linga of the right hand cell. This 

inscription is incomplete as it is fashioned out of pillar 

from the temple of Siva which was close to Aravalem caves. On 

the basis of paleography, inscription is dated to c, . 500 A. D. 

The above inscription engraved on the linga indicates that the 

temple of Siva was built in c. 500 A. D. 71  During the period 

c. (700 A. D.) when Aravalem caves were being excavated, the 

temple referred to above was in dilapidated condition. Hence 

pillar on which the inscription was engraved was consecrated 

in Aravalem caves. On the basis of the description mentioned 

in the inscription it can be said that Rudreshwar temple near 

the water falls was an ancient temple. During the later period 

it was renovated. This inscription also furnishes the rituals 

followed by the devotees in Rudreshwar shrine such as Japa and 

VirWsana.  

The second stone inscription of Nundem of Simharaja is 

displayed in the state museum of Goa. In this inscription 

interesting and unfamiliar epithets of Siva as well as PTirvati 

occur and these are namely Era" and Eltrsvamin 72  is the pirush  

of Elt. The epithet Virrvatisv-a-min  is used as synonym of 

El:Ay:ill-lin. Therefore, Elris an epithet of Parvati. 73  From the 

above discussion about inception of Aravalem and Nundem it is 
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evident that by 5th century A. D. there were four Saivite 

shrines in Goa. There are namely Aravalem (Bicholim) two in 

Sanguem taluka Plii-vati and Siva in Nundem and Consua rock cut 

shrine of Siva in Mormugao taluka. 

The rock-cut caves are of considerable importance in the 

study of Saivism in Goa. The survey rock-cut caves in Goa have 

revealed that Architectural activity started with in Consua 

(c. 400 A.D.) There were lingas in also other rock-cut caves. 

Pissurlem was a natural cave and later it was converted into 

shrine of Siva. 74  Aravalem Caves are a land mark in the 

development Saivite iconography. This cave is housing the 

first syncretic shrine consisting of Siva L  Kartikeya and 

Surya. - This aniconic representation is the 

forerunner of Siva, Mri-tanda Bhairava cult. Aravalem rock cut 

caves were excavated at least after one and half century of 

the conquest of Revatidvipa (Redi) by the Chalukyas of Badami. 

Therefore, by then the worship of Kartikeya had spread to 

Goa. 75  Hence both aniconic as well as iconic representation of 

Kartikeya are found in Goa. KTrtikeya stone sculpture from 

Korgaon of Pedne belongs to early Chalukya period. Along with 

Kartikeya the worship of Ganapati also reached Goa. The 

collosous Ganapati chiseled out in the cave of Redi belongs to 

early Chalukya period. 

After the rule of early Chalukyas Goa came under the 

control of. Southern Silaharas (1010-1024). On the basis of the 
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invocatory verses from the Southern SilahWrirs inscriptions 

which refer to Tridava dance, skull (kap -il) and skeleton 

(astipanjar) it may be inferred that minister were inclined 

towards PA-supata cult. This cult did not evolve fully as the 

Southern Silaharas disappeared from the political scene in 

1024. 76  The development of Vetirila images and his worship might 

- - 
have begun during Southern Silahara period. 

During the fag end of Silaharas rule, the Kadambas rule 

began in Goa. The Kadambas territory was a stronghold of 

Saivism. The kadambas of Goa were the worshippers of 

Saptakoteshwar and he was family deity. On the coins of 

Jayakeshi I (1050-78) Jayakeshi II (1126-47). Sivachitta 

Permadi (1147-87) and Soyideva (1226-27 to 1245-1246) the 

legend Shri Saptakoteshwar varavira Jayakesideva is found. On 

the obverse the third type of coin of Jayakeshi the lion 

(insignia of Kadamba) is shown infront on the left hand side 

of the temple. This temple is perhaps of the family deity of 

the Kadambas, 77  Occurrence of the epithet of Siva Shri Malige 

Bhairava on the coins as well as on the copper plates of 

Kadambas also indicates that Kadamba were the devotees of 

Siva. 78  

In the Marcella copper plates of Sasta II, there are 

references to the visit of Sastadeva II to Gokarna, the well 

known pilgrim centre of Uttar Kannada and his visit to 

SomnEth_Patan of Sourastra. 79  In Ganadevi grant of Sastadeva I 
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of Kali year 4347, there is a reference to the gift to 

Malabaleswara of Gokarna by him." The visit of Sastadeva may 

have resulted in establishing three Somnrth shrines in Bardez 

taluka during the Kadamba period. These three shrines were 

destroyed by the Portuguese in the 16th century. 81  

Only three temples of Kadamba period have survived. These 

arc namely Saptakoteshwar of Opa (Ponds taluka) Curdi Mahadeva 

temple which is being transplanted on the site of Salauli dam 

project by Archaeological survey of India and Tambdi Surla 

Mah-gdeva temple. Kadambas built Saptakoteshwar temple of 

Diwadi but it seems that during the Muslim invasion the linga  

was hidden in a well and temple was damaged. Madhavamantri, 

the Governor of Vijayanagara in Goa rebuilt Saptakoteshwar 

temple and once again got linga of Saptakoteshwar 

reconsecrated. 82  

In the Vijayanagara period the first references to 

Ravalng'th is found two stone inscriptions of Marathi from 

Veluz (Sattari) displayed in Old Goa Museum. The first 

inscription belongs to Sr-a-vans Shukla Pratipada Saka 1324, 

corresponding to 1st July 1402. The people of Masarvade 

village of Athavle regions contributed jointly one gadyan. Out 

of total income of 30 tanks for night offerings (naivedya) to 

Ravalnath, 4 tankWs, for perpetual lamps, 6 tank betel 

leaves, one tankT for payment of priest, 6 tank uAn's for 

washerman, 6 tankas for Bhavin (Devaasi) for her services, 3 
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tanks  to other servants of Gods. This inscription furnishes 

information about the servant of temple and the rituals 

performed in the temple. 83  The second inscription from Veluz 

(1408 A.D.) refers 1/36 part of the produce made as a donation 

to the above shrine . Both inscriptions belong to Harihar 1. 84  

Another stone inscription of Vijayanagara period is from 

Bandivade (Ponda taluka) and this is in NTgeshi temple. The 

above inscription mentions the donations made to shrine of 

Bandivade namely to Nneshi and Mahlilakshmi. Mai, Senvi made 

provision for litting lamps on the night of full moon day 

KTrtika (Pournima of October-November). The earthern lamps 

were lit on dipamIlrand  there was an arrangement to keep four 

hundred earthern lamps on dipama
law  

la. Therefore, Mai Senvi 

agreed to supply four hundred earthern lamps and the same 

amount of wicks. For MahIbhishek  of full moon night he 

supplied sweets called Glirre  or Vade  prepared out of rice and 

jaggery fried in oil as offerings to the deity. 85  He also 

supplied vegetables and betel leaves (tambul).  

The worship of Siva was widespread and Saivitcs were in 

majority in Goa. 86 Even in Salcete which is supposed to be 

stronghold of SWraswats, the temples of Siva are more than 

that of. Vishnu. However, Salcete has more Vaisnavite shrine 

than the other two talukas. This is perhaps Partagall the 

Vaisnavite Math of Mad4v.Tichirrya spread Vaisnavism in this 

region. Even the Vaisnavite Saraswats of Goa still continue to 
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worship Saivite deities like Nalgeshi and 143mariahi. 

(C) Veerasaivism  

Veerasaivism became a vigorous religious movement during 

the later part of 12th century under the leadership of 

Basaveshwara. The reigns of Jayakeshi II (1126-1147) and the 

early years of Permadideva (1147 A. D. onwards) coincide with 

the above period. The later ruler might have come in contact 

with Veerasaivism during his visit to Kalyan (Bidar district 

of Karnataka) which was the capital of later Chalukyas. 87  The 

third pontiff (iaru)  of Sunnya  SimhgsanaSiddhangth as well as 

fourth pontiff Sri AriAdi Gananath might have visited Goa. The 

most revered deity of Allamaprabhu Goheshvara is supposed to 

be from Goa. 88  

(d) Shakti Worship 

The worshippers of the shakti (the female deity) are 

called Shaktas. She is supposed to be the embodiment of 

infinite energy. The antiquity of the shakti  worship goes back 

to early historical period. The early settlers like the Gavdas 

and the velips were the worshippers of STteri, Bhumika, BhEiika  

and Kelbai.  These tribes visualised their Shakti  in Sgteri  and 

Kelbai.  However, the inscriptional references to the Shakti  

4  worship in Goa are available only from Bhoja period onwards. 

The antiquity of Shakti  worship in Goa is about two centuries 

earlier to that of Dakshina Kannada.89 
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In Nundem inscriptions of Simharaja belonging to unknown 

dynasty unfamiliar epithet of ElToccurs. 9 ° This seems to be a 

folk deity. Once popular in many regions of India. She was 

worshipped in Goa, Maharashtra, Karnataka and Orissa. 91 

 Aravalem inscription is almost conteporary of Nundem 

inscription. In this inscription, Siva is referred to as 

Bhav'Ehish i.e. the lord of the goddess Bhavahi. This is for 

the first timt in Goa, the reference to the goddess Bhavani is 

found in the inscription. 92  

The inscriptions of Badami Chalukyas mention that they 

were nursed by Saptanatrikas. 93  The SUM-car-Ws and the Kadambas 

of Goa were the devotees of Mahinakshmi of Kolhapur. 94  There 

arc references to royal pilgrimages to Kolhapur undertaken by 

Kadambas. 95  In some inscriptions of Goa Kadambas, the 

invocatory verses refer to Mahalakshmi. 96  In Goa there are 

Mah .51akshmi temples and these are located in Netravali 

(Sanguem), Bandivade(Ponda) and Colva(Salcete) respectively. 97  

The long tradition of the worship of shakti may have made 

Goa as the centre of Shakti worship. Gomti became the shakti  

and (handreshwar was Purusha. 98  

There are stone sculptures of MahishlTsuramardini in Goa 

from the beginning of the Bhoja period. In course of time she 

became the most popular goddess. MahishTsuramardini became the 

epitome of all the forms of shakti and she is considered as 
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Sateri, SHEntadurga, Maligmaya_L  Era, iParvatil KlimIkshi L 

 Aryaduri3 and Navadurga. Shakti is the fundamental principles 

of creation. There is no distinction between Vaisnavism and 

Saivism in shakti cult. Shakti is closely related to Siva 

perhaps on account of the ferocious aspects (Ugra) and the 

tantrik practices associated with the worship of Siva as well 

as shakti. But shakti is supreme. However, in Goa there are no 

shakt3s as in North Eastern India. It has been pointed out 

elsewhere that folk deity MahRlsW became Mahills -ii NErgyani. As 

regards NavadurgW of Madkai and Kundai from Ponda taluka, it 

may be stated that these goddesses are the deities of 

Vaisnavites and they are the MahWjans of these temples. But 

only S11-6-nt'gdureS has remained purely the goddess of Saiva 

Saraswats. But as regards the deities mentioned above it shows 

the assimilation of these shaktis into Saivism as well as 

Vaisnavism. 

(e) Nah-Panth  

The factors responsible for the emergence of Nah-cult 

- 
were tantrik Buddhism and tantrik practices followed by 

KapWlikas  and Shikteis. Werth-cult  was a reaction against 

tantrik practices. The founder of Nath-cult (SampradA-Ya) was 

Matsyendranath and his historicity is shrouded in mystery. His 

well known pupil was Gorakhnath and he belonged to the early 

11th century A. D. According to Nah-Siddh -gs all human beings 

are equal irrespective of their varna or jai. Some of the 
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N -Eth-Siddhgs  belonged to the lower strata of Society. The 

Ngtha's kept aloof from the all types of intoxicants and did 

not practice five makaras.  These (pancha makaras)  are namely 

flesh (mansa)  fish (Matsya)  practicing body postures (mudras), 

drinking wine (madira)  and indulging in sexual 

practices(maithuna). Thus they preached saner and simple way 

of life. 99  Like Buddhism and Jainism lath-cult was not a 

revolt against vedic religion. Ngth-cult was not an 

independent movement and it was part and parcel of Hinduism. 

Recently Archaeological approach has been fruitfully 

utilised for the study of Nath-cult.'" It seems from the 

evidences available in North Konkan (Panhale-Kaji) caves . 

Central Konkan (Goa) Chandrapur from Uttar. Kannadal" 

district Ngth-Panth had spread by c. 1200 A.D. In 1947 the 

evidences of Ngth-cult from Goa were reported. SiddhanWth  

Ngganah  and Chandrangth  are associated with Ngth-Panth. But 

as regards the antiquity of Chandrarigth, NTgariah  (NTgeshi)it 

may be mentioned that these were worshipped in Goa prior to 

the arrival of NWth-Panth in this regions.'" On the contrary 

Ngth-Panthis accepted Nrgesh Chandrangth and Nligeshi and 

as 
SaptanWthas their deities o Saptakoteshwar who is associated 

A 
with folk-deity ElukotimIlhadev has origins in Karnataka and 

references to the deity are found prior to the spread of Ngth-

Panth in Karnataka.'" Nalh-Panthis were the worshippers of 

the various forms of Siva therefore, incorporating 
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Chandranah and Nrgesht Saptakoteshwar in their fold is not 

perplexing. Hence it would be erroneous to conclude that the 

deities having nth endings are NEth-Panthi deities. Similarly 

Ravalnath 104  and Ramanath on the basis of aforesaid assumption 

have been ascribed to NWth-Panth, but these are Saivite 

deities and later incorporated into Nah-Panthis fold. 

N3th-Panth was widespread in entire Goa from North to 

South. The shrines of Adinath which are associated with NEM-

Panth have been reported from Goa. The northern most shrine is 

in Pedne, Kindolim of Canacona is the Southern most shrines 

and Usgaon in Ponda taluka Central Goa is the third.'" 

ChauranginWth who is seventh siddha out of the nine siddhrs  

(nava nWtha-s) was the disciple of Matsyendran -gth and his 

shrine located at Arpora (Bardez) was destroyed during the 

16th century by the Portuguese.'" There was Nrth-Panth shrine 

of Mallirirth. On the island of ChudYmani (Charao Tiswadi). 

This shrine reconsecrated at Marcel in Ponda taluka after the 

destruction of the above ancient temple by the Portuguese in 

the 16th century. 107  It seems Macchendran-a-th and 

MatsyendranWth are identical and refer to one and the other 

Macchendrarirth is not one of the twenty four Nrth-Siddhas.  

However, he is one of the nine siddhYs of Maharashtra. 

Mallinah shrine was earlier Macchendranrth. But, doubts have 

been expressed whether Mallinah and Macchendranah are the 

same and whdther the latter is closely associated with 
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Mallik-grjuna. 1 " The identification of MallinWth with 

MacchendradEth (Matsyendranrth) seems to be correct and is 

testified by the tradition of reciting N -gth-Panthi work 

Navarigtha Bheiktiara (Marathi work written in 1819 A.D.) in 

the temple of Mallinrth at Marce1. 1 " Therefore, Mallinrth and 

Mallikrrjuna are different and the latter is located at 

Srisail of Andhra Pradesh and is associated with N7tha-

SiddhWs. 110  

In central Goa on Siddhalialh hill (Ponda taluka) there is 

Nah-Panthi shrine. This is associated with Nth Siddha 
but he: is 

Krdhavarirth. He is not one of the 24 Natha Siddliels of one of 

the 9 Naha SIddhas. 111  Therefore, he may be a local Nah-

SiddhA's from Goa and his shrine is located on Siddhariah hill. 

In this shrine there are sandals (Padukr)and Trident(Trisul). 

NavanWth-Navakrm (nine stanzas is praise of the NTithiTs) 

mentions that a Nahayogi besides various equipments should 

have sandal (Padukrs and Trident (Trisul) Therefore these 

auspicious objects of Naha-Siddhas perhaps of MadhavanWth 

are taken out in palanquin in a procession during the annual 

fair (JatrW)  .112 

In South Goa Ravanphond now a suburb of Madagaon there 

are shrines of MatsyendranEth and Gorakhnath. 113  The abode of 

Ngth-Yogis was called a cipl  (Monastery). Madagaon was not 

called Mathagr7m on account of Vaisnavitc Math belonging to 

Dvait.a sect (Mad+Echalya) which was founded in the latter 
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15th century and shifted to Partagali after the establishment 

of the Portuguese power. 114 MathagrSm probably got its name on 

account of NWth-MathTs which were there before Vaisnavite 

Maths. Ngth-Yogis (Jogis) who were practicing the various 

forms of Yoga found the caves as the most ideal abode. Naha 

yogis are associated with caves in Goa as well as in 

Maharashtra. 115  Rock cut cave of Diwadi island and Pilar rock 

cut cave both in Tiswadi taluka are ngth-Panthi caves. 116  A 

few more rock' cut caves have been recently identified as NA-th-

Panthi caves and these are at Khandepar, Ishwarbhat, Kodar(all 

in Ponda taluka), Sanguem Salauli canal caves Dharbandoda (all 

in Sanguem taluka) and Aquem and Malangini. (both in Salcete 

taluka) . 117  These rock-cut caves have been ! -:•: -Tarately dealt in 

the chapter on Architecture.. 

Ngth-Panthis practiced and preached their creed for about 

400 years in Goa from c. 1200 till the establishment of the 

Potuguese rule. However, the worship of Nah-Siddhis still 

continues. For the Ngth-Panthis Siva is supreme and he is 

Adingth. 

f)Buddhism  

Buddhism appeared to the west coast by 200 B.C. The eightk 

edict. of Asoka discovered in Sopara indicates that during the 

reign of Asoka, Buddhist missionaries were active on the west 

coast. Stupas and other remains discovered in Sopara testify 
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that Buddhism spread to upper Konkan by B.C. 200. 118  Moreover, 

Sopara was the birth place of Buddhist monk Punna. According 

to a tradition , he visited Goa during the life time of Buddha 

itself. But this tradition is mentioned in a Buddhist work of 

later period, and the authenticity and credibility of the 

visit of Punna has been doubted by the scholars. 119  The 

evidence of Buddhism is found in the neighbouring district of 

Uttar kannada in Vaijayanti (Banavasi)of Sirasi taluka. This 

is about 150 kms from Panaji. The donation made by the 

merchant Bhutapala of Vaijayanti has been recorded in the 

epigraph from Karle. On the basis of the architecture, 

sculpture and paleography the chaitya of Karle has been dated 

to 50-70 A.D. 129  Literary sources also mention that the visit 

of Buddhist monk to Banavasi. 121  The above sites of Sopara 

from North Konkan and Banavasi from South Konkan show that 

Buddhism had reached these places to Pre-Christian era. 

However, so far no epigraphs or archaeological remains 

indicating the presence of Buddhism in Goa from Pre-christian 

era, or early christian era have been discovered. Even in the 

regions associated with Buddhism the references to Goa not 

found . 

The Bhojas checked piracy on the coast of Goa this might 

have ushered in commercial activity. During this period some 

Buddhist merchants might have settled on trade routes and on 

the navigable rivers. However, there are no inscriptions 
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mentioning the donations offered by the merchants of Goa to 

either Buddhist sangha  or for the excavation of Buddhist cave. 

In the chronological order it would be appropriate to put 

the bronze head of Buddha found in the house of Mhamai Kamat 

of Panaji in the Bhoja period. (Plate No.3) It is a tiny head 

measuring about 3 X 2 cms. It is ascribed to c. 400 A. D. Some 

Buddhist merchant monk might have brought it to Goa during the 

Bhoja period. 122  

The first epigraph from Goa registering the grant of the 

land to Buddhist MaliiivihTira of Sivapura is mentioned in the 

copper plate of the Konkan Maurya ruler Chandravarman (c. 500 

A. D. ).123  There is a controversy regarding the 

identification of Sivapura. Recently Aravalem (Harvalem) has 

been identified as Sivapura and the rock-cut caves of Aravalem 

as Buddhist Mahavihara. Further it has been argued that 

Aravalem rock-cut caves were later converted into 

Brahminical. 124  As there is no scope for such conversion the 

above caves. Therefore, this argument not convincing. Most 

probably a locality in Siroda was called Sivapura. 125  

The Bhoja ruler Asankita of Hiregutti copper plate dated 

to c. 475 to 525 A. D. also patronised Buddhism. He adapted 

elephant as the royal emblem on the seal of the copper plate. 

Elephant is the auspicious symbol in Buddhism. 126  The elephant 

on the copper plate seal and the coins clearly indicate the 
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Buddhist influence on the Bhojas. The Bhoja ruler 

Prithvimallavarman (c. 550 - c. 650 A. D.) employed a 

Buddhist. Buddhadg-sa of Kamboj gotra in his court. He might 

have been a native of North West frontier area near 

Afganisthan, which was known as Kamboja in ancient times. In 

fact he was the scribe of this copper plate. 127  

The copper plate of the Bhoja ruler Asankita found in 

Hiregutti, Kumta taluka of Uttar Kannada district refers to 

the grant of village Sundarika of Dipaka Vishaya. Earlier it 

was suggested that Dipaka Vishaya might be Dipaka vishaya of 

Diwadi island or Anjediva island near Karwar. However, it has 

been recently identified that Sundarika is a part of Bicholim 

town and Dipaka Vishaya is Divachali and even now it is called 

by some people as Dicholi. 128  The rock-cut cave of Lamgaon are 

hardly two kms from Bicholim and the cave II is Buddhist 

Vishaya. Incidentally Lamgaon means the village of Lamas i.e. 

Buddhist monks. The copper plate of Bandoda of the Bhoja ruler 

Prithvimallavarman mentions the Buddhist monk from Kamboja 

(Kabul-Afganisthan). The geographical description furnished in 

the inscription tallies with the topography of. Sundarika. 

Rivona is another Buddhist site in Sanguem taluka. During 

Valavalikar's visit to Rivona, he knew the terracotta seals 

found in the caves located in the above village. Valavlikar in 

the above Punna tradition therefore he compared the terracotta 

seals of Kanheri caves. Hence he presumed that Rivona natural 
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cave was used by Buddhist. The cave of Rivona could 

accommodate a congregation of 250 Buddhist monks. 129  But this 

seems to be exaggerated figure. However in this cave about 100 

could easily assemble. 

Charcoal found during the debris clearance in Rivona 

Buddhist monastery indicates that the monastery had most 

probably wooden rafters and pillars. Buddhist might have 

survived till end of Kadamba period as it survived in Dambal, 

Indi, Kanheri and Miraj etc. 13 ° c.14 date supplied by PRL 

Ahmedabad indicate that monastery was destroyed perhaps by 

fire in between 1650-1765 A/ D. 131  

Buddha stone sculpture in Bhumisparsha mudr -i with two 

pedestals were discovered in Rivona and these were acquired by 

the state Museum of Goa. Buddha stone sculpture and the 

pedestal belong to c. 700 A. D. 132  (Plate No. 4) 

The first stone sculpture of Buddha was discovered by 

Henry Heras at Mushirvado in Colvale in Bardez in 1930 (Plate 

No.S). The bronze head of Buddha and the stone sculpture from 

Rivona are of earlier date and hence have been discussed 

carlier. 133  Heras dated Buddha from Colvale to c. 200 A. D. 

However, in Treasures of Heras Institute, this stone sculpture 

has been dated to c. 400 A. D. as the scholars finds the 

similarity between the Buddha stone sculpture of Colvale and 

Amaravati Buddha. 134  But others have dated Buddha sculpture 
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from Colvale to c. 1100 A. D. It is not as late as c. 1100 A. 

D. Colvale Buddha image belongs to c. 950 A. D. 

During the Gupta period which coincided with Banavasi 

Kadambas and the Bhojas on this coastal belt the worship of 

the Buddha image with number of ceremonies might had6-- 

developed. The earthen spouted vessels discovered during the 

debris clearance indicate that this was most probably used for 

the worship of Buddha, The foundation of structural Buddhist 

monastery in addition to natural cave of Rivona indicate that 

Buddha was worshipped till the end of the Kadamba period. The 

Buddh - monk built a rectangular platform in the natural cave 
A 

of Rivona. Series of steps were excavated on the right hand 

side of the cave and these steps lead to the top of a small 

hillock. Charcoal found during the derbies clearance in 

Rivona Buddhist Monastery indicate that the monastery survived 

till the 17th century. 135 But there are no evidences to show 

that Buddhist monks lived practiced preached Buddhism till the 

17th century. 135  Therefore, it is likely that Buddhism might 

have survived till the end of the Kadamba period as it 

survived in Dombal, Indi, Kanheri and Miraj. 136  Buddhist monks 

were not purely engaged in religious activity. Besides 

practicing and preaching Malliiyicha Buddhism, they were engaged 

in iron smelting. The earthen pipes with encrustation of iron 

discovered during the debries clearance clearly shows that 

monks were manufacturing iron. Most probably the local mines 
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of Rivona was the source of iron found in the above 

monastery. 137  In cave No. 23 of Kanheri, similar evidence of 

iron smelting by Buddhist monks has been reported. 138  The 

Buddhist monastery of Rivona was situated on the bank of 

Kushawati river thus monastery had perennial source of water. 

- 
The southern Silahara period saw the development of 

tantrik Buddhism. Though the evidences are not many, yet 

Kalanah of Vajrgyana has been reported from Panchavadi, 139 

 This village is very close to Sivapura a locally mentioned in 

the copper plate of Konkan Maurya ruler Chandravarman. (c. 

500) .140  This Panchavadi seems to be a Mah -gyan-ix-  Buddhist 

centre and later developed into Vajrgyana centre. Sristhgna 

according to Buddhist sources was Vajraparvata. Further it is 

stated that Shriparvata and Vajra-parvata are one and the 

same. 141 In support of tantrik Buddhism, the pedestal of 

tantrik ChWmundeswari of Goa-Velha and now displayed in Museum 

of Pillar Seminary may be cited. 142  ) The pedestal 

of 'Chamundeswari has Vaira incised on it and this indicates 

that it belongs to Vairryana. On either side of Vail-a,  There 

was an inscription and it is obliterated and hence it is 

difficult to decipher. The stone sculpture of Chg-mundeswari 

belongs to 11th century. 

During the Kadamba period the centers of Vajfgyana have 

been reported from Velugrgm (Belgaum), Dombal' (Dharwad) 

district and Panhale-Kaji (Ratnagiri district). Valeilyana 
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might have come to Goa from Karnataka and finally reached 

Panhale-Kaji. 143  

The monastery of Colvale, Lamgaon and Rivona might have 

survived without any royal patronage. After the doubtful 

patronage of Chikkodi plate of Southern Silaharit-  king, no 

inscriptions mentioning donations to the Buddhist centre are 

available. This might have weakened Buddhism in Goa. As in 

other centers of Vair-ayana, the practice of five makaras might 

have led to the laxity of morals amongst the monks. Thik led 

to the loss of respect towards monks in the society. Finally 

- 
Nath-Panth appropriated many Vajrayana deities and established 

themselves in some Buddhist centres like Panhale-Kaji in 

Ratnagiri and Panchavadi in Goa. 

g) Jainism 

Like Buddhism, Jainism had origins in North India and 

then spread to South India by 400 B. C. Jainism reached 

Ceylon. Therefore, Jainism might have reached South India 

during the same period. 144  However, Jainism could have reached 

Ceylon via sea-route thus avoiding land-route. During 

Chandragupta Maurya was said to have gone to Sravanabelagola 

with the Jaina monk Bhadrabhau. According to Tamil literature, 

the route of Chandragupta Maurya was via Konkan. 145  Even if 

the route of. Chandragupta Maurya was via Konkan, there are no 

evidences to show that Jainism had reached Konkan and Goa 
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during Maurya period. 

During the 4th century A.D., However, the evidence of 

Jainism are available from the neigbouring district of Uttar 

Kannada. The early Kadamba ruler of Banavasi patronaged 

Saivism as well as Jainism. Out of 51 inscriptions of the 

Kadambas of Banavasi, almost one fourth of the records show 

that ruler of the above dynasty were patrons of Jainism. 1" 

The rule of Banavasi Kadamba coincided with the rule of the 

Bhojas and Konkan Mauryas in Goa. The rulers of both the 

dynasties from Goa patrons of Buddhism and it is discernible 

from their epigraphs. 147  Moreover, no epigraphs of these 

dynasties specifically refer to royal patronage of Jainism. 

Evidence of Jainism are available only during Southern 

SilIhar.-Ts and Kadamba period. 

The first Jaina stone sculptor was that of tirthankara  

discovered by Henry Heras in Chandor (Salcete taluka) and the 

hand of this sculptures are lost. Presently it is at Heras 

Institute Museum, Bombay. Probably it belongs to early 

Southern Silahara period.'" 

Kothambi village from Bicholim taluka had three Jain 

stones sculptures in the temple of Chandreshwar and these arc 

f'; namely of tirthankara, Kubera and Yaksi. The stone sculptures 

Kubera and Yaksi have been acquired, by the state Museum of Goa 

and these belong to Southern Period.'" (plate Nos. 
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To c  10 

The Directorate of Archives, Archaeology and Museum of 

Goa conducted excavation in Gujir locality of Kudnem of 

Bicholim taluka in 1986. A torso with Srivatsa symbol on the 

chest was found indicating that it is of a Jain tirthankara. 

Later, broken head of tirthankara with beautiful curls was 

found about 4 mts away from the sanctum. Adjacent to the 

temple, there is a well. The water from that well was used 

when there was worship in the temple . This well was desilted 

in the course of excavation at a depth of 5 mts, the right leg 

of tirthankar was discovered. The stone sculpture of Kudne is 

similar to the stone sculpture of Kothambi and belongs to 

Southern SinhErE period. The image of the tirthankar was 

consecrated probably in c. 950 A.D. and was in worship till 

17th century. The Jaina temple constructed in the 10th century 

and it was ruins in 15th century during the Vijayanagara 

period and hence it was rebuilt. The pieces of stone sculpture 

of tirthankara which were scattered in different place clearly 

indicate that it was deliberate destruction by an icnoclast. 

In January 1684 , the army of Mughal ruler Aurangazeb burnt 

Bicholim town and destroyed the temple of Rama at Pilagaon. 

During the same year the Jaina temple of Kudne which is very 

close to Pilagaon might have been destroyed. 15°  

The third Jain centre from Bicholim taluka is from Jaina 

kot locality at Narve. This locality is hardly 200 mts. away 
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from the temple of Saptakoteshwar. In 1981, the small stone 

sculpture of headless SufrErsvanath was discovered. The 

pedestal of this stone sculpture has one line N -a- gari 

inscription 	mentioning the date which corresponds to 1150 
.6GulritAreed 

A.D. Therefore, this stone elongs to the reign of Goa Kadamba 

ruler. Permadideva or Sivachitta (1147-1192 A.D.) This image 

of Sup7irsvanEth is displayed in the State Museum of Goa. 

(Plate NO./A)8) There is a tradition current in Kundai village 

of Ponda taluka there was a short period of the rule of Rattas 

of Saundatti (Belgaum district) over Goa and the Kadambas of 

Goa became their feudatories. During this period some Kadamba 

king embraced Jainism and a few subjects also followed 

him. 151 . However, this tradition has no historical basis. The 

first Kadamba king who came in contact with Ratta king 

Kimratavirya IV was Jayakeshi III and the latter was never 

complettely routed. The result of this short-lived conflict was 

the permanent loss of Velugram of seventy and it became a 

part of Ratta kingdom. The second time reference to Rattas is 

available during the reign of Shasta-deva III. The Ratta king 

Kamadeva the son of Lakshmideva assisted Shasta-deva III in 

obtaining the throne. This timely assistance perhaps was 

responsible for matrimonial alliance between Kamadeva and 

Sastadeva III. Sastadeva offered his sister to Kamadeva in 

marriage. 152  

The Rattas were the followers of Jainism and they 
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patronised Jainism. If Kadambas who were related to Rattas had 

embraced Jainism, this would have been definitely mentioned in 

their records. Moreover, by 13th century A.D. Jainism was on 

decline. And by then Kadambas had become staunch Saivites. 

On the contrary, it seems that Goa had close contacts 

with Jains of Gujarat. In Bicholim taluka there were Gujarati 

localities. In Kudnem, where the excavation was conducted is 

called Gujir. Bicholim is on the main trade route connecting 

upper Konkan. This might have attracted mainly Jaina merchants 

to settle in these localities. The Gujarat contact is also 

mentioned in Kannada inscription of Bandivade, Jaina 

Basti(Ponda taluka). This inscription mentions that king 

Sripala established village Bandivade and constructed Neminath 

Jaina Basti. This king Sripala is supposed to be the king from 

Gujarat. On a single stone three Kannada inscriptions bearing 

sake 1345 (1423 A. D. ) sake 1347(1425 A./D.) and sake 

1355(1433 A.D.) are engraved. During this period Devaraja II 

was ruling Goa. This inscription is displayed in Old Goa 

Museum. These three inscriptions deal with construction and 

restoration of Jaina Basti. Three generations of Jaina Munis 

is mentioned in this inscriptions. Jaina Muni Vijayanandiswami 

performed the ritual of self immolation prescribed according 

to Jaina religion in sake 1354(1432 A.D.) The nisadi  slab was 

set up by Simhanandi. This is only inscriptional reference to 

nisadi  from the territory of Goa. This inscription moreover, 
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records gifts of the village Vagurme made in 1425 A.D. and 

1433 A.D. to Jaina Basti of Bandivade. The gifts were 

entrusted to the lay disciple Muniyappa, the pupil of 

Simhanandacharya and were to be administered by his sons and 

grandsons. 153  This inscription mention that Goa was governed 

by Trimbaka the son of Lakappa. Nemin -gth basti of Bandivade is 

in ruins. 

The Jaina sculptures and Jaina temple of Kudne, the Jaina 

shrine of Jainkot of Narve and Neminiith Jaina basti of 

Bandivade bear testimony to the existence of Jainism in Goa. 

However, in comparison with Hindu population the Jains were 

meager and were mostly of mercantile community and their 

settlement were more in Bicholim taluka. During the early 

decades of the Portuguese rule, Jaina might have left Goa and 

settled down elsewhere. 

Jaina maintained their strict vegetarianism even on this 

coastal belt—The konkani word for vegetarian food is shivr-a-k  

and this is derived from Sr7tivilk (Jain monks). Hence the food 

consumed by the SrWvakas was called sivar sask. This itself is a 

testimony of the contribution of Jainism to the cultural 

history of Goa.154 
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CHAPTER VI 

FEMALE DEITIES  

The important female deities of Goa like, ..974teri L  

Sh7;ntadurga, Bhruka L  Kelbai L  Gajalakshmi, Mall -5. 1s -a- , and  

ra-mTkshi  are discussed in this chapter. Man started 

worshipping female deities from the upper palaeolithic 

period. 1  Many female deities have folk origins and they have 

regional variations. Different legends and traditions are 

associated with them. Some folk deities are absorbed in 

PurIngs but the assimilation of the folk deities into purgrais 

was gradual process. Puriin -gs are not restricted to the 

traditions of the Aryans only. Pur -SnWs absorbed Dravidian 

Austric as well as Mongoloid deities. 2  Thus the folk deities 

like STIteri, BhgUka  and MaliElsa  were sanskritised. The very 

large part of modern folk religion goes to the beginning of 

neolithic period. That was the beginning of cultivation and 

pastoralism. 

The concept of folk deities has been discussed by the 

eminent scholars and they have referred to them as loukika  

deva. 3  A new branch of Archaeology called Ethno-Archaeology  

specialises the field of folk deities. But in 1960's itself 

this approach was developed and the interpretations are 

published in Myth and Reality. 4  The folk-deities like SA...Lori  

and BhTukr  are grIlnadevatrs  and they arc found in the most of 

the villages of Goa. The priests in the temples of folk- 
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deities like Bhrukli i.  Srteri and Veticla  were Gavdas. No 

Ganskrit Mantras  and complicated rituals are associated with 

the worship of these folk-deities. 5  

Sateri (Bhumik-S and Erg)  

The early farming communities all over India started 

showing increased interest in fertility and magical means of 

promoting it. These are found at folk level rites and 

festivals which are intimately associated with the changing 

seasons, the sowing and harvesting of crops and breeding 

cattle and other live-stock. The early cultivators realised 

that the earth is generous in giving bountiful crops for their 

subsistance. 6  This might have been responsible for the origin 

of Mother Goddess worship. If she is not worshipped she might 

get angry and take ferocious form namely that of goddess Kali  

and act as an instrument of destruction. ?  The Goddess of earth 

is not having the same name all over India. There are many 

regional variations and also numerous Grlima-devafrs  

representing mother earth and these are obviously meant for 

the particular village and act as the benefactor of the 

village. Therefore, the grala-devatiTs is the personification 

of female energy as represented by Mother Earth. 8  

The ant-hills symbolically represent mother earth and are 

made up of earth itself. In many regions such as Goa, Konkan 

Andhra and Karnataka, ant-hills are worshipped and these ant- 
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hills have vorious names of goddesses either Renuk7, Maangi,  

Yellardri  and Joguambri.  In Tamilnadu the goddess connected with 

ant-hills is called Putturu.  In Tamil Putturu  means an ant-

hill. In Addivarya MaligOili temple, a large ant-hill is called 

Bhomadr  and is worshipped. 9  This word is derived from Bhoum 

whiCh means made of earth. Incidentally on the way to Ponda, 

beyond Bhanastari,  there is a village named Bhom.  This village 

has been named by the early settlers so as to had a huge ant-

bill and the ant-hill is being worshipped as S-ateri  and she is 

also called Bhumik2i  in Goa. The complete synthesis of Bhumik3  

is also indicated by the shrine of this goddess at Poriem in 

Sattari taluka which is called STriterichi Bhumika." 

The name of sage Jamadagni's wife is Renukh-  and she is 

also called YellammT. Some scholars are of the opinion that 

the reference to the folk-deity El -a-, in the inscription of 

Nundem in Sanguem taluka of Goa is the earliest references to 

Yellameg. 11  The worship of Ell7 Gouri is still current among 

Saraswats of Dakshina annada. 12  Renu means any particles and 

the ant-hills are made of particles of clay. Therefore, the 

goddess whose abode has been named Renukr. 13  The worship of 

the ant-hill is the worship of RenukT or Yellamma. Yellamma 

consists of two Dravidian words namely ells  means all and ammT 

means mother. Hence she is mother of al1. 14  Here again a 

personification is seen of female energy as represented by 

Om. 

mother earth. As per the tradition Renuka has been 
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metamorphosed into one hundred and one shaktis  which have 

become the village goddesses. 15  

In south Konkan from Kudal to Sirasi in Uttar Kannada 

i.e. in the west coast belt the worship of ant-hills is 

prevalent." In the abode region the goddess who is worshipped 

in the form of ant-hill is called Sateri  According to Behre, 

Sateri is a Kannada word which is derived from sapta 

teri,Sapta-sevenieri-layer or wave in Kannada. It is believed 

that ant-hills are made of seven layers. 17  The people of West-

Coast speaking kbnkani an Indo-Aryan language borrowed kinnada 

word and coined the word S5teri which is a local deity of 

Konkan. However, Dhere explains the etymology of Kannada word 

Satta,  Sapta seven but satt word has different usage in 

Kannada which means "dying in shame". Therefore, the original 

word sat is associated with shame and nakedness. Ant-hill is 

considered as female reproductive organ. 18  

In the list of Gr-e-tmadevatas  furnished by Bopadeva, 

V-glmikini  is mentioned. lailmik means an ant-hill.19 Hence the 

deity whose abode is an ant-hill is named as Wilmikini.  For 

the religious rites in scriptures five sacred type of soils 

are mentioned and one of them is the soil from the ant-hill. 28  

Sh-A-ntWdurg-g  • 

The second chapter of fagavya-MahTtmya  in SKH is 

Sti-gnfEdurd7 pradurbha-vah. Only the title of the chapter 
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mentions the goddess Sh-eintgdurer  and no where else this 

epithet of the goddess is mentioned. 21  This section refers to 

a sage called Shrintamuni  and he was a resident of N3gavypura 

(Nrgoa). The goddess appeared before Shrntamuni and hence she 

- 
may have been called Sh2nt-a-durga.  No other justification has 

been furnished in this chapter. It may be recalled that the 

inseparable character of Dura is her ferocious (Ultra)  nature 

and she is never peaceful. Therefore the adjective Sh"inta is 

4MO. 

contradictory to the nature of Durga. Only in vs. No.16, 19 34 

of SKH the goddess is called Sh -a-nt-a- devi and not as 

Shant7Idurga. 22  

The vs. No. 18 of this section mentions about the 

disappearance of the goddess into ant-hill. These ant-hills 

symbolically represent goddess Sh-gnt-idurig  as well as goddess 

STteri. The worship of ant-hills may have originated among 

Gavdas and they may have associated ant-hills with goddess 

Tateri. 23  Therefore the verses mentioned above furnish the 

evidence of Br-ghminisation  of the folk deity. The association 

of the goddess with ant-hill is found in other regions of 

South India and the reference to these are available in 

Dravidian gods in Modern Hinduism. Witangi  which is an epithet 

of P7rvati appeared to a king as a beautiful maiden and when 

he tried to capture her, she disappeared into an ant-hill. In 

another legend, the king Giri 12A-zu had only a male issue and 

had no daughter. Prrvati was pleased after his penance and 
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told him that she would be born to him and she disappeared 

into an golden ant-hill. The next day morning the king asked 

his servants to dig the ant-hill and they found Shakti-RenukE. 

Elsewhere in the same work there is a reference to Pedddmei 

the goddess who had seven arms and after various forms of 

contest she created ant-hill in which she disappeared. 24  

With the advent of tantrism in South India many folk- 
,4) 

deities were absorbed into Br-ghminical fold. In due course 

these Shakti . s were associated with Siva. 25  Hence, STteri is 

associated with Ravalnath, a Saivite deity of Goa and South 

Konkan. 26  The early settlers from the various regions of India 

worshipped the mother earth by various names. Withstanding the 

regional variations, there is an underlying unity of their 

belief of the mother-goddess. 

C) Bhauka-  and Kelbai  

The goddess Bhauka is spelt in most of the almancs from 

North Karnataka, Goa and Maharashtra as Bh-Zuka 27  However, 

BhEratiya Samskriti kosh has spelt Bhaikas as Bligvakai. 28  The 

shrine of Bh-guka used to be in the vicinity of the cemetery of 

shudras. Purina Samuchchay mentions that the shrines of 

GrTimadevatas arc in the colonies of the lower strata of the 

society in the but of Aires or the colony of the untouchables, 

in the village of Nishida, in the workshop of blacksmith or 

carpenter or in the house of weaver. 29  Therefore, the goddess 
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Bh-guka-  was in the neighbourhood of the colony of Gavdas 

(tribals) A semicircular stone, aniconic representation of 

Bh.guk"a-  was worshipped by the devotees. The priest of Bligukii" is 

a Gavda. He offered cocks and sheep to the goddess. On the 

prati.pada (first day) of the Shukla paksha (bright fortnight) 

of SrTvana (July-Aug) and Kgrgashirsh (November-December) 

Mah7naivedya (great offering) were offered by the devotees in 

their homes and the priests of BhZukg used to receive it. 

During the month of Sravana nachani (Elusive coracana)is sown 

by the farmers and the new crops of nachani are ready during 

Margashirsh. Before sowing the seeds of nachani and after 

getting the new crops, naivedya was offered to the goddess 

Bh7ukW. 3°  We may recall here the association of goddess 

Lakshmi with corn. Lakshmi protects the field. She is the 

goddess of vegetation who makes the farm fertile. 31  Some 

devotees used to offer liquor to the goddess Bh7EiUkE. The 

worshippers of Bh;Uka" had to maintain a common state of purity 

by taking bath. 

BhTvai is the name of the tree (cassia fistula ) which 

blossoms in hot summer. Roots, flowers and nuts of the tree 

act as a mild purgative. The verb used in Marathi for loose 

— 
motion is vahane (flow). The early settlers might have 

pronounced the verb as 137thane or bhavai. Change from va to ba 

is quite common. 32  Hence from bhava the goddess Bh7tuka-  might 

have evolved. 	There are no reference'k:to Bh -SUk5" in early or 
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medieval Sanskrit literature. The reference to BliTiuka is found 

in Dharmasindhu which is compiled in the early part of the 

17th eentury.33 According to this work , Vaish1N (May-June)) 

Amavasya  (newfmoon day)is called Bh-a-ukT amlivgsva-  The next 

- 
day of the said amavasya  is kari-dinam.  The almancs from the 

_ 
above region mention this amavasya as well as kari-dinam  

(inauspicious day). 34  From these facts it is discernible that 

the goddess Bh -Auk-ic was known in the regi(-1 of Goa, North 

Karnataka and Maharashtra. 

The proverbs based on Btiuk-g are current in Marathi. This 

also indicates that goddess Bhauk"i-  was also known to the 

people of Deccan plateau from ancient times. According to the 

proverb which is current in konkani as well as in Marathi 

Bhauka or Kelbai has no husband and Vet -a- la has no wife. 

(Bh .gvak-a"k gho na VetTIER bail da) 35  This proverb proves the 

nature of Veti and Bh5ukE . It also proves the antiquity of 

the mother goddess. Bh -aukli is unmarried and no father seemed 

to be necessary to the society in which she originated. 36 

 B111-uk-A-  or Kelbii represent immaculate conception. 

In most of the villages of Goa Gramadeva  is Vetala and 

adjacent to the shrine at a distance of two to three meters 

on the tree-railing the images of Bh -iuk-5 are found. As Bh-guk-E 

and VerEl are ferocious deities associ fed with cemetery, we 

find shrine of BhalikT in close association with VefTla. 
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The images of Gajalakshmi in the district of Sholapur and 

Kolhapur from Maharashtra are worshipped by the people as 

Bhliveshvari or Bhltuk-5. 37  Though the images of Gajalakshmi are 
by 	 e-,r7-1,1, -11, e). 

worshipped 
A

the people of Goa 	4s.  never call them as 

Gajalakshmi but always designate them as Kelbgi or Bhguk .g. 

Most of these Bh-gukeT plaque are chiseled cut in schist and 

these are in semicircular shape. The semicircular stones which 

were aniconic representation might have been instrumental in 

determining the shape of semicircular Bligukg' images. On this 

schist semicircular plaques, two elephants holding pitchers at 

the tip of their trunks and pouring water are depicted. Below 

these elephants, the goddess Gajalakshmi is seated. The lowest 

part has musicians playing various musical instruments and 

there are devotees wearing gowns. 

The Bh-gukT tree (cassia fistula)  is called KarnikTr  in 

Sanskrit. The flowers of BhZUkT are golden colour and resemble 

suspended ear-ornament,. The tip of the trunk of elephant is 

called Karnik7. 38  We may also recall here this goddess Lakshmi 

is also associated with yellow garments. Therefore the 

devotees associated Gajalakshmi with Bhl'ukg- . Lakshmi has 

ferocious aspects like Alakshmi Jyesht -a-  and Kalaratri  etc. It 

may be argued therefore that the synthesis of BlaukT and 

Gajalakshmi may have taken place. 39  It would be relevant bere,71 

to mention the significance festival connected with the above 

amavasya.  It has been already stated that Bh -a'uka has ferocious 
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nature. Hence she was associated with Bhutama ..7. 

In Saurastra a festival meant for BhutamWii  was 

celebrated from Vaishak(May-June) Krishna paksha  (dark 

.fortnight) from the first day (pratipadr)  to the fourteenth 

day (chaturdasi).  On the next day is Bh-auk:a-  amavasya. 

Lakshmidhara mentions the peculiar dances were performed in 

honour of Bhutam1t7i during the fortnight." A Yannada literary 

work Vadaiiidhane  mentions that people used peculiar dresses 

and dance, sing and enjoy on this particular day. 41  

The above literary reference from Sanskrit and Kannada 

can be corroborated with sculptural representation available . 

On the large Gajalakshmi panels of the 17th and 18th century 

below the row of goddess with the row of musicians with the 

various instruments are shown and there are also figure shown 

with gowns reaching the ankles. These gowns are similar to the 

nightdress used by urban ladies in the modern society. The 

devotees with these type dresses were performing peculiar 

dances as mentioned above in the literary reference. 42  The 

above gowns were called in Kannada as YellammanaZaga  (the 

frocks of YellameE) as these are worn by the devotees of 

YellammT.(Plate No. 13) 

The tradition of singing obscene songs is prevalent in 

some parts of India even now. Such songs are sung by the 

devotees of the goddess Bhagavati. of Kodungallur in Kerala in 
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order to please the goddess. 43  During the Holi festival in 

March obscene songs are sung by the revellers in many parts of 

India. 44  Such obscene songs were sung during Blailk-a--  ama-Nr7i-sya  

in Goa. Holi pournima (fullmoon day) has karidinam  which is 

similar to Karidinam of BhlInkE amav-a-sya.  The description of 

Bhguk3 furnished above clearly reveals that she has many 

aspects of goddess Lakshmi. Hence she became an inseparable 

part of Lakshmi and is being represented popularly as 

Gajalakshmi in Goa and in some parts of Maharashtra. 

d) Gajalakshmi  

The stone panels of Gajalakshmi are found in many 

villages of Goa. The he earliest known representation of 

Gajalaksmi is from Manamodi caves from Junnar, Pune 

district. 45  Pre-Kadamba Gajalakshmi panels from Goa have not 

been reported so far. Three Gajalakshmi panels from Goa have 

been found. Two are from Chandor and Chinchinim village in 

Salccte taluka.(Plates no:11,-1%2 The third panel is from 

Siroda village of Ponda taluka. On all the three panels 

lion(the mount of Durga)) is depicted. Therefore, this may be 

indicating the synthesis of Gajalakshmi and DurgT.'In ancient 

shrines of Goa three plates(plate 1-3) of Gajalakshmi are 

furnished." On plate 1-2 musicians arc depicted. *Earlier it 

has been pointed out that Bh-a-ilk :a-  and Gajalakshmi were fused 

into one. On large semicircle plaques the musicians and 

dancers are depicted below the goddess. On some plaques these 
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musicians are depicted on the top of Gajalakshmi. 

The above Gajalakshmi panels of Kadamba period do not 

depict musicians and dancers. these are purely Gajalakshmi 

panels. Therefore, it seems the synthesis of Gajalakshmi and 

BhIluk-d- might have taken place in post Kadamba period. 

e)Mah-glakshmi  

The locations of the various shrines of Goa are mentioned 

in SKH. But SKH is silent about the location of the shrine of 

Mah7lakshmi. As mentioned in the preceding chapter, there were 

three shrines of Mah-glakshmi in Goa and other were namely at 

Colva (Salcete), Netravali(sanguem) and at Bandivade(Ponda) 

The reference to the last shrine occurs in the epigraph of 

Vijayanagara period. On Pausha Pournima (21st January 1414 

A.D.). Mai Shenoi the son of Purusha Shcnoi, the resident of 

Kunkoli in the presence of the leaders of the village, Ram 

Naik, Narayan Prabhu Naik, Mange Prabhu jointly offered 

donations to the Mahalakshmi of Bandivade. 47  

The Southern Sifahgras and the Kadamba of Goa were the 

worshippers of Mahalakshmi. The Kadambas inscription refers to 

specifically Mahl- lakshmi of Kolhapur. 48  Savai-V.ere (Marcela) 

copper plate of 1038 A.D. mentions the visit of Jayakeshi I to 

Kolhapur. 49  This clearly indicates that the shakti, Piths of 

Kolhapur was well known in the Deccan. Therefore Mahalakshmi 

was not brought from Tirhut as mentioned in SKH but she has 
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origin in Goa itself. 

f)Mah-a-ls7  

Malials1" is one of the important Shakti worshipped in Goa. 

Mah-eilsa is a folk deity having her origin in Karnataka region 

and references are found in Kannada and Marathi literature. In 

inscriptions of Kannada and in a solitary Telugu and Sanskrit 

inscription on North Western Andhra Pradesh, references to 

Mah:ilsiT are found. 

The etymology of the word MahIls3 attracted the attention 

of modern Kannada scholars for more than a decade from 1959 

to 1971 and their views have been published in the 

journals." MTlala and Mal chi are Prakrit words and 

therefore, she is a local folk-deity. 51  If suffixes chi ey 

and to are added to the prefixes M-gl MahT1 and MT1 these 

would become marirnchi.  Mah-glsa and Wglata respectively. 

Therefore, these are the epithets of one and the same goddess 

but there is only difference in spelling and pronunciation. 

Mahrsa is known by different name in the various regions of 

the country but the prefix Ma is common in all regions. In 

areas of Sanskrit influence, she became M&I -Eiti in Maharashtra 

and Goa she became Mah-glsT  and in Karnataka she is ME1Tchi  

and Kglavv-g. The word Mal is derived from Malai which means ..1•••■•■• 

hill or a mountains region. Therefore, M -glavve means the 

goddess of mountains i.e. Parvati.52 
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From the above discussion it is evident that Magals7 has 

origin in Karnataka. Scholars have also made attempts to study 

the etymology of MahilsIT. 53  The word Malia. lay is not found in 

Sanskrit religious literature, and might have come into usage 

after the arrival of Brahmins to the Deccan. A goddess called 

Hyalasa was popular in this region and she is referred to as 

ti 	 Mah-a'lay. In Marathi work Jnaneshwari the above reference to 

this goddess is found Hyal arc the offerings made not 

primarily to father, grand father and great grand father but 

to all the ancestors. The goddess MagElay is associated with 

Hvq1a and the offerings which were kept in the name of 

ancestors namely liquor and flesh were called HyWia. 54 The 

references from Kannada literature clearly reveal that Malillsa 

was a local folk-deity at he beginning and she was associated 

with cemetery. Therefore, there might have tradition of 

Hy al Hyal in the memory of ancestors. 

It is evident from the above discussion that from 900 

A.D. - 1200 A. D. Shakti-cult  spread throughout the country. 

There were four Shakti-pithas  at the beginning and gradually 

they became numerous. 55  In Mahals7i temple of Mardol, one of 

the pariV-Era devati (subsidiary deity) is Chousasta-yogini. 

• 

	

	 Though this shrine was 'transferred from Verna after the 

destruction of the temple by the Portuguese, the chousasta- 

• 

	

	 yogini might not have been added during this period. The 

devotees who had full knowledge of pariNir devatn and may 
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have installed all the shrines of parivar devatas which 

existed in ancient Mahllei  temple of Verna. 

The above literary references to MahW/sii  in Kannada and 

Marathi throw light on the growth of her cult in respective 

areas. From the architectural pieces of ancient MahnsE  temple 

lying at Verna it is evident that the worship of the goddess 

goes back to Kadamba period c. 1100 A.D. But strangely, in no 

Kadamba inscriptions discovered in Goa references to MahIls-i  

have been found. For such study of MahElsg  from Goa SKH the 

only sources which furnishes the details. Varulapur Maliqtmya  

in SKH  deals with the goddess Mahrlsa".  The first seventeen 

verses mentions about the construction of the abode of 

Parshur-rim by Varunii. In the 18th verses there is a reference 

to a powerful demon who disturbed the peace in VaruriSpur and 

caused hardships to the residents. The people of Varun-gpur 

surrendered to Parushuegm and he informed them that he had 

consecrated the goddess Mali171W  and she would annihilates the 

demon." There is similarity between Matiqlsa  and Chiimunda. 

Chamund7  killed Chana  and Mund7  demons. But Mahl-ls-3  killed 

only ChandTsur.  Chamunda"  is sitting on a dead body and Mall-a-lei' 

is standing on a dead body and has head of ChandrSurii  in her 

left hand. Hence Matiglsa  was considered as Kshudra devatT. 

The description of the goddess is furnished in the twelve 

verses in SKH (i.e. from 29-40). The goddess has all the 

attributes of devi (sarva lakshana sam ann7).  She is a shakti  
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possessing the power to change her personality according to 

her own desire. She has anklet s of semiprecious stones. She 

looks like a child (blira- ) Kanyaumari.  She is youthful and 

pleasing (yuvati manamohini)  and she is also pure (shuddha). 

 She looks differently at the dawn, forenoon, afternoon, night 

and late night. 57  She has nine facets of personality. 58  SKH 
cua)CI Stn P. 

furnishes 26 epithets of Matalsys  the consort of Khandobli. 

KhandobW is known in some parts of Karnataka as Mallanrai". The 

first wife MallannT is Mahais-a-  and the second is KetammT  from 

pastoral golla tribe. Suffix ammT which has been added to 

keti. Amm'S  means mother. Therefore Kannigketi  and Ketamm7c 

 seems to be identical.59  

As regards epithet NZrgyani  suffixed to Mata-lsii  it may be 

stated that it 16th epithet of Mah711s -a-. It is one of the 

epithet of devi  mentioned in DevibhTgavat  which forms section 

of Markandeyapurr.  This work is of c. 1000 A.D. Therefore, 

this syncretic trend can be noticed in the epithet of Matarla 

NErEyani" 

Though in shakti,:cult  Siva enjoys the next position to 

Shakti  the goddess has been called Matalsq NrIrTyani.  However, 

Dhere has mentioned a legend from Nevasa about MahWls71.  She 

was a daughter of the Lin6Yat merchant and was annoyed with 

Khandotia-  as he married the daughter of Dhangar and her name 

was Banal. KhandobT had more close relations with her. 

A 

According to another tradition Banal was concubine. Then 
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Mahalsa stayed independently in Nevasa and later she was 

influenced by Vaisnavites. Hence she became MahllsE 

NEr-a-yani. 61  This concept of Narayani is more ancient than the 

above tradition. Therefore, the above tradition has no 

historical basis. During the Kadaml5a period the worship of the 

goddess began but she was worshipped as MahElsT.  The concept 

of Mah'ills -a-  N."3"-rqyani probably came from Maharashtra during cc. 

1300-1400 A.D. 

SKH mentions annual utsava of Mahlils-E on Krishna paksha  

shasti in Prigh month (February-March) .62  However, the annual 

utsava begins on Mirgh Vadya Chaturthi  (fourth day) and 

continues upto Vadya dashami of Nagh. Members of Bh7rvin 

community (Devadirsi community) sacrifice one goat infront of 

the sabhTmandapa and the other at the rear side. The blood of 

the goat and cooked rice are sprinkled on all sides of the 

temple. 

Malails3 is the family deity of SEraswats and Karh -ades. 

Many S'irraswat families left Goa during the Portuguese 

persecution in order to save their faith. They migrated to 

Dakshina Kannada, Uttar Kannada and Rajapur in Ratnagiri 

district of upper kbnkan (Maharashtra). STraswats of Uttar 

Kannada have constructed temple of MalalsE in their region. 

The goddess Mahnsr is venerated by all the Hindus of Goa. 

Even oath was taken in her name. Considerable sanctity and 

spiritual attachment is found among S -awraswats and Kar11 .5des for 
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the goddess Mahalsa.  Instead of visiting the new temple of 

Mahit-ls-a-  in Karwar district, Saraswats from Uttar Kannada and 

Dakshina Kannada district of Karnataka visit the temple of 

Mah5lsa  at Mardol. 

g))  ICA-ma-kshi  

KAmiikshi of Kanchipuram and lamlikshi of Assam (Yamarupa) 

are well known in India. In North Western India on the bank of 

Rabi river in Punjab there was yet another shrine of 

- 

Kamakshi. 63  In Goa the ancient temple of lam'Ekshi was at Raya 

in Salcete taluka. In the 16th century the devotees of 

KfimTikshi decided to reconsecrate the new image at Siroda now 

in Ponda taluka." The goddess Kam5kshi from Goa is however, 

not known all over India and is primarily shrine of regional 

importance . She is the family deity of the S -Araswat Br-a-hmins 

and Daivadnya BrWhmins. 

The Pur -Snic literature furnishes the description of the 

goddess Kgmashi of Kanchipuram, Kamarupa and also of Goa. 

— 

Bramianda  PurEna 65  deals with Kamakshi from Kanchi. Kamarupa 

64 - 

Kamakshi is described in kglikli  Purina  and SKH deals with 

KgmaRshi from Goa. 67  In Puranic literature Ka-mgkshi  is the 

goddess supreme and other male deities like Brahma, Vi . snu and 

Siva arc relegated to background. 

- 

According to Kamlnkshi Mah-a-tmya  the demon. Mahish7sura 

swallowed the Brahmin boy Gunakar, the son of Agni.mukha while 
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he had been sent to forest to collect grass required for the 

ritual (darbha).  Though Agnimukha approached Hara and 

Hari,they directed Agnimukha to approach Kgdgkshi. This shows 

helpless position of Hara and Hari." But image actually which 

is in worship at Siroda is of Mahistra-suramardini. Hence 

MahishTsuramardini is worshipped as Kluaikshi. 
" 	 t•• , ' 

MahishMsuramardini was called lamB'kshi because of her amourous 

eyes. 

- 

Kamakshi  enjoyed a very high position in various part of 

India. It would be pertinent to study the antiquity of 

Kamakshi  in Goa. Scholars under the influence of SKH trace the 

origin of Kgm -a-kshi to Kamarupa. In the list of the deities 

supposed to have been brought by the sage Parsurama, the 

goddess Kit-m7kshi  is not mentioned. Chapter II (adhaya) of 

Icam'Skshi M5hTtmya  verses 21 mention that the goddess K -Amqkshi 

came to Raya from Kavur. In addition to the above reference 

from SKH  , a Marathi work of 1'7th century mentions that 

KTm7kshi from Goa came from Koranganadu." Kavur is in 

Korangaraidu (Coimbatore district of Tamailn -gdu). However, 

Korangan-idu is not the abode of goddess Kamakshi. Kanchipur is 

the centre of Kimickshi. Hence it is most likely that the 

worship of 16;m'akshi has come from Kanchipuram. 

During the reign of Goa Kadamba Jayakeshi I, who was 

vassal of the Chalukya ruler Somesvara II , came in contact 

with Cholas. Jayakeshi was responsible for establishing 
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cordial relations between Chalukyas and the Cholas." Thus 

Jayakeshi came in close contact with Tamil country,this 

political contact might have also resulted in the beginning of 

the worship of lamiikshi. 

The deities discussed in this chapter are the regional 

deities. However , Malinsa  is known in Karnataka, Maharashtra 

and Andhra. Saeri and Sh-grit-gdura are hardly known beyond 

Konkan. But Bliaula is known throughout the Deccan and she has 

different names. The goddesses like Mahishgsuramardini found 

in other regions of India and these deities shall be dealt in 

chapter of Iconography. 
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CHAPTER VII 

MALE DEITIES  

In the preceding chapter female deities have been dealt. 

The male Saivite deities discussed in this chapter. It has 

been already mentioned that Siva is a non-Aryan deity and has 

origins. in the tribal society. This can be seen even in the 

region of Goa. Mangesh is a regional deity of Goa and is an 

aspect of Siva and Gavdas were associated with the origin of 

Mangesh The other deities like N -agesh, Chandreshwar, 

Bhutan-5th, Saptakoteshwar, Ramanath,. Ravalraith, Vetal, Paik 

deva Dadd and ancestor worship are discussed in this chapter. 

a) MANGESH  

In Goa Mangesh is one of the epithets of Siva and is a 

well known deity of Goa. The shrine of Mangesh was originally 

in Kushasthali which was known as Kutthali in leonkani and it 

became Cortalim after the Portuguese conquest. After the 

destruction of Mangesh shrine of Kushasthali the LLI&I of 

Mangcsh was reconstructed in Priol village in Ponda taluka. 

In the list of the temple destroyed by the Portuguese the 

name of this deity is not mentioned as Mangesh butManganath 

and therefore is a deity of the Nath-Panthis.I The traces of 

Na-th-Panthis found in Goa arc earlier to the period in which 

Mangesh Mall'atmya (now onwards abbreviated as M.M.) was 
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compiled. 2 	If the deity was known as ManganIth would have 

definitely mentioned it . It seems that before the spread of 

the NWth-Panthi, the worship of Mangesh was prevalent in Goa. 

The Portuguese who were not familiar with the religious 

traditions in Goa and might have mentioned the deity 

incorrectly ManganIth. 

In a section titled Shankarasya 4hrarupa dh7ranam which 
.t■ 

forms part of MM we get the reference to the. origin of 

Mangesh. Siva and P5rvati were playing dice. 3  PWrvati won the 

game and revoked Siva harshly. He was annoyed and left 

Himalayas. P-(irvati went in search of him and in course of 

search she came to Kushasthali(Cortalim). She was excessively 

charming with Vcena in her hand and she sang in praise of 

Siva. She was on her way to AghanWsini (Zuari) for taking 

bath. A ferocious mighty roaring tiger with wide opened mouth 
stood in front of her. She was frightened. of the tiger and 

uttered tr-ahi  MA hi Girish (please protect me from tiger). 

1)rvati surrendered to Siva. The kind hearted Siva now 

appeared from the body of the tiger. Therefore it is believed 

that Mangesh has its origin in Ma hi Girish. 4  

YA 
in Gomanchal Kshetra Mahatma ‘  of SKH there are references 

to the consecration of Mangesh linga by Brahma. It is further 

mentioned that ParasurWma brought it to Shup5rak and finally 

installed it. in Kushasthali. 5  This Purani.c account had 

influenced earlier writers like Saldana 6  and Kosamhi. 7  Hence 
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these scholars trace the origin of the worship of Mangesh to 

MOngher in Bihar. Both of them believed that Goud SAraswats 

brought the worship of Mangesh to Goa. 

Mgngirish Puja Mah-itmya  is a section of MM and this 

furnishes the tradition of Kanoji Brahmin and his association 

with Mangesh. Devasharma, on his return journey from Rameshwar 

stayed at Kushasthali. He used to take bath in Aghanasini  

river and go to the other side. On the three consecutive days 

he saw a cow entering into the river and again returning. He 

inquired the people what was in the river ? People agreed to 

join him in finding the cause of the disappearance of the cow 

in the river. By holding the tail of the cow he went into the 

river and saw the cow pouring milk over the lustrous linga and 

Parvati saha Parameshwara. As per the desire of Siva, the the 

linga was brought out of the river Aghanasini and consecrated 

in Kushasthali. 8  

Finally KapilW mahatmya  which is also section of M M a 

different legend regarding linga is mentioned. A cow was 

stranded in a marshy place . A Brahmin named Dcvadatta rescued 

the cow with the assistance of a shudra boy from the marshy 

place. This cow was pouring milk over the linga.  From the 

legends furnished in M M as well as KapilamahStmya  it is 

evident that there is no unanimity in the legcnds. 9  The 

verses 22 should have been last verse of KapilE  mhgtmya.  The 

next five verses are redundant and seems to be later a 
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interpolation. In the earlier section, the consecration of 

Mangesh linga at Shuparak is ascribed to ParasurWma and later 

he brought it to Kushasthali.  Therefore, there is no unanimity 

about the consecration of the linga of Mangesh. 

seAtleirs 
The carlyLyavdas of Goa were the worshippers of Mangesh. 

Incidentally the earliest linga  from Consua cave is ascribed 

to c. 400 A.D. and the cave of Consua is hardly 4 kms from the 

ancient site of Mangesh temple." No Puranic sanctity was 

attached to the linga of Mangesh till about c . 1400 A. D. 11 

 Therefore, attaching Puranic 	sanctity , the assistance of 

Shudra boy and his salvation are referred to in the 

KapilamaliStmya. Even at present the Gavdas have certain 

privilege in Mangesh temple. It seems that during the c. 1400 

A. D. Mangesh Mahatmya  was added to SKH . This is an appendix 

of SKH. 12 	From the above discussion it is evident that 

Mangesh is an epithet of Siva and had origins in Goa and was 

not brought from Tirhut or Shuparaka as mentioned in SKH. 

b) INIXGESH  

The temple of lagesh is at Bandivade in Fonda taluka. 

This is an epithet of Siva. The word Nag  is Prefixed to Ishl-

(Siva). It is one of the twelve jyotirlinga- s and is located 

near Ahmednagar in Maharashtra . Tree and serpent worship arc 

closely related with phallus worship in many areas of the 

world. In Ynjur and Atharva veda's specially in the latter. Ved-6 
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serpents are mentioned as a class of semi-divine beings along 

with Gandharvgs and other celestial beings. Prayers (sutrgs) 

prescribe offering to them. Zoomorphic divinities are known to 

the Vedic Aryans only to a limited extent. The worship of 

serpent deities in India would appear to have come from 

Austric world. 13  This independent of cult of Naga- s,  was 

incorporated into Hinduism between c. 600 B.C. to 400B.C. 14  

The influence of the Naga  cult in Goa and the adjoining 

regions could be traced from the copper plate of Siroda 

belonging to the Bhoja ruler. One of the ministers mentioned 

in this copper plate had the name Prabhu:igga Bhogikgmaya. 

This clearly indicates that the Hindu society by c. 400 A.D. 

in this region had worshipped Nggas. 15  The stone sculpture of 

Naga (c. 400-500 A.D.) which has been reported from Peddem 

(Canacona) also bears testimony to the worship of N5-g5s.16 

(Plate No. V;13 and Pp There are place names in KOnkan and on 

the Deccan plateau indicating the spread of Nggg cult for e.g. 

NNgasthan in Sindhudurga district. In Goa there are two 

villages bearing the name Nagoa, one in Bardcz taluka and the 

second one is in Salcete. Before the spread of Vedic culture 

in Goa region the linga of Nggesh  may have been consecrated by 

the Gavdas and worshipped in NEgeshi  shrine of. Ponda taluka. 17  

In addition to the above mentioned facts in SKH these is 

a section called Vigavya mahamya  and in this section Siva is 

closely associated with NEgEs.  vs. No.5 mentions that Siva was 
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Sarpansgasamanvita. The above section mentions 	that 

Parasuegma gave land to the Naggs  to settle but they were 

scared on account of Garudas (eagles). At the request of 

Parasur-gma, Siva and Ftirvati came to Nagoa and stayed there 

and gave much needed protection to the Ngggs.  Siva ordered 

garuda  to leave the region of Nagoa which was the abode, of 

Ngg7s.  This section further mentions that N8ggs  actually 

surrendered to Siva and decorated his body. 18  Nagoa 

(N .g.gavyapur) would have been the most ideal location for the 

shrine of NI-geshi.  However, there are two well known shrines 

of Nageshi in Ponda taluka namely in Prio1 19  and Bandivade. 20 

 Inscriptions refer to NTgeshi shrine of Priol as well as 

Bandivade Nageshi  Shrines and latter perhaps also throws light 

on the folk origin of Nglzeshi.  

Therefore, the SKH tradition ascribing origin of Nggesh 

to Tlrhut has no historical basis and Nggesh  has origin in 

Goa itself. 

c) CHANDRESHWAR - BHUTANATH 

This twin shrines of Chandreshwar and Bhutan-a- th  are 

located on a hillock near Quepem. This hillock is popularly 

known as Parvat. The earliest reference to Parvat occurs in 

the copper plate of the Bhoja ruler Prithvimallavarman and 

this copper plate is palaeographically ascribed to the latter 

half of the sixth century or first half of the seventh century 
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A.D. 21 

According to the tradition, the Bhoja ruler Chandravarman 

supposed to have established his capital at Chandrapur 

(Chandor) in Salcete. He was a devotee of Chandreshwar. 22  So 

far his copper plates of the Bhojas have been found and 

genealogy is not furnished in any of the copper plates. 

Therefore, among known Bhoja kings there is no Chandravarman. 

However, there was Konkan Maurya ruler Chandravarman and he 

issued copper plates of Sivapura and these copper plates refer 

to the donations made to Mahavihara of Sivapura. 23  Therefore, 

he seems to be a patron of Buddhism and not a devotee of 

Chandreshwar. 

Six copper plates reveal that there were four Bhoja kings 

and out of them only one was Buddhist. Other three were 

worshippers of Siva. Arga copper plate of Kapalivarman infact 

mentions of Siva in invocatory verses. The name of the king 

itself is an epithet of Siva. 24  Therefore, the tradition of 

associating Bhoja with the shrine of Chandreshwar has 

historical basis. 

The above copper plate of. Prithvimallavarman was issued 

during his 25th reginal year do not refer specifically to 

Chandreshwar shrine though it was issued from Parvat. 25 

 Inspite of this silence maintained in the copper plate factors 

associated with copper plate provide circumstantial evidence. 
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Prithvimallavarman chose the locality as it•had the shrine of 

Siva. Even in the case of the selection of the month, it seems 

that he was very particular. SrAvana is an auspicious moth for 

the worship of Siva. ftmbastacharitram which forms the section 

of Chandreshvara Mah'itmya in SKH mention that it is 

auspicious to take bath on Somavaryukta Pournim -6. 26  The full 

moon day of SrEvana during the 25th year of reign 

Prithvimallavarman whether occurred on Monday is not 

specifically mentioned the.copper plate. The tradition of 

attaching importance on the above mentioned day might have 

been current before Prithvimallavarman. From the above 

discussion it is evident that the antiquity of the shrine of 

Chandreshvara goes back to c. 600 A.D. and the shrine of 

Chandreshvara was located at Parvat. It is pertinent to recall 

here that even in otherfarts of India mountains arc considered 

as the symbolic representation of strength, vigour and 

vitality. These hills were considered as immortal. These peaks 

of mountains resembling human phallus were venerated as self-

wrought (svayambhu linga). 27  In the same way the Bhoja ruler 

might have worshipped peak as Chandreshvara. The antiquity and 

the popularity of Chandreshvara is also indicated by the 

tradition that he is the presiding deity of 22 villages. The 

residents of the village while performing any important 

religious ceremony at home, send a coconut to Chandreshvara 

and reach it .to the shrine of Chandreshvara.28 
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It seems the earlier temple was constructed during the 

Bhoja period and was in dilapidated conditions by c. 1100 A.D. 

Hence the Goa Kadamba once again constructed the temple. The 

architectural parts such as ceiling, lintel and the pillars of 

granite clearly indicate that the temple was built during 

Kadamba period. 29  The present structure of Chandreshvara was 

constructed in 1877 and the temple of BhutanNth in 1917 A.D. 39  

d) BhutanNth  

Bhutan-Ath is one of the 64 Bhairavas. SKH  furnishes the 

justification for the presence of BhutanNth  on Parvat. 

BhutanNth  experienced the pangs of separation of Siva as he 

changed his abode and permanently stayed on Parvat. Hence 

BhutanNth approached Siva and inquired why he had changed the 

abode and left the enchanting Kaira-s -d. Further, BhutariNth 

informed Siva that it would be difficult to live on KailiisW 

without him. On the contrary Siva asked BhutanNth to stay with 

him permanently on the Parvat, 31 

The small shrine of BhutanWth is located on the left hand 

side adjacent to Chandreshvara. The entrance of the shrine of 

Bhutan-Sth is towards the west. There is no image of BhutanTith 

but a huge irregular shaped stone which resembles menhir and 

C 
	 this is worshipped as BhutanNth. 

In many parts of India , sepulchral or upright stones are 

mementos of the deads and supposed to be the abode of the evil 
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spirits. Among Austrics and-Dravidians there was a tradition 

of erecting a upright stone to commemorate ancestors. 32  It 

seems that such a menhir on Parvat was venerated as Bhutan-6th. 

In his honour cocks are offered to him by the devotees. The 

rice which is offered (naivedya) is sprinkled with blood of 

cocks and can be seen in front BhutariSth. In the month of 

Paushya (Jan-Feb) new moonday at the fixed location which is 

supposed to be the abode of godlings forty to fifty cocks are 

offered. 33  

Chandreshvara being the shrine of Siva. Guravas were the 

priests of the temple. But now Brahmins and Chitp5'van Brahmins 

have been appointed by the MahEjans to officials as priests in 

the twin shrines of Chandreshwar and Bhutan -ith. In this shrine 

of Siva, RWManavmi (the birth day of. Rama) is celebrated , 

though it is not associated with Siva. The annual feast of the 

shrine commences in the eleventh day of the bright Chaitra 

Shukla Paksha (March-April) and ends on the first day of the 

dark half of Chaitra. 34  

The temple of Chandreshwar and Bhutan -gth is one of the 

ancient shrines which has played an important role in the 

cultural history of Goa for more than one thousand five 

hundred years. 

e) SAPTAKOTESHWAR 

This is one of the greatest saivite shrines of Goa which 
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has a history of more than one thousand years as testified by 

the coins and inscriptions of the Kadambas of Goa. 

Saptakoteshwar has origin in Karnataka as a folk-deity and he 

was absorbed into Brahmanism, during c. 1300- 1400 A.D. 

Saptakotcshwar is the literal translation of Elukoti 

MahWdev and he is known in Karnataka as Elukotimandev. A 

Marathi writer had tied to trace the origin of Elakoti in the 

pastoral communities of pre-historic period. Elu means to lift 

and Kottai means temple. Therefore, Elakot means lift the 

temple. 35  The earliest reference to Elakoti MahWdeva found in 

the inscription is from Kudatani 	village, of Bellary 

district. This inscription clearly mention Saiva 	gana was 

symbolically present with the Elukoti. 36  The devotees of 

Khandoba also raise the cry of kathi uchala but also Elakoti 

Maila-r. This tradition testifies that both these deities are 

closely related in Karnataka, Andhra and Maharashtra. The 

references to Saptakoteshwar are found in SKH and Saura 

ZurInal  There is no unanimity in the account of the former 

Pur"Sna about the consecration of the linga  of Saptakotcshwar. 

,Gom -A-nchal Kspetramahamya 37  and Teerth Mahimavarnanam 38 

 section state that seven sages consecrated the said linga 

whereas Chitpavanbrahmanotpatti 39  mentioned that the sage 

ParasurWma consecrated linga of Saptakoteshwar. Gomanchal 

Kshel-xamaatmya  4°  adds that the linga was made of metal. 41  The 

legend about Saptakoteshwar is also mentioned in this section. 
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According to this legend the sages performed penance for seven 

crore of years. Due to this severe penance Siva was pleased 

and appeared before them and asked the sages the purpose of 

penance and the boon which they would like to have. The sages 

requested Siva to remain on the island of. Dipavati (Diwadi) 

permanently. 

It is 	not clear whether Saura Purlina is referring to 

Saptakoteshwar of Goa. However, the shrine is not simply 

mentioned as Kotisvara but it is clearly stated as the shrine 

of Saptakotcshwar on the seashore. Therefore, two shrines of 

Saptakoteshwar from Goa namely the ancient shrine of the said 

deity at Narve, there is one more shrine on the bank of 

Khandepar river at Opa. Two more shrines of Kotishwara have 

been reported. The northernmost shrine is near Bhuj in Gujarat 

and the other is near Udupi in Dakshina Kannada. 42  But these 

two other shrines are not popularly known as Saptakoteshwar 

but arc simply designated as Kotishwara shrines. Therefore, 

the Saura Pur -Sna account is related to Saptakoteshwar of Goa 

and not to other two shrines. 

The degree of51orification of Saptakoteshwar is much 

more in Saura Purana in comparison to SKH. The latter Purana 

states that by uttering (japa ) the name of Saptakoteshwar one 

gets fruits of godana. The former PurWna informs that one gets 

fruits of thousand godana.  Further this adds that by chanting 

the name of this deity , the devotees get the fruits of one 
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thousand Rajasuya sacrifice. This Purina also recommends sea-

bath and performance of Pitru-tarpana  and charity. 43  

THe rituals performed on the birth day of Krishna in the 

vicinity of Saptakoteshwar shrine appear enigmatic. However, 

the explanation is furnished in MM of SKH itself in support of 

the above tradition. 44  The linga of the said deity is not 

only the abode of Siva but it is also of Vishnu, Brahma and 

Bhairava. Both Hari and Hara are present in the linga. Krishna 

and his bother Balaeim  had stayed in Gomant as it provided 

security from the attack of Jarlisandha  who was chasing them. 

Siva made his abode in the place where Krishna had stayed. 45 

 In addition to the reference of Saptakoteshwar found in SKH 

and Saura Purana and inscriptions.There is considerable 

Kannada literature of Jainas as well as Virasaivas which refer 

to Maillir. 46  

The dominion of the Kadambas extended upto Dharwad 

district at the beginning of the 11th century itself. 

Therefore, they were not ignorant of the attack on MailEr. 

Even then how is that Kadamba s accepted Saptakoteshwar as a 

family deity/ Perhaps their origin was responsible for 

accepting this Kshudra devat-g as a family deity. 47  

On the Kadamba coins of Goa from Jayakeshi 	I till 

Jayakeshi. II the legend of Saptakoteshwar and the shikhara of 

he temple arc found. 48  Their inscriptions also refer to their 
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family deity. The Kadamba of Goa constructed the temple of 

Saptakoteshwar on the island of Diwadi. 49  MAdhavamantri the 

administrator of Vijayanagara in Konkan region including Goa 

(Gorastra) reconstructed it as it was damaged during Bah -eimani 

period. The Shikhara was replaced by a simple dome. Tile 

description available in the records reveal that the temple 

was constructed in Schist stone and had beautiful sculptures 

and exquisite carvings." 

The devotees of _Saptakoteshwar reconsecrated the linga 

of the deity at Narve on the other side of the river Mandovi 

in Bicholim taluka. Shiv-eiji the founder of Maratha power gave 

funds for the reconstruction of the temple. Sanskrit Nggari 

inscription at the top of the main entrance mentions the 

date. 51  13th November, 1668. Besides, the Saptakoteshwar 

temple of Narve, there is one more small temple of 

Saptakoteshwar  in Opa. The door jamb of the garbhagriha 

clearly indicates that the shrine (only garbhagriha) belongs 

to c. 1300 A>D. . e. Kadamba period. In front of the temple, 

Khandepar river (a tributary of Mandovi) flows and has steps 

leading to the river which resemble ghats of pilgrim centres 

like Nasik and Varanasi. This temple is located on the ancient 

trade route connecting Belgaum and Dharwad and the ancient 

jetty was located near this Saptakoteshwar temple. 

Though Saptakoteshwar is a Saivite shrine, the birth day 

of Krishna (Srgvana, Shukla Paksha Astami July-August) i.e. 
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Janr-mios.tami  or GokulEstami  is celebrated in this shrine. The 

devotees consider taking bath on the occasion in the river 

near the ancient of Saptakoteshwar  temple as meritorious. The 

devotees believe that the river becomes Pancha Ganges on the 

Gokul -astami  day. Even in the 16th century more than thirty 

thousand devotees from the island assembled in the temple of 

Saptakoteshwar.  They bathed in the sacred waters and the 

priests and yogis chanted mantrWs. 52  

The legends associated with Saptakoteshwar in Goa are 

different from that of Maharashtra and Karnataka. Here sages 

performed penances for seven crores of years and made Siva to 

stay permanently on Dipavati island. He is not the destroyer 

of seven crore demons. Here devotees do not indulge in 

sprinkling turmeric powder (bhandWr). Saptakoteshwar temple 

being Saiva temple during Kadamba period even during 

Vijayanagara period, there might have been Gurav -iis associated 

with Saptakoteshwar  temple. But presently there are no 

Guravgs. The priests of this temple arc Sgraswats and 

Karhgdes. Saptakoteshwar  is the family deity of Sa- raswats 

Brahmins and Karhgdes. 

f)RNmanEth 

The Saivite deity of Wamaniith is not mentioned in the 

list of the deities which the sage Parasurgma is supposed to 

have brought from Tirhut and in the entire SKR there is no 
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reference to this deity. The ancient shrine of raimanEth  was 

earlier at Lotulim in Salcete taluka. During the period of the 

religious persecution in the 16th century, the linga of 

Riiman.Eth was consecrated by the devotees at Bandivade in Ponda 

taluka." 

No architectural remains of the ancient temple of 

Ira-man-6"th are found on the site at' Lotulim. According to the 

tradition current in Goa, the linga of Faiman-dth was brought 

from ll'Emeshwara. 54  The rise of the cult of Rlma and the spread 

of mythology of RWma might have been responsible for the 

consecration of nmanWth at Lotulim during c. 1200 A.D. 

RamanSth is the family deity of Slcraswat Brahmins. 

g) MALLIKXPJUNA  

The shrine of plallikarjuna at Shristhal near. Canacona in 

south Goa is well known . This deity finds no mention in SKH. 

As the jyotirlinga of Mallilarjuna of 5kT,1:8<- -04 is associated 

with the Chenchus the shrine of Mallikgriuna  of Canacona is 

also associated with a backward community called Velips. 

According to a tradition , a Velip while cutting the tree 

discovered the linga of Mallik -grjuna. 55  One of the Velip 

acts as a priest for"four months in a year and during the 

remaining period Ch•tpEvan Brahmin officiates as the priest. 

This tradition itself bears testimony to the association of 

velips with MallikWrjuna. The explanation of the epithet 
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Mallikarjuna  is furnished in a legend which states that Siva 

in the form of a hunter saved Arjuna by killing a demon Malla. 

Thus he got the above epithet. 56  

Probably during Kadamba period or slightly earlier 	Velips 

might have consecrated the linga of MallikErjuna.  The Desastha 

Brahmin family Habbu was also associated with the shrine of 

MallikZrjuna. Habbu families were the only Desastha Brahmin 

families who migrated to Uttar Kannada and Canacona during the 

end of Kadamba period. 57  Enthoven has mentioned that in the 

early festival of MallikErjuna  Habbus were offered the first 

coconut as token of respect 58 It seems that he was not 

aware of the sentiments of the people against the Habbus of 

Canacona as well as Karwar . Even in Karwar town and the 

neighboring areas the local people look Habbu families with 

contempt. 59  Habbus were the Saivites Desastha and therefore, 

their association with Mallikarjuna  is the most likely to be 

true. 

The present temple was reconstructed in 1778 A.D. and it 

consists of Sanctum and mukhamandapa  (hall). The wooden 

pillars of mukhamandapa  have intricate carvings. 

There are about 68 affiliating (parivar devatas)  out of 

these BTIgil paik is one of them. These are monolithic 

sculptures of horse riders and these are kept in the prakara 

of the temple. B-z;gil,  is a Kannada word which means the door. 
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These Bagil Paiks  are like dvara pals or watchman of 

MallikHrjuna. 

Every alternate year Hiramal (Veramal) and Shirodhan are 

arranged in the annual feast. If one year former is held the 

next year it would be the latter. As regards Hiramal the three 

devotees get exorcised and they are offered betel leaves 

(bida). The offering of the betel leaves to the three 

devotees marks the commencement of marathon race of 7 kms. 

These three devotees have to run for 7 kms. to the fixed 

destination and return to the shrine within 40 minutes. This 

feat is called Viramal. Perhaps it means the team of the 

brave. As regards shirodhan (shisharitnni)  when the tarangas 

are held in the hand by the devotees. The three devotees tic 

wet dhotis to their heads sleep on the ground forming a 

triangle like hearth (chula) The fire is lit to the woods and 

placed between the heads. Pot containing rice and water is 

kept on the heads and is cooked. Blood of the goat which is 

mixed with rice and sprinkled on all four sides. On the full 

moon day of Ashlldh  (May-June) goat is sacrificed to 

MallikErjuna  and cooked boiled rice is offered. This can be 

classified as rakshasi bhakti." 

Mallik-grjuna  is the family deity of SHraswat Brahmins, 

KOnkan Maratha and Velips. SWraswats became MahHjans of the 

temple under the :Portuguese Government. Gazette. Therefore, 

during the earlier period there were no SHraswat MahHjans. 
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However,they do not take active part in V;ramal or sishiranna 

and goat sacrifice. In these rituals only non- Brahmins 

participate. 

h) RAVALNXTH  

The shrines of Ravaln-ath are mainly in Goa, Sindhudurg 

district of Maharashtra and in the border areas of Belgaum 

and Uttar Kannada districts. As far as rest of India is 

concerned he is unknown. The region in which his shrines are 

found extends, right upto Kudal in Sindhudurg district in the 

North and Kali river !in the South. However, beyond western 

ghats on the Deccan plateau, his shrine are found in Nandgad 

and Chandagad. 61  Ravalffath  images arc standing sthEnak his 

left leg is shown slightly bent. He has four hands and holds 

in the front right hand sword and in the let hand bowl of 

ambrosia (=it p in the right hand trident (trishul) and in 

left hand kettle drum (damaru). He is adorned with a crown and 

rundaeala. He is shown wearing a dhoti. He has a moustache. 

One lady attendant is shown on each side of his image with a 

flywhisk but occasionally two attendants on each side of 

Ravalnath  with flywhisk are seen. (Plate No.111._) Ravaln -ith  is 

also worshipped in the form of linga. 

According to Varde Valauliker (Shenoy Goyabab ), 

RavalnNth  is a vedic deity. He is believed to be Raval-Withul. 

According to him that he words Raval and 11-a. hul are identical. 
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Shenoy Goyabab further elaborates the origin of Ravaln-a-th  and 

relates it with Buddhist period. 62  The Buddhist philosopher 

WggSrjuna  was RThulbhadra  and he was a Brahmin but he later 

embraced Buddhism. The personal name RWhul  is from pre-

Buddhist period and this name was the name of the son of 

Buddha. During the Buddhist period some Buddhist might have 

come to Goa and the worship of Rav461rigth  was mainly due to 

this Buddhist tradition. 

According to Mahadevshastri Joshi, Ruru is one of the 

asta aairav-gs  Ruru, Rtval, Ravalnlith. 63  Chaphekar considers 

RavalnTth  as the third aspect of Parameshwara. 64  However, 
de5t- icke4) 

according to Khare Raval is derived from lavali (electaL 

fruits. These are white in colour and grown on creepers. 65 

 The earliest inscriptional reference to Ravaln-a-th is from 

Hoysala period and the deity is mentioned as Ravaluba. 66  In 

another inscription fram.—Doa Ravaln-gth  is referred to as 

RavlobW as well as Ravaleshwar. 67  Therefore, there is a 

considerable unanimity in the above various names of pavalh-gth  

and the names. of RavalnWth  occurring in the epigraphs. 

The above origin of RavalnWth  as suggested by Varde 

Valauliker is highly speculative and is not convincing P. R. 

Bhere without furnishing the reasons put forth his theory of 

the Dravidian origin of RavalnEth  in his monograph on the 

deity. 68  On the contrary, recently a well known writer has 

tried to show that Tamil had a tremendous impact on all the 
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languages of south India upto the river Narmadi in proto 

historic period. He has suggested that the word Ravalnath  i s  

derived from Tamil word Iravalnath  and in Tamil Iraval  means 

begging for alms . The beggars stick is called tarangam in 

Tamil and the same word is used in Konkani and Marathi and 

only the letter M t is dropped (tarang). 69  It may be noted 

that Siva is himself a Dravidian deity, absorbed in Vedic 

pantheon. Therefor, the above etymology of the word is 

convincing. Siva in the form of BhikshEtanamurti  is not a 

strange occurrence to the scholars of Hindu iconography and 

association of Ravalnath  with Bhiksliatanamurti  would not be 

irrational. 

Ravalnath stotra  is available in Karavecr Mahatmya  and it 

is considered as a part of Padma Pur -Ena.  In the critical 

editions of Padma Purina,  the above Mah-atmya has not been 

included. Scholars believe that the MahEtmya arc of later 

date and belong to post 24th century." - 

Karaveer Khanda furnishes the story of the incarnation of 

Ravalnath . He was born at Badrikedar in Chaitra mNsa(March-

April) shukla '  paksha  on Sunday Shashtiyukta panchami  (5th and 

6th tithi  combined) to the sage Pogund and Vimalambuja. 

Mah-Elakshmi explained Ravalnath  the purpose of his 

incarnation. She told him that the demon Kolhasura had become 

powerful in the western Ghats and he had the support of 

Ratnasura and Raktabhoja. She asked Ravalnath  to kill them. 
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His army included eight 	Bhairavis  (asta Bhairavas) and 16 

Siddhas and number of female deities. At the suggestion of 

MahSlakshmi Ravalnah made Martanda Bhairava as Commander in 

chief (senapati). Finally in the fierce war K-Olhasura was 

killed and his army was routed . The initiative to kill the 

demons was that of Mahillakshmi and the incarnation of 

Ravalnrth  was caused by her but she did not kill the demon. 71 

 On some stone sculptures Ravaln-a. th from Goa, his mount 

(v-ihana) Nandi is not found. According to ethnoarcheologist, 

the god who has horse as his mount and has dog with him and 

is the god of pastoral communities. For Kuravas (dhangars) 

horse is the mount(vAhana) of their god Mallika-rjuna. For the 

farmers the mount of Mallik-irjuna is a bull (Nandi) 72  The 

recent studies have revealed that the resources available to 

the early settlers particularly during late stone age in Goa, 

were not sufficient to make it a permanent settlement." 

Hence this coastal region acted as a temporary settlement. Goa 

being a hilly terrain, bullocks rarely acted as the beast of 

burden. In hilly regions, bullocks could not carry heavy loads 

as they get exhausted within a short period. 74  Goa is not 

known for the cattle. 	 C-oati 

Therefore, Goa was not an ideal habitat for dhangars. Dhangars 

found in the talukas of Sanguem, .attari and Bicholim have 

settled in late medieval period. 75  At least in the army of 

the ancient rulers of Goa, horses were used. Hence the 

devotees of Pavalnah might have chosen horse in lieu of the 
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bull. 

The traditions and legends in the region of Kolhapur 

about Ravaln-gth  and the references about him found in Karveer  

Mahatmya  and from the above discussion on the habitat reveals 

that worship of Ravalnath  has spread from the North west 

(Kolhapur region) to Ponda Ghat to south Konkan and Goa. There 

are only eight independent shrines of Ravalnath  where the 

presiding deity is Ravalnath and there are 42 shrines where 

Ravalnath is present as subsidiary (parivar devata).  This is 

evident from the records number of Ravalnath  shrines in Goa. 76  

People from the . Deccan plateau migrated to the coastal 

areas. They were farmers as well as cattle breeders. These 

people from Deccan settled permanently on the coast. 

Therefore, cultural synthesis became a necessary. The 

integration of the two cultures is representkby the marriage 

of the mother Goddess (nteri)  to the father Goa of pastoral 

immigrants. The marriage of Ravalngth and the mother Goddess 

Sgteri is such a marriage of cultural synthesis. 77  

Southern Silaharas who ruled North Goa and the present 

Sindhudurg and part of Ratnagiri district and Kadambas of Goa 

were devotees of Siva. However, references to Ravalnath  are 

not found either in Silaharas or Kadamba inscriptions. There 

are a two inscriptions in Nggari script and in Marathi from 

Veluz village of Sattari taluka referring to Ravalnath  shrine 
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from the above village. During the rule of Vijayanagara over 

Goa, the incharge of Sattari division was one Purush  

(Purushottama)  Sevavaya. He was the son of Mai Senavaya (Mai 

Shenoy). The donations from the property located at 

Manasaparvadem were made to the above shrine of Ravaln -a-th." 

There are no references to Ravalriath  in SKH,.  This fact 

clearly reveals that Ravalrigth  was not accepted by S'A-raswats 

earlier. Therefore, it can be certainly stated that this 

Saivite deity was of the masses and not of the Brahmins and 

the royalty. But references to Ravalraith  are found in Kokan 

Mahritmya, a tarathi work compiled in 1667 A.D. 79  SEraswat 

families like Asagaonkaras, Prabhudalal Shenoy and Bhonsales 

accepted Ravalniith as the family deity only after Ravalnath 

was well established as the deity of the masses. The family 

deity of the Bhonsales of Sawantawadi (Sindhudurg district) 

was Ravaln-ith  of Otavane village." RavalriEth  is one of the 

deities in Panch-gyatana  in many temples of Goa. The three 

talukas of Goa, namely Tiswadi, Bardez and Salcete had 

respectively 23, 11 and 5 shrines of Ravalnah.  During the 

days of religious persecution by the Portuguese Ravalngth  were 

destroyed in the above three talukas. Salcete being a strong 

hold of STIraswats, the worship of RavalnWth  was not popular 

there. It had only five shrines during pre-Portuguese 

period. 81  

There were in the beginning only few independent shrines 
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of Ravalnah.  But as the parivEr devata-  he was popular. 

However, in Alorna, Ravaldath  was a private devat -a  in gateri 

temple and later as independent shrine of RavalnWth  was 

consecrated. 82  There are no shrines of Ravalnath  in Quepem 

and Canacona taluka of Goa. 

Most of the RavalrOrth  temples are facing to the south. 

Even during the modern period, the temples dedicated to 

RavalnWth are quite simple with garbhagriha,  an antarlila  and 

mukhamandapa.  Being a coastal track, the temples have tiled 

roof. in front of the temple there is a dipaeal -a- .  

Besides RavalnWth there are shrines of Piso-RavalnWth 

(piso Roulu  and shano Ravaln-ath (shano Roulu)  these two 

shrines on the island of Chorao (Chudamani). These were 

shifted to ,Mayem in Bicholim taluka and subsequently 

transferred to Marcela in Ponda taluka. In Konkani Piso  means 

mad and Shino  means opposite of Piso and means intelligent. 83 

 No explanation is found why RavalnWth  is either called Piso  or 

Sh-a-no  in tradition or in any local literature. Ravaln -a-th  is an 

aspect of Siva and Siva himself is called BholE Shankar  or 

BholNn -ath  and Bholirmeans an innocent. 84  Siva could be easily 

pleased by his devotees as he is supposed to be simple minded 

and generous. Hence he has epithet the Ashutosh 85  used to 

grant boons without realising consequences. In support of this 

story of BhasmWsur  demon is mentioned in Marathi 

Shivaliliimrut.  However, in Sanskrit works, the name of the 
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demon is Katapurush." A Sanskrit encyclopedia compiled in 

nineteenth century, mentions Siva as Bhollina-th,  a store house 

of compassion accompanied by him attending spirits (gangs). 

 Stella Kramarisch has referred sculptural representation of 

Siva Bholanath  of about 1400 A.D. from Himachal Pradesh. 

However; epithet of Siva is not in the lotaries of a thousand 

names in the Mah-Abharat and Pur".Tna and only one passage in the 

Siva PuraTha mentions that Bhol -Snath is a store of 

compassion. 87  

Ravaln-gth is the God of the masses and it seems that he 

was accepted by the Brahmins only during the 14th and 15th 

century. commonly Gurav priests are found in most of the 

RavalnWth  temples. RavalnWth  still continues to be one of the 

popular gra-madevtW  in the villages of Goa. 

i) VetFla  

The tall stark naked stone images with emaciated belly 

are worshipped in the shrines of Sindhudurg district of 

Maharashtra or in Goa and in villages of Karwar. Though VetWla  

images are naked, in some temples priest dresses him with 

dhoti. VetWla  is a folk deity and he enjoys the position of 

grWmadeva  in the coastal region. 

- 	4— The Austric tribes like Gavdas, MundEs and Sabras were 

the worshippers of Vetilla, Nng-67  and PishWchas.  The origin of 

Paisha- chi dialect itself is attributed to tribals. The 
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demigods mentioned above haunted the battlefield charnel 

grounds and places of violent death. 88  Similarly the lower 

strata of the society in Goa and Konkan worshipped the evil 

spirits which are supposed to live in the tamarind, banyan, 

pipal and wild trees. These are namely Mh-aru, Joting,  and 

DevchEr. 	VetNla  is considered as the chief of the all 

spirits. 89 	The word Vetlila  is of Austric origin and 

* 	 therefore, is a loan word in Sanskrit. Hence, Sanskrit 

dictionary clearly mentions that Vctrila is a non-Sanskrit 

word." This Austric word consists of two words namely Bet 

and La and the former means a bent stick and the later means 

to dig. The famous wild-park of Betla in Palamikof Bihar means 

to dig with bent stick. 91  Austroloides used the word BetAla  
°owl- 

in Sanskritf.t has become VetWla.  In Goa both the above words 

are current. However, some go to the extent of saying that 

both are different and cite the tradition of Hadkon village of 

Ponda taluka. There the taller image of VetZla  is called Be -n. 1  

and the shorter is called Vetala. 92  But it may be noted that 

both images have similar features and these differ only in 

height. Therefore, this tradition seems has no historical 

basis as interchange of Ba to Va is quite common in Indian 

languages. In this section word Vet -61a  has been used 

throughout the discussion. In Vedic period alongwith non-Aryan 

deities many non-Sanskrit words were absorbed in Vedic 

Sanskrit. 
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The Rigvedic word for plough langula  has Austric origin. 

Plough (langula)  has originated from digging stick (bent 

stick) i.e. Betla. Even the word linga  has origins in langula.  

Digging stick or bent stick, plough and the Linga are all 

associated wit fertility. 93  It may be noted that in VetEla  

sculptures  phallus is shown in prominence indicating the 

fertility. 94  The pre-literate Austric tribes were the 

worshippers of Vet-gla  even when they were still in the stage 

of building temporary shelters. Hence the shrines of VetEla  

was not provided with any roof. The tribes believed that 

roofing over. VetWla would bring grave misfortune to the 

misguided devotees. 95  This was the period when they had 

learnt cultivation and started slash-burn method of farming. 

They were burning jungles and cultivating land at the foot of 

the hills. Hence, a 1rarathi writer has suggested that VetTila 

consists of two words Ve means burn and tal means table land 

below the hills. Further while explaining the etymology of 

Agy'S-Vera- la,  furnishes a different explanation to the 

injunction about the roof of Vet'ala  shrines. The word Agy-6 

indicates that. Vetala  was forbidden to have roof over his 

head." As the early worshippers of Ve.t -gla had temporary 

shelters, they were not in position to provide roof to their 

deity. Hence, the above injunction may have been prevalent in 

the tribal society. The basis of this tradition are socio-

economic conditions present in the tribal society but the 

later interpretation has a linguistic basis and the former 
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provides a more satisfactory justification of the injunction. 

Enthoven in his Tribes and casts of Bombay  has mentioned 

that Vetala  is supposed to be the chief Bhutas.  The insignia 

of Vetala  is a cane (Vetra)  and hence he is called Vetala  in 

Marathi. This derivation is based on tradition current in the 

society of upper Konkan. No sculpture of VetWla  with cane 

(Vets)  in hand has been reported from the Konkan. Therefore, 

the etymology furnished above does not fully explain the 

significance of word Vetala. 97  Vetala sahastrangma  (now 

onwards abbreviated as Vts) in fact mentions that Vetala  holds 

cane in his hand and hence is called VetrapTini. 98  Besides the 

above two suggestions the origin of Vetgla,  there is an 

attempt to associate the origin of the word Betgla  to the 

Portuguese Navigator Bartholomov and this navigator has become 

BetWla. 99  Both these words begin with letter b and that is 

the only similarity found in them. From the above discussion 

it is seen that the antiquity of Vetala  goes to the Austroloid 

tribes. The literary references start from Mahgbhgrat  and 

these become numerous from Gupta period onwards. Even the 

sculptures of Vetgla  start appearing from c. 700 A.D. 

(Silah7ir'i-Kadamba period). It is further mentioned that the 

phallus of Bali was incorporated into the cult of Bet-ela. 1 " 

 This entire thesis is confusing and based on fanciful 

imagination and not on historical facts and is therefore, not 

convincing. 
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There is a view of Sumerian origin of the word Vetgla. 

 According to this view the Betala  consists of Bel and tat 

which means a warrior in Sumerian language. 101  In the absence 

of authentic source it is difficult to test its credibility 

and hence etymology of the word BetFla.is  not convincing. 

VetWla  like Yaksa-s  represented in aniconic forms as 

stone-table or alter placed beneath the tree. Such aniconic 

representations of VetWla  were found in many parts of the 

Deccan. Stones of three to four feet height surrounded at a 

distance of a few yards by a circle of a smaller stones and 

were worshipped as Vetilla.  The abode of Vetala  and his guards 

is generally outside the village. 102  In some temples utsava  

murtis  (the deities taken in procession) and the Vaharias  are 

prepared of wood. The Arjuna  tree has been prescribed for the 

preparation of images for Shudras. 103  Vts mentions that the 

abode VetZla  is Arjuna  tree. 104  Besides the wood of Ar'una 

tree, bakul  and chafa  wood were also used for preparation of 

VetWla  images. 

Yaks'as i_  Vet-618  and Pishachas  can be classified as 

— 
Vy-antara devatas  (aerial deities). The worship of Yaks -ds  was 

wide spread in India and continued even upto later, period.'" 

Only after the increased influence of vedic and Puranic 

religion the worship of Yakslcs  receTded into background, but 

the worship of Vetgla  continued and Vctgla  was absorbed into 

purani . c literature and he was made a Siva-gana.  Both Yaksgs  
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and VetFla  have good as well as evil qualities and therefore , 

they can be both benevolent as malevolent. Yaksas  as well as 

VetFlas  were not engaged in continuous conflict against 

gods. 106  On the contrary they were in the army of Pg-ndavAs  on 

battlefield of Kurukshetra. VetAlas  were also in the army of 

ChgmundE when she went to annhilate Chanda and MundA. 107  The 

food of VetFlas  and Yaksas  is mostly meat and liquor. The 

aforesaid comparison between VetFlas  and Yaksas clearly 

   

indicate that there is considerable similarity between the 

two. It is necessary to deal with literary references of 

VetFla in order to understand the development of iconography 

of Vetgla, his assimilation in Puranic literature and his 

cult. There are no references to VetAla  in Vedic literature 

and in IlEmgyana. However, reference to Vet.gla  are found in 

Vanaparva and Shalyparva of MahAbharat. 108  By and large 

PurAnAs agree that VetAlas  are associated with 1:shasas(clemon) 

Pishachi (ghost) Shakini (a kind of spirit) Yaksas Dakini( a 

kind of ghost) Bhuta  (ghost). BramharAkshasa  (a kind of 

demon ) Gandharvas (celestial musicians) and Kinnaras. 109  Out 

of all the Pur:gnas, KalikF  PurAna  (upa purAna) and lasikhand 

of SKP are of considerable importance as these throw light on 

the character of VetFla. Kalik -ai Purina  furnishes the 

information of the birth of Vetgla and according to latter 

PurAna , he is fire-tongued (agni-jivhg).  In Goa he Is called 

Agin VetAla. If Vetgla  is worshipped on Tuesday, he bestows 

desired fruits, also mentions that there arc 64 Vetglas  . In 
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his hands he has dagger and potsherd. He wears a garland of 

human heads (rundamW1a). Mouth of Vetiila  is smeared with blood 

and has terrible jaws. He has robust arm and is naked. His 

hairs is dishevelled. VetWla is intoxicated with blood and 

w i ne. 110 

The dog is the mount (viihana)  of Bhairava. lashikhand, 

 also mentions dog as the mount of Vet'Fla. 111 	On some 

Sculptures of Bhairava  , dog is depicted. On some sculptures 
• 

of Vet -a"la, from Goa scorpion is shown either on his chest or 

abdomen. Hence, it has been suggested that scorpion is the 

vehicle of Vetala. 112  But the suggestion is based on which 

authority one does not know. It is interesting to note a 

Bhairava sculpture of Bombay Branch of Royal. Asiatic Society 

has a scorpion on the front face of pedestal and this has 

been identified as insignia (1-6nchana)  .113 Bhairava  and 

Vet3la  are both Saivite deities and the dog is the mount. 

Therefore, their reinchana  may also be common. Though 

lashikhand  has prescribed dog as mount , according to he folk 

tradition of Chamars, Vetlila  rides on a green horse. 114  YtS, 

mentions that he is fond of horses. VetEla  being the guardian 

of the village, 115  he is supposed to roam in the villages 

throughout night to protect the property of the devotees. In 

this respect Vet'ila resembled Aiyanar  who is also grWma deva. 

in Tamilnadu and his mount is also horse. 116  But Silparatna 

mentions that Vetlila  himself is the mount of Virabhadra.117 
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Elsewhere, VetSla  becomes the VEhana of the goddess KSli in 

war between gods and demons. 118  

The references to the description and the details of his 

worship mentioned in KEshikhand  of SKP clearly reveal that by 

c. 700 A.D. the worship of VetEla  was becoming popular. 119 

 This is indicated in the numerous references to VetEla found 

in Gupta and post -Gupta Sanskrit works. The stories of VetEla  

Panchasti, Banabhattlis Harsha Charitra, Bhavabhuti's  Malati-

MSdhava, REmkrishnakavi's Devichandragupta, SomadevWs  

KathSsaritsSgar, Krishnamisra's allogerical play 

Prabhendachandrodaya, Ksemivara's Chandakausika and 

Ramachandra's Kaumidimitrananda mention ICEplikEs  and 

VetTla. 120  In the above mentioned Sanskrit works the 

references to KE15ElikEs  performing various rituals to please 

VetElas in order to obtain the desired objects and the 

description of the cemetery dead body etc. are furnished. 

Those works also clearly reveal that VetEla  was associated 

with witchcraft and magic. 

In addition to the reference to VetEla found in Sanskrit 

works , in Marathi works of MahEnubh-dva  poets of c. 1300 A.D. 

the references to Vetlila are found. In Vipra NErEyanE's 

Asvamedha VetSlas are found in the association of 	Yaksini,  

Diikini and Pisha-chE. 121  The association of VetEla with other 

spirits of Vipra  Nil- fit- yen -As  is not different from that of 

PurEnas, In the list of folk - deities the saint inaneshwar 
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has mentioned Dura, Ganesh ,-Bhairava, BhutSs t  Pishachas  , 

Vetalas  and Yaksas. 122  The Mah-anubhava literature also reveals 

an interesting tradition of the association of Narasimha and 

Vetala. 123  Narasadarayana  has mentioned in Shalyaparva  of 

Marathi Mahabbarat that in order to destroy Pa -ndavas , Shakuni 

performed Narasimhasa-dhana by sitting stark naked in the 

cemetery and it was crowded with Dakinis, Yaksinis, 

Ksetrapalas  and Vetalas.  Shakuni provided the aforesaid 

demigods feast of blood and liquor. 124  Another Marathi saint 

Ekanath mentions that stupid people apply red oxide (sindhur) 

to the stones and worship them as Veer Joting. Narasinga  and 

Vetala and kill before them sheep. The saints of Maharashtra 

from medieval period have mentioned that Narasimha lives in 

the cemetery and he is associated with Vet'ala. 125  A similar 

tradition of the association of Narasimha and Vetala  is found 

in Orissa. In front Narasimha is standing and behind him 

there are eight Vet.alas. 126  In V'b, Narasimha has been 

called the elder brother of Vetala (jesta-sakha)  and the abode 

of Narasimha is cemetery. 127  

References to Vetala  and Vetal cult are not found in any 

inscription except one from Heysala period. 128  The absence of 

Vetala  in inscriptions may be due to the fact that Vetala  is 

being the deity of the masses and not of the elite, the 

dynasties which ruled Konkan may have not paid any attention 

towards the worship of Vetala.  ihe aforesaid injunction that 
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Vetalas  should not have roof his head may also have been a 

factor responsible for the absence of any temple of Vetala  

with classical architectural traditions. But the stone 

sculpture of Vetala  from Goa clearly indicate that though 

Vetala was the god of the masses the images of Vetllas  were 

chiseled out artistically and worshipped in small shrines 

which were of, thatched roof. 

The stone sculpture of Vetgl  as well as Bhairava  are 

naked . But Bhairavg  is normally shown with four hands and his 

mount dog is shown beside him. Though Vts has prescribed four 

hands for Vetala l  he is supposed to hold in two right hands 

trident (trishula)  and sword (khadga)  and in other two left 

hands he is holding kettle drum (damru)  bowl(prgtra) which full 

of wine. 129  Vetala  sculptures with only two hands have been 

reported so far. In most of he sculptures of Vetala in one 

hand sword is found and in another hand bowl is shown . But 

Vetala sculpture of Loliem from Canacona taluka of Goa has in 

one hand space for keeping the sword and in another hand head 

of goat is shown,Vetala   images have emaciated belly 

with a bony body. Agamas  prescribe that the images of Vetala  

should be 72 anguris. 13° Vetal images are taller than any of 

life size. The membrane virile of Bhairava as well as Vetala 

are shown in normal fashion (adho-retas).  But membrane virile 

of Vetala  is shown in prominence, Vetala  has been called 

Batuka Bhairava,as he is always shown as youth. 131 	The 
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headless Vet -gla  from Betalbatim village of Salcete taluka was 

lying near a well and was used for drawing water (now 

exhibited in Archaeological Survey of India Museum at Old Goa) 

has been in fact identified as Bhairaviis.  This clearly shows 

how the earlier scholars did not make distinction between 

Bhairav1i  and Vet-Ala.'"  

The nudity of VetEla  made the scholars of the early part 

of this century to believe that Vet-Ela  images have evolved out 

of Jaina tirthankaras. The first scholar who proposed this 

theory went to the extent of saying that Vet -61a  and Ravalniith  

were introduced on account - of Buddhist and Jain influence. 133  

The above 	nude deities from the Hindu iconography 

clearly indicate that Hinduism could conceive of the naked 

image of Vet -51a  independently and did not imitate Jaina 

tirthankaras images. The nude images of Jaina tirthankaras 

whether in sitting posture or standing have serene appearance 

and even in the face of colossus Gomateshvara is not exception 

to this characteristic. But Vet -ilia  images are ferocious. 

Therefore, Vet -Ela  images in conception in spirit and in 

iconography stand apart from the images of tirthankars. In 

view of this above theory is not convincing and is not based 

on historical facts. 

The rise of 101p -tilik -ds  and Pasupat -Es provided the 

necessary conditions for the evolution of iconology of VetTla. 

-t- 
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In Igatpuri copper plates issued by Nagavardhana son of 

Pulakesi and the nephew of Pulakesi TI of early Chalukyas 

clearly reveals KAplilikE  presence on the Deccan plateau. 134 

 Besides KEpElikE  influence, PasupatEs  influence can be traced 

in Southern SilahEra period and also among Kolhapur branch of 

Si lahErE. Inscription of the Southern SilahErWs period 

mentions Shri Vamana's devotion towards PEsupatEs  cult and 

there are references to the skull (kap-il) skeleton and to the 

dance of Siva (tEndava)  etc. Southern SilahEric ruler Aparajit 

I assumed the biruda ShanivErvilaya  and the GanEditya of 

Kolhapur assumed the title of ShanivErsiddhi  signifying mystic 

power. 135  Those aforesaid terms used in SilahEra inscriptions 

indicate the presence of tantrik element found in the society 

of the Konkan and the Deccan plateau. Those tantrik practices 

were purely meant for the mundane world. The main goal of 

tantrik was acquisition in this world and the acquisition of 

Siddhis. 136  

The presence of PWsupata  influence has been reported from 

Southern SilahEra territory and Northern Goa was included in 

it. 137  Therefore, PasupatEs  may have been the worshippers of 

VetWla.  The twin saivite sects of KEpElikEs  and Pilsupats  were 

not solely instrumental in the development of the cult of 

VetEla  in Konkan and Goa, but NEth-Panth had also influenced 

the cult of VetEla.  The NEth-Panthis were the worshippers of 

the greater and lesser gods of Hindu pantheon.138 
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NEth-Panthis may have appropriated VetEla in their 

pantheon and worshipped him. The references to Hingalaj  and 

Gorakhinipati  found in Vts indicates the influence of NEth-

Panth. 139  The references to Hingalai  may be related 

HingalajamEtii  on the coast of Makran in Pakistan which was 

important pilgrim centre of NEth-Panthis. 140  Gorakhinipati  

the epithet of VetEla  mentioned in Vi'S may have been derived 

*  from GorakhnEth.  In some temples of VetEla  from Sattari and 

Sanguem taluka, Pissurlem of Sattari taluka twin images of 

VetEla  are worshipped. Though both images have similar 

features, one is called Agio (Agni iivhE) VetEla  and other 

Vet-61a  is called Gorakha VetEla.  This also bears the testimony 

to Nth influence. The above rise and spread of twin sects may 

have been responsible for the appearances of the sculptures of 

VetEla  and Vait-gli  (female counterpart of VetEla)  on the door 

Jamb of MahEkuteshwar temple (c. 600 A.D.) of BadEmi. 141  The 

naked figures are also found on VetEla  temple Bhubaneshwar in 

Orissa. 

Vetal Sculptures Of_ Goa  

Goa being the centre of VetEla  cult, there are number of 

VetEla  sculptures. Many have similar characteristics. 

Therefore, early sculptures of VetEla  which are important 

from point of iconography and art which have special 

characteristics are dealt. Two stone sculptures of VetEla  from 

Salcete taluka (Betalbatim and Sarzora) have been displayed in 
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the Archaeological Survey of India Museum at Old Goa (plate no 

1lr-.:46). The head and hands of Vetgla  from Betalbatim have been 

broken. Ribs have been shown projecting and has emaciated 

belly. He wears a necklace of NEgg(Cobra) and the head of NEga 

is shown as pendent. The long necklace of skulls (rundamill -a) 

 reaches below the knees, The scorpion is shown horizontally on 

the abdomen. The waist-band (katibandha)  is shown excessively 

broad and looks like a belt. On each side below this waist-

band hell is suspended to the chain. The long membrane  virile 

is shown in the normal fashion (adhorctas).  The legs of Vetgla  

are cylindrical, thigh bones and knee-caps arc not visible. 

The legs of Vetlila  sculpture from Sarzora have been 

completely broken and hands up to the elbow. The head-gear is 

knit by serpents and has been divided into tiers. The upper 

tier has series of hoods and is the lower tier at the centre a 

large hood has been chiseled. Vetgla  has a broad face with 

wide open eyes and the eye-balls are bulging out. His mouth is 

partly open and fangs are clearly seen. The ears are long and 

shown with a necklace (rundamg-lg).  Ear lobes look as if they 

are torn on account of the heavy weight of year ornaments. He 

is shown with armlets (keyura and angada)  made up of nggEs. 

The head-gear and armlets are of nagas and this has been 

prescribed in Vts. This association of Naga-  with Votgla  may be 

due to the fact that he has been described as patN1v3sini  (the 

world below the earth) and that is the abode of nagas  also.142 
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Scorpion is below the center of'the ribs on the abdomen and is 

shown in perpendicular fashion and is not depicted in 

horizontal manner as seen on the Betalbatim sculpture. Though 

both sculptures of VetZla  from Salcete are shown with 

projecting ribs, the ribs of Betalbatim looks more realistic 

and natural where as the ribs of Vetala  from the later village 

appear to be conventionalised. 

In Vetala  sculpture from Navelim the head and front right 

arm and the chest have been broken. Therefore, 

only left arm and the rear part of the right arm and the legs 

arc present. In the lists of temples destroyed by the 

Portuguese the temple of VetEla  from Navelim has been 

mentioned. In November 1988 while digging for the foundation, 

this sculpture of Vetala  was discovered. Sculptor has carved 

strong arms but bones are visible. Legs are not bony but these 

are shown in octagonal fashion and look like pillars. This is 

the only Vetala  sculpture from Goa, which has polygonal legs. 

He is shown matted (jata) which has reached below waste in a 

serpentine fashion. 143  This matted hair has not been noticed 

on the other sculptures of Vetala  from Goa. The waist band 

(katibandha)  of legs series of bells seen on his waist. The 

necklace of heads (rundamAlE)  is also found on his body. On 

the left hand side dagger is seen. One does not know whether 

Vetala  is holding it or not. Vetala  has armlets (angada)  of 

serpents (n-agS) and bracelets (kankanNs)  and those kankarfas  
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* 	 are not of nags  but resemble silver worm by children and women 

of Karnataka and Maharashtra about three decades ago. 

Vetala  sculpture from Loliem is tallest image of Vera-la  

found. t, —_*-7 The roofless shrine is located in Loliem 

village of Canacona taluka. Vetgla  is standing on high 

platform in the midst of four pillars. The height of this 

stone sculpture is more than 2 mts. This is the only Vetala  

sculpture shown in tribhanga  posture and all other sculptures 

of Vetgla  from Goa are in samabhanga. This Vet -ala  has the 

nimbus (prabhgvali)  which is not found in othbr sculptures of 

Vetala  from Goa. Moreover, Loliem Vetala  has space to insert 

sword in the right hand and the left hand he is holding the 

head of a goat. Perhaps it is the goat which has been 

sacrificed to please him. His hand is resting on the post. He 

is wearing car ornaments (Kundala.  ) armlets(angadas) and 

bracelets (kankanas)  . He is wearing necklace of skulls(runk 

mal).  In his left thumb he has a ring. A hdll which has been 

tied to the chain can be seen on the right leg below the 

knees. He has a long penis. The aforesaid description clearly 

illustrates that Vetala  sculpture of Loliem in unique in Goa. 

The cult of Vetala  

It would be now appropriate to deal with the cult of 

Vetgla.  Independent shrine of Vetala  with Vetala  images have 

not been reported from any part of India. Only in Goa and in 
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South Sindhudurg district there are simple structure shrines 

Vetgla  images and these are in worship. Vetala  and VaitWli  

from Badami and Doddagaddavalli Vetala  arc not independent 
ows-41. 

shrines and these4V. etglas  not in worship. Bhubaneshwar has 

Vaital (Vetgla)  temple but the presiding deity is Chamunda. 

The iconological factors such as the rise of K -a- palika 

Pasupatas  and Ngth-Panthis  is shaping the image of Vetala  have 

been already dealt with. However, the popularity of Vetala  in 

Goa is perplexing. This may be explained on the basis of the 

tradition found in S. Vetala  is the destroyer of storms and 

is the promoter of trade and commerce. 144  During Silahgra 

Kadamba period, maritime activity increased considerably. This 

is indicated by the representation of naval battle found on 

the hero stones of Silahgras and Kadambas. 145  During Kadamba 

period Goa had international trade with many countries. 

Therefore, merchants may also have patronised worship of 

Vetala.  The factors mentioned above may have been responsible 

for the spread of Vetala  worship in Goa. 

Though Vetala  became a part of Brahminical temple (as 

parivar deva or Panchyatana),  his popularity as a village 

deity did not decrease but he retained the same position.'" 

These later images of Vetala  have beared, mustache and crown 

(mukuta).  Though number of hands have not changed in one hand 

sword in another hand instead of bowl (patra) shield is 

provided. In earlier Vetala  images swords is and inseparable 
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part of the sculpture as it was of stone. But in sculptures of 

Vet-a- la  of later period, the provision was made to insert the 

sword of steel in the fist of Vetlila.  However, bowl (para) 

 continued to be of stone. The scorpion shown on the abdomen of 

early images of VetSla  is not found on later images. In some 

villages Vet-Sla  was provided with mask of brass. 

Vetrila  is considered as the chief ghost and evil spirits. 

In Dakshina Kannada the worship of ghosts is called 

BhutWr5dhanW. 147  There were no m-iintrikas  performing 

witchcraft associated with VetlIla  in Goa. 

The tradition of non—Brahmin priests for deities was 

found in Goa. 148  In the case of VetWla  the priests were 

Gurays, Ghadi, Jalmi  or Ravals  and were those were non Brahmin 

priests. Occasionally devotees of VetEla  offer cocks, goats 

and buffaloes to hi'rn,In Pernem, Sanguem and Sattari talukas 

hunted animal was offered to VetTla  and was shared amongst the 

— devotees. 149  No elaborate mantras  were necessary for the 

worship of Vet-a- la. 

J. Therefore, Brahmin 

priest well versed scriptures was not necessary on the 

contrary even where Chitp-Evan Brahmin is acting as a priest of 

Vera- la shrine, the Ghadi  or the Jalmi  has remained 

indispensable for animal sacrifice as he has to supervise it. 

The priests of VetEla  temple perform regular worship every 

day. However, according to SKP Veta- la  should be worshipped on 
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everylUesday. In addition to tuesday VtS  prescribe 15th of 

every dark fortnight (Krishna paksha)  for the worship of 

Vet-Alai" 

VetEla  being the grilma  deva is the guardian of the 

village. According to the tradition he moves through out the 

village at night and keeps vigil on the property of the 

devotees. Hence his saddles get worn out. The devotees take 

vow and offer the saddles to Vetala.  Such saddles can be 

noticed in the temple of VetEla  from the village of Siroda and 

Asagaon of Sawantawadi. 151  In Vetgla  temple of Poiguinim 

village in Canacona taluka such saddles offered by the 

devotees to Vet-il  are kept in a row. Every year in many 

temples of Vetgla  fairs(jatrRs)are celebrated and these 

commence from Asvina  (September - October) and continue upto 

Phalguna(March-April. In Adkon village of Ponda taluka the 

fair of Vet-gla  which is held on Kartika  full moon day 

(pournimR  October-November), a buffalo is offered. MahRrs used 

to kill the buffalo in order to satisfy VetEla  in early hours 

of morning. 152  In Kakoda temple of Vet -ila  also goats and 

buffaloes were offered. 153  

One of the rituals performed during-the fair (jStrR)  was 

self-torture voluntarily accepted by the devotees of the god 

or goddess. These self-tortures consisted of either fire-walk 

or hook swinging. There is wide spread belief that this 

kind of self-torture volunteered by devotees immensely pleases 
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the deity and the deity there by protects the devotees from 

any kind of calamity such as epidemics or famine. 

In front of Paingini Vetgla  temple, two wooden 	posts 

have been permanently erected for holding hook swinging 

regularly once in three years. But instead of a pole 

provision to fix a iron wheel with four devotees is made. The 

devotees who undergo this torture arc called Ggde. He fasts on 

this day of the hook—swinging ceremony.   

Those four Ggdas are given ceremonial bath. A document 

written on cloth in 1823 A.D. is read out and iron hooks which 

are called locally Glide are pierced at the back. Out of these 

four Glides the chief ggcli, is called Malggde and him one 

additional hook is pierced. They have garlands in their necks 

and to their forehead red colour (kumkum)is  applied. They 

reach the wheel by means of a ladder and they are tied to the 

wheel. This wheel is rotated. After some time Mglggde 

inquiries the people of the village who have assembled to 

witness the ceremony whether they arc satisfied. Accordingly 

the individually reply in positive and they are helped to come 

down from the wheel. Wife of gades remove the nose ornaments 

(ngth)  which they keep in Tulsi VrindEvan and pray for their 

safe return. 154  

VetWla  as a folk deity has chequered career and he was 

absorbed in Brahminical pantheon after 1200 A. D. Even after 

his absorption it has not altered his poupular position as 
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grama  deva. Due to the spread of education the awareness is 

being created against the cruelty towards animals. There is as 

growing resentment against buffalo sacrifice.   is a 

unique grama deva of Goa. 

j) PAIK  

In some villages of Sanguem and Canacona talukas the 

monolithic sculpture of Paik are worshipped (Plate NO. 17; 

Paik is shown as a horse rider and is a pariva-r deva in the 

shrines of the above talukas. There are various types of Paiks  

such as Bagil Paik (Bagil in kannada means door, the Paik at 
••■•■•• 

the door) . Gode Paik (horse rider Paik) razon Paik and Kanna 

Paik etc. As mentioned earlier the word Paik has origin in 

Kannada which means messenger , guard or soldier. 155  Kumar 

Paiks were hunters and soldiers from ancient period. Some 

(1Npar) Paiks  who sacrificed life for the village or the 

community was defied and worshipped. The references to Paik  

and B-agil Pail< has been made in the chapter II society. 

Monolithic sculptures of horse riders have been reported from 

Assolda (Sanguem) in JBHS Vol. IV 156  and the monolithic horse 

riders of Nctravali (Sanguem) have been published in Ancient  

shrines of Goa. 157  In the above publications these horse 

riders have not been identified as Paik. Hindu temples and 

deities  plate 34.1 furnishes the photograph horse rider. 158 

 In Sanguem earlier Paik was a pariva-r deva in the shrine of 

117a-mana.th. However, recently in an independent shrine of Paik 
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has been constructed and yearly fair is being held in the 

month of Phalguna  (Feb-March) for three days dramas are 

staged. 159  

k) DADDA  

Daddi-  is similar to Vetlila  but his status is inferior 

to that of the latter. There are no independent shrines of 

Dadda  and he is only a parivTir deva.  The demons, ghosts and 

evil spirits supposed to have tremendous strength and these 

are known for using this strength both in malevolent and 

benevolent way. Hence the people believed that these evil 

spirits had to be kept always happy. Daddy is probably a 

Kannada word which means a dullard. 160 	The dullard has no 

discretion. In order to make him benevolent people of Goa 

worshipped him. The status of parivEr deva  was given to him 

in many shrines of Goa. There were four shrines of Dadda in 

Bardez and two in salcete. These were destroyed in the 16th 

century. In four temples from Pedne and three temples of. Ponda 

taluka, DaddS- enjoys the position of parivEr  deva. 161  

1)Mh-a-ru  

In Chandel and Varkhand of Pedne taluka there are 

Maringan. In Talaulim and Usgaon of Ponda taluka also there 

are Mhar-ds.  According to Buddhist legend Indra sent MliWru  to 

disturb Buddha and subsequently Buddha called earth as the 

witness. Therefore, Mhliru  worshipped in Goa is similar to the 
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MWaru  sent by Indra. 162  

MhZiru is located at the out skirts of the villages. He is 

the guardian of the village. He roams at night throughout the 

village. There is a tradition of offering terracotta horses to 

MhEru  in some villages of Goa. It is similar to the terracotta 

horses offered to Aiyanar in Tamilnadu. 163  The devotees whose 

wishes are fulfilled offer votive terracotta horses to Mh-aru. 

m) Ancestor Worship 

In many communities ancestor worship was prevalent. 

Yadus, Satvats, Haiyas,  Kurus, Bhojakas, Andhakas,  Chedis and 

Vishnis were worshipped as ancestors. The head of the families 

were called kulupE.  These heads (kulupWs)  were supposed to 

have divine powers. Hence he was idealised as Kulapurush. 163 

 The worship of Grlmapurush, Adipurush, Pardipurush i_ 

Kanadipurush, Gavdovamsh  and Sutarpurush  is common in Goa. The 

above mentioned ancestors occupy the position of pariva-r deva  

in the temples of Goa. These ancestors are chiseled in stone 

plaque and worshipped. 

From the above discussion on the various deities of Goa 

it is evident that Mangesh, Ravalriath, VetZla, Paik, Dadda  and 

Mliaru  are the regional deities of Goa. However, the deities 

like Saptakotcshwar, NEgesh  and MallikWriuna  are known in 

Karnataka, Andhra and Maharashtra. The worship of the various 

aspects of Siva and the deities closely,associated with Siva 
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in this chapter clearly indicates that Goa was a strong hold 

of Saivism. This has been already pointed out in the Saivism 

in chapter V. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

ICONOGRAPHY  

In the Chapter V the important sects of Hincluism such as 

Vaisnavism, Saivism and Shakti cult have been discussed. In 

the subsequent chapter VI and VII the important female deities 

and male deities have been dealt with. Hence it would be 

appropriate to deal in this chapter the iconography of 

important deities like Visnu, Siva, Ganesh, Kgrtikeya, Brahma,  

Mahishgsuramardini  and Mahishiasuramardini  depicted in boat. and 

Saptamgtrikgs  In Chapter V references to the various aspects 

of. Visnu and his ten incarnations has been made. Therefore, 

only reference to the newly discovered image of Krishna 

holding churning-rod is made in this chapter. As regards the 

iconography of Ravalngth and Vetgla it may be mentioned that 

the majority of the images are similar and these features have 

been dealt with in chapter VII. Therefore, in Saiva 

iconography only important aspects such as different types of 

linggs from Goa, Umgsahitsiva  and Sadgsiva  have been 

discussed. 

Iconography of Navanita-Krishna  (plate. NO.20) 

In April, 1992 in Vichundrem village of Sanguem taluka 

Navanita-Krishna depicted with two.hands, was discovered. In 

his right hand he is holding butter and in his left hand. he is 

holding a churning-rod and this is not intact. This type of 
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* 	 Krishna images holding churning rod have been classified as 

Kadagolu - Krishna images. 1  The Kannada word for churning-rod 

is Kadagolu. Hence this type of Krishna has been named as 

above. Navanita - Krishna and Kadagolu-Krishna images are of 

infant Krishna and these are associated with his childhood. 

However, Kadagolu-Krishna  from Vichundrem is depicted as an 

adult. He is wearing a crown (Kiritamukuta), bracelets and 

    

anklets. He has been adorned with vaijayanti necklace (eila)  

which has reached below the knees. From the above description 

it is evident that the stone sculpture of Krishna is not 

primarily of Navanita-Krishna nor primarily of Kadagolu-

Krishna but both themes are combined in one. 

Madras Museum has in itS collection bronzes of Navanita-

Krishna. Krishna is shown in these bronzes standing on left 

leg which is bent slightly at the knee-joint. The right leg is 

lifted inwards and is shown in dancing pose. The right hand is 

shown in assurance giving (abhaya) pose or shown holding 

butter (Navanita). The left arm is stretched extended 

outwards. 2  From Dakshina Kannada both Navanita-Krishna and 

Kadagolu-Krishna images have been reported. Among Navanita 

krishna bronzes the earliest belongs to the c. 1500 A. D. 

However, Kadagolu-Krishna bronzes are of c. 1600 A. D. 3  Taking 

the above factors into consideration, the stone sculpture of 

Kadagolu-Krishna from Vichundrem may be the fore-runner of 

these types of icons on the west coast. 
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b) Iconography of Siva  

In many regions of India Siva was - first worshipped 

aniconically in the form of linga. The antiquity of linga  

worship goes back to Indus Valley Civilisation. The linga was 

depicted on the coins from c. 300 B.C. and the tradition 

continued up.to 400-500 A. D. 4  On the basis of Sanskrit texts 

exhaustive classification of the various types of lingas is 

furnished in EHI vol. IIpt. I. T e lingasare divided into two 

main types - immovable lingas (Achala lingas) and movable 

.lingas (chala lingas). Besides these two main types , the 

references to other types such as metal lingas (lohaja lingas)  

lingas set up by men (manusha linga) are the main types of 

lingas mentioned. 5  

The linga is divided into three parts. The lowest part 

is BrahmabhaKa, the middle portion is Visnubha'ga and the 

topmost portion is pujya-bhaga or rudrabhaga which is meant 

for worship. The other two parts are inserted into yonipitha.  

On the pujya-bhEga the lines called Brahma-Sutras 	are 

found. 6 	As regards the application of the above 

classification} to the 	lingas found in Goa it may be stated 

that the best example of svayambhu linga (self wrought) could 

be Chandreshwar which is the part of hillock itself. The 

reference to the metal linga (lohaja linga) is found in SKH 

and according to this Purana Saptakoteshwar was a linga of 

five metals (panchaloha. Thus it was a lohaja linga. 7  In 
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addition to the above lingas, there are lingas from the rock-

cut caves of Aravalem, Surla and Lamgaon (all in Bicholim). In 

rock-cut caves of Mangeshi in Panda only yonjzjaitha is 

remaining . In Consua village of. Mormugao taluka the linga  

from the rock-cut cave was detached from yoni-pitha and was 

lying in a pond in the vicinity of the cave. Subsequently the 

linga from the cave was acquired by the State Museum of Goa in 

1985 	 41--;,> The lingas belonging to Kadambas 

period are displayed at Old Goa Museum. Therefore, the study 

of these lingas facilitate understanding the evolution and 

the date of the lingas from Goa. 

Post-6th century A. D. lingas were divided into only two 

parts (dvibh;gal namely lower longer square part and the 

shorter upper part was cylindrical which was meant for worship 

(pujyabhaga). The lingas of Aravalem Pissurlem and Consua 

are dvibhaga type. The first three lingas are marked on 

vertical side lines (parsva-sutras) but these vertical lines 

are called brahma-sutras according to Matsya Purana. These 

Brahma Sutras are not found on the lingas of Aravalem, 

Pissurlem and Consua. The post 6th century lingas are divided 

into three parts (tridha). References to such tridha linga is 

found in Brihatsamhita. These three parts are namely circular 

top most portion, the middle octagonal portion and the bottom 

square portion. Mitterwallner has taken the above iconographic 

texts into consideration and dated the lingas of Aravalem to 
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the first quarter of the 5th century A.D. 8  

From the writings of the Mitterwallner it is discernible 

that she is not aware of the existence of the rock-cut caves 

of Consua which is in Mormugao taluka. This cave has a square 

yoni-pitha. This could be also classified as dviblQa type and 

has no parsva-sutras on the pujya-bhaga. Moreover, the lower 

part of the linga is not given the perfect square shape and it 

had remained cylindrical and unfinished. The description of 

the Ijilkafurnished above clearly indicates that it is one of 

the earliest lingas from Goa. Incidentally, the linga of 

Consua and the rock-cut cave in which it was worshipped are 

very close to the ancient site of the Mangesh temple of 

Kushasthali. Perhaps gifts made to two Brahmins Govindaswami 

and Indraswami mentioned in the copper plate of Devaraja of 

Siroda copper plate were for worshipping the linga of 

Consua. 9  

Square - yonipithas are found in the rock-cut caves of 

Aravalcm, Consua and Mangeshi. The antiquity of such square 

yonipitha goes back to early Kushana period. 10  As far as Goa 

and Deccan are concerned, such types of yoni-pithas became 

common from c. 400 A. D. These square yoni-pitha was salient 

feature of the linga of the linga of early Chalukyan 

period. 11  Therefore, the lingas with square yoni-pithas could 

be dated from c. 400-700 A. D. 
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In addition to the above important characteristic of 

early Chalukyan linga,  Aravalem cave has two lingas  with 

inscriptions.-On the LLIKelwhich is aniconically representing 

Sun (Surya)  has one line inscription Slimbalur vasi Ravih  

(Ravi the resident of Siimbalur). This inscription in 

palaeographically dated c. 600 A. D. However, recent studies 

have revealed that the date of the above inscriptions may be 

one century later i.e. c. 700 A.D. 12  On the linga  which is 

representing Siva himself has yet another inscription in box-

headed Brahmi characters. On the paleographic grounds, this 

inscription is dated to c. 500 A.D. 13  It seems this linga  

having the inscription of c. 500 A.D. has been fashioned out 

of a pillar from the temple which is not far away from the 

caves of Aravalem. During the period of the excavation of 

Aravalem caves (c. 700 A.D.) , the temple of Siva from which 

the pillar was converted into linga was in dilapidated 

condition. No proper care was taken by the sculpt,_r while 

converting pillar into linga and hence the part of the 

inscriptions has been damaged and lost. Therefore, this 

inscription also provides the clue that all the lingas  of 
6th 

Aravalem arc post century A.D. 
A 

The next stage of the development of the linga can be 

noticed in Lamgaon (Bicholim)- 	
4
-,The linga  which 

has been inserted in yonipitha  does not belong to this 

yonipitha.  This pitha  has hour-glass decoration and could be 
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compared to ya lli,RithA  or Virup-iksha  temple of Pattadakal 

which was constructed during the early Chalukyan ruler 

Vikramaditya VI 733-4 to &44-5 A.D. However, the style of 

yoni-pitha  does not provide clue for dating as this might have 

been installed during later period. 14  

Linga  from Ela and Chandor are displayed at Old Goa 

Museum (Plate No. 21). As regards these two lingas  the top 

most portion (rudra bhA"ga or pulya bhirga)  is cylindrical 

middle portion (Visnubhaga)  is polygonal or the lowest portion 

(brahma bhaga)  is square. On the linga  of Chandor sutra  

juncture have turned angular. In the last stage of the 

evolution of 'Meeting point (junction) of Brahma sutra  have 

become angular. The place of inclination is not closer but it 

has become wider. 15  Three important temples dedicated to Siva 

were destroyed by the Portuguese in the 16th century A.D. 

These are namely Saptakoteshwar, Ramnathi and Mangesh. The 

lingas from those temples would have provided additional 

evidence in the study of the development of the linga.  in the 

region of Goa. 

Lingas were in worship in Goa from fourth century A.D. 

There are evidences of the worship of iconic representation of 

Siva from the latter part of the 6th century A,D. In Aravalcm 

caves the aniconic representation of Siva, Surya  and 

Kartikeya  were cosecrated. Stone Sculpture of Siva, Ganapati  

and ICirtikeya  began to appear in the region of Goa during the 
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same period. 

Sadasiva  

The stone sculpture of Sadasiva is displayed in the 

Museum of Old Goa and had been incorrectly identified as 

Kartikeya. Recently Archaeological Survey has made correction 

on the label as five-headed God (Plate No.24). This sculpture 

is broken at the main waist level and is in tribhaga posture. 

Sadasiva wears a iatdmukuta and round flat ear-ring (Kundalas) 

are found in the ears of the lateral left face as well as 

right face also adorned with earrings. Sadasiva has necklace 

(hara) and sacred thread (yajanopavita) on the chest. 

From the position of the heads it is evident that the 

sixth face was not present either on the right side or on the 

left side. On the right hand side bud motif has been chiseled 

and this clearly shows that the sixth face was not present. If 

the sixth face would have been chiseled it would have been at 

the lower level then the fifth face and that is improbable. 

Moreover, no Kartikeya sculpture, have been reported with 

iatFmukuta. Similar incorrect identification of Sadasiva stone 

sculpture have been reported and these are either worshipped 

as Brahma or Kartikeya." Therefor, the sculpture which is 

being dealt presently is not of. Kartikeya but it is of 

Sada-siva. 

Sadasiva sculpture which have been studied are different 
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from Sadasiva sculptures of Old Goa Museum. Stone sculpture of 

Sadasiva appear from the beginning of c. 900 A. D. and these 

are commonly depicted with three heads in front. Only after 

17th century change in the arrangement of head can be noticed 

in Sadasiva bronzes and paintings. 17  Even in the Sadasiva  

stone sculpture from Margao displayed in the . State Museum of 

Goa, fifth head is placed over the central head. 

* 	 The five faces of Siva according to Rupamandana  an 

iconographic text of 15th century are Vamadeva,  Aghora, 

Tatpurush  and Isana. SadyojEta,  faces the west Vamadeva  faces 

the North, Aghora  faces South, Tatpurush  faces the East and 

Isina  faces upwards. The central face is considered as 

Isana. 18  

The above stone sculpture of Sadasiva  from Old Goa Museum 

.=oojW4'  belongs to the period of transition from Chalu o, 	to 

Rastrkuta which corresponds to Southern Silahara period in 

Goa. 

A Sadasiva  stone sculpture was discovered in 1964 in the 

precincts of Holy Spirit Church Madgaon while digging for the 

foundation and is displayed in the State Museum of Goa. (Plate 

NoL*10 The faces of Sadasiva  have been mentioned above. 

Tatpurush  and Sadyojata  broader and lateral faces Aghora  and 

Vamadeva  are smaller as these were positioned on the shoulder. 

But the lower part of the sculpture below the neck is broken 
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and missing. Isana  is at the top and smaller than the other 

four faces of Sadasiva.  All the faces of Sadasiva  are not of 

the same size and the top head of Isana  is smaller. Hence this 

stone sculpture has been incorrectly identified as Chaturmukhi  

Siva. Isana  has been taken as Ganga  who is supposed to be on 

the head of Siva. However, the top head is not of Ganga but it 

is of Isana.  The Jata  which is on Isana  is worn out. However, 

Jata  pattern has remained at the rear which clearly indicates 

that the top head is that of Isana.  

As mentioned in the Uttara-Kamikagama  all the five heads 

of Sadasiva  have jatamukuta. 19  At the commencement of 

iatamukuta  skulls are depicted in low relief and forms of 

skulls on all sides. It looks like a neck-lace of skulls tied 

around Sadasiva."  On Madgaon stone sculpture of Sadasiva 

there are ear-rings (kundalas) and the four faces of Siva have 

third eye on the fore-head. This Sadasiva  stone sculpture of 

Madgaon belongs to c. 1000A. D. 

Umasahitasiva  

This theme seems to be popular in Goa from the beginning 

to c. 700 A. D. till c. 1300 A. D. Six Umasahitsiva  have been 

documented from Goa. The important temples dedicated to Siva 

were destroyed and hence many important sculptures may have 

also been destroyed. Old Goa Museum has in its collection 

three stone sculptures. of Umasahitsiva.  One stone sculpture of 
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Umasahitsiva is displayed in the State Museum of Goa. There is 

yet another Umasahitsiva from Nageshi temple of Bandivade. One 

more Umasahitsiva is depicted on Tambdi Surla temple. 

In the stone sculpture from Kudne Bicholim Siva and 

Parvati (Uma) both are standing in tribhanga and both are 

armed (plate No. 17) This stone sculpture is not intact Torana  

is broken and the figure of Parvati is broken at the level of 

waist. Siva is wearing a jatamukuta has ear-rings (kundalas) 

necklaces (hara) and has sacred thread (yaiancsaiita). Parvati 

has crown (mukuta) on her head ear-rings (Kundalas) can be 

seen in her ears. She is adorned with necklaces (haras). Both 

Siva -Parvati have bracelets (kankanas). The right hand of 

Siva is in the pose of assurance (abhaya) and the left hand is 

embracing Parvati through her right shoulder encircling her 

rear side of the neck and it has reached below her left arm. 

Parvati's right arm is positioned in the similar fashion 

described above and has reached the right arm of Siva. Parvati 

is holding cornucopia in her left hand. 

There is yet another stone sculpture of Umasahitsiva from 

Curdi Sanguem displayed in Old Goa Museum,' . The 

head of Siva was broken and it has been restored. Siva is 

sitting on his mount (Vahana) Nandi. In his upper right hand 

there was trident (Trisul). the front right hand is broken. On 

the left lap of Siva, Parvati is sitting. In the upper left 

arm Siva is holding snake (Sarpa). The lower left arm is 
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embracing Parvati. The right arm of Parvati is embracing Siva. 

The left arm of Parvati is broken Siva is portrayed with 

necklaces (11Sras) sacred thread (yajanopa vi ta) and bracelets 

(Kankanas). Parvati is also shown with necklaces (tiaras) and 

ear-rings (kundalas). Parvati's hair is tied in the shape of a 

beautiful bun. On the pedestal Kartikeya can be noticed on the 

right. Ganapati is seen in the left and at the center an 

attendant holing a club like object is depicted. 

There is yet another UmEsahitsiva from 5,1a in Tiswadi 

Taluka. This is the largest and most exquisitely chiseled 

Umfisahitsiva from Goa. Both heads of both Siva and Uma are 

broken. In St% Cajetan church promises a door jamb of Hindu 

temple is preserved. The above stone sculptures may have been 

one of the sculptures from the wall (bhitti) of this temple. 

Siva and Uma are both adorned with bracelets (Kankanas) 

armlets (angadas) anklets. On the left side Uma godha  

(alligator) is depicted. one of the earliest of depictions of 

godha is shown in association of twelve armed goddess of 

Mahishasurmardini from Udayagiri caves and can be dated to 500 

A. D. The depiction of godha on Pdrvati icons medieval period 

became popular in M. P. and godha is found in association with 

UmS even in South India. 21  

The state Museum of Goa has only stone sculpture of Um& 

and portion on which Siva was depicted has been lost. Umii and 

Siva were standing in tribhanga. But now only lima' is 
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standing in tribhanga  is present as portion on which Siva is 

depicted is completely broken. The face of Umiii is completely 

worn out. UmE has bracelets (Kankanas).  On the left side of 

Uma the left hand of Siva embracing Parvati can be seen. This 

stone sculpture belongs to Southern Silahara period (c. 900 A. 

D.) In the niche of mukha- mandapa  of Mahadeva temple of 

Tambdi Surla Umasahitsiva  has been chiseled out. Siva is 

wearing crown (mukuta)  in his upper right hand he is holding 

kettle drum (damaru)  and lower right hand is assurance giving 

postures (abhaya)  UmE is sitting on the left lap of Siva. In 

Siva's upper left hand trident (Trisul)  is seen. His mount 

(Vrishabha)  is below. UmEsahitsiva from Tambdi Surla temple 

can be dated to c. 1300. A. D. 

Ganesa  

Ganesa  or Ganapati  is the remover of obstacles 

(Vighneshwara). He is worshipped before the commencement of 

important rituals and ceremonies by Hindus. The early images 

of Ganesa  Goa may have been carved during the rule of Badami 

Chalukyas. Such early images of Ganesa  were either standing or 

seated and has only two hands. 22  Four stone sculptures of 

sitting Ganesa  with only two arms have been found during the 

course of survey 

Reddi was the regional capital of Badami Chalukyas on the 

west Coast and Goa was the part of Iridige Vishaya. The huge 
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4 	 sculpture of Ganesa  is chiseled in a laterite cave of Reddi. 

It is an integral part of the cave. The trunk is turned 

towards the left and the tusk is broken. The right hand is in 

the assurance giving pose (abhaya mudra)  and the left hand 

Ganesa  is holding sweets (modaka).  The sacred thread (yajno  

pavita)  can be seen on the body. the cave was filled with 

debris and after the debris clearance the sculpture of Ganesa 

was discovered. The devotees have plastered the stone 

sculpture of Ganesa and hence it has lost the original 

features. Ganesa  from laterite cave from Reddi belongs to c. 

600 - 700 A. D. 
• 

Ganesa from Curdi is carved in schist and is displayed at 

Old Goa Museum. Objects held in his hands are not distinct. 

664,  
The trunk and ne-e' belly are depicted. The two handed Ganesa 

also belongs to early Chalukyan period (c.600 - 700 A. D.) 

Ganesa  stone sculpture of schist is in the collection of 

Pilar Seminary Museum.  >The trunk ears and the 

feet are broken and only torso has remained. Ganesa  had two 

arms. He has sacred thread (yajanopavita)  and udarbandha  below 

the chest and necklace (tiara).  Among two armed Ganesa 

sculptures of Reddi and Curdi this is the only Ganesa 

sculpture with bejewelled head-dress. 

Ganesa  stone sculpture from Kudne (Bicholim) is 	carved 

in schist (plate No.28,•). The position of the left hand 
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indicates that Gariesa had sweets (modaka) and the trunk is 

touching modaka. The object held in right hand is worn out 

and thus it is not distinct. The head-dress of Ganesa had 

some decorations but these are not distinct. The image of 

Ganesa from Kudne belongs to c. 600 - 700 A.D. The above 

mentioned three stone sculptures of Ganesa show that these do 

not have crown (Kirita mukuta) and his mount mouse is not 

shown. From this a1.0 it is evident that these are the early 

Ganesa sculptures from Goa. 23  

Next stage in the development of iconography of Ganesa 

can be noticed in the four armed stone sculptures of Ganesa 

from Korgaon (Pedne) (plate No. 29) Vichundrem (Sanguem) 

(plate No. 30) Chandreshwar (Quepem) ( '2- )  and Siroda 

(Ponda). The earliest four armed Ganesa stone sculpture from 

Goa region is from Korgaon. This Ganesa has four arms but the 

objects held by Ganesa in upper right hand and upper left hand 

are not distinct. Ganesa is holding in lower right hand radish 

(mulak)and he is holding in lower left hand sweets (modaka). 

This Ganesa from Korgaon belongs to c. 700 A.D. 

Ganesa stone sculpture from Vichundrem (Sanguem) belongs 

to the similar of four armed type images. Ganesa is shown with 

crown (Kirit mukuta). The long trunk has turned towards left 

and is touching the sweets (modaka) held in the lower left 

hand. In the upper right hand battle axe (Parashu) and in the 

lower right hand Gancsa is holding radish (mulak) Gancsa is 
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adorned with anklets. Yajanopavita can be seen on his chest. 

Mouse, the mount of Ganesa is not depicted on the pedestal. 

Ganesa from Vichundrem belongs to c. 900 - 1000 A.D. 

In the four handed images the objects held in hand are 

battle axe (Parashu) , radish (mulak) lotus (Padma) and bowl 

containing sweet (modaka). These above three stone sculptures 

of Ganesa bear distinct Hoyasala influence and belong to 

Kadamba period c. 1100-1200 A.D. Plates 37, 38 and 39. 24  

The reference to worship of KSrtikeya are found in the 

copper plate of Badami Chalukyas discovered on the borders of 

North Goa. 25  Like aniconic representation of Surya and 

  found in Aravalem, aniconic representation of 

KA-rtikeya is also found in the same rock-cut cave of Aravalem 

cell No. 4. Kirtikeya is aniconically represented in the form 

of spear (Shakti) which is sunk into the pitha. The iconic 

representations are found in Korgaon of Pedne taluka of Goa. 

(plate no. la) The beautiful stone sculpture of Kartikeya of 

Badami Chalukyas of c. 700 A.D. has been acquired by the State 

Museum of Goa. This Kgrtikeya has two hands but both are 

broken. However, on the basis of the position of hands, it can 

be presumed that in the right hand KErtikeya had a heavy spear 

(Shakti) cock (Kukkuta) tucked at his left hip by his left 

hand. 26  It seems after this image was worn out a new image of 

Kiirtikeya was consecrated during Southern Sirahira period and 

this image is still in worship. The new image of KArtikeya is 
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also two armed and in the right hand he is holding a heavy 

spear (Shakti) and in the left he is holding cock(Kukkuta)  

Carpenters of Korgaon who worship Kartikeya do not worship him 

as Kartikeya but as Kuvaleshwara. 27  

Brahma  

There is no independent cult of Brahma as he was cursed 

by Siva not to receive any worship. 28  A few well known 

shrines of Brahma have been mentioned by the authorities and 

these are Dudahi and Khajurao (Madhya Pradesh, Vasantgadh 

(Rajasthan) Khed Brahma. 29  Besides these shrines reference 

may be made to the shrine of Brahma from Colomb (Sanguem 

taluka). There he is the affiliating deity (Parivar devatTI) of 

Sha-ntildurgii. 30  In addition to this parivar devatZof Sanguem 

taluka of Goa, mention may be made to the two parivar devat1-1- 

 shrines of Brahma from Pedne taluka of Parse and Virnoda.31  

Reference to the worship of Brahma occur in the copper 

plates of Nerur belonging to Badami Chalukya ruler Mangalesa. 

In another copper plate of Badami Chalukyas reference to the 

village of Parse (Parshvasu) which is in the Pedne taluka 

occurs. 32  Pedne taluka which is very close to Revatidvipa 

Iridige vishaya (Reddi) the regional capital of Badami 

Chalukyas was under the direct influence of Badami Chalukyas. 

In view of this, Brahma worship spread in this region during 

the period of early Chalukyas. 
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Now image of Brahma was consecrated at Colomb in 1987, 

and the earlier image has been acquired by the State Museum of 

Goa. The stone sculpture of Brahma is worn out and and 

features have been obliterated. Brahma in standing (Sthanaka) 

in samabhanga position with a crown (Kiritamukuta). He has 

beard on only central face that has a sacred thread 

(yajanopavita). In the rear right hand he has ladle like 

8 	 objects called sruka which is used in performing rituals. In 

the 	front right hand he is holding rosary (akshamalI) and 

this hand is in blessing posture (abhaya mudra). In the rear 

left hand he is holding staff (dandi) which is used in Hindu 

rituals. 33  In the front left hand he is holding vessel called 

Kamandalu. The three objects held by Brahma namely, sruva has 

ritualistic significance dandi, akshamala in the right hand, 

noose (p5sa) and Kamandalu in the left hands. His four heads 

symbolise four vedas and he officiated as the priest in the 

wt dding of Siva-Parvati. 	Swan (hansa) the mount (vahana) of 

Brahma is shown at the bottom of Torana on the right. On the 

left an attendant holding flywhisk (chowri bearer) is shown. 
_11) tate, 3 

There is yet another Brahma stone sculpture from Carmoli 

(Sattari taluka). (Plate No. 35) This village has received a 

separate identity on account of the independent shrine of 

Brahma and has been designated as Brahma-Carmoli. THc stone 

sculpture of Brahma from here is one of the best specimens of 

Kadamba art. Like Brahma from Sopara, the stone sculpture, of 
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."( 	 the Carmoli Bi-ahma has beard for the central face. The sages 

were supposed to have beard. In this respect Brahma is 

similar to them. Brahma in his front right hand is holding 

rosary (akshamala) and the hand is in the blessing pose 

(varada) and in the rear right-hand he is holding sacrificial 

ladle (Sruka). In the front left hand he is holding ghee pot 

(ajya-sthali). In the rear left-hand he is holding book 

(Pustaka). The consorts of Brahma Savitri and Saraswati are 

shown standing on either side of Brahma 

Three small niches found in the intricate torana are 

housing tiny images of the deities . The central niche has 

Ganapati, VrishabhavAhanasiva is in the right hand side niche 

and Visnu is found in left hand side niche. In stone sculpture 

of Ngrayana from Mulgaon (Bicholim) taluka, such niches are 

found and in these niches the deities have been carved out. 

The central niche has Brahma. In the right hand side niche 

Ganapati is housed and in the left hand side niche Siva is 

found. This practice or carving the other deities alongwith 

the main deity indicates the syncrestic trend and spirit of 

tolerance. 

In Parse ShantEdurgg temple Brahma is a Parivar devatg. 

The stone image of Brahma is four armed and has the objects in 

the hands which are found in earlier images. This stone 

sculpture of Brahma has been incorrectly ascribed to 

Chalukyas,period c. 700 A.D. 34  However, the inferior modeling 
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lack of plasticity, ugly chin, cylindrical hands and stiff 

body clearly indicate that it is not of early Chalukya period 

but belongs to c. 1800 A.D. 35  

Brahma who occupies the position of parivar devatS  in 

Virnoda and has not been chiseled out completely like other 

stone sculptures of Brahma from Goa. But his four heads have 

been carved out and placed on a square vertical block of stone 

of about one meter height. The earlier head of Brahma was worn 

out and hence the present image was consecrated . The ancient 

head of Brahma from here is displayed in Old Goa Museum. This 

head of Brahma belongs to c. 900 A.D. SilihErYperiod . In the 

earlier sculptures and in the present sculpture of Brahma 

which is in worship, the eyes are shown closed as if Brahma is 

in deep meditation. This is characteristic of the image 

(pratim'a- lakshana)  prescribed according to Visnu Purana. 36  

Only Brahma Carmoli image is the ancient image and is 

still in worship. In Parse, Virnoda and Colomb image of Brahma 

have been reconsecrated during recent period.111-ough Brahma 

cult is not popular, still Brahma is being worshipped even at 

present by the people of Goa. 

Sun (Surya)  

It seems that sun worship was introduced by Magha and 

Bhojas who came from Sakadvipa. Reference to the later has 

been made in chapter I.- Goa has one of the earlier epigraphic 
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evidences of Sun worship in Western India. In Aravalem, a 

single line inscription on a circular disc symbolically 

representing Sun reads 'Sambalur vasi Ravik. This means Ravi 

the resident of Sambalur. This inscription is 

palaeographically ascribed to c. 7th century A. D. Reference 

to the various epithets such as Prabhakar, Diwakar and 

Adityashreshti found in the copper plate of Bhojas clearly 

show that people were and naming of their children after 

Surya. The evidence of Sun worship from Aravalem is aniconic 

representation. 37  There are six sun images from Goa. Two are 

displayed in Old Goa. (One from Kudne and other from Diwadi) 

Four Sun images are with State Museum of Goa. 

Both stone sculptures of Sun from Kudne and Madagaon have 

the characteristics of North Indian Sun images. On Kudne image 

the Northern influence is more striking as it is the earliest 

image of Sun round in Goa. The coot of arms (Kundala Kavach) 

worn by Sun, boots reaching the knees and the attendants Dandi 

and Pingala depicted on the Sun images of Kudne testify North 

Indian influence . (Plate No. 36). Sun from Kudne is holding 

full blown lotuses. Madagaon stone sculpture of Sun displayed 

in the State Museum of Goa, is shown with boots in his feet 

(Plate No. 2g7) (North Indian influence) but the upper part is 

broken and lost. In addition this North Indian influence, the 

influence from Karnataka (Southern) can be also seen in two 

goddesses Ush3 and Pratyusha shown shooting the arrows 
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depicted on the stone sculpture of Madagaon and Diwadi. The 

carving out Usta and Pratyusha might have been introduced in 

Goa during Kadamba period. 

A small stone sculpture of Sun was discovered from 

Sanguem caves located on Netravali river in 1980 and has been 

acquired by the State Museum of Goa. This belongs to 

Vijayanagara period. 

Only pedestal image was lying in the vicinity of Maruti 

temple of Altinho, Panaji, depicting seven horses. From this 

it is evident that it is the pedestal of Sun image but the Sun 

image is lost. This pedestal has been acquired by the State 

Museum of Goa in 1977. Sun image found at Altinho was perhaps 

was one of the Parivar devatas of the temple of Taleigaon. 

Syncrestic icon of Sun 1  Martanda - Bhairava  03 1Ccie No 313) 

It is evident from the the reference made to the anionic 

syncrestic trend of Martanda-Bhairava, that this cult was 

current in Goa from c. 700 A. D. Icon of Martanda-Bhairava 

from North India have been reported. 38  State Museum of Goa has 

stone sculpture of Mkrtanda - Bhairava from Par_Usgaon 

(Ponda). Commonly in all images, of Surya, he is shown lotus 

flowers in both hands. But in this syncrestic icon, in the 

left hand Sun, is holding lotus bud and in the right hand he 

is holding the sword (assiga). No Sun images holding sword in 

hands have been reported. Virabhadra an aspect of Siva is 
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depicted with sword in his hand. More6ver, on the forehead of 

the deity linga is symbolically depicted. 39  Miirtanda-Bhairava  

is shown with beard and mustache. He is wearing sandals and on 

the pedestals seven horses are shown. These characteristics 

clearly indicates pErtanda (Sun) aspect. On the right side of 

Martanda-Bhairava the Sun of Surya Revanta is standing with 

his vehicle horse and Dandi is depicted with a stile. 

An attempt was made to identify the above sculpture as 

Revanta by over looking the linga depicted on the forehead of 

Martanda-Bhairava and the sword held in the right." 

Combination of these two aspects namely of Surya and Bhairava 

clearly indicate that this is syncrestic icon or Martanda-

Bhairava.  

Mahishasuramardini  

It has been already pointed out in chapter V on religion 

that the female deities like Elei, Parvati and 

Mahishasuramardini were worshipped in Goa by 5th century A. D. 

Mahishasuramardini, was the popular goddess. She was the 

epitome of all the goddesses such as Ela, Parvati, Sateri, 

Sha-ntadurga, Mahamaya and Kamakshi. There are deities 

designated as Navadurg4  Vijayadurga. However, 

Mahishasuramardini image is only worshipped as NavadurgE and 

Vijayadurga. 

From 6th century onwards four armed Mahishasuramardini  
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stone sculpture became common. These four armed stone 

sculpture continue upto Vijayanagara period. But eight armed 

Mahisha-suramardini stone sculptures are not common and only 

two such sculptures have been noticed. These are namely from 

Netravali and Kerim. 41  On the way to rock-cut caves to 

Lamgaon (Bicholim), the stone sculpture of. Mahishasuramardini 

is lying in open air (Plate No. SI). It is fortunately better 

preserved. The goddess has four hands but one left hand is 

broken. The photograph was taken by keeping the hand in the 

proper position. The goddess is shown with no crown 

(kiritmukuta). She is wearing ear-rings (Kundala), 

necklace(hra), and bracelets (Kankanas). Goddess shown with 

heavy breasts. In upper right hand she is holding trident 

(Trisul) and piercing it on the car of buffalo (mahisha) and 

the right foot is pressed on the mount of buffalo. The lower 

right hand is resting on the knee of right leg and she is 
itA44-4stlarate 
	.k of sword,wkon the 5.17)MT-of buffalo. The left hand is 

1..‘  

on the back of buffalo. In the other left hand which is 

broken, the goddess is holding the bell(ghantiL). Lamgaon 

Mahishasuramardini has early Chalukyan characteristics and 

belongs to c. 600 A. D. 

The stone sculpture of Mahisharsuramardini Korgaon belongs 

to the period of transition from later Badami Chalukyas to 

Rastrakutas (Early Southern Silahara) in Goa. (Plate No.40/0. 

The stone sculpture was entangled in the roots of fig tree and 
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it was taken out by Gritli Mitterwallner. Both 

Mahishasuramardini stone sculpture are wearing crown 
0. 

(Kiritmukuta). However, the weapons held in the hands are 

different. There is a similarity in the weapons held on this 

sculpture and Lamgaon Mahishasuramardini. But in Lamgaon 

sculpture, the position of buffalo is depicted differently. 

The head of buffalo is below the right foot and hind part is 

raised and the left hand is resting on the hind part. In 

Korgaon Mahishasuramardini the hind part of the buffalo is 

below the right foot. Goddess is pressing the back of buffalo 

by means of trident Cfrisul) held in right hand. In other 

right hand which is resting on knee of the right leg goddess 

is holding sword. In the upper left hand goddess is holding 

bell and through her left hand, she is pulling the tongue of 

buffalo, the features of the stone sculpture are worn out. 

The second stone sculpture of Mahishasuramardini from 

Korgaon is different from the above image (Plate No.4.040. The 

body of the buffalo is twisted completely. The goddess is 

lifting the hind leg of buffalo by means of lower left hand 

and the leg of the buffalo has reached the waist of the 

goddess. In the upper right hand, goddess is holding trident 

(Trisul) and piercing it on the mount. In lower right hand 

there is a small dagger. In the lower left hand goddess is 

holding the bell (ghanta). The features are better preserved. 

The goddess is shown with various ornaments such as ear- 
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ornaments, necklace (hiira) armlets and bracelets etc.i 1,10 C.,, eY 

stone sculptures of the goddess was lying in the ruins of 

temple at Vichundrem (Sanguem). In April, 1992 (Plate No. 41). 

This sculpture of the goddess has been acquired by the 

Directorate of Archives, Archaeology and Museum. The sculpture 

is broken at the centre at the waist and one left hand is also 

broken. The goddess is wearing crown (Kiritmukuta), ear-rings 

(kundalEs) , Goddess is also shown with anklets. She is 

pressing the right foot at the back of buffalo. By front hand 

she is piercing trident(trisul). In the rear right hand she is 

holding sword (Khadga). The demon Mahishasur is depicted in 

therimorphic as well as anthromorphic form. Actually demon is 

shown appearing from the neck of the buffalo and the demon 

looks helpless and is being pulled by the goddess through her 

front left hand. In another left hand the goddess is holding 

shield (Khetak). The mount of the goddess the lion is depicted 

on the right hand is shown attacking the buffalo but the head 

of the lion is broken. This MahishZsuramardini sculpture from 

Vichundrem belongs to c. 900- 1000 A. D. 

There are two eight armed MahishEsuramardini stone 

sculpture in Goa. One of them was worshipped as Vijayadurga in 

Keri (Ponda), the second image is from Netravali (Sanguem). 

The position of the buffalo in both stone sculptures has been 

differently portrayed. In Keri image the hind part of the 

buffalo is being lifted upwards towards right hand side. 
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Buffalo demon is depicted in therimorphic as well as 

anthromorphic form. From the neck of the buffalo demon has 

appeared and his hair is being pulled by the main left hand 

and in the topmost left hand goddess is holding the bell. In 

other two hands objects are not distinct. Objects held in four 

right hands are also indistinct. Goddess is shown with crown 

(Kiritmukuta). She adorned with ear-ornaments (Kundalas) and 

necklace (hara). This eight armed stone sculpture of 

Mahishasuramardini belongs to c. 1000 A. D. Through right foot 

the goddess is pressing the right hand of the demon. 
9  

In 	Netravali 	(Sanguem) 	stone 	sculpture 	of 

Mahishasuramardini, the demon is not depicted in anthromorphic 

form but only in therimorphic form. Goddess is holding the 

snout of buffalo through her main left hand objects held in 

her other three hands are not clearly seen. In upper right 

hand goddess is holding trident (trisul) and is pressing it on 

the back of the buffalo. Objects held in other three hands are 

not distinct. The stone sculpture is worn out. Howcver, there 

is movement in the sculpture and the goddess is depicted in 

aggressive pose. 

There are two four armed Mahishasuramardini sculptures 

with Hoyasala influence from Surla (Bicholim) and Quepem 

Devulwada, (PIA:Le No. 4a) Though both are four armed, 

there is difference in the objects and the position of the 

buffalo. In Surla Mahishasuramardini goddess holds in her 
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upper right hand trident (Trisul) and the lower right hand is 

broken. In.the upper left hand there is-conch (Shankha), and 

through her lower left arm-the goddess is pulling the tongue 

of the buffalo. Goddess is trampling buffalo demon through 

her left foot. 

There is one more Mahishitsuramardini stone sculpture, 

from quepem and this has been acquired by that State Museum of 

Goa. MahishEsuramardini in her upper right hand 'olds sword 

(Khadga). Through lower right arm, she is holding dagger and 

is to attack the demon. the demon is shown in therimorphic as 

well as anthromorphic form but he is not appearing from the 

neck. Demon is shown lying on the back of Buffalo. Goddess is 

holding shield through her lower left hand . She is exerting 

pressure on the face of the demon. The pressure exerted by the 

goddess on the face of the demon has been skillfully depicted 

by the sculptor. Considerable pressure, tension and movement 

can be noticed on the hand through which the goddess is 

pressing the the face. The right hand side mount (Niahana) of 

the goddess (lion) is shown standing. 

Ornaments can be seen on both the sculptures. The neck-

laces, horns and ear-rings are deeply carved on Quepem 

MahishEsuramardini and bear distinct Hoyasala influence. 

MahishEsuramardini stone sculptures from Vijayanagara 

period are also depicted with four arms. Mainly holding sword, 
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shield, trident and through lower left hand the goddess is 

pulling the tongue of buffalo. Mahisha- suramardini is one of 

the popular goddesses of Goa. 42  

MahishMsuramardini depicted in boat  

There arc three stone sculptures of Mahishasuramardini 

depicted in boat. All three sculptures are of schist. Two 

sculptures are from Guleli is not a large boat from Guleli is 

not a large boat but a country craft or canoe. (Plate43) But 

the image including boat arc broken. Two large flakes of boat 

have come out and are lying on the ground. On each side a male 

figure clad in dhoti which is above the knees is shown. The 

position of these figures clearly indicate that they are boat 

men. However, only one boatman is •seen as the other part is 

broken. In boat series of five human heads are depicted. The 

goddess is sitting on a seat (Esana). The head and the left 

part of the body is broken. By fixing thee broken parts an 

attempt was made to study the image. The paw of the lion can 

be also seen in the boat. Therefore, it seems a lion was 

depicted on the boat. Whether the lion was attacking buffalo 

demon cannot be ascertained as the sculpture is not intact. In 

the left hand, the goddess holds kettle drum (damaru) shield, 

dagger and bowl (p5tra). This sculpture belongs to Kadamba 

period. As the other four right hands are broken, which were 

the objects held in these four hands is not known. 
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The intact image of Mahishitsuramardini  depicted in boat 

is also with eight hands. In the right four hands she has a 

sword (Khadga),  bell (ghant5),  head (nararunda),  trident 

(trisul).  In the left hand she has bowl (piitra), 

bow(dhanushya)  shield(lhetak) kettle drum (Damaru). This stone 

sculpture belongs c. 1700 - 1800 A. D. 

The image of MahishEsuramardini  of Sawarda is also 

depicted on canoe and five heads are shown on boat. (Plate No. 

44 A seat (asana)  has been provided to the goddess. On each 

side male figure is shown standing as it seems to be a 

boatman. The boatman on the right hand side is standing 

gracefully cross-legged. Below the boat, a band of floral 

motif has been chiseled. The goddess is adorned with 

Kiritmukuta,  ear-rings (KundalEs),  necklace(h-ara) 

bracelets(Kankan -as, and anklets and girdle (Udarabhanda).  The 

upper garment is visible on the left hand shoulder. The 

goddess is depicted with eight hands. In the right hand she 

has sword(Khadga), Head (Nararunda), trident (trisul)  and 

thunderbolt (Vajra).  In the left hand she has bowl (pStra)  and 

the noose (pTisa).  On each side of the goddess dog with wide 

open mouth are shown. This stone sculpture of Sawarda belongs 

to Vijayanagara period. 

No images MahishEsuramardini  depicted in boat, either 

terracotta, or in painting or in bronze or in stone from other 

regions of India have been published. Therefore, it would be 
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pertinent to examine whether there are any iconological 

references in literature which explain the significance of the 

motif under study. References to the worship of the goddess of 

the Dawn(Us1-4) the goddess of the Dusk (Sandhpi)  and the 

goddess of the night (Ratri)  in Rigvedic hymns. 43  In one of 

the Rigvedic hymns prayer is offered to ratri  requesting her 

to make us cross safety (sutara).  Incidentally the word for 

boat in Konkani is tar. In MahMbh .grat  the goddess has been 

called arini  (6.23.50. In Devi Mahatmya  (4.11) the goddess is 

compared to a boat. You are Durga boat take us across the 

. 	 — 
difficult ocean of existence (durgasl—durgabahva sagara  

nauh) 44  

The above iconological references from Rigveda, Taitarcya  

Aranyaka, Maha-bharat  and Devi Mahatmya,  clearly reveal how the 

above theme caught the imagination of the devotee of the 

goddess (devi) who was well versed in the scriptures mentioned 

above and he might have instructed the sculptor to chisel out 

the unique plaques of Mahishasuramardini  depicted in boats. oks 

this rare motif , it is not an exaggeration to call these 

images as the unique images of Mahishasuramardini  in the 

annals of Indian art. 45  

Saptamatrikas  

The Chalukyas of Badami as well as the Kadambas of 

Banavasi were the worshipers of Saptamatrika's. Inscriptions of 
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the Chalukyas found on the northern borders of Goa clearly 

mention that they were nursed by Saptamatrikas. 46  Both 

aniconic representation and the iconic representations of 

saptamatrikas are found in Goa. Aniconic representation is 

from the cell No. 6 of Aravalem rock-cut caves. The laterite 

rock measuring 2.82 mts in length and 2.5 mts in height. has 

been scooped. This looks like a cupboard. Here eight 

depressions are dug in 8:Yow. Now these depressions are not 

having aniconic representations of $aptamarikfis. But in these 

eight sockets there might have been aniconic representation, 

during the period when the'deities were in worship. 47  

Iconic representation of Saptamatrikas are also found in 

Goa. One such Saptamitriks panel is displayed in the Museum 

of Heras Institute, Bombay. (Plate No.45')) . On the right hand 

side Virabhadra  is portrayed on the left Ganesa.  Starting from 

the right with Virabhadra,  BrAhmi Maheshavari, KaumAri,  

Vaisnavi, Varihi, IndrAni, Yogeshwari, ChAmunda  and Ganesa. 

 Though the panel of Saptamatrikas  is deliberately chipped of 

the mounts (vahanas) of the respective matrikas  can be easily 

seen. 48  

only one SaptamdtrikA  namely Vaisnavi  from Chandor which 

was also from the panel of Saptamatrikas is in the collection 

of the Heras Institute Museum Bombay. All other mdtrikas  have 

been lost. However, on the left hand side of Vaisnavi,  the 

mount swan (bA1113_21  is seen. Therefore, BrAhmi preceded 
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Vaisnavi. 49 	Both Optzimarika  panels belong to c. 900 A.D. 

The third panel of SaptitmAtrikits  is in the ardhamandapa  of 

Vimaleshvara  Temple of Rivona. Unlike Chandor gaptamgtrik5  

panel here all the eitrikas  are standing and below them are 

the mounts (vaanas).  The sculpture is worn out and belongs to 

Kadamba period c. 1000 A.D. (. Pt  €' N ° : 414) 

Besides the above two panels of Saptamgtrikas  there are 

loose sculptures of Mgtrik-as  displayed in the state Museum of 

Goa. The stone sculpture of Brahmi  has the mount(vAhana) Swan 

(hansa)  on the pedestal. The upper part of the sculpture is 

broken. Next to the stone sculpture of Brahmi,  the m&trika  

(Chgmund5)  is displayed. The goddess is sitting on the dead 

body. The lion is depicted on the pedestal. A human head 

(nararunda)  is also shown on the pedestal. It is interesting 

to note two camels on this pedestal. In the list of the 

Yoginis the goddess jYoginij who has camel as insignia 

(11inchana)  has been identified as ThNkZ214 .50  The association 

of Chamunda with Thil4,7T  it seems has come to Goa from 

Rajasthan via Gujrat during Kadamba period.Eeen in Tulunadu 

(Dakshina Kannada) the goddess is depicted with camels. 51  The 

upper part of Chamunda is broken. Brahmi and Chgmundg belong 

to Kadamba period c. 1100 A.D. In the Museum of Old Goa the 

m6trik-A.  Indrani  has been displayed. On the pedestal two 

elephants have been depicted. Indrgni  is holding in her right 

hand thunderbolt (vajra)  in the left hand she is holding 
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kettle drum(damaru). She is adorned with earrings (pushpa-

kundalas) necklaces (ha-ras). The stone sculpture of Indrini 

belongs to c. 1200 A.D. 

From the stone sculptures of the deities it is evident 

that the development of Hindu iconography was similar to the 

mainland. However, Kadagolu Krishna and Mahishasuramardini  

depicted in boat are unique from the region of Goa. Kadagolu  

Krishna from Goa became the fore-runner of such images of 

Dakshina Kannada. 
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CHAPTER IX 

SCULPTURE  

In the preceding chapter on iconography reference to the 

schools of sculptures of various images which have been dealt 

with and the probable dates have been suggested. However, 

there was no scope for elaborate discussion on the stylistic 

aspects of the schools. Here an attempt is made to study 

sculpture from the region of Goa. The author of the Kadamba 

kula  in the chapter on sculpture could hardly do justice to 

the subject. 1  No exhaustive survey of sculptures from Goa as 

well as the region of Karnataka associated with various 

branches of the Kadambas was undertaken. In the last six 

decades, many new sculptures have been discovered. The 

material in hand facilitates for the study of the evolution of 

_ 
sculpture from Bhoja-Chalukya to Southern Silahara and to the 

Kadambas and finally to Vijayanagara period. 

Two thirds of Goa area is covered by primary laterite. 

The people of this costal track used laterite for building 

houses temples and forts. However, it is not suitable material 

for carving images. Hence predominantly schist has been used 

for carving images. Schist quarry from Akeri in Sawantwadi 

provided raw material for north Goa sculptures from the period 

of Badami Chalukyas. 2  Such schist quarries in south Goa 

supplied material for carving sculptures from South Goa. 
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However, a few granite sculptures have also been noticed. Only 

one lime-stone sculpture has been discovered in Goa and has 

been acquired by the State Museum of Goa. 3  Through laterite is 

not suitable for carving the images, two laterite sculptures 

from Goa show that the people of Goa tried their best to use 

the locally available material. Mother goddess of Curdi (c. 

300 B.C.) is the earliest laterite sculpture and indicates 

that the people who were inhabiting this costal track had 

begun to show their artistic talents. 4 . However, laterite was 

rarely used for sculpturing the icons of the gods and 

goddesses. One such specimen is the Ganesh from Redi, the 

laterite sculpture of Ganesh from Redi belongs to c.600 A.D. 

After c. 300 B.C. till about c. 600 A.D. sculpture has been 

found in Goa. No Satavahana sculptures or terracottas have 

been discovered in Goa. After a lapse about seven hundred 

years sculptures belonging to Bhoja-Chalukyas period are 

noticed. 

The study of the sculptures has revealed that Bhoja-

Chalukyas sculptures are only a few and these are namely the 

Ganesa laterite sculpture of Redi in Sawantwadi, Kartikeya of 

Korgaon (plate No. 33) MahishEsurmardini Lamagaon (Plate No. 

39') Ganesa of Kudne (Plate No. 3.9), Ganesa of 

Ganesa of Curdi 	 "), Mahishlisurmardini  of 

Nundcm 	 Mahishrisurmardini  of Quepem and of Naga 

of Peddem ( 	it and 'M. Therefore, the study of Bhoja- 
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Chalukya sculptures is primarily based on the study of loose 

sculptures from Goa region. Majority of the temples in this 

costal region were of laterite and hence the walls of the 

temple had hardly any sculptures. This has led to the total 

absence of the sculptures depicting mythological themes on the 

walls of the temples. These thematic sculptures are dynamic 

and are full of movement. The shrines of ramana  and Trivikrama  

were located in Salcete and most probably belonged to the 

period of Badami-Chalukyas. 5  These above deities of Badami 

caves are good illustration to show that sculptor had 

considerable scope in showing movement in the sculptures. Both 

these shines were destroyed in the 16th century. The above 

list of Bhoja-Chalukya sculptures are static and hardly show 

any movement. Therefore, the dates suggested are based on 

ornaments and facial expression etc. 

4 	 The stone sculptures of Wartikeya and NEgii have 

characteristics of post-Gupta sculpture. These have thick lips 

and flat ear-rings. 6  The faces show inwardly trace and serene 

appearance. These qualities give these sculptures divine 

appearance. Mahishasurmardini  from Lamagaon has also such flat 

ear-rings and bracelets and thick lower lip. 7  The faces of 

all these sculptures are round. 

After the Bhoja-Chalukya epoch, the southern-SilaharEs 

established their power and the region of Goa was included in 

it. The Southern-Si laharEs were the feudatories of 
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Rastrakutas. Naturally, southern-SilaharZs sculptures was 

influenced by Rastrakutas sculptures. In the early southern-

Silahar'a sculptures belonging to the period of transition 

still Chalukya influence can be seen. To the school of 

southern-Silah-aras and Rastrakutas belong Sadasiva (Plate 24) 

Surya (Plate 36) and unique icon of Visnu (Plate 20). 8  All 

displayed in Old Goa Museum Kubera (Plate 7J) Yaksi (Plate e) 
Uma 	 .) and Mahishasurmardini  (Plate)-41 from Netravali 

also belong to Rashtrakuta 	(Silahliias)School. These are all 

in the collection of State Museum of Goa. There are two more 

sculptures of Southern-Silataras period. These are namely 

unidentified sculpture of two warriors from Kundai locally 

called Kghtadev erected in front of Novadurga temple, Kundai 

and the Surya  (?) stone sculpture kept in the circumbiilatory 

(pradakshinapath) of Chandreshwar temple. 9  A student of art 

can distinguish the subtle characteristics of early Southern-

Silaharas (Rastrakuta) sculptures. The faces found in the 

sculptures of early Chalukyan period are normally broader and 

round. From the beginning of Southern-Silaharas period faces 

become longer, ear-rings becomes thinner and lips also 

gradually become thinner. On the neck of the sculptures 

belonging to this period lines are noticed. These lines it 

seems have appeared on account of excessive fat on the body. 

Moreover bud motif found on Sadasiva (Plate 24) is a peculiar 

motif which appears in early' Rastrakuta period." The stone 

sculpture of Visnu (Plate 211) is proportionately carved and 
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is one of the masterpieces of Silaharg art from Goa. 11  As 

regards MahishZsurmardini (Plate A40 from Netravali, it is the 

best representation of the goddess. This goddess is four-

armed. The faces of the goddess is chiseled in a profile. The 

sharply chiseled nose has added beauty to the face of the 

deity. The proportionate and sharply carved face, sharp nose 

and the eye make the face of the goddess serene and divine. 

The above factors contribute in making the stone sculpture one 

of the master pieces of female deities of Silahaeg period. 

There was a considerable difficulty in tracing the 

sculptures of th Bhoja-Chalukya period and Silahar-g-Rastrakuta 

period. Only a few specimen of the above school could be 

noticed. However, from the Kadamba period many examples are 

available. The Kadambas of Goa were the contemporaries of 

later Chalukyas and infect they were the feudatories of 

Chalukyas. Therefore, on Kadamba sculptures the influence of 

later Chalukyas as well as Hoysalas is found. The Goa Kadambas 

has close contact with Chalukyas of Gujrat (Solankis). This 

close contact with Gujrat has brought influence of Gujrat 

sculpture on the sculpture of Goa. 

On Kadamba sculptures torariEs  with intricate carvings can 

be noticed and such two delicately carved toranas may be cited 

as e.g. These are namely the sculpture of NIrayana from 

Korgaon-Pedne (Plate No: 161) and MabichWsurmardini sculpture 

from Vargaon, Bicholim. Narayana is embellished with intricate 
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toranW. This toranI looks like silver filigree work. This 

consists of series of half oval-curves but the top of toraria 

is broken. In these half oval part of toranli in loops carved 

in stone conch (Shankha), disc (Chakra) both attributes of 

rsair5yana have been carved. In the loops on the left also there 

are such attributes but these are not clearly seen. Ornaments 

WirEyana are beautifully carved. Garuda depicted on the right 

hand appears to be getting ready to fly. His wings are 

stretched out and his right leg is bent and is beautifully 

lifted. In the left hand he is holding serpent (NAgii) his 

sworn enemy. The tiny sculpture of Garuda shows the skill of 

th sculptor in depicting the movement. On the club (gad3) held 

in the lower left-hand of WirWyana -gyudha purusha is depicted. 

From the above description it is evident that it is one of the 

beat specimen of Kadamba sculptures from Goa. 

The toran7 found on the sculpture of MahishW'surmardini of 

Vargao is also minutely carved. The fierce conflict the demons 

and the goddess is depicted with great intensity and movement. 

Perhaps this is the only such sculpture of the goddess showing 

the conflict between the goddess and the demons with such 

intensity. Ngte.V0.52-). 

Some hero-stones (virakals) of Kadamba period also depict 

the skill of the sculptures from Kadamba period. Here-stones 

are normally divided in three or four panels. The one or two 

panels from bottom usually depict war scene. In the second or 
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third panel Ring is shown sitting on the throne. In the top 

panel the devotees worshipping the linga depicted. However on 

hero-stone depicting naval battle and Orlim here stone are 

exception to the above mentioned here stones. Here stones from 

Orlim Salcete is in the collection of Heras Institute, Bombay. 

(Plate No: 43) It is one of the largest hero-stones in the 

country. It has only two panels. The top panel constitutes the 

palace scene depicting kings, queen and attendants. In the 

lower larger panel sculptor has chiseled our 14 warriors 

including the central figure of Jayakesi II. The hero stone is 

more than 2.30 meters in height and the width is 1.50 meters. 

All the thirteen warriors are depicted in different 

positions. Jayakesi II is shown with sword in his right hand 

and shield in left-hand and he is vigorously fighting. In 

front of th left foot of Jayakesi two soldiers are shown 

bowing down (perhaps as a mark of respect). Some soldiers are 

shown with swords and shields and some are with bows and 

arrows. In this sculpture actual action from the battle front 

has been depicted. 

A student of art history would wonder whether sculptor 

who has carved this hero-stone (virkal) was also an expert 

painter. 12  It seems the artist had a painting background as 

well. This might have been responsible for producing painting 

like sculpture on stone. Infact stone has been converted by 

this unknown versatile sculptor into canvas. The unknown 
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sculptor was either Michaelangelo or Leonardo da Vinci of 

Goa !. 

Reference to Gujrat influence on the sculpture of Goa has 

been pointed earlier. This influence seem to have origin in 

Central India (Madhya Pradesh). From Gujrat sculpture 

subsequently influenced the sculptor of Goa during Kadamba 

period. 13  This influence could be illustrated with two 

specimen and these are namely stone sculpture of Brahma from 

Carambolim (Plate No: aS) and Mulagaon stone sculpture of 

Naiayana (Plate No: 1B). The central face of Brahma has 

beard. The lateral faces are shown with chubby cheeks. These 

cheeks look fleshy and resemble the cheeks of Kartikeya of 

Chiplun. 14  The modeling of the sculpture is excellent. The 

sculptor handled chisel with confidence and carved intricate 

ornaments. The consorts of Brahma, namely Saraswati and 

Gayitri are shown in tribhanga. The central niche has Ganesa, 

on the right hand side niche VrisabhaVWhanasiva and in the 

left hand side niche Visnu are depicted. The stone sculpture 

of NarWyana has also three niches; Central niche at the top 

has Brahma, Ganesa is on the right hand side and on the left 

hand side there is Vrisabhavahanasiva . The tradition of 

depicting different deities in small niches alongwith the main 

deity was popular in Madhya Pradesh. This tradition had 

influenced Gujrat sculptors from there it is subsequently 

reached in Goa. Through above cited two sculptures are 
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excellently modeled and are proportional they look stiff as if 

they are standing in attention pose. There is no easy movement 

and life in the sculptures. 

It has been already pointed out that Hoysala sculpture 

had influence on the sculpture of Goa during the period of Goa 

Kadambas. This Hoysala influer.ce can be seen on Vetiila  

sculpture of Loliem   Ganesa sculptures of 

Verna, Siroda and Chandreshwar and MahishWsurmardini from 

Quepem and Surla (Plates Nos.: 34, 32., J.?). (Plate 542)no 

Modeling of the sculpture and ornaments found on the body of 

the deities also reveal Hoysala influence. Particularly on 

Quepcm Mahishsurmardini, in the influence of Hoysala is more 

striking. The horns of buffalo, legs and the face, the 

necklaces and the ear-rings worn by the goddess are deeply 

carved. Horns have been separated from the main body of the 

sculpture. Even ornaments are deeply carved and shown detached 

from the breast of the goddess. The sculptor it seems wanted 

to show holes in the ear-rings (Kundaliis). After making deep 

perforation into ear-rings, he kept the holes incomplete. 

Toran7ts chiseled on these sculptures also reveal Hoysala 

influence. 

It has been suggested that an independent school of 

sculptures developed in South Konkan under Goa Kadambas. 15  It 

is evident from the above discussion that sculptures of Goa 

has been influenced by Gujrat as well as later Chalukyas and 
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Hoysala sculpture. However, Sculptors from Goa did not lack 

imagination skill and innovation. This is evident from Visnu 

icon of Savai-vere, MahishWsurmardini depicted in boat and 

Orlim hero-stone. But so called so th Konkan school of 

sculpture has no independent style of its own. Therefore, it 

would be an exaggeration to call Kadamba sculpture as an 

independent school of South Konkan. 

After the Kadambas of Goa the last phase of sculpture 

belongs to Vijayanagara period. There was no change in the use 

of raw material for sculpturing the image. Schist continued as 

the raw material. Vijayanagara rulers revived once again the 

tradition of carving portraits of the members of the royal 

family. There is portrait of Madhavamantri displayed in the 

state Museum of Goa (Plate No. ,60). Mgdhavmantri who was the 

Governor of Goa during Vijayanagara period and dominated the 

political scene for about half century. In the sculpture he is 

depicted with bow in a right hand and scepter in the left. A 

quiver full of arrows is hung on the left hand shoulder. He is 

depicted with mustache. He wears necklace, armlets and 

anklets. An attendant holding the parasol in show. Reference 

to Mgrtand Bhairavg. 17  the syncretic icon of surya and siva 

has been made in the previous chapter. The portrait of 

Mgdhavamantri and Mgrtand Bhairav-i belong. to Vijayanagara 

period. It seems the same sculptor or the sculptor belonging 

to the same guild had carved the above two stone sculptures 
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belong to the same tradition. 

Small Snrya stone sculpture of Sanguem, Mahishiicsurmardini  

stone sculpture from Torshem (Pedne), Par-Usgaon Ponda taluka 

are also of Vijayanagara period. On both stone sculptures of 

Mahish'gsurmardini identical smiling expression is found these 

lack movement and life. 

The sculptors and masons of Goa were master craftman. The 

were known for their intricate carving. After the 

establishment of the Portuguese rule in three talukas of Old 

conquest (Tiswadi, Bardez and Salcete), the temple buildings 

activity came to an end. No new images could be consecrated. 

Therefore, many sculptors and masons left Goa and settled in 

the neighboring region. 18  Sculptor of Goa could carve out 

MahishWsurmardini depicted in boat. Kadagolu-Krishna and Visnu 

image of Savai-vere, Padmanabha from Cuncolim and 
-114,s42.,  

Mahishasurmardini from Nertavalifare masterpieces in sculpture 

of South Konkan. 
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CHAPTER X 

ARCHITECTURE.  

References to Brahminical shrines which included Saivite 

as well as Vaisnavite have been al6a,made. These Shrines are 

mostly Saivite caves. In Goa during c. 600 - 700 A.D. Buddhist 

also started utilising rock cut caves for their religious 

activity. 1  The rock cut architectural activity continued even 

during c. 1100 - 1200 A.D. and these rock cut caves were 

excavated by NUth-panthis. 2  It is proposed to discuss the 

architecture which include rock-cut caves, temples, memorial 

monuments and(load-rests )utilitarian monuments . 

Recently geomorphic investigations carried out with the 

help of the photo-geomorphic studies have revealed that 

laterite covered about one third of Zuari and Mandovi basin 

areas and unevenly distributed with respect to altitude and 

space. 3  As regard the entire area of Goa it may be stated that 

2/3 is covered with laterite. Therefore, locally available 

laterite hillocks were used scooping the caves. The earliest 

references to rock-cut caves of Goa are available in the 

writings of Lopes Mendes published during the latter part of 

the last century. He has mentioned the caves of Aravalem and 

Aquem at Lamgaon with the lime drawings of the above rock-cut 

caves. The tradition of associating rock-cut caves with 

Pandavas was also prevalent in Goa else where. This Portuguese 
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surveyor has mentioned that people called Aravalem caves as 

the caves of Pandavas (Pandavache Houri). He accurately 

measure rock-cut caves referred to above and has furnished the 

details of the measurements but he did not study the caves on 

stylistic basis. 4  He was not aware of the work being done by 

•English scholars James Fergusson and Burgess in India during 

the same period. 5  

Varde Valavlikar mentions Rivona, Lamgaon and Aravalem 

caves. He was the first to mention one line inscription found 

on the linga having solar disc aniconically representing Surya 

(Sun). In addition to the above caves he mentioned the caves 

of Reddi which are very close to northern border of Goa. 6 

 References to the caves arc found in the writings of Heras,7 

 In later works like South Indian temples,8  Personality of  

temples and Rock-cut caves of Deccan.` However, the credit of 

making systematic survey goes to Sail who explored Goa region 

in 1964 and discovered five more rock cut caves namely Narve, 

Surla tar, Kat-anzalem, Pissurlem and Sonal." One more rock-

cut cave of Dabosi was added by Settar and Rajashekhar of 

Karnataka University in 1978. 11  Mitterwallner has mentioned 

four rock-cut caves which were not known to earlier scholars 

and these arc namely Kundai•, Adkon, Divar and Pilar.I 2  The 

rock cut caves of Surla tar is mentioned in the Cultural  

History of Goa from 10000 B. C. to 1352 A. D.1.3 
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Single-Celled caves.  

In Consua (Mormugao) (Plan No. 1), Dabosi (Plan No. 

3), Sonal (Plan No. 2) and Karanzol (all three villages in 

Sateri), the single cell caves have been found. In the section 

on the evolution of the linga in chapter VIII, it has been 

already mentioned that linga of Consua is one of the earliest 

lingas. 14  From this it is evident that rock-cut shrine of 

A  Consua was excavated in c.4000 A.D. It is probably the 

earliest series of single celled caves in Goa. 

At sonal village in the property of Shri Jaysingrao Rane, 

a single-cave without pillars and verandha is located. This 

single cell measures 78.5 meters in width and .41 meters in 

depth. The height of the cave is 1.41 meters. This cubicle is 

not provided with steps for entering the cave. Dabosi is about 

5 kms away from Valpoi on the way to Sonal. A kachha road in 

the right hand side connects Dabosi. At a short distance from 

the village the single rock-cut cave is located. There is yet 

another rock-cut cave at Karanzol on the bank of Mahadai 

river. The rock-cut cave of Karanzol is decorated with 

shikhara motif. These small rock-cut caves were not meant for 

meditation or habitation. These were way side shrines. 15  Icons 

were housed in these above niche like caves. The devotees 

offered worship by standing outside such small shrines 

excavated on the single boulders and these have been reported 

from Kerala also. Therefore the above mentioned small rock-cut 
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cubicles (cells) were way-side shrines of Goa." Though the 

caves of Mangeshi is of a single cell, it had on each side 

similar cubicles. These adjacent cubicles were demolished 

while widening the road. 17  Moreover, it has square yoni pitha  

and the linga  is missing. 

It has been suggested that architecture activity of 

Brahminical caves (these caves have been called (Siv-51ayas) 

 began in Goa and these simple caves provided the first models 

between 400-500 A.D. Goa- caves establish a link between 

Buddhist caves in north and the Chalukyan caves in south east 

Deccan. The rock-cut caves of Goa are located in midway in 

space and time. These rock-cut caves of Goa reveal the 

developments that took place between the fall of Satvahanas 

and the rise of Kadambas, Chalukyas and also mark the 

transition from Buddhist to Hinduism. 18  Only on the basis of 

the above referred rock-cut caves the single-cubicles and 

Aravalem caves the above dates were suggested. The plan of the 

simple rock-cut caves of Goa reveal that these are not 

providing any evolutionary evidence in the rock-cut 

architecture from north Konkan caves to Chalukyas of Badami. 

Therefore, the above statement seems to be too sweeping. 

However, these are the earliest Brahminical caves. Hence the 

statement of Coomarswamy that Brahmans did not begin to 

excavate shrines whether underground or monolithic much before 

sixth century has lost it validity.19 
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Inscriptions found in Aravalem caves or copper plates do 

not refer to the dynasties which were responsible for the 

excavation of the caves. Konkan Mauryas or the Bhojas had 

ruled Goa during the period and by them some of the caves 

might have been excavated. Konkan Mauryas ruled Goa during c. 

500 - 700 A.D. The first ruler of Mauryas known in this 

region is Chandravarman of Sivapura (Goa) copper plate. 2°  This 

copper plate refers to donation made to Buddhist Vihara and is 

dated on palaeographic grounds c. 500 A.D. However, Bandora 

plates of Anir:)jitavarman (6th or 7th century) refers to the 

gifts made to Brahmins. 21  Therefore, those copper plates 

indicate that Konkan Mauryas did not patronise only Buddhism 

but they were tolerant towards Hinduism also. It may be argued 

that like Konkan Mauryas of Gharapuri the Konkan Maurya rulers 

of Goa might have excavated some Saivite caves of Goa. 22  

Like Konkan Mauryas the Bhojas were patrons of Buddhism 

as well as Hinduism. It has been already mentioned that the 

cave of Consua is ascribed to c. 400 A.D. Siroda copper plate 

of Devaraja mentions gifts made to Indraswami and 

Govindaswami. The copper plate is plaeographically dated to c. 

400 A.D. 23  These two Brahmins got the gift perhaps for the 

worship of the shrine of Consua of the rock-cut cave. Recently 

on the basis of the identification of the place names 

mentioned in Hiregutti copper, plate of Asantikavarman dated c. 

500 A.D., it has been suggested that the above king made 
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donation to Lamgaon caves. 24  Bhojas who ruled Goa were 

probably the Sun worshippers. During their rule Aravalem caves 

were excavated. 

Aravalem Caves (Flake He. 5 3) • 

The village Aravalem is located in Bicholim taluka. This 

village is known in Konkani as Haravali. Hara means Siva and 

ohol means rivulet. 25  Infront of the rock-cut caves a small 

rivulet flows. It seems the Bhojas rulers selected 

intentionally the village which is associated with Siva for 

excavation rock-cut caves. The ancient shrine of Rudreshwara 

of Haravali was built before the excavation of the rock-cut 

caves. 26  Aravalem excavated in a laterite hillock, have 

pillard facade. (Plan No. 4). These caves also have clearly 

portrayed cornice (kapota) and properly scooped out 

entablature (prastEra). Aravalem cells can be approached 

through outer-terrace and outer-antechamber (ardhamandapa). 

There are six cell resembling cubicles. Five of these six 

cells No. 2, 3, 4, 5 are facing the south. Cell No. 1 at the 

entrance north western end of the cubicle however faces the 

south-east. The cell No. 1 is on the left of the cubicle No. 2 

and forms a right angle. The above mentioned cells have square 

platform (pitha) of laterite and thus it is an integral part 

of the cave itself (monolithic). It has been already pointed 

out that these square pithas are characteristic of Chalukyan 
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lingas. However, the lingas are of schist and these are 

detachable. Since laterite is softer it has been compared to 

female (stri sila-) and the schist has been compared to male 

(pum silg). 27  

In cell No. 1 there is a linga with inscription in box—

headed Brahmi characters discovered in 1979. In cell No. 2 

linga capped with disc symbolically representing Surya (Sun) 

and it has one line inscription Slimbalurvgsi Ravih (Ravi the 

resident. of Sambalur) in Brahmi characters. This one line 

inscription is palaeographically dated to c. 700 A.D. In cell 

No. 3 there is a plain linga without any inscription but has 

bramhasutras. In Cell No. 4 linga is pointed like an arrow 

symbolically representing Kgrtikeya. Cell No. 5 has smallest 

linga among lingas of Aravalem. The last rectangular cell No. 

6 has high bench like rectangular platform (pitha) and has 

eight sockets. This cell has been identified as dormitory. 28 

However, these eight sockets have been looked over. These 

eight sockets indicate that it had aniconic representation of 

SaptamWtrikas. 29  Eight sockets was perhaps meant for aniconic 

representation of Ganesa. Hence this cell was not used as 

dormitory but for the worship of aniconic representation of 

Saptamatrikas. Aravalem caves have unique representation of 

Surya, lartikeya and Siva. This is the first such syncrestic 

aniconic representation of Mgrtanda Bhairava in the whole 

country." 
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It is mentioned that Aravalem caves were originally 

excavated by Buddhists and were later converted into 
• 

Brahmanical caves. Recently after the discovery of the 

inscription on the linga of the cubicle No. 1 in box headed 

characters fashioned out of a pillar from the temple. 

Converting pillar of the temple into linga and consecrating it 

in Aravalem made the above argument more forceful. 31  There are 

evidence to show that some Buddhist caves were later converted 

into Brahmanical. One such nearest example is Panhale-kaji 

caves of North Konkan. 32  Buddhist caves of Panhale-kaji 

permitted such alteration on account of different ground plan. 

The cells of Panhale-kaji could be converted into Nall Panthi 

caves. But the ground plan of Aravalem is quite different . 

The cells of Aravalem are very small and did not permit such 

alterations. The Square yoni-pithas are monolithic and form an 

integral part of the cave. The cave of Aravalem is similar to 

Badami Cave III. Therefore, Aravalem was not a Buddhist rock-

cut cave. It was conceived as a syncrestic Brahmanical cave 

and was never altered and has remain as a Brahmanical cave. 

One line inscription on the linga having disc was wrongly 

read as Sachipura cha sirasi (on the top of Sachipura). 33  It 

was dated to first centuries of Christian Era. In 1960's the 

inscription was read as SI'mbalur v'Esi Ravih  (Ravi the resident 

of Sambalur). On palaeographic grounds it has been dated to c. 

500 A.D. 34  On the basis of the latter reading Mitterwaliner 
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has dated the caves to first half of the fifth century A.D. 35 

 However, scholars from Epigraphic Survey of India do not 

accept the date suggested by Ramesh and ascribed this 

inscription to c. 700 A.D. 36  

The dates suggested on the basis of one-line inscriptions 

are divergent. The discovery of second inscription in box-

headed Brahmi characters dated to 500 A.D., on the linga  of 

chamber No. 1 added to the controversy in dating the caves. 

Settar on the basis of the second inscription dated the caves 

of Aravalem to c. 400-500 A.D. The linga which has this 

inscription is fashioned out of the pillar of Siva temple. 38 

 Therefore, the temple was constructed earlier (c. 500 A.D.) to 

the excavation of the caves of Aravalem. Hence the date of the 

inscription in the box-headed characters is not the period in 

which the caves of Aravalem caves were excavated. The date of 

the one-line inscription is of considerable importance in 

dating the caves of Aravalem. The patrons, most probably the 

Bhojas having conceived the plan of syncrestic aniconic 

representation got inscribed the one-line inscription at the 

time of the consecration of the lingas.  Therefore the most 

reasonable date of Aravalem caves would be c. 700 A.D. 

Architecturally the caves of Aravalem resemble Badami caves 

No. 3 of Mangalesa 39  and this has been dated to 578 A.D. 

Therefore, it would be reasonable to date the cave of Aravalem 

to c. 700 A.D. 
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There are rock-cut caves influenced by the architecture 

of Aravalem. But these caves are not large scale excavations 

but simple caves consisting of shrine and have antechamber 

(qrdhamandapa)  in front with plain cubical pillars. In this 

category the cave of Mangeshi (Plan No. 5), Narve cave II 

(Plan No. 7) Surla (Plan No. 8 ), Lamgaon (Plan No. 9) may be 

included. The cave of Mangeshi has been dated to c. 800 A.D." 

The cave No. I of Narve is also of considerable importance 

(Plan No, 6). On square pedestal (piths 7) in cave of Narve II 

a sejant lion of 15 inches is installed. Sejant lion is on a 

pedestal and has a Brahmi inscription referring to the pious 

women who has made the donation. The mane below the chin of 

the lion and bell-hand around the neck and unusually thick 

mustache are striking features of the lion. On the basis of 

the interpretation of Aravalem lingas, this lion has been 

called the linga  aniconically representing Durga. 41  Such 

Durga linga  has been reported from Dakshina Kannada and it has 

been suggested that such linga might have worshipped on 

account of ultra Saivism. 42  The pious women who has made 

donation may be perhaps Vijayabhattarika the early Chalukyan 

women ruler from the Iridige Vishaya and she might have made 

the donation for the excavation of this small shrine. 

Inscription is worn out and is not clear. Early chalukyas were 

the worshippers of Nafayana their emblem insignia was Varaha.  

The linga  may he representing Narasimha. 43  Therefore, this may 

be taken us representation of Narasimha. 
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The cave of Lamgaon has well cut entabulator (prast-a-ra). 

 The facade has two pillars. Behind the facade there is 

antechamber (ardhamandapa).  The sanctum (garbhagriha)  has also 

two cubical pillars. On the plan the cave of Lamgaon resembles 

the caves of Aravalem. 

The yonipitha of Lamgaon is similar to the yonipitha of 

Pattadakal. The linga  of the Virup-aksha temple of Pattadakal 

has been dated to c. 800 A.D. Therefore, the cave Lamgaon may 

be dated to c. 800 A.D. However, Mitterwallner is doubtful 

about the date as the linga  is not an integral part of the 

cave (it is not monolithic). Hence it may have been 

consecrated later. 44  But linga  on the yonipitha  of Lamgaon is 

not proportionate on the ancient yonipitha.  Therefore, only a 

new linga  could have been replaced on the earlier yonipitha. 

Therefore, the date c. 800 A.D. suggested for Lamgaon cave 

seems to be correct. 

Buddhist Caves  

There are also Buddhist caves in Goa and these are namely 

the Buddhist cave of Lamgaon and the natural cave of Rivona 

used by Buddhists. 

These caves are located in Lamgaon (Bicholim) and consist 

of two caves. The first cave is Brahmanical and that has been 

already dealt above. The second cave is Buddhist. Reference 

has been already made to the Bhojas patronage of Lamgaon 
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caves. Hiregutti copper plates of Asankitavarman registers the 

gift of Sundarika village in Deepak vishaya to a Buddhist'  

Vihara. Deepqk has been taken as an island and has been 

identified as Anjediva island near Karwar or Divar. However, 

Deep is not an island but it means a lamp. Even now many Goans 

call Bicholim as Divachali or Dicholi. Sundarpet is a locality 

of Bicholim town and this may be identified with Sundarika 

mentioned in the inscription. Lamgaon caves are located hardly 

at a distance of 2 Kms from Sundarpet. On palaeographic 

grounds Hiregutti copper plates are dated to the middle of the 

6th century A.D. 45  

It would be relevant to examine whether the above copper 

plate of Niregutti tallies with the style of architecture 

which is found in Lamgaon cave No. 2. The ground plan of 

Aravalem is square and it had four pillars. Only one pillar 

from the south east corner is intact and only top portion of 

other three pillars has remained Length of the corner pillar 

is 2.36 meter. 

Mitterwaliner has rightly pointed out that it is 

difficult to state' whether there were rooms on the north and 

south as the caves have been damaged on account of waterfall 

which is active during the rainy season. The waterfall has 

destroyed the lower portions of the hall and the rooms. 

Ceiling on the south of the cave indicates that the architects 

(sthapatis) made efforts to continue the excavation but on 
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account of the interior quality of the laterite architects 

might have taught to abandon the project. 46  The reasons for 

abandoning the project which had received gift from the Bhoja 

ruler can be explained in technical term. The caves of Lamgaon 

1 and 2 are surface cuttings in laterised banded hemite 

quartzites (BHQ) which have regional Dharwarian trend NW-SE 

and dip due NE 45. The cave No. 2 is rectangular with flat 

roof with four supporting pillars of insitu laterite itself. 

Such a cutting considerable across the dip rock may stay 

supported for a certain length of time. This bridging or 

"stand up" capacity of the rock primarily depends on the 

magnitude of shearing and tensile stresses within the 

unsupport mass. In this case the rock being laterised BHQ 

which have prominent inherent bedding joints the bridging 

capacity to low and hence it has resulted in roof collapse. 47  

It seems from the above reasons there the cave No. 2 of 

Lamgaon was never completed. However, the decoi-ation found on 

the moulded plinth indicates that it was a Buddhist cave. On 

this plinth chaitya windows have been chiseled out. This also 

gives the clue for dating of the cave and these may be 

ascribed to c. 600 A.D. There is yet another pattern called 

freize design found on entabulator (prastn-a).  This freize 

pattern is found on Badami cave III which is dated 578 A.D. 

From this it is evidence the ,Lamgaon cave No. 2 was excavated 

in c. 600 A.D. 48 
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The above discussion also indicates that the Buddhist 

cave was excavated earlier in c. 600 A.D. After two centuries 

cave No. 1 of Lamgaon which is a Brahmanical cave was 

excavated. 

2. Rivona natural cave. 	(Plane No. 9) 

Reference to the natural cave of Rivona has been already 

made in chapter V. Buddhist monks of Mahayana  used this cave 

for residential purpose before the construction Buddhist 

shrine which was hardly at a distance of 300 mts away from 

this natural cave. An irregular niche of 2.28 mts., has a 

bench in the south western corner. There are 14 steps scooped 

into the northern wall of the court which leads to the cave. 

The sitting-stone sculpture of Buddha in bhumisparsha mudert  

was found in the site reference to above. This stone sculpture 

is dated to c. 700 A.D. Therefore, it is evident that Buddhist 

monks had lived in the natural cave of Rivona during this 

period and continued to practice their faith till the end of 

Kadamba period. 

Nah-Panthi Caves. 

The NEth-yogis of Goa were the last to use the rock-cut 

caves as the place of worship as well as for residential 

purpose. Archaeological approach has been fruitfully utilised 

for the study of rock-cut caves of Goa and the similar 

approach has been used for the study of Panhale -Kaji caves.49 



The N3th-Panthi 	caves were located near the important shrines 

associated 	with 	Siva. 	The 	following 	table 	furnishes 	the 

locality of 	the 	Shrine 	and the 	cave 	-site 	and the 	taluka 	in 

Goa. 

Sr. 
No. Nah-Panthi Shrine Location Cave Site 

1 Saptakoteshwar Diwadi Diwadi 
(Saptanath) (Tiswadi) Malar locality 

2 Govan-gth Pilar Pilar below 
(Goveshwar) (Gopakapattan) Seminary 

3 Tkdiniith Usgaon Dharbandoda 
(Ponda) Khandepar, 

Kodar, 
Ishwarbhat 

4 Matsyendi- ariath 
and Gorakhanath 

Mathagram 
(Madagaon 

Aquem 

Salcete) 

5 SiddhanIth Cuncolim Malanguinim 

6 Siddha of Bhatti Curdi cave 
Chandreshwar 

a 

(Sanguem) 

7. Madhavanth Curpe i) Sanguem 
Vichundrem 
Neturli, 

Caves 
ii) Caves 

located on 
Salauli 
Canal 

The first two Caves were identified by Mitterwallner 

alongwith the shrines." The survey conducted during the last 

five years has revealed that remaining caves could be 

identified as Va-th-Panthi caves and could be associated with 

the above mentioned shrines. 
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Diwadi cave (Plan No. 11) 

The rock-cut cave of Diwadi consist of two cells. In the 

front there is a rectangular cell and the shape of the cell at 

the rear is square. It seems the sculptors wanted to cut the 

pillars at the facade of the cave. But the effort were 

abandoned and this attempt has left a groove on the right-hand 

side of the door. There is a flexed cornice (kapota). This 

Kapota is simple and undecorated and throws off rain water 

from the exterior of the cave. The door has sockets meant for 

installing the door. The inner cell has peg-holes and small 

niche. The front cell has a ventilator. Internally the 

ventilator is circular but on the roof one can notice that 

circular gav-iksha is excavated in a square. The residents of 

Diwadi call this cave as yogiche xhar (the abode of ascetic). 

Pilar Cave 	(Plan No. 12) 

The cave of Pilar was excavated on a small laterite out-

crop at the foot of the hill on the south west. This cave was 

sealed by the Portuguese in the 16th century. In 1958, whom 

the debris were removed the cave was discovered. After four 

years of•the discovery, on the order of the 'Archbishop of Goa, 

the cave was demolished. The cave was rectangular in shape and 

had four deep niches on either side. Rock-cut cave had an 

irregular door and had no decorations on it. On the right hand 

side of the door relief of Ganesa was craved. There was a 
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relief on the left hand side also but could not be 

identifi 4a,0  -. On the narrow wall of the cave Lowards the 

north a human figure or a deity was chiseled. At the centre on 

the same wall a snake in the upright position with expanded-

hood was craved. In the long eastern wall contained a laterite 

bed niche. On this laterite bed nath-yogi could have slept 

easily. This was opposite to the relief of 1n ga. This cave 

might have served as a cult-cum residential purpose for nth 

yogis. 

In this Pilar cave, winnowing - basket, sandals on 

platform (Padukas on pitha) and sword discovered. All these 

three objects are made from brass and have ritualistic 

significance. A heart shaped yoni carved in laterite was also 

found. Its upper portion is provided with a 4 cms., broad-

raised rim which was meant to hold liquid. As it had no 

separately carved yoni to insert linga, Mitterwallner has 

identified this as an independent cult objective association 

with Shakta rites. However, the above laterite object 

resembles brass lamp and there was an arrangement to store the 

oil. Therefore, wick could have been easily put. Hence it 

could have been used as a lamp. In addition to the 	above 

objects, broken sculptures of Bhairava and !all were 

discovered near the cave of Pilar. Nth - yogis were the 

worshippers of these deities.51 
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Rock-cut caves of Khandepar.  (Plan No. 13) 

In the list of the rock-cut caves associated with Nath-

Panthi shrines, Khandepar rock-cut caves have been associated 

with the shrine of Adinath located in Usgaon (Ponda). At the 

time of the publication of the paper on Rock-cut caves of 

Khandepar, the date in hand Nets not sufficient to associate 

them with NWth-Panthis. 52  As the evidence are now available, 

these caves have been associated with NWth-Panth. 

Khandepar rock-cut cave group consist of three twin caves 

facing the east, Opposite to the cave No. 1 there is an 

independent single cave facing west. Khandepar caves are 

located on the bank of the river khandepar which is a 

tributary of Mandovi. These four caves have been excavated out 

of laterite hillock of 5 mts in height and 12.4 mts in breath 

and 35 mts in length. 

Cave No. 1 and 2 which are to the right are chiseled 

jointly in a single block. The third cave is just adjacent to 

the second (as shown in the figure No. ) at a distance of 

one meter. Caves have been provided with sloppy roof which is 

best suited in a costal area where the rainfall is high. These 

caves of Khandepar are monolithic only upto cornice (Kapota). 

The Shikhara is structural and it is constructed out of the 

laterite blocks. The Shikhara is arranged in five tiers 

without any ornamental details and amalaka. 
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First and second caves have one socket each on both sides 

of the door jamb which were meant for fixing the wooden doors. 

Such sockets are also present in Kanheri caves near Borivali 

Bombay. The above mentioned caves here an inner door leading 

to rear cell and it has a schist frame. But the schist door 

frames have disappeared now. Only schist thresh holds have 

remained. The very slight deference between length and breadth 

of the cells. Sometimes the deference is 30 cms to 50 cms. 

Actually the cells are rectangular and any one without 

measuring them would declare them as square. The cave No. 1 is 

the largest and best-equipped cave with the highest number of 

peg-holds and niches in the Khandepar group. These were meant 

for hanging the robes of the intimates. Large small niches 

were chiseled out for keeping lamps and belonging. The cells 

situated in the front get sufficient light and air if the 

doors were kept open. The inner cell needed ventilation and 

hence exhaust was provided. Sculptors have embellished ceiling 

of outer cell wit lantern pattern (KadalikTikaran). (Plan No. 

14) This motif is superfluous in Khandepar monolithic cave 

temple because it is not serving any purpose. Architects 

(Sthapatis) were not faced with the problem of procuring large 

slabs so as to cover the roof. They were copying a pattern 

which was already found in a structural temples. This well-

equipped cave No. 1 might have been for the head of the 

monastery of the Khandepar. 
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From the location of the independent cell facing the west 

it was evidence that it was a shrine. However, a considerable 

amount of silt from the river had accumulated after the caves 

were abandoned as the intimates had left in the course of five 

or six hundred years. During the course of the removal of the 

silt and debris in 1981 a platform on which the deity was 

worshipped in the shrine was discovered. Fragments of schist-

stone sculpture such as delicately carved hands with bracelets 

(KankanZs) were found. An ear-ring of brass was also 

discovered. It seems that it belonged to a bronze deity. 

However, no bronze could be traced. Rock-cut caves of 

Khandepar are located on trade route connect Belgaum 

(Velugram) and hence these were vulnerable. Small pieces of 

stone sculpture clearly indicate that the image were 

deliberately destroyed. The invading army, of Malik Kafur might 

have destroyed these images. 53  Infront of the twin-caves a 

raised court yard with post-holes was found. These post-holes 

were meant for erecting shamiyana or wooden mantapa on festive 

occasions. Such arrangement of erecting shamiyana has been 

reported from Panhale Kaji cave No. 28. 54  

Though the river is hardly 20 mts away from the caves, 

two water cisterns have been excavated in front of the group 

of twin caves. The stored water in these cisterns was perhaps 

meant for rituals. 

The architects (sthapatis) of Khandepar had a good 
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understanding of topography. This is evident from the 

arrangement they had made to drain out the rain water 

accumulated on the site. A drain from hillock discharging the 

water into the river was excavated. After these caves were 

abandoned from 1300 A.D. on wards, silt had accumulated in 

these caves. 

In plan and environment the caves of Khandepar are 

)I( similar to Panhale Kaji caves. It is very close to Adinath 

shrine of Usgao .n. Moreover, temple of Saptikoteshwar 

(Saptanah) venerated by Nath-Panthis is Opa. This shrine is 

hardly at a distance of 3 Kms from Khandepar. Therefore, 

Khandepar rock-cut caves of Kadamba period (c. 1200 - 1300 

A.D.) belong to NEth-Panthis. 

Ishwarbhat Cave. 	(Plan No. 15) 

-4 	 At a short distance from Khandepar rock-cut cave, there 

is another single rock-cut cave. Like Khandepar cave it is 

monolithic only upto cornice (Kapota) and the Shikhara is 

structural. There is linga  inside the shrine and outside Nandi 

is kept. This is also belongs to Kadamba period. 

Kodar Caves. 	(Plan No. 16) 

Three rock-cut caves are situated by the road side in 

Kodar village near Khandepar. These caves facing the west. The 

first chamber from the left has an access from the rear 
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chamber and this chamber acted as a passage. These cells are 

provided with niches. The largest cave on the right hand side 

was perhaps used as kitchen cum dining hall. In this cell 

number of pot-sherds were found. The cells are having peg - 

holes and niches. 

The height of the hillock in which Kodar caves are 

excavated is not sufficient to make it monolithic. Hence only 

upto cornice (Kapota) these caves were excavated in laterite 

hillock. On the top of the walls, space has been excavated to 

keep the rafters and cover the rock by means of tiles or 

coconut leaves. So far, no references to thatched roof caves 

have been found from any part of India. Therefore, Kodar caves 

seem to unique thatched roof caves of Nah-Panthis. 

Dharbandoda Cave  

is situated in Dharbandoda Co-operative Sugar factory 

campus which is about 5 Kms from Khandcpar. This cave 

resembles the natural cave of Rivona used by Buddhist. This 

cave was also most probably used by NEth-Panthis during 

Kadamba period. (c. 1200 - 1300 A.D.) 

Adkon Cave  

There are no cult-images or no evidence to indicate to 

which cult this cave of Adkon belonged. Hence Mitterwallner 

has put it in category of the caves of unknown consecration." 
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Vetala  temple is located in the Vicinity of this rock-cut 

cave. Reference to Vetala  temple and the annual flir (Jate5) 

 of Adakon has been already made in Chapter IV. As Vetala was 

worshipped by NA-th-Panthis, this rock-cut cave may have been a 

Nalh-Panthi cave. 

Caves excavated in laterite have been found in Sanguem 

taluka, in Sanguem proper on the banks Kushavati river in 

Curdi village near the ancient site of MahIdeva temple and on 

the right bank of Salauli canal (Plan No. 17). 

In Aquem, suburb of Madagaon behind St. Sebastian Chapel 

(Plan No. 18) there are caves excavated in laterite. In 

Malunguini of Salcete taluka there are two caves (Plan No. 

19). Out of these caves mentioned from Sanguem and Salcete 

Aquem caves are large scale excavations and are architectural 

important. The main door facing the east has sockets on the 

top indicating that door was installed. The door was bolted 

inside through the commonly used wooden cross-rod (argala) 

 which was fixed in the sockets.56  This large rock-cut cave is 

rectangular but it is divided into chambers like a railway 

coach. The door on the north had a door jamb of schist. Near 

this on the right hand side there is a window. The inner 

chamber has peg-holes and niches. In the outer cell sculptor 

wanted to carve Kadalikiikaran  at the centre of the ceiling but 

this was abandoned on account of the inferior quality of the 

laterite. Even top of the cave is neatly cut. It seems that 
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there was a plan to construct a Shikhara  on the ton similar to 

Khandepar waves. 

The laterite caves excavated during Kadamba period had 

schist door frames. Architects (sthapatis)  know that schist 

has more tensile strength and could boar the horizontal load. 

In the caves of Aquem, Malanguinim, Curdi, Salauli, 

Dharbandoda and Sanguem , we do not have evidence of Buddhist 

of Jainism. So far no Jain caves have been discovered in Goa. 

From the list of the caves and the shrines of Nith-Panthi it 

is evident that these above caves may have been used by Ngth-

yogis for the residential cum cult purpose. These Nth Panthi 

caves are larger that early Brahmanical caves and these are 

purely utilitarian. There are no decorative motifs on the 

facade. Two or three With yogis could comfortably live in the 

these rock-cut cells and practice various forms of yoga. 

Architects (sthapatis)  of Goa had to work hard in an 

inferior quality primary laterite. In this medium they started 

working and had shown considerable amount of skill in 

excavating caves like Khandepar. If the hillock had no 

sufficient height they converted it into thatched roof caves 

and continued upto the end of Kadamba period. 

Temple Architecture  

Excavation of Brahmanical rock-cut caves and the 

construction of the structural temples during the ancient 
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period seems to have been simultaneous development in Goa. One 

of the earliest temples constructed in bricks was discovered 

at Chandor (Chandrapur) in excavation conducted by South 

Western Circle of. Archaeological Survey of India in 1974. This 

temple had sanctum (garbhagriha) circumbulatory 

(pradakshin-5path), assembly hall (sabha mandap) and medium 

size porch (mukha mandap). The temple was facing towards east, 

12 lime stones bay placed in 2 rows of 6 each found in 

excavation suggest that the roof of the hall (assembly) was 

supported by wooden pillars. 57  This temple was probably built 

by Bhojas during c. 400 A.D. To which deity this temple was 

dedicated is not known. 

In chapter V ancient temples either belonging to Siva or 

Visnu have been mentioned. From the epigraphic data available 

it is evident that there were temples of Siva and PErvati at 

Nundem (Sanguem). At Haravale (Aravalem) also there was a 

temple of Siva. Nundem as well as Aravalem inscriptions are 

palacographically dated to c. 500 A.D. 58  For the construction 

of the above mentioned three temples probably laterite as well 

as schist may have been used. The linga of Aravalem which has 

seven lime inscription in box-headed characters was in fact 

fashioned out of a pillar of schist from the temples of Siva 

(Rudreshvar). This fact clearly reveals that schist was also 

used alongwith laterite for building temples and the use of 

schist continued upto Vijayanagara period.59 
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Reference to the temples of the Bhoja period has been 

made above. However, there are no evidence of Southern 

Silahra" temples. Only from Kadamba period onwards the history 

of temple architecture is fairly well documented. There are 

numerous documents in Portuguese furnishing the destruction of 

the temples from the Old conquest comprising Tiswadi, Bardez 

and Salcetc: Hence there is a tendency of ascribe the 

destruction of the temples to the Portuguese. Many temples 

were destroyed by Muslim invaders from the North. Ala-ud-din 

of Delhi might have destroyed some temples. In another 

invasion of 1327 A.D. a few more temples might have been 

destroyed." In total about 566 places of Hindu worship were 

destroyed during the 16th century. 61  But all these 566 

shrines were not constructed out of schist or basalt. Many 

shrines may have been simple titled roof structures. Old 

conquest was rich in resources than the New conquest as the 

agricultural yield was more than the New conquest. Hence the 

society could sustain the number of well known temples. 

Salcete had much seven well known temples and Tiswadi had 

one. 62  

From the ruins of the temples lying on the ancient of 

MahWlsW at Verna and at Chandreshwar temple on Parvat it is 

evident that these two temples were built during the Kadamba 

period. These temples had gabled roof (sloppy roof). Goa being 

a costal area, the rainfall is heavy and hence gabled roofs 
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were an environmental necessity. Many architectural pieces and 

sculptures from various temples of Goa are in the collection 

of Old Goa Museum. These architectural pieces mostly 

constituted miniature shikharas.  These are either Kadamba 

miniature Shikhar -a- s  or Kadamba as well as Rekh-i-N -Egara 

 shikara-s. Goa like Pattadakal has both Dravida as well as 

Rektig-Nagar-5  temples during the Kadamba period. A huge door 

jamb of schist is displayed in the precincts of St. Cajetan 

church at. Old Goa. The size of the door clearly indicated that 

it belongs to a large structural temple of Kadamba period. At 

the bottom of the door jamb on either side three miniature 

Kadamba shikharas have been carved. The architrave in the form 

of a wavy band was added by the Portuguese." The door 

resembles door jamb of a Hoyasala temple. Many ancient temples 

of Goa had tanks in the vicinity. The ancient temples of 

Saptakoteshwar temple of Diwadi, N7igeshi temple of 

Bandivade have tanks. Even now in the first two sites of the 

ancient temples large tanks can be seen. These tanks are 

either excavated in laterite (monolithic) like Diwadi or 

structural like NWgeshi of Bandivade or MahAlsE tank at Verna. 

The latter two tanks are built of laterite. These tanks are 

called locally tirth-As.  The devotees considered these tanks 

essential for the worship of the deities. The water required 

for the worship was used from these tanks. In this respect the 

temples of Goa resemble South Indian. temples. However, in 

North India most of the temples do not have tanks." 



Only three ;i1irandhara  Kadamba temples in Goa provided 

glimpses of Kadamba architecture in'Goa and these are namely 

Curdi Mah'Sdeva temple (now being transplanted by 

.Archaeological Survey of India at Salauli dam project site) 

MahWdeva temple of Tambdi Surla and Saptakoteshwar temple of 

Opa. 

Curdi Mahadeva  temple  (Plan No. 20, 21 and 22) 

Curdi Mah3deva temple is located on the left bank of 

Netravali river flowing in the Northern direction. Netravali 

River takes a sudden turn towards the east at Curdi. Hence 

this particular spot may have been considered holy for the 

construction of the temple. In the vicinity of Maliadeva there 

was one more temple on the right hand side. Till recently the 

plinth of this temple could be seen at number of pieces of 

country tiles were also found . This clearly indicates that 

the temple had tiled roof. Mah-gdeva temple is built of 

laterite on a hard laterite ground and had no foundation. 65 

 The wall (bhitti)  of the temple and the shikhara-  are 

constructed out of laterite but schist is used for the 

ceiling, door jamb and the pillars. The laterite is brittle 

and has less tensile strength than the schist. As the schist 

could withstand the thrust upon it, the architects (sthapatis) 

 of Goa used schist in temple as well as caves of Goa. However, 

use of more than one kind of stone for building was known in 

the other regions of India as well. Such tradition has been 
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reported from Kerala as well as Tamilnadu. In Kerala for 

temple plinth (adhisthirri) granite is used. however, the walls 

are built of laterite. In Kanchipuram though the temples are 

of sand stones granite has been used for preventing the 

corrosiveness." 

Curdi temple consists of two parts : the sanctum 

(garbhagriha) and mukha mandapa. Externally the temple is 7 

mts long and 5 1/2 mts wide. The garbhagriha is square of 2.10 

mts X 2.10 mts. The mukhamandapa is 2.10 mts in length and 

1.80 mts in width. The sanctum is larger than mukhamandapa  

there is moon-stone (chandrashi13). However, Mitterwallner has 

identified mukhamandapa as porch and according to her 

mukhamandapa  is missing. 67  The evidences show that the temple 

is complete and the porch itself is mukhamandapa.  

The Shikharii can be designated as Vesara_ shikharT. It is 

the synthesis RekhE-nEgara and Kadamba N-a-gara styles. This 

kind of Shikhar-6 can be seen in later Chalukyas temples which 

represents an integration of North Indian and South Indian 

styles and this new style is technically known as vesara or 

historically as Chalukyan. 68  The Vesara Shikhar"E rises from 

the entire area of sanctum. Like other temples from the 

coastal area in general and Kadamba ,monuments in particular, 

the temple could not be provided with gabled roof on account 

of meager dimension. 
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The schist door jamb is embellished with diamond pattern. 

At the bottom women with heavy broad buns perhaps carrying 

water for ablution (abhisheka)  on pots (kalash)  for worship 

have been chiseled. At the centre of lintel (lara-tabimba)  of 

garbhagriha  Ganesa has been carved. The walls are adorned with

pilasters and some conical designs. The two schist pillars at 

the mukhamandapa  have circular moulded piths and kanda  is 

square. The upper part has circular , moulding. Pillars are 

plain and have no decorative carvings. 

The Gazetteer of Goa, Daman and Diu furnishes rather 

confusing account of Mandeva temple of Curdi. According to 

the Gazetteer the Shikharia"  of Curdi temple in plan and outlay 

seems to be of c. 800 A. D. and may have been constructed 

during the Si 1 ahEr-a" period. However, in the same work 

elsewhere the temple has been ascribed to c. 1.000 A. D. on the 

basis of WA'gari inscription which is displayed in Goa State 

Museum. This inscription refers to Rayana Sastadeva with high 

sounding titles like Parame shwa ra_l_ Paramabhattarika L 

 Parachandadanda.  It seems that the Kadamba ruler had already 

established himself as an independent monarch of Chandramandal 

which seems to have included Sanguem and Ponda taluka. 69  The 

above referred NFgari  inscription was not inlaid in Maligdeva 

.temple as stated inn the Gazetteer. However, it was inlaid in 

one of the ancient temples located near MahWdeva temple." 

Moreover, this inscription is not refereeing to the temple of 
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Mahaleva directly and hence this inscription is not helpful in 

fixing the date of Mahgdeva temple. 

The officials of Archaeological Survey of India engaged 

in transplantation of the Curdi temple to Salauli dam site 

found one more NSgari  stone inscription inserted between the 

two stones of Mahgdeva temple in 1984. The preliminary reading 

of the inscription revealed that the later inscription belongs 

to c. 110 A. D. 71  If this inscription was meant for 

displaying at the temple of Mahgdeva, it would have been 

visible. However, stone inscription was found in between the 

two stones. Therefore, the second inscription is also not 

helpful in dating the temple. The above two Nggari stone 

inscriptions only reveal political and cultural activity in 

the region of Chandramandal. Hence, the pillar types, the 

sculptures found in the vicinity such as Umgsahit Mahesh  

provide corroborative evidence that it is Kadamba temple of c. 

1200 A. D. Therefore, it would be incorrect to ascribe 

MahNdeva temple of Curdi to Southern Silahargs. Hence it is a 

temple built during the Kadamba period. 

Tambdi Surla Maligdeva temple:  (Plan No. 23) 

It has been mentioned earlier that schist has been used 

for door-frame for the laterite caves and for the ceiling in 

Curdi MahWdeva temple. Tambdi Surla MahWdeva temple is the 

only schist monument of Kadamba period which has survived.72 
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-t- 	
Mahadeva temple stands on a plain upapitha  which is divided 

into three bands. the ground plan of this temple consists of a 

pillard hall (mukhamandapa)  and sanctum (garbhagriha)  each 

following one after the other and on the same axis. 

Temple faces to the East. mukhamandapa  has three 

entrances. The main entrance facing the eat and the two side 

entrances are facing north and south. There is a(plain seat-

back )kakshgana  around this mandapa.  Externally KakshZsana  

is decorated with rosettes. The upapitha is extended and 

projected on either side of the entrance porches. The plinth 

(adhisthrtn)  rests on upapitha  and is plain excepting the 

position at the rear side of Kakshgsana  on which bold reliefs 

of rosettes are carved. There are 10 pillars in the 

mukhamandapa  resting on KakshEsana  These pillars are plain 

except for the circular and horizontal floral bands on the 

central part of the shaft and bear the weight of the gable-

shaped roof of mukhamandapa.  These sloppy roofs were 

environmental necessity in coastal belt. 73  If the structures 

had flat roof, the heavy rainfall during the monsoon would 

have adversely affected the monument. There are four central 

pillars on the raised Circular Platform of mukhamandapa. 

 Pillars have square base and are divided by two bands 

(pattik-a-s)  on which stands shaft is also square and plain. 

However, at the centre there are hexagonal, circular and 

square bands. The top of the shaft is again divided into a 
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number of circular bands which are carved nicely with lotus 

festoons and circular chain. The capital is four faced and is 

carved with makara torana, vySlas and kirtimukha. On the under 

surface of architrave lotus floral motif has been carved out. 

Other side architrave is plain and these pillars shoulder the 

architrave. Finally architrave bears the load of the flat roof 

of mukhamandapa. 

The centre of the roof of mukhamandapa is embellished 

with a decorative ceiling. Excellently cut and dressed slabs 

of schist constitute ceiling of mukhamandapa. The ceiling is 

arranged so as to display geometrical and floral designs 

accentuating beauty. The popular pattern of the ceiling was 

achieved by narrowing the open space of each bay with slabs 

arranged in trabcates in one plain. These look like a star 

with an ornate lotus in the centre. Generally the decoration 

ceiling is found in mukhamandapa, ardhamandapa and garbhagriha  

had such decorative ceiling. However, in Mahadeva temple of 

Tambdi Surla even in ardhamandapa such three decorative 

ceilings-are found. 

There are four niches (devakosth -ers) on the rear wall of 

the mukhamandapa and are facing the east, south and north. 

Both sides of the devakosth-eis have miniature pillars which 

* resemble the pillars of the mukhamandapa. The top of 

devakosthNs are embellished with miniature Kadamba shikhariTs.  

In one of the devakosth -ers on the left there is a standing icon 
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of Visnu. The hands of Visnu arc broken but discus (chakra) 

and conch (shankha) in the upper hand can still be 

identified. Visnu is shown with the crown (Kiritamukuta) on 

his head, necklaces (hafas) armlets '(keyur -a-s), bangles 

(kankanas) girdle (udarbhandaha) a long necklace of Vaijayanti 

is seen on his chest. On his right mount (v-ahana) Garuda is 

depicted in kneeling posture. Attendants arc also depicted on 

both sides of Visnu but these are damaged. In second 

devakost .5 there is a coiled Naga`. 

In another devakosta on the right of mukhamandapa Ganesa 

is housed. The left leg of Ganesa is crossed and folded and 

the right leg is extended down and is resting on pedestal. 

Thus Ganesa is shown in parWlambapad3sana. Ganesa has four 

hands two of which are broken at the elbow and in other two 

he holds Parasu in his right hand sweet (modaka) in his lower 

left hand. The belly of Ganesa is damaged. The serpent 

encircles his belly and interior walls are plain. Siva linga  

of schist is housed on a high stone pedestal. The exterior 

walls of the garbhagriha are also plain and are relieved by 

kudya sthamb-aTh. 

The shikhara which rises from the top of garbhagriha is 

in Dravidian style and is in receding tiers. The antifixae 

(sukhanasi) which faces the east is badly damaged. Sukhariasa  

are not common in the temples south of Andhra pradesh. 

However, these are characteristic feature of Chalukyan 
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temples. 75  Antifixae (sukharigsi)  are found in Narasimha temple 

of Halsi and Kamala Wiriyan temple of Degamve. 76  From this it 

is evident that sthapatis  (architects) from the Kadamba 

territory might have been influenced by the architects of 

Chalukyan temples. 

The cornice slabs of the ceiling from Kapota.  The neck 

(griva. ) and the kalash  of the shikhar-g  are missing. The 

central storey (tan-)  of the shikhar-E  is filled with bas-

reliefs of the deities. On the south Brahma and Bhairava on 

the west. Nataraja and Un -Esahitsiva  on the NOrth, Visnu and 

Siva-rdrvati in standing posture are depicted. 

The temple of Tambdi Surla is of moderate dimensions. 

This temple has been ascribed to Kadambas. It seems the the 

temple of Tambdi Surla was not constructed during the zenith 

of Kadamba power. The Kadamba temple has been designated as 

Kadamba-Yadava. 77  Yadava temple (Hemadipanti)  are of heavy 

and plain exterior walls without any sculptures. 78  However, 

even the exterior walls of the Kadamba temples are also devoid 

of sculptures. 79  Therefore, the above characteristics need not 

be primarily associated with the Yadava temples. Hence, 

Hemadipanti or Bhumija influence is hardly found on Tambdi 

Surla Mah-ddeva temple. Therefore, it is a flickering lamp of 

Kadamba architecture. 
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C. Saptakotcshwara temple of Opa: (Plan No. 24) 

Saptakotshwara temple of Opa like Malfideva temple of 

Curdi is built with laterite as well schist. Both temples 

consist of only two parts i.e. garbhagriha and sabhImandapa. 

Saptakoteshwara temple of Opa has a vaulted roof but it is not 

monolithic monument. Being a structural temple of vaulted 

roof, some binding material was essential and hence lime 

mortar was used for the construction of the temple. It seems 

garbhagriha was constructed earlier in c. 1300 A.D. and was 

added later during the Vijayanagara period in c. 1400 A. D. 8 ° 

Sabh-a-mandapa has no pillars. This temple has a circumbulatory 

(pradakshin-a-path), Tambdi Surla and Curdi temples had no 

pradakshinWPath and thus these two temples are nirandhSr 

temples. Saptakoteshwar temple of Opa is the only surviving 

s'a.ndh"dra ancient temple of Goa. In front of the temple, the 

Khandepar river flows. Series of steps reaching the river have 

been constructed resembling ghats of Benaras or Nasik. 

D) Jaina temples  

In chapter V reference to Jaina Basti of Bandivade and 

Kudne have been made. Some Jaina stone sculptures of 

tirthankaras have been dated to SilahTir-a-  Kadamba period. But 

no Jaina temple of SilahWrii Kadamba period have been reported 

from Goa. Only two Jaina temples of Vijayanagara period throw 

light on Vijayanagara architecture. These two Jaina temples 
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arc namely from Bandivade and Kudne. Jaina temple of Bandivade 

is in ruins. The ground plan of the temple is in square shape. 

It has been constructed out of laterite and the lime mortar 

has been used as the binding material. The Jaina temple of 

Bandivade has dome, arches and the grilled windows. Kannada 

inscription of Bandivade referred to in chapter V mentions the 

donation made to the temple. The inscription provides a 

corroborative evidence to show that the Jaina temple of 

Bandivade was built during Vijayanagara period. 

The Directorate of Archives, Archaeology and Mu§eum of 

the Government of Goa conducted excavation at kudne Bicholim 

in 1986 and brought to light sabh -a-mandapa and garbhagriha. 

Temple is constructed out of laterite and lime mortar was used 

as the binding material. (Plan No. 25). The door leading to 

the garbhagriha has an arch. From the laterite blocks 

discovered in the excavation, it is evident that even in 

sabhamandapa there were arches. These arches were embellished 

with floral pendants carved in laterite. Such floral pendent 

has been discovered in the excavation. The floral pendent is a 

mute witness to the skill of the sculptor. He was an expert in 

handling even inferior material like laterite to produce the 

beautiful floral pendent. On the basis of these arches it can 

be presumed that sabh -imandapa had a dome over it. Sabh-Emandapa  

was of 8 mts X 8.30 mts. These are four pillars in the centre 

and four pilasters on each side-wall. 
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Sablfa-mandapa had a gabled roof with tiles. The Jaina 

temple of Kudne was similar to Saptakoteshwar temple of Narve 

and Chandran/th temple of Paroda. This is the fore-runner of 

these temples. Garbhagriha has three niches. One on each side. 

All these three niches had images of Jaina deities. But now 

no images are found in these niches. 

Large number of pieces of stone sculpture mostly of 

chlorite schist bearing the marks of the weapons of 

destruction indicate that the temple and the images were 

deliberately destroyed by the invaders in 17th A. D. 81  C P62.65_.) 

Silatara--Kadamba memorial monuments 	C fq 

	

53) 

About 4 kms from the northern borders of Goa in Satarda 

and in Mandrem, (Pedne), Kudne(Bicholim) and in 

Utorda(Salcete) laterite structures called thadagem have been 

found. However, only Kudne thadagem have been reported. 82 

 These thadagcms are memorial monuments. There is a tradition 

of erecting memorials in different shapes in various religions 

of India. Sati memorials of three to four feet in height with 

a basin at the top of Tulsi plant have been reported from 

Theur and Raigad. In Goa also similar Tulsi vrincliivan type 

memorials are found. 83  Some memorials with functional domes 

are also noticed in GOa. Yet another type of memorials are 

monolithic squarish pillars. On these pillars at the centre on 

the top a tiny dome is chiseled out. 
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The gabbled roof is found on the memorial monuments of 

Satarda, Mandrem, Kudne and Utorda. As has been already 

pointed out that structural temples had influenced the 

memorial monuments and these are similar to the structural 

temples. . Therefore, the memorial monuments mentioned in the 

above four villages belonged to Kadamba-SilahBrE period. 

Kudne village has planned a group of thadagems and these 

are located on the plateau of a hillock to the north-east of 

Deulwada. This site is named as "Dhupache tome". On a large 

thadagem on a rectangular ground plan resembling Kadamba-

Silahafa temple with tiered shikharW , occupies the centre. As 

shown in the plan on each side three thadagems have been built 

at the rear there is only one thadagem. In front there is no 

thadagem this has facilitated unobstructed entrance. 

Each wall 	of the memorial consists of one single 

laterite slab without windows. The single laterite slab joins 

the other laterite at right-angle but does not extend beyond 

as in the cist type of megaliths. However, some walls are 

partitioned at the rear and not in the front. The shikhatic 

consists of two-tiered coping stone with Kalash as a finale. 85  

In Satarda only one such memorial monument is found on 

the way to Sakaleshwar temple. In Mandrem(pedne) two memorials 

have been found in the vicinity of the temple. In Utorda 

(Salcete) also there is a solitary thadagem in the open field. 
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Directorate of Archives, Archaeology and Museum, Government 

of Goa conducted vegetation clearance and restoration of 

thadagem  at Kudne. This provided an opportunity of probing the 

interior of the plinth area where no skeletal remains or 

funerary objects were found. From these facts it is evident 

that the thadagems are unique memorial monuments of Silah -ara-

Kadamba period. 

Load-Rest  

In many parts of Goa load- rests(davarne) were erected 

on the ancient routes. Two or three laterite blocks of about 

1 1/2 mt were erected on the ground perpendically and on these 

blocks another laterite block was placed horizontally. These 

load-rests are called davarne,  in Konkani, which means to 

keep. 86  Such load-rests are also found in Uttar Kannada. 

Southern most of load-rest is Tamilnadu. 87  

These load-rests in appearance resemble stone-henges 

(megaliths) of Europe. Due to extrinsic similarity attempts 

were made to identify the load rests as megaliths. 88  The 

reference to the load-rests are found in the writing 89 . 

Hence, these load-rests were surveyed and it had been found 

that these are not megaliths but load rests." 

Such load-rests were of considerable utility as Goa is a 

mountainous region. There were no broad roads connecting 

villages in which bullock carts could move conveniently. 
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Moreover, bullocks get exhausted in the hilly terrain. Common 

man had to carry heavy load. This might have caused great 

hardship and fatigue. Hence these load-rests were erected on 

the ancient tracks. The tradition of erecting load-rests might 

have come into vague during the Kadamba period. This can be 

noticed in the concern shown by the Kadamba rulers of Goa in 

the welfare activities. This is evident from the copper plate 

dated 1053 A.D. This copper plate refers to the establishment 

of free boarding and lodging for the poor helpless and the 

pilgrims. 

From the fore-going discussion it can be seen that though 

Goa is not gifted with good quality stone the architects 

(sthapatis) could excavate caves like Aravalem and Khandepar. 

They could build Mah-gdeva temple at Tambdi Surla, Curdi and 

Saptakoteshwara of Opa. The door jamb of schist preserved in 

St. Cajetan church precincts and the floral pendent 

discovered in Kudne excavation demonstrate the skill of the 

architects of Goa. Some masons from Tiswadi, Bardez, Salcete 

migrated to other regions. 
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CHAPTER XI 

EDUCATION, LANGUAGE AND LITERATURES  

Education occupies an apex position in civilization and 

culture in the history of the mankind. Education was 

considered as.invaluable asset in ancient and medieval India. 

People believed that education surpassed all kinds of riches 

landed property, gold and cattle. Education was a non 

perishable permanent asset. Education protects the individual 

like a mother, it guides him like father, like beloved 

education removes obstacles, gives happiness and wealth. An 

illiterate and uneducated is just like a beast. 1  An attempt 

is made in this chapter to survey briefly the educational 

institutions ancient and medieval Goa. 

The Brahmins were associated with education all the 

regions of India. The first three Varnas  were normally 

educating their children. Primary education commenced with the 

sacrament (samskaras)  of vidyFrambha which has also been 

called Aksharasvikarna.  At the beginning of the fifth year of 

the child the above sacrament was performed. It seems that 

till 10th century A. D. there was no special sacrament held 

f or the formal commencement of teaching of 

alphabets(aksharasvikarna).  In ancient period the primary 

education began after-the thread ceremony.2 



References to the Brahmins are available in Goa from c. 

400 A.D. From this it is evident that Brahmins had settled in 

Goa from the above period. The Siroda copper plate mentions 

two Brahmins namely Govindaswami and Indraswami of Bharadwaj 

gotra. They were Rigvedi Brahmins. 3  In another copper plate 

of gaa6kan Mauryas there is a reference to Sathavedi Brahmins. 4 

 References made to the Brahmin in the copper plates indicate 

that Brahmins were settled on the banks of the rivers of Goa. 

Such Brahmin settlements were at Kushasthali (Cortalim), 

Veranypur (Verna), Kardalipur(Kavalc), Sankhavali (Sancole), 

Mathagram(Margao) Loutalim and Raid. All these settlements 

were . in Saasasti(Salcete). There were two Brahmin settlements 

in Tiswadi. These were namely Dipavati (Diwadi) and 

Chudamani(Chorao). After the first migration of Saraswat in c. 

800 A.D. Some of them might have settled in the above 

villages and the references to these settlements are found in 

SKH. 5  The Kadamba rulers of Goa were patrons of learning. 

The Dcgamve grant of Sivachitta describes Gopakapattana as the 

city filled with the palanguinis carrying pandits. 6  Even 

outside Goa in other parts of their kingdom Kadambas 

established agraharas. The Kadamba queen Kamaladevi founded 

an agraharas at Degamve. 7  Copper plate of Kadamba ruler. 

Gulhadeva mentions Priol Savai-Verem, Nageshi and Betaki. 8  

Tribhuvanamalla established Brahmapuri at modern Goa 

Vclha(Ti.swadi). 12 Brahmins well versed in Vedas, religion and 



philosophy settled in the above Brahmapuri. Gardens of coconut 

and cultivated lands from the village of Nerul(Bardez), 

Pale(Tiswadi) Madkai(Ponda) were allotted to the maintenance 

of the Brahmins. 9  Marcela(MahgshElg) in Ponda taluka has the 

tradition of learning. Hence it was called as MahEshElTi. Many 

Brahmins well versed in scriptures lived in Mall -ash-6.1E. Paithan 

also a well known centre of learning like Paithan on the banks 

of Godavari. 10  

It seems that a temple of SarefWati the godess of learning 

was built in madgaon region. For the maintenance of the temple 

lands were allotted to Brahmins. Three houses were 

constructed. One was for the priest who worshipped the goddess 

Saraswati and delivered discourse on religion and puranas and 

another was for the supervision of agrahara and the third for 

the scribe. 11  ' Jayakeshi I established agrahara in 

Kudatarika(Curtorim) on fifth dark half of the month of 

ieshtha Saka year 971 corresponding to Wednesday 27th May 1949 

A.D. The donee learned Brahmin Madhaviicharya. 12  Jayakeshi III 

Princes of Wales Museum inscription mentions about the 

establishment of a Brahmapuri. A piece of land to the west of 

Unakal was exempted from all the taxes was granted for the 

maintenance of the Brahmapuri. A school measuring twenty six 

hands in length and twenty one hands in width was constructed 

in the prescints of the temple. 13  

There was an administrative division called As -Cigar in 
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Sanguem taluka. This may be a corruption of AstagrahIra.  This 

division consisted eight agraharas, these are namely Rivona , 

Jambavali, Colamb, Curdi,Curpe, Netravali, Vichundrem and 

Talauli. 14  However, no epigraph references arc available 

about this group of eight agraharas.  Incidentally in Curdi 

Netravali and Vichundrem temples belonging. to Kadamba period 

have been found. The temple of Nundem was one of the earliest 

temples of Goa and was of c. 500 A.D. From this it is evident 

Brahmin were in Sanguem taluka from c. 500 A.D. During Kadamba 

period this group of eight agraharas might have come into 

existence. 

Most of the well known temples were the centres of 

learning. Epigraphs from south India reveal that many temples 

' acted as the centres of learning. 15  However, there arc no 

inscriptions referring to such temples from Goa. 

Karhadc Brahmins were probably teachers in temples of 

Goa. Other Brahmins did not recognise Saraswats hence they 

were engaged in worldly pursuits like agriculture, commerce 

and administration." However, there were some Siiraswat 

Brahmins who were well versed in Vedas and Pufanas. In the 

inscription of Madhavamantri references to Ghaisas and the 

Chitpavan Brahmin are found. Like Rxrahar'as, ghatikzisthanas  

were the centres of learning. Those who were educated in 

GhatikasthEnSs  were considered as great scholars. The above 

Ghaisas  in Vijayanagara inscription might have been a product 
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of ghatikgsth5n3s.  Ghaisas might have been derived from 

Ghatik5s8hilsi  Ghatisas and finally Ghaislis. 17  

The traditions of establishing Brahmapuri continued in 

the Vijayanagara period. MEdhavamantri the Governor of Goa 

during the Vijayanagara period established Brahmapuri at 

village Gavala Mauli in Tiswadi." References to agraharSs  

and Brahmapuris  are found in the inscriptions. Though personal 

_)(  name Ghaisas is mentioned in the above inscription, no 

references to ghatilastEnEs  are found in the epigraphs of Goa. 

Inscriptions mentioned that king Gulhadev was well 

versed in political science, literature, architecture and 

logic. 19  Though these subjects are mentioned in the 

inscriptions inscriptions are silent about the subjects taught 

in the agratarEs  and Brahmapuris.  

The traces of Buddhism have been found in Goa in Lamgaon 

and Rivona. These were small Buddhist Monasteries. These may 

have been small centres of education. Jaina Bastis of 

Bandivade and Kudne may have also been Jaina centre of 

learning. 

The medium of instructions in agratairEs  and Brahmapuri  

was sanskrit. But the language of the region was' Konkani. 

m:  Konkani has no script of its own. Konkani did not get any 

royal patronage or encouragement. 2°  During the Yadava period 

Marathi developed and the people of Goa found Marathi easier 
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than sanskrit. Hence the people readily accepted. Marathi 

devotional songs and the literature of saints. However, the 

people of Goa did not make any efforts to develop their own 

language. 21  Some scholars argue that Konkani had its own 

literature but the manuscripts of Konkani literature were 

burnt by the Portuguese. 22  

Attempts have been made to trace Konkani inscriptions 

from the beginning of c. 100 A. D. The Devaraja copper plate 

of Siroda and one line inscription on solar disc of Aravalem 

caves and the parel stone inscription of Northern SilahWrWs 

King Aparaditya are considered as Konkani inscriptions. 23  The 

first two sculptures are in Sanskrit only and third one is in 

Sanskrit but last two lines of this inscription are in 

Marathi. 24  .Marathi and Konkani being Indo-Aryan language are 

closely related. It is difficult to distinguish between old 

Marathi and Konkani. Hence it is extremely difficult to 

categorically state that Parel inscription is in Konkani. 

The influence of the Southern alphabets has been traced 

on the early inscriptions of Goa. Such as copper plates of the 

Bhojas, Nundem inscription both inscription of Aravalem the 

Konkan Mauryas and also an unpublished inscription of 

Chandor. 25  All the Copper plates of Bhojas, Konkan Mauryas, 

Southern Silah -a-r-a-s and the Kadambas are in Sanskrit. However, 

the KadambaS used Kannada in Kannada speaking areas such as 

Dharwad, Belgaum and Karwar districts of the present Karnataka 
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State. The Southern influence continued on the inscriptions of 

Goa from c. 400 A. D. to c. 700 A. D. Therefore Kannada script 

was not introduced by any particular Dynasty in Goa but it was 

a part of an evolutionary process and thus it took firm roots 

in Goa. The people of Goa were familiar with Kannada scripts 

from medieval period (c. 1000 A. D. to c. 1100 A. D. Even 

than it has been suggested that the Yadavas introduced Kannada 

script in order to please kannada subjects. However, the 

language was in Marathi. 26  The above facts only indicates 

that Marathi influence has increased during the Yadava period. 

Kannada script was neither introduced by Yadavas nor 

Vijayanagara but as a part of evolutionary process it came 

into use during Kadamba period. The use of Kannada script was 

not wide-spread in Goa but only three Kannada stone 

inscriptions have been found. 27  Alongwith Kannada Sanskrit was 

also used for copper plates by Kadambas and such six copper 

plates of kadambas have been published. 28  The use of Kannada 

script continued during the later period right upto the 17th 

century A. D. in Goa and the Communidade documents are Kannada 

script. 29  

The earliest Marathi inscription from Goa in Khandepar 

copper plate and this is in Kannada script but he language is 

Marathi. 3°  This script is been called Hale Kannada. 31  Hale 

Kannada is actually a literary style of writing in Kannada 

literature from c. 800 A. D. to 1100 A. D. and is not 
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applicable to script. 32  

Goa is surrounded on three side by Karnataka. Therefore, 

it is the major linguistic zone and hence the the language of 

the major linguistic zone was used by the people of Goa during 

ancient and redieval period in Goa. But the people were 

Konkani speakers. Hence Goa can be labeled as bilingual zone. 

There many such bilingual zones in South India. 33  Marathi 

influence spread in Goa during the later period as it 

developed later than Kannada. There are nine Marathi 

inscriptions in Goa. Marathi influence did not take firm root 

in later medieval period. If Marathi was firmly established 

the documents of Communidade would have been in Marathi. 

Literature.  

Incomplete sanskrit seven line inscriptions of Aravalem 

is in literary style. If the inscriptions was complete it 

would have been a fine example of Sanskrit poetry in the 

anust . ubh  meter. 34  Panaji plates of Jayakeshi I of saka 981 

mentions that it was the poet of Vishvarupa who composed the 

inscription. The verses found in this inscription are also in 

.anustubh  meter. 35  These are the only references available 

about the literature from the region of Goa. The Kadambas of 

Goa had roots in Karnataka. Hence Konkani did not get the 

royal patronage. As mentioned earlier Marathi received the 

royal patronage during the Yadava period. The people accepted 
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GENEALOGY_ . OF SOUTPIEPit1/41 511Alr1k AS 

sANApHuLLA 	(c. A.D. 765-785) 

DHAMmiyARA (c. A.D. 795- 820) 

Al yAPAR4JA (c. A.D. X 20 -  84 5) 

AVAsAVIA 	(c..A.D. 845-870) 

ADITyAVARMAN __(( A.D. 870-995) 

AVAsARA 	 895 - 920) 

IhDAARA A 	(C. A.D. 920— 949 

8141MA 	(c.A•D. 94s-970) 

AVASAR4 Ia.  CC. A.D. 970-99(5) 

RATTA RAJA 	(c. A.D. 995-1024) 



(im;iie not known) 

The kadamba Families 

Shashlha 1 , 

NSgavarroa: 

Guvaladeva I 
I 

Shashtha II 
(c. 1000 A.D - 1072 A.D.) 

	

Gavaladev& U 	Jayalc84i 

	

(c. 1038 A.D.) 	(c. 1950-78 A.D.) 

1 
Gavaladava III 	Vijaysditya Mayaoalladevi Another daughte r  
(. 1078-U25 A.D.) 

Pr,dma.ladEvi 	Jar.  ktii II 	Uclayarrnapava Tribhuvanamalla 
• (c. 112547 AD.)  

Savitzi 	Perna4.41ideva (givaclaitta) 	Vijay5ditya rtrish9tiehitta) 
1147-92 A.D.) 	 (c. 1147-87 A.D.) 

Sz.-,yalctr:gi tJI 
(e. 1/Z7-1225 is- 

': 

Vajra d 	Tribhuvccamalla 
(c. 1200-1221 A.D.) (c. 1225-46 A.D.) 

• •• . 	- 
Shashlba III 

(c. 12.;:6-1260 A D.) 
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